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Management Summary
The Kaien Siding Archaeology Project, Prince Rupert, BC began with joint planning
between CN railway and the Prince Rupert Port Authority to expand capacities of the Fairview
Container Terminal. This report describes the total archaeological excavation of the remains of
two precontact settlements that were in conflict with the siding construction, as well as minor
archaeological work along the remainder of the siding route. At the time of writing this report,
construction work has been largely completed.
The Kaien Siding archaeological project was one of the largest ever to be conducted in
the province in terms of the scale of the excavation, the number of artifacts and faunal remains
found, and the in-depth research undertaken afterwards. The project was also a world-leader in
creating an archaeological excavation and data management system built around concepts of
using 3D space as the basic organizational principal, and making obsolete many of the traditional
pillars of archaeological method, such as excavating rectangular units.
Following the submission of impact assessment reports in 2007, an archaeological
technical committee was set up to provide advice and guidance to the various parties and the
environmental impact assessment regulators. The committee consisted of representatives of the
developers (Morley Eldridge, Millennia Research Limited), the Coast Tsimshian First Nations
(Dr. George MacDonald) and an independent academic (David Archer, North Coast Community
College). The committee recommended a number of steps be taken, including total excavation of
the remainder of two sites that were within the immediate railroad siding expansion impact area,
and another within the optional portion of the Phase 2 terminal expansion (Archer, et al. 2012).
The approach was accepted by all parties. CN was the sole client for the excavations reported
here. Fieldwork took place over eight months between October 2012 and May 2013.
Some basic core objectives were to recover and study artifacts, faunal remains, and
cultural features. Any human remains were to be recovered and studies including DNA analysis
were to be carried out as far as possible, as requested by the Coast Tsimshian, with final reburial
or disposition of the human remains to be determined by the Coast Tsimshian. Artifacts and
accompanying data were to be reposited at the Museum of Northern BC.
The project builds on the 1960s-1970s work of the North Coast Prehistory Project and
more recent work. This early project had monumental scope and scale. The problem orientation
focused around issues of the origins of Northwest Coast complex culture; methodological
problems dealing with large shell middens in Prince Rupert Harbour; and producing a
preliminary culture history. Subsequent academic research has been generally typified by
research designs oriented to answering very specific research questions and often undertaking
minimal excavation. A study of diachronic settlement pattern, ranked society, and site
abandonment in Prince Rupert Harbour required only village discovery, mapping, and collection
of a few shells from the surface of these sites. The emphasis on village mapping, with very
limited formal excavation, was continued (in tandem with sea level and oral history research) in
the Dundas Islands and Prince Rupert Harbour. Somewhat larger excavations have taken place in
order to study households and their relationship to status and rank in the harbour.
The excavations for Kaien Siding at GbTo-13 and GbTo-54 have revealed an
unprecedented amount of data for North Coast archaeological sites. All data has ties to some
140,000 spatial points that have centimetre accuracy in real world coordinates. Almost all data is
in database and GIS files that should allow unprecedented ease of data use in the future for new
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research. Almost 4,500 artifacts (formed tools, ornaments, and weapons and fragments) were
catalogued, classified, and analysed. Dozens of features were recorded, with georeferenced 3-D
models made of the most significant ones. All bone recovered from ¼ inch screen was examined
for rare species and human remains and a very large sample was analysed in detail. A large
sample of the estimated 1,000,000 plus fish bones from the sites was analysed from fine-screen
samples. Almost 90,000 bones were identified to the lowest taxa possible and analysed. Shellfish
were analysed for seasonality. Dozens of radiocarbon dates provide temporal control.
Ethnohistorical research showed the Tsimshian name for GbTo-54 was Ya asqalu’i,
meaning “Place of Alder Slide”. The first occupation of this landform occurred shortly after the
defeat of the Tlingit in the region. The main occupation began about AD 200 on what were fresh
slide deposits at some places and slightly older deposits in others. The oral history states that the
chief of this village at this time was Spilaxe, a Gispaxloats tribe and Gispwudwada
(Killerwhale/Grizzly) clan member who formed an alliance with the Gitwilgyots tribe and
Gispwudwada Clan chief, Gilax’aks for defence of the harbour. It appears that one of the main
reasons for choosing this location, despite a number of problems, was strategic in that it uniquely
had a view of both entrances to the inner harbour.
Our understanding of the number and size of houses at both sites is incomplete due to the
effect of railroad construction through the centre and rear of where ancient buildings once stood
at this location. One definite house and two likely ones are within the excavated area at GbTo54. A special activity area where bracelets were probably made (in addition to other activities)
surrounded a giant boulder left over from the landslide. The houses were much smaller than the
ones occupied at the time of contact and into the historic period. This is consistent with
contemporary houses as revealed by other archaeological investigations. The one definite house
was characterized by a complex of rectangular stone slab box hearths associated with a clay floor
that had been imported and refreshed from time to time. The house was rebuilt at least once. This
house, despite being slightly narrower than high-status houses in ranked villages, was occupied
by the highest status people in the village. Labrets, a lip ornament associated with high status,
were all confined to this house and its associated refuse dumps. All the very valuable mountain
goat horn cores were found here. High status and wealth were associated with this house.
A single slab box hearth was found in the second suspected house, and another was found
in the third suspected house.
Various artifact classes were confined to the areas of houses and not to some of the
peripheral areas which may have been special work areas. Overall, the composition of
assemblages in all areas remained remarkably consistent through time and space.
Some artifact types are restricted to certain time periods, or are much more common in
some than others. Harpoon types made at the same time at the two village locations were made
with quite different line retrieval systems, possibly to differentiate between communities.
An unprecedented number of antler bracelet fragments (nearly 100) came from both sites.
A new clasp mechanism was found that had never before been identified archaeologically,
although mountain goat horn bracelets collected in the very early historic period had the same
clasp system. Antler bracelets with these clasps have subsequently been identified in southern
BC and Washington State. For a number of reasons, we infer that mountain goat horn bracelets
were made at the Ya asqalu’i village.
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The faunal assemblages from both sites are as unusual as the artifacts and features. The
amount of mountain goat bone was extraordinary; so was that of bears, especially grizzly bears,
and sea lions. Many of the animals appear to have an up river and possibly far up river origin.
The far up river animals include fisher, lynx, caribou, and mule deer. The fish are dominated by
stored species, salmon, herring, and eulachon. While large numbers of salmon and herring have
previously been found, the large amount of eulachon at Kaien Siding was exceptional. The birds
are dominated by rhinoceros auklets, a small seabird that nests on some outer islands. These have
only been found in such numbers at another Kaien Island site, Grassy Bay. Year round
occupation of both GbTo-13 and 54 are indicated by vertebrate and shellfish analyses.
While some of the artifact and faunal remains show that there was ranking within this
village, even the areas of “low status” have more wealth items then at almost any other
archaeological sites in the harbour. It seems likely that the villages were ranked at this time in
addition to individuals or families, and this village would have had a high rank perhaps similar to
that previously attributed to the Boardwalk site.
The art styles do not approach the very complex art known from historic times. Although
fully-developed Northwest Coast art style elements are present on some artifacts, they are very
rare. Perhaps most representational art was on perishable wood. Geometric patterning is common
on a wide variety of objects.
A wide variety of ornaments were made from various types of shell, especially rock
scallop and dentalia. Other ornaments were simple bead and pendant forms carved and drilled
from rock and amber and from bone and antler. Deeply incised (yet still essentially geometric)
complex carved stones are produced that date to the early occupation at Ya asqalu’i.
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Introduction
The Kaien Siding Archaeology Project, Prince
With the distinct advantage of being
Rupert, BC began with joint planning between CN railway
the closest North American port to
and the Prince Rupert Port Authority to expand capacities
Asia by up to three days, the Port of
of the Fairview Container Terminal. The Prince Rupert
Prince Rupert is uniquely positioned
container terminal is the fastest-growing container terminal
on the shortest trade route between
the world's most dynamic economies in North America (Prince Rupert Port Authority Home
- an ideal location to serve shippers
Page). Adding a railway siding will allow container trains
and producers, facilitate trade and
to be loaded and offloaded without blocking the CN
grow the Canadian economy.
mainline access to the downtown Prince Rupert Terminal.
Prince Rupert Port Authority Home Page
This report describes the total archaeological excavation of
the remains of two precontact settlements that were in conflict with the siding construction, as
well as minor archaeological work along the remainder of the siding route. At the time of writing
this report, construction work has been largely completed.
The report describes the environmental, cultural, and technical background, and the
methods, results, and conclusions of the main archaeological study in this volume. Brief
summaries of the results of ancilliary studies as well as are given in the main body of the report,
with the complete reports forming appendices.
The archaeological project in 2012-2013 was one of the largest ever to be conducted in
the province in terms of the scale of the excavation, the number of artifacts and faunal remains
found, and the in-depth research undertaken afterwards. The volume of the excavation was only
exceeded by excavations at the Boardwalk and Lachane sites during the work done in the 1960s
and 1970s by the National Museum of Canada in Prince Rupert Harbour. The Kaien Siding
project was also a world-leader in creating an archaeological excavation and data management
system build around concepts of using 3D space as the basic organizational principal, and
making obsolete many of the traditional pillars of archaeological method, such as excavating
rectangular units.
An AOA of the original combined port expansion and rail siding construction project was
carried out for the two original clients in 2006 (Eldridge 2006; Eldridge and Parker 2007;
Eldridge, Parker, et al. 2007). This was followed by full AIAs in the summer of 2007 for CN
(Brunsden and Eldridge 2007) and for the Port Authority (Eldridge, et al. 2008). Following the
submission of these reports an archaeological technical committee was set up to provide advice
and guidance to the various parties and the environmental impact assessment regulators. The
committee consisted of representatives of the developers (Morley Eldridge, Millennia Research
Limited), the Coast Tsimshian First Nations (Dr. George MacDonald) and an independent
academic (David Archer, North Coast Community College). The committee recommended a
number of steps be taken including total excavation of the remainder of two sites that were
within the immediate railroad siding expansion impact area, and another within the optional
portion of the Phase 2 terminal expansion (Archer, et al. 2012). The approach was accepted by
all parties. CN was the sole client for the excavations reported here.
Note that the main Kaien Siding site, GbTo-54, was found late in the reporting process to
have a Tsimshian name, Ya asqalu’i. The two names are used individually and combined
throughout this report.
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Objectives and Scope
The objectives were established in the Heritage Management Plan (Archer, et al. 2012)
for the port expansion and siding construction with additional detail provided in Eldridge (2012).
Essentially, the totality of cultural materials was to be excavated prior to construction
commencing. Undisturbed cultural materials were to be excavated using hand techniques while
previously disturbed materials could be excavated with machine assistance. This approach,
though fairly common in Europe and Asia, had not been taken previously with shell middens.
Some basic core objectives were to recover and study artifacts, faunal remains, and cultural
features. Any human remains were to be recovered and studies including DNA analysis were to
be carried out as far as possible, as requested by the Coast Tsimshian, with final reburial or
disposition of the human remains to be determined by the Coast Tsimshian.
Artifacts and accompanying data were to be reposited at the Museum of Northern BC.
The Museum is a federally-accredited institution according to Appendix C of the Treasury Board
Guide to the Management of Movable Heritage Assets. It has Category 'A' designation “granted
for an indefinite period of time to institutions and public authorities that are well established and
meet all of the [legal, curatorial and environmental] criteria for designation.” The Museum of
Northern BC has had this designation since 1986.
There will be no restriction surrounding data access to bona fide researchers or regional
First Nation communities that request it once the basic cataloguing and analysis of samples has
been completed; except, of course, as concerns physical or human remains which may have
community or repository institution restrictions or regulation. Data will be shared with regional
First Nations that request it. It is expected that the MNBC will deal with requests for data sharing
after the collections have been transferred.
The project scope covered a range of activities including total excavation of all cultural
materials at two sites and excavation monitoring at several other archaeological locations. The
bulk of the work occurred at GbTo-13 and GbTo-54. Archaeological inspection or monitoring
was undertaken at GbTo-12, GbTo-37, GbTo-53, GbTo-55, and GbTo-104. At GbTo-12, the
ancillary work included monitoring a large backhoe excavation in the intertidal zone to search
for any buried archaeological material that might be present in the fluvial delta deposits, in
particular, preserved wooden organics in a “wet site”. Except artifacts collected in the intertidal
zone between GbTo-55 and the container terminal, no other new archaeological finds were
encountered.
The excavation at GbTo-54 was undertaken concurrently with GbTo-13 which meant
having to duplicate equipment and systems, as well as assigning sufficient staff to run both sites
effectively. GbTo-54 took considerably longer than GbTo-13 simply because the volume of
archaeological materials there was so much greater. The GbTo-13 excavations began later than
GbTo-54 and ended earlier. The crew assigned to GbTo-13 was also smaller, once it was realized
that shoreline erosion had removed considerable material compared to what had been present
during the AIA in 2007.
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Figure 1. Location of Kaien Siding sites GbTo-13 and GbTo-54 in relation to other
excavated sites in Prince Rupert Harbour.
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Research Questions
The 1960s-1970s work of the North Coast Prehistory Project had monumental scope and
scale. Ames (2005:30) describes it as “an extraordinarily ambitious program of reconnaissance,
survey, testing, excavation, and ethnohistory” led by Dr. George MacDonald. Huge areas were
inventoried; excavations were undertaken at 18 sites from the upper Skeena to Haida Gwaii
including 11 in or near Prince Rupert; and nearly 22,000 artifacts were catalogued (MacDonald
and Inglis 1981:41-42). The problem orientation was described by MacDonald (1969) as focused
around issues of the origins of Northwest Coast complex culture; methodological problems
dealing with large shell middens in Prince Rupert Harbour; and producing a preliminary culture
history. As Ames (2005:30) notes: “there have been two threads to the culture history: the
creation of a chronological framework, based on radiocarbon dates and material culture change;
and a complementary focus on Tsimshian history as reflected in their oral and now written
traditions”. Large excavations, in isolated units or large blocks, were used to collect this data,
and the volumes excavated from different sites ranged from dozens of cubic metres to over
1,000 m3 at the Boardwalk site (Ames 2005:53).
By contrast, academic research on the central and northern Northwest Coast over the last
few decades has been generally typified by research designs oriented to answering very specific
research questions and often undertaking minimal excavation. For instance, questions regarding
regional sea level histories and the ways in which this affected initial human occupancy (e.g.,
Fedje 1993; Fedje, et al. 1995; McLaren 2008) mostly used small diameter cores taken from
lakes, marshes and archaeological sites, with no large-scale excavation. Similarly, investigation
on the central coast of precontact economies, especially with regard to fish utilization, only
required small core samples (e.g., Cannon 2000, 2007; Cannon, et al. 2006) and similar smallscale excavation took place to investigate changing patterns of fish harvesting on Haida Gwaii
(Orchard 2008). A study of diachronic settlement pattern, ranked society, and site abandonment
in Prince Rupert harbour required only village discovery, mapping, and collection of a few shells
from the surface of these sites (Archer 2001). The emphasis on village mapping, with very
limited formal excavation, was continued (in tandem with sea level and oral history research) in
the Dundas Islands (e.g., Martindale, et al. 2010) and continues in Prince Rupert Harbour (Bryn
Letham 2013 personal communication; Andrew Martindale 2013 personal communication).
Somewhat larger excavations have taken place in order to study households and their
relationship to status and rank in the harbour (e.g., Coupland, et al. 1991; Coupland, et al. 2003)
and in order to obtain basic culture-historical data on Haida Gwaii (e.g., Fedje, Magne, et al.
2005; McLaren and Smith 2008), but these are in the minority.
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Figure 2. Excavated sites in the region (sites with limited testing in Dundas Islands not
included).
Culture History
The culture history remains a work in progress. A culture history was presented in the
1960s and 1970s (Inglis and MacDonald 1979; Inglis and MacDonald 1975; MacDonald 1969)
with the ‘preliminary’ parts of table titles largely dropped by 1981 although still present in text
(MacDonald and Inglis 1981). The sequence was divided into three periods spanning nearly
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5,000 years, and MacDonald and Inglis characterised this as a developing technology, with new
elements added to a basic pattern without really changing it. “Changes that do occur are
quantitative and likely reflect elaborations in the social and economic organization” (MacDonald
and Inglis 1981:42). The periods are divided on the basis of radiocarbon dates; MacDonald and
Inglis appear to have chosen millennial or mid-millennial calendric dates that correspond with
few (uncalibrated) radiocarbon ages as their divisions (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:44). Artifact
types from Prince Rupert Harbour are tabulated in a “preliminary list of relative frequencies of
artifacts” with each type ranked as absent, rare, or present in each of the three periods
(MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46-47, emphasis mine). Some detail is provided in the text about
the artifacts and their relative amounts. This list was indeed preliminary, and likely was more
about impressions obtained during excavation and cataloguing rather than through rigorous
checking against profiles, provenience, and tabulation; but it has remained the primary source of
culture history for the North Coast ever since. Other discussions that deal on a culture-area wide
scope (Ames and Maschner 1999; Matson and Coupland 1995) or that summarize North Coast
prehistory (Fladmark 1986; Fladmark, et al. 1990) have used the MacDonald and Inglis scheme
as a base.
Ames states that MacDonald had always intended for the analysis to continue and be
refined, however. He writes (Ames 2005:1 emphasis mine):
In 1984 I approached MacDonald…about analysing the artifacts from the
Prince Rupert excavations to test ideas I had developed about the evolution
of social complexity on the Northwest Coast …. Analysis of the artifacts
had been initiated in the mid-1970s, and one site was described (Sutherland
1978) and work begun on Boardwalk but not finished. MacDonald
cheerfully acquiesced, with the proviso that I also develop a detailed
culture-history for the harbour.
Ames subsequent work on the detailed culture-history spanned two decades, and resulted
in the publication of his 2005 monograph The North Coast Prehistory Project Excavations in
Prince Rupert Harbour, British Columbia. The Artifacts. (Ames 2005). Later in the monograph,
Ames (2005:32) restates “Another major goal of the artifact analysis was to complete the work
of the Northwest [sic] Coast Prehistory Project, and develop a culture history of the Prince
Rupert Harbour Region.”
Ames encountered major roadblocks along the way however, and was unable to complete
the work needed to comprehensively revise the culture history. Principal among these was the
lack of profile drawings and, for some sites, the absence of maps of the sites and excavation
notes. Ames (2005:51) states:
I examined the original profile drawings in Ottawa in the spring of 1984.
However, they were not available to me after that time. Cybulski was using
the originals in Ottawa, and reproducing them would have been
prohibitively expensive. I did have the artist’s renderings of those drawings
reproduced in this volume, photographs of the walls and field notes …. I do
not believe the profiles would have strengthened my control over the
general sedimentary processes at work in the Harbour. In other words, I
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do not believe I would have been able to make stratigraphic correlations
across the individual sites, to link different site localities. However, I might
have been able to separate AUs at sites, particularly Lachane, where I was
unable to do so.
This last is a critical point: Ames’ analysis of the artifacts of the harbour is based on
“AUs” or “analytical units”. At a couple of sites (Garden Island and Grassy Bay), the AUs are
divided on the basis of stratigraphic groupings backed by radiocarbon dates (see Ames 2005:102
for a summary diagram). At Parizeau Point and Baldwin, the site occupations were of short
enough duration that the AUs make sense without temporal subdivision. At Boardwalk, temporal
components are subdivided by locational areas into some 10 AUs. Most have relatively short
duration, although even here one of the largest and most interesting assemblages, “the Sluice”,
was undated. Lachane, GbTo-34, had the largest artifact assemblage with 5100 artifacts
(according to MacDonald and Inglis 1981:43) and 31 radiocarbon dates showing a nearly 5,000
year occupation of the site. Ames breaks down the site assemblage by horizontal area, but his
AUs group all levels from top to bottom; so artifacts spanning a 4,000 year time range are treated
analytically as contemporaneous. Ames states (2005:89) “The documentation available to me
precluded subdividing Lachane into AUs on a finer scale than excavation area”. Similarly,
Kitandach had the longest occupation of all the harbour sites and another 2200 artifacts. This too
is treated as a single analytical unit. Ames (2005:95) writes of the analysis of this site: “Thus,
while the site appears to have been utilized throughout the full occupational period of Prince
Rupert Harbour, there are no grounds to separate AUs”. Ames had additional issues, such as at
Parizeau Point, where he states (2005:64) “I do not have a map of the Parizeau Point
excavations”.
One of the problems leading to ‘lumping’ materials from top to bottom at these sites were
stratigraphic reversals in the radiocarbon dates. Ames (2005:51) implies that reversals were
expected from the outset, due to the “notorious complexity” of shell middens and the expectation
that house platforms were created by “excavating midden, dumping it elsewhere, and flattening
the resulting surface”. This could easily result in older material being superimposed above
younger material. Ames mentions dating reversals specifically for Ridley Island (Ames ignores
the much older, superior position dates as ‘unacceptable’); at GbTo-34 (no temporal subdivisions
of AUs made as a result); at GbTo-36 (no temporal subdivisions of AUs made) (Ames 2005: 95).
Ames does not update the basic culture history. He states (2005:103) that:
At this point it is premature to offer a final periodization. The MacDonald
and Inglis system does a good job of reflecting, in general, the temporal
distribution of the AUs.
Subsequent researchers have left aside any refining of the later culture history, accepting
the MacDonald and Inglis three-period system as-is. There has been development of the very
early culture history on the North Coast (e.g., Acheson 2005; Dixon 2002, 2008; Fedje, et al.
2004; McLaren, et al. 2005). There has also been a suggestion that in the later precontact time on
Haida Gwaii, changes in faunal remains can be better measures of cultural dynamics and
economic specialization than artifact types are, to the extent of defining ‘phases’ on this basis
(Orchard 2007, 2008). A culture-area-wide synthesis of culture-historical periods has also been
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created, that mirrors the MacDonald and Inglis Prince Rupert Harbour periods, renaming the
coast-wide results as Early, Middle, and Late Pacific (Ames and Maschner 1999).
Contributing to a refined culture history was one of the goals of the 2012-2013 project.
We hoped we would find that the period of occupation was relatively brief, since mixed age
materials in the large, complex middens that had undergone remodelling through various
precontact construction projects was a major source of mixing of artifacts from different periods.
A short period of occupation would mean that virtually everything in the assemblage would have
been manufactured and used contemporaneously, or within a short period of time.
Other Lines of Research
Ames (2005:32-48) provides a clear and detailed summary of many of the questions
outside the basic framework of culture history that were tackled by the Prince Rupert Harbour
Artifact Analysis Project. Ames discusses a number of issues related to the evolution of
complexity:
1. The timing of the evolution of social hierarchies;
2. The geography of culture change on the coast;
3. The role of the environment and resources;
4. The role of population changes;
5. The role of economic changes especially intensification;
6. The role of sedentism and changing settlement patterns;
7. Changes in material culture;
8. Warfare;
9. Changes in domestic organization;
10. Interaction and exchange;
11. Environmental Change.
Ames then (2004:41) presents seven “correlates or analytical dimensions” that structured
the analysis, some of which are identical to the issues. These were:
1. Increasing logistical organization and sedentism;
2. Changes in domestic organization;
3. Elaboration of material culture;
4. Changes in burial and mortuary practices;
5. Increasing intensification and dependence on storage;
6. Population growth;
7. Circumscription.
Of course, many of these issues and correlates would benefit from a solid culture history,
as the questions often rely on being able to determine what types or complexes of artifacts or
exotic goods or features are present at various times. Luckily, there are aspects of the
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archaeological record that provide information on many of these topics that are individually
dated and can provide answers. Much of the Ames monograph deals with these.
Many of the most compelling data come directly from the Tsimshian’s ancestors, through
study of their skeletal remains and accompanying grave goods. Cybulski has made their study a
career-long effort (e.g., Cybulski 1972, 1974, 1978, 1986, 1996a, 2001, 2014). Cybulski has
explored several themes in the study of the skeletal remains of the Coast Tsimshian and Nisga’a.
These include exploring aspects of development and history of warfare and interpersonal
violence; the incidence of traumas of various types; evidence for inherited and acquired disease;
changing methods of treatment of the dead; inferences of inheritance and beginnings of social
stratification; and recently, DNA study of ancestry.
Issues even with the chronology of individually dated archaeological features can be
illustrated by one well-known example. One of the major pieces of evidence for the development
of warfare and complex society has been the extraordinary “Warrior Cache” from the Boardwalk
site, consisting of exotic weapons of various materials, mountain goat horn, copper-wrapped
rods, copper bracelets, and an associated copper-stained human skull, likely a decapitated trophy
head. The age of this feature is of great importance, and it has been used as evidence of the
antiquity of Northwest Coast warfare by Ames (2001), Marsden (2000), Maschner (Maschner
and Reedy-Maschner 1998) and others. The cache was first dated to 500 BC by MacDonald and
included in description of art and weapon styles from 1000 BC to 500 BC (MacDonald
1983:101-102, 105-106, 109-111); Cybulski determined that the 500 BC date was not
stratigraphically supported, and re-dated the cache to about AD 200 (Cybulski 1996b). This date
was accepted by Ames (2005). The human remains and a cedar dowel from the copper rods were
recently dated by AMS as part of a program of obtaining AMS dates from all the individuals in
the Harbour (Cybulski 2014). This re-dating appears to be conclusive, and with a 96%
confidence range of cal AD 790 to cal AD 1150, it is some 1500-2000 years later than the date as
originally published by MacDonald. This much later date has ramifications for the interpretation
of the development of complexity, warfare, etc., since this pivotal evidence is now dated to
relatively late in the occupation of the harbour, rather than the much earlier period.
2012-2013 Kaien Siding Problem Orientation
The Kaien Siding project had a problem orientation in many ways more similar to the
North Coast Prehistory Project of the 1970s than to the recent academic work in the Harbour and
North Coast region. The problem orientation was essentially open-ended, and sought to gather
data useful to a wide variety of archaeological and multidisciplinary questions, including where
possible those listed above. The projects of the last couple of decades tended to have a restricted
focus, and dealt with small samples of specialized materials. That approach is inherently
conservative, with an emphasis on collecting as little material as needed to answer the research
questions, thereby minimizing disturbance to the sites to conserve them for future study. By
contrast, the earlier North Coast Prehistory Project (NCPP) was very diverse in its questions and
goals and large-scale in its scope. The similarity with the present project is highlighted where the
NCPP morphed into archaeological resource management and environmental impact assessment
with salvage excavations at the Lachane and Baldwin sites as part of port development (Inglis
1973a, b) and other work (Inglis 1974). Excavations were undertaken prior to site destruction at
the original Fairview Port development in 1973. Large block excavations attempted to gather as
much data as possible regarding sites that would not be there for future study. This was
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essentially the situation at Kaien Siding. All of GbTo-54 and much of GbTo-13 would not be
there to excavate in the future. The total excavation allowed for data to be collected that would
be valuable for a wide variety of problems; and hopefully, will prove relevant to problems that
have not even thought of at this time. Spatial sampling was not a concern, since the totality of
cultural materials was removed in a controlled manner. All features that were identified were
carefully excavated and recorded, with sediment samples taken from inside and control samples
from outside the feature to allow for various analyse to be conducted. Other sediment samples
were systematically taken from every part of the sites which may provide materials for problems
in the future as-yet unidentified. However, there were emphases in the collection of data and the
analyses on certain topics.
The stress on basic chronology and contributing to a culture-history refinement meant
that there was an emphasis on recognizing artifacts in the field and in ‘level bag’ material in the
lab, and assessing temporal and geographic distributions of artifact types or styles that could be
diagnostic and on collecting and dating a large number of radiocarbon samples. Radiocarbon
samples collected included numbers of ‘shell-wood pairs’ and similar sample pairing that could
contribute to the understanding of a local marine reservoir correction valid for the harbour (c.f.,
Deo, et al. 2004; Hutchinson, et al. 2004; Southon and Fedje 2003; Ulm 2006; Yoneda, et al.
2004).
Faunal analysis can contribute to a huge range of multidisciplinary questions, and a major
part of the project was comprised of collecting, identifying, and analysing mammal, bird, and
fish bone. The Kaien Siding project has contributed one of the largest faunal assemblages ever
produced for the Northwest Coast. Shellfish were also systematically collected for study, and
analysis of one species was undertaken to identify season of harvest.
Human remains, although relatively rare, were carefully and respectfully treated and at
the request of descendant communities (Lax Kw’alaams and Metlakatla), were analysed,
including DNA study. Again, it is expected that this data will be able to address a host of
research questions now and into the future.

Environmental Setting
This section briefly summarizes various aspects of the environmental setting of Prince
Rupert Harbour and surroundings that will be of importance to later discussions. Two general
environmental summaries are available in Volume 7 of the Handbook of North American Indians
(Suttles 1990) and in Ames’ The North Coast Prehistory Project Excavations in Prince Rupert
Harbour, British Columbia (2005:5-15). Detailed treatments are available for the biogeoclimatic
zonation (British Columbia 2003b; Krajina 1965); physiography; plants (Pojar and MacKinnon
1994); mammals (Cowan and Guiguet 1973 [1956]); birds (Campbell 1990; Kaiser, et al. 1990a,
b); fish (Hart 1973); and marine invertebrates (Harbo 1997).
The study area falls within the Coastal Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone,
SubMontane Wet Hypermaritime sub zone (British Columbia 2003a). This very wet regime is
characterized by hemlock, spruce and western redcedar forests. Muskeg meadows complement
the forest at low elevations. At higher elevations, the Mountain Hemlock Zone occurs, forests
characterized by mountain hemlock, yellow cedar or cypress, and Englemann spruce. The upper
elevation of Kaien Island is within this high biogeoclimatic zone. Further to the east lies the
Kitimat Ranges eco-section, with their summits within the Alpine Tundra Biogeochemical Zone,
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the zone above Mountain Hemlock. To the westward, surf tolerant species inhabit the reefs and
islands fronting Hecate Strait and Dixon Entrance. There is an enormous variety of land and sea
resources available within a day’s paddle of the harbour. Marine resources are particularly
abundant; the salmon and eulachon runs on the nearby Skeena and Nass rivers are among the
biggest anadromous fish runs in North America. Halibut, herring, and rockfish are abundant in
Hecate Strait and Dixon Entrance, in many of the channels and islets, and even within the
harbour itself. Sea mammals, from sea otters to large whales, were once bountiful in the region.
Seabirds are plentiful and migrations of many other species pass through on the Pacific Flyway.
However, virtually all food resources used in the precontact period were sometimes subject to
extreme fluctuations and occasionally even total failure (Suttles 1968). The animal and fish
resources and the shellfish that comprise a substantial amount of the middens are the subject of
in-depth analysis in the report.
Two archaeological sites are the main subject of the present study, GbTo-13 and GbTo54. The geology and geography of their location is the basis for some of the research questions
asked of the archaeological data, and links closely to the ethnohistorical record of their founding
(see below). GbTo-13 is adjacent to the mouth of Casey Creek, a high-energy watercourse that
has a very limited watershed, only about 1 km long. Nevertheless, despite the small watershed
and the normally very small size of the creek, terrain and meteorological conditions can produce
landslides and debris torrents, and have produced a delta seemingly out of scale for the creek.
The Pacific storms that hit Mt. Kaien sometimes produce torrential rainfall; when this melts a
snowpack left from earlier storms the combination can generate floods and debris flows down
Casey Creek (Michael Cullen Geotechnical Ltd. 2005). The archaeological material is on the
high left bank, and would have been above any ‘normal’ flooding. The landing beach here
required clearing of boulders to make canoe-runs; these features can still be seen.
GbTo-54 is a few hundred metres south along the beach from Casey Creek. The beaches
here are diamicton; medium to very large angular boulders mixed with water-sorted smaller
clasts and sediments. This material originated from a landslide that reached the shoreline from an
origin high on the mountain behind the site over 500 years ago (Michael Cullen Geotechnical
Ltd. 2005:Figure 2). Similar to GbTo-13, canoe access required canoe runs to be built by
clearing boulders, and some of the canoe runs appear to be ‘user unfriendly’ due to the location
of large boulders that presented obstacles within the run or that necessitated sharp bends in the
run. Neither of these beaches is protected from the prevailing southeast storms. The upland site
here sits on what likely would have been at the time of occupation recent landslide deposits, and
as recorded in oral history (see “Ethnohistorical Connections” below).
The shoreline between GbTo-13 and GbTo-55 was likely slightly more sinuous at the
time of occupation than it is now. Canoe runs are evident at GbTo-54 and 55, with about 100 m
of beach between these two sites with generally finer sediments, no canoe runs and few artifacts.
There is upland midden at 54 and 55 but at the latter it occurs inland of the railroad tracks
(Brunsden and Eldridge 2007). It is apparent that there was a shallow bight here between two
colluvial fan lobes. The railroad cut through these features, effectively straightening the shoreline
and isolating the shell midden at 55. The same happened at 13. The midden was split into what is
now to seaward and inland of the railroad tracks and possibly a slight embayment that is still
between GbTo-13 and 54 was at one time rather deeper.
The questions posed by these characteristics are generally along the line of “Were there
social, economic, military or other factors that outweighed the apparent disadvantages of living
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on this unstable and exposed location”? These are considered in more detail in other sections
below, and a GIS analysis of views shows how GbTo-13 and 54 were organized and they
functioned.

Ethnohistorical Connections
Many archaeologists over the years have included aspects of the adawk, or Tsimshian
oral history, in their research and analysis, beginning with George MacDonald and including
Richard Inglis (Inglis 1973a), David Archer (Archer 2001), and Jerome Cybulski(Cybulski
1996a, 2014). The most in-depth academic work has come from Andrew Martindale (Martindale
2009; A. R. Martindale 2006; Martindale and Marsden 2003) and Susan Marsden (Marsden
2000, 2002; Martindale and Marsden 2003). Working with the adawk requires careful
consideration, and A. Martindale (2006) provides a guide to the pitfalls and opportunities for
learning that this work holds. He describes (2006:163) the connections between the
archaeological stories and adawk as “points of commonality” and provides different levels of
interpretability and connection in Table 1 of that publication.
Archaeological sites GbTo-13 and GbTo-54 lie within a polygon of a map showing
former Tsimshian village sites and camps in the Prince Rupert Harbour area (Figure 3). This map
is part of a work by the ethnographer of mixed Tsimshian/Euro-Canadian ancestry William
Beynon. Beynon started about 1915 and stopped working on the project in about 1954 (Beynon
1954). In this work Beynon describes and maps the movements of the various Tsimshian clans
and tribal groups from their oral histories. This source of oral history has not been used
extensively by previous researchers. For instance, Martindale and Marsden (2003) and Marsden
(2001) do not reference it. Unfortunately, Beynon combines many stories together that he had
collected over decades without referencing (with a few exceptions) the names or details of the
teller’s tribal and clan memberships and this is the reason that it is seldom if ever referenced.
However, this is the only source known to the present authors which mentions the location of
GbTo-54 specifically and many other archaeological sites and placenames not mentioned in
other works such as the Historical Atlas of Canada (MacDonald, et al. 1990), and it represents
the distilling of many years of ethnographic research on Beynon’s part. If Beynon is to be
acknowledged as an expert ethnographer and Tsimshian historian in his own right and not merely
as a recorder of data, the work should be considered.
Beynon begins the work by describing the three dialect groups of Tsimshian: the coastal
and Lower Skeena River groups; the Nass group known as Nisga’a; and the people living on the
upper Skeena River, the Gitk’san. Nine tribes of Coastal Tsmishian were centred on Metlakatla
in Prince Rupert Harbour.
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Figure 3. Part of Plate II of Beynon 1954, showing historical named places in the
Fairview/Kaein Siding area.
Cross-cutting tribal and even linguistic boundaries were clan groupings; clans often have
their own origins and migrations, and tribal groups would occasionally add a clan following a
population movement. Clans provided a family-type connection with people of other villages,
tribes, and even different ethnic groups; so that a Tsimshian Eagle would feel connected to an
Eagle from Haida Gwaii or Bella Bella.
Beynon’s spellings of aboriginal names are slightly inconsistent and vary between his
typescript and his hand labelling of maps or written manuscript. In this report we will use the
convention of spelling from the transcribed works of Beynon and Barbeau published as
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Tsimshian Narratives: Trade and Warfare (e.g. Barbeau and Beynon 1987:55-56; Beynon
1954:41-45). The nine tribes of Tsimshian with Beynon’s translations of the meaning of the
names (Beynon 1954:2-3) are:
1. Gixpaxloats “People of the Elderberry” (from bushes at rear of village on Skeena)
2. Gitlan “People of the Other Side”
3. Ginaxangik “People by the Hemlock” (village with heavy growth of hemlock
behind village on Skeena)
4. Gilodza “People of the Inside” (village on bend of the Skeena not seen from the
main river)
5. Gidzaxlahl “People of the Berry Bushes”
6. Gitsis “People of the Seal Traps”
7. Gitlan “People of the Canoe Sterns” (named for the appearance of the Metlakatla
village at a distance)
8. Ginadoix “People of the Swift Water”
9. Gitwilgoats “People of the Kelp”.
Beynon records that the first permanent Tsimshian village on the coast outside the
Skeena River was founded by Gilax’aks (a.k.a., as published in ‘Trade and Warfare’, “Aksk”), a
Gitwilgoats. Beynon’s 1954 work includes a number of hand-drawn maps showing traditional
and modern place names, migration routes, etc. These are referred in the manuscript in the
format “Plate N #x” and these figure references are included in quotes below. Beynon (1954:vol
ii:41) states:
In dealing with camp or village sites on Metlakatla Passage which latterly
became the central or winter village sites of the Ts msiyaen (proper) group.
It would appear that it was a move taken after the [Tlingit] had been driven
away and the first account of any settlement by the T’s msiyaen comes
when Gilax’aks built his palisade fort at where the present Co-operative
Cold Storage stands in Prince Rupert.
In the well-known story (although there are considerable differences in detail of the story
from different informants) (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:55-56; Beynon 1954:41-45; Marsden
2001:79-82), Gilax’aks is ostracised for an improper affair and marriage by his tribesmen at their
village on the Skeena. In anger he moves to the coast. Marsden (2001) combines two other
stories (also recorded by Beynon) with some differences, the most significant being that the
Tsimshian had formerly lived on the coast and been forced inland up the Skeena River by the
Tlingit. Beynon (1954:Vol II:42) states:
Gathering together all of his own group together with their spouses and
children and together with all their possessions they set off from the
Xaidzaks village on the Skeena, to go to the coast. They travelled down
first Gisax’aks had gone on down first in order to select a site. It was
generally known by the T’s msiyaen that the Tlinkit people dominated the
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coast and they were very careful when travelling to the coast not to meet the
Tinkit. When he came to K’xen (geographical name Kain. Meaning a
mythical skunk….) he saw a splendid location for a fort and a village. He
returned and met his followers, “I have found a site which will be just the
place to make a fort (‘wes – fort). We cannot be attacked from the rear and
here we will make a ‘wes around a very high mound which has a stream
running behind it”.
Gilax’aks builds a fortified house with a weighted suspended platform and tricks the
Tlingit, then living on Dundas Island, to attack the booby-trapped house, inflicting heavy
casualties and driving them out of the region and forcing them northward. This house was at the
north end of the Fairview Terminal, and is known archaeologically as the Lachane site, GbTo-33
(and the contiguous Co-op GbTo-10). Beynon (1954:Vol II:46. Bracketed material added) states
that:
This territory of Gilax’aks, marked 1.) on plan II, Beynon, was known as
Lpu.n m galt’saep, meaning ‘Village of Plenty’ … The reason for this
name being that it was a land of plenty”.
Perhaps this name was used as a contrast of the richly diverse coastal environment
compared to the riverine one where they came from? After this victory (Beynon 1954:Vol II:47)
continues:
Soon the other T’s msiyaen tribes heard of what [Gilax’aks] had
accomplished so then they began to gradually make first camp sites where
they prepared sea foods […]. After preparing these they would return to the
Skeena villages.
Later (Beynon 1954:Vol II:47):
Then more of [Gitwilgoats] tribe began making the coast their permanent
winter village instead of going to the Skeena village of Xaidzaks. Then
began the [Gitwilgoats] village which is now the present site of the village
of Metlakatla...
Beynon gives lengthy stories associated with of these places. Another early Gitwilgoats
village lay between Lachane and GbTo-54. This (Beynon 1954:Vol II:56) is the location of the
Baldwin site (GbTo-36):
Another village site of the [Gitwilgoats] was adjoined to the village of
Gilax’aks (1) Plan 2, and this was known as Galt’saps Ni.st’ ix … (6) Plan
II.
Beynon (1954:59-60) then goes on to describe the area in which GbTo-54 and GbTo-13
are located (editorial changes to spellings and additions are in square brackets):
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The next [Tsimshian] that seems to have followed in the steps of the
[Gitwilgoats] and made the coast their permanent winter or head village,
was the [Gispaxloats] “People of the Elderberry” so called as at their
village on the Skeena there was a great abundance of Elderberry and
derived their name from this fact. At the time when this tribe established at
their first village (7) Plan II, it was called Ya asqalu’i “Place of Alder
Slide.” So called because of a slide that happened there upon which was
now grown a growth of alder trees. It was before the coming of the Eagle
Clan into this tribe as their tribal chief was Spilaxe … “Part of the
Heavens”, and was of the Gispwudwada [grizzly bear/killer whale] Clan the
same as the chief of the Gitwilgoats and for that fact they became
neighbours in order to better aide each other in the event of an invasion [by
the Tlingit]. It has been said of these [Gispaxloats] that they were of dog
origin and the narrative…
Beynon (1954:Vol II: 60-66) then goes on to describe the Gispaxloats story of the lonely
young woman who unknowingly had a relationship with a magical dog, leading to her giving
birth to puppies and her abandonment by the rest of the village at Ya asqalu’i; her unexpected
survival and the transformation of some of the puppies back to human form; her accumulation of
a huge amount of preserved food through magical means; and the eventual reconciliation with
the rest of the tribe who had moved back to their Skeena village but were starving. The village
name of Ya asqalu’i is mentioned several times in the story. Considerable caution in interpreting
the story is required since Beynon (1956; Vol 4:22) notes a Tlingit camp of the same name on
Steamboat Passage, north of Port Simpson, however several details of this story match the
Harbour location. The parts of the story that discuss the place name and the founding of the
village on a landslide deposit provide what Martindale (2006: 163, Table 1) describes as
‘observable points of commonality’ which require the least interpretation as identifiable places
and specific events.
Beynon’s presentation of the story of Ya asqalu’i combined with the archaeological data
from GbTo-54 presents a significant addition to the timing and sequence of the Tsimshian
habitation of Prince Rupert Harbour. The archaeological record and ethnohistorical information
has been studied previously by Martindale and Marsden (2003), while the migrations and
absorption and adoption of distant kinsmen or even foreigners has been treated in detail by
Marsden (2001). First of all, we can deduce that Ya asqalu’i was inhabited not very long after
Gilax’aks defeated the Tlingit. Gilax’aks joined forces with the Gispaxloats chief Spilaxe for
defense against a possible invasion. The location of GbTo-54 is largely explained by this last
fact. The two chiefs clearly wanted their villages close together and in strategic locations. As
noted elsewhere in this report GbTo-54 is located at virtually the only location with simultaneous
views of both entrances to the harbour.
The story also makes it clear that the founding of Ya asqalu’i occurred at a time before
the Eagle clan had joined the Gispaxloats. The Eagle clan eventually became supreme amongst
the Gispaxloats; its most famous chiefs were men named Legaix. However, the founding of
Ya asqalu’i must have happened before the long series of migrations of the Eagles from the
Tlingits, and before the capture of the first Legaix’s mother by the Kitimat and then the Bella
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Bella led to his return and assumption of power amongst the Tsimshian (Beynon 1954:Vol II:7287; Barbeau and Beynon 1987:62-65).
The association of the founding of this village with the quite specific geological event of
a landslide is particularly useful, as it provides a link between the sometimes mythical traditional
Adawx stories and the archaeological/geological stories, and is one of the . The archaeological
evidence is absolutely clear: GbTo-54 when first occupied was on the rubble debris of mixed
angular boulders, gravel, silt and sand of a recent landslide. There was little trace of the dark soil
under the cultural material that would be expected from an accumulation of alder leaves and
other vegetation. The beach boulders left from this landslide in some cases needed to be moved
to create canoe runs in order to safely land canoes here. Of course, this is a geologically active
area, and the geological record shows a great many landslides occurred over several kilometers
with different dates. Furthermore, while some parts of the site such as Area 1 were directly
occupied on landslide deposits dating to about AD 200, other parts of the site were also on
landslide and dated earlier, about 500 BC. The early occupation may be on an earlier slide lobe
in the same location; but that occupation appears to have been quite ephemeral and not sufficient
to constitute ‘village’ remains. The main occupation of the site, over slide deposits and with
evidence of houses, began at AD 200, and this is the most likely date for the origin of
Ya asqalu’i.
The Beynon papers allow several archaeological sites to have their Tsimshian names
come into the modern archaeological literature, where they have been absent or nearly so, and
often the linkage between sites detailed in the adawx is unknown archaeologically. The initial
report on salvage excavation at the Lachane site (Inglis 1973a:2) indicates that it is a Gitwilgyots
tribal fortified village, that it was the scene of a number of recorded stories, including the “Myth
of the Giant Grubworm”; “Narrative of t’saek” and “Myth of the House of ‘wae’iye, Laxkibu,
Gitwilgyots”, all these referencing Beynon 1950s (likely notes on file with the National
Museum; as there is no bibliography for the report). However, there is no detail of any of the
stories or how they might connect to the archaeological record. Later reports for the site do not
seem to mention any stories. It is not until the Marsden (2001); Martindale and Marsden (2003)
work that the association of the site and the oral history is detailed. Ames (2005:30) describes the
strong emphasis on the integration of archaeological and oral (and written) versions of history
that has always been in place in local research. With the exception of some work (e.g., Allaire
1978, 1984; Marsden 2001; Martindale 1997; Martindale and Marsden 2003) it seems the
integration is often not fully realized; for instance, in Ames’ (2005) volume, there are no
references to specific oral histories, even for Lachane.
The Baldwin site has never before had a name, a tribal group, and oral history linked to it.
Galt’saps Ni.st’ ix and its association with seal lion rocks (and possibly a rookery) west of Digby
Island can now be further explored.
McNichol Creek is also specifically mentioned as the most important Gispaxloats salmon
stream (named W lmi.s “Where Salmon Spawns”) and the birthplace of the Tsimshian trickster
Txems m (see also Boas 1916); the story of his birth includes the origin of sunlight and is also
associated with the salmon creek. Beynon (1954: Vol II:66) states incorrectly that the geographic
name is “McMool Creek” and misplaces slightly the mapped location (his map leaves out one
inlet on the northwest side of the Harbour), but it is clear that McNichol is meant. Today this has
one of the few salmon runs in Prince Rupert Harbour, with major runs of pink and smaller runs
of chum salmon and Dolly Varden trout (on-line database http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/fish/fidq/
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McNichol Creek Watershed Code = 910-807900). No references to this name or the traditions
were found in reports or publications for McNichol Creek (Coupland 1999; Coupland, et al.
1991, 1993; Coupland, et al. 2003; Stewart and Stewart 2001).
Other names and their associated stories are given by Beynon (1954) for sites throughout
Tsimshian territory; many of these seem to have been recorded in no other source. The Beynon
manuscript notes on file with the National Museum of Canada (and elsewhere) likely contain a
great deal more such detail (including who the original stories came from).
Some ethnographic authorities state that the seasonal round of winter villages in Prince
Rupert and summer fishing villages on the Skeena River only developed in the historic period
(Garfield 1951). The adawx combined with the archaeological evidence presented in the
remainder of this report show that, as Boas (1916) had suggested, this pattern was entrenched in
precontact times.
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Methodology
The systems created to complete this very large archaeological project were both novel
and involved considerable risk. The risk stemmed from several sources, principally the effective
volume rate of systematic excavation which we could expect crews to average; whether fullscale excavation requiring boat access could safely continue through the winter and early spring;
whether the novel, unproven approach taken to both excavation and data recording would work
as planned; and whether the volumes of archaeological deposit predicted from AIA testing were
accurate. As it turned out, one site had less volume than expected, but the other contained a great
deal more: in total twice as much volume had to be removed compared to the original combined
estimate. Thankfully the novel combination of technology and approach resulted in much faster
than expected excavation rates compared to conventional methods, yet with very good data
quality. This allowed completion of the project within the allocated budget and just slightly later
than initially anticipated. The approach and methods are described in much more detail in
following sections of the report, but in brief, it combined an abandonment of traditional
archaeological grid and unit-based excavation in favour of ‘unitless’ block excavation, the use of
bar codes to replace hand labelling of notes and samples, and total station survey instruments
combined with tablet computers to replace conventional measuring and detail recording.

Research Plan
A comprehensive Safety Management Plan was developed prior to work starting,
approved by CN and the Port Authority, and was updated as conditions or understanding of
hazards evolved during the project.
At both sites, the first major task after initial staff training was to clear trees and
undergrowth, and to make the worksite safe. It was necessary to close the CN mainline track to
undertake much of this work. A professional faller felled and bucked the trees. The log rounds
and debris was removed with manual labor assisted by an excavator. At this time the excavator
also removed culturally sterile overburden where necessary, under close monitoring to ensure
that archaeological materials were not impacted. A few test trenches were excavated with the
machine at this time, predominantly in areas where there appeared to be little or no
archaeological material near the surface. The excavator also dug reservoirs at each site (in areas
without cultural materials) in order to store water for screening. These were lined with rubber
pool liners. These reservoirs were supplemented and eventually replaced with racks of large
commercial fish totes.
Safety fencing was installed between the work areas and the tracks as part of the
requirements of a variance to reduce the normally required safety separation between workers,
equipment, and the CN mainline tracks.
Shelters for different tasks were also erected prior to excavation starting. These needed to
be sturdy enough to withstand heavy use and the expected storm conditions, and portable to
allow movements as necessary. At both sites office trailers were installed, although logistical
difficulties in transporting these to the sites meant this did not happen for several months.
At GbTo-54 the general approach was to begin at the south end of the site and to work
northwards in large block excavations. Trenches were excavated to reveal the stratigraphy at the
start of this process; at a convenient place, a wall was left at the edge of a block and was profiled
once exposed, after which the block was expanded and another wall left and the process was
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repeated until no more cultural material remained. Cross-trenches were sometimes excavated
prior to the block expansion. The excavation was difficult due to the narrow width and steep
terrain between the tracks and the beach. There was seldom enough room to allow for
simultaneous placement of excavation tents and open-sky excavation blocks, screening sheds,
wooden walkways, water reservoirs, pump and generator pads, paths for the bobcat excavator to
move along, and the myriad other space requirements, so work had to be scheduled to allow for
incompatible space requirements. Backdirt spoil resulting from the excavation and screening
often needed to be moved multiple times, sometimes being stockpiled above unexcavated areas
that contained cultural materials. Large excavated blocks often had small peripheral areas that,
for one reason or another, could not be excavated until much later, further compounding this
problem since it was not desirable to deeply bury such places until all local excavation was
completed. At one of the narrowest locations at the site it was found that a giant boulder blocked
north-south movement. The backhoe could not traverse areas under excavation since, even if
damage to the shell midden from the tracks could be avoided, there were often near-vertical
walls at the edges of the blocks that could not be climbed.
At GbTo-13, work began at locations with shell midden exposures, and spread laterally
from there. Generally, the remaining midden was found to occur in patches and was generally
shallow (the deep midden deposits having been found to have eroded away since 2007). Some
difficulties were still encountered, since some midden occurred on unstable landforms, undercut
by erosion or at the top of steep erosional banks. All work was confined to the ocean side of the
railway tracks, since development plans had changed and the archaeological deposits inland of
the tracks were now avoided.

Field Equipment
No road access of any type existed between the container terminal and Ridley Island
some kilometres to the south. Although the railway was a potential transportation route, no
personnel or equipment were allowed on or near the rail tracks unless various safety protocols
had been followed and track closure obtained. With the exception of occasional track closures to
allow for movement of backhoe excavators to or from the sites, and a few emergency
evacuations of personnel along the tracks due to storm conditions, the only way to move materiel
and personnel from the staging area at the Fairview Docks to the sites and back was by boat.
Once south of Casey Point one is outside the legal definition of “protected waters” for Prince
Rupert Harbour, and the water was often noticeably rougher. The boat required equipment and
operators suitable to “near shore” capability (Figure 4). The angular boulders at varying density
fronting both sites were a considerable hazard to boat landings, particularly if waves were
present. This was compounded by the extremely large tide range (to 25 feet) and fast currents at
the entrance to the harbour.
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Figure 4. Millennia Falcon delivering hay bales for sediment runoff control. The landing is
impeded by boulders. All personnel, equipment, and supplies were delivered to the sites by
boat.
Boardwalks were built in removable sections and assembled as needed for safety and
efficiency (Figure 5). They also allowed for heavy loads to be transported by wheelbarrow when
necessary.
During rainy weather (the majority of the time as the fieldwork was done in the winter),
excavation was done inside portable structures. These survived most of the winter, including
several storm-force and hurricane-force winds, but an April storm finally managed to fly the
tents over the trees and deposit them in component parts on the beach. More temporary shelters
of wood and plastic sheeting were built to complete the work, and the weather improved so that
more outdoor excavation was possible.
Screening sheds accommodated three screens each and were equipped with a gasoline
pump and water reservoirs to allow full-time water screening. These were designed with a chute
to deflect water and slurry away from the shed and to keep workers as dry as possible, an
important consideration given the dangers of hypothermia during winter work. Nesting screens
were used with a ½ inch mesh collecting larger rocks and objects and a lower ¼ inch mesh
retaining smaller objects.
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Screening was found to be the bottleneck for production, with any slowing or stoppage of
screening resulting in excavators running out of buckets to fill. Increasing the size of water
reservoirs and increasing the number of buckets to several hundred smoothed out production.
The top screen was searched, with all fire-cracked rock and unmodified clasts retained by
this screen sorted and put into buckets for weighing. Any artifacts and large faunal remains in
this screen were also removed, and shell species were noted, then the remaining material was
dumped. The ¼ inch screen was then examined for artifacts, fish and mammal remains, and these
too were collected. One ‘bucket group’ (see below) was processed at a time and completed
before the next was started (or great care was taken to keep them separated, when work flow
would otherwise be interrupted).

Figure 5. GbTo-54 showing infrastructure; boardwalks, screening sheds with fish-tote
water reservoirs, backhoe, and excavation tents.

Recording Methods
The project formed a new methodological and technological paradigm for archaeological
excavation. The main underlying concept beneath this new paradigm was that of “unit-less”
infinitely scalable archaeology. To this end, a system was designed to be able to quickly and
efficiently perform a 100% excavation of two large archaeological sites while retaining or
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improving on the quality and amount of data collected as compared to traditional excavation
techniques.
The systems created to complete this very large archaeological project were both novel
and involved considerable risk. The risk stemmed from several sources, principally: the effective
volume rate of systematic excavation which we could expect crews to average; whether fullscale excavation requiring boat access could safely continue through the winter; whether the
novel, unproven approach taken to both excavation and data recording would work as planned;
and whether the volumes of archaeological deposit predicted from AIA testing were accurate. As
it turned out, one site had less volume than expected, but the other contained a great deal more:
in total, twice as much volume had to be removed compared to the original combined estimate.
Thankfully the combination of technology and approach resulted in much faster than expected
excavation rates compared to conventional methods, yet with very good data quality. This
allowed completion of the project within the allocated budget and just slightly later than initially
anticipated. The approach and methods are described in much more detail in following sections
of this paper, but in brief, it combined an abandonment of traditional archaeological grid and
unit-based excavation in favour of ‘unitless’ block excavation, the use of barcodes to replace
hand labelling of notes and samples, and total station survey instruments combined with tablet
computers to replace conventional measuring and detail recording.
Digital recording techniques in various forms have been used in archaeology world-wide
for many years. Dibble, et al. (2007) describe a system which was the inspiration for ours.
Dibble’s system consisted of a total station connected to a barcode scanner and laptop computer
for increased efficiency and accuracy with recording archaeological features. Other researchers
have employed tablets in field excavation for paperless recording (Caraher 2013; E'se'get
Archaeology Project 2012). However, to our knowledge, a system such as the one we used has
not previously been used for a large-scale excavation project.
Field techniques and technology
Robotic total stations were used to record spatial data in three dimensions and in realworld geographic coordinates; tablet computers with forms for collection of attribute data about
the excavated materials and features; barcode scanners; and a suite of software products for
collecting, compiling, analysing, and storing the data gathered.
The robotic total stations, Trimble S3 with TSC3 handheld data collectors/controllers,
were vital to the project. Surveyed control points were initially placed by a professional
surveyor, and thereafter all data was recorded in absolute geographic coordinates in three
dimensions. The total stations when set up each day, or when a move was necessary, were
calibrated by the ‘resection’ method, which provided a quick, easy routine for re-establishing
control. This meant that the strict control using rectangular units in a local Cartesian grid with
datums and levels was not required to provide spatial context for the recovered data. Thus, the
excavation could proceed in order to maximize efficiency and two widely separated areas
(“sites”) could be combined into a single recording and analytical system.
Tablets proved to be a particularly useful tool in the field data collection process. Their
main purpose, of course, was to reduce the need for note taking on paper, and thus removing the
need for tedious and time-consuming transcription while eliminating the errors inherent in such
transcription. Also, through auto-filled date, time, and personnel stamps, dropdown menus, and
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validation controls on the forms, data collection was standardized. Photographs could be taken
with the tablets as well, and attached to the form entry, providing a link between photograph and
textual data. Though the forms were the primary data collection format on the tablets, there was
also a “sketchpad” application that allowed the user to sketch diagrams, or to annotate
photographs; these files could also be attached to a form entry. The forms were generated
through an online forms service, which provides several benefits over static forms (such as PDF
forms) saved on the tablets. These benefits include being able to modify form design in the office
and deploy the modified forms to all users without requiring the user to do anything: dropdown
lists of values could be easily modified by authorized personnel and instantly distributed without
ending up with multiple non-synchronized versions of the forms.
The online forms service we used was ProntoForms. While there are several other
applications similar to this one, ProntoForms was selected because it worked on a variety of
mobile device operating systems, it had most of the form features that we wanted, and it was
simple to use and administer the forms. Of the applications initially tested, Prontoforms
combined the majority of the most critical design and administration features. The number of
forms we could create was unlimited. We were able to create forms for specific types of data –
such as Artifacts, Features, Bucket Groups, Stratigraphic Breaks, etc. The forms were not limited
to archaeological data. A smartphone form was used to record the beginning, end, timing, and
destination of boat trips and passengers. This data was used for safety, security, and payroll.
Each form was customized with drop-down menus and other data fields that were
relevant to the particular type of data being recorded. Date and time fields were auto-populated
when a new data entry form was started. Fields could be limited to certain types of data (e.g.
numeric only fields) to ensure conformity of the data, and fields could be made “required fields”,
which ensured that critical data was always recorded and not left blank. The forms were not
static once they had been created: forms were modified throughout the project as additional
needs were identified; for example, dropdown menu items could be changed to reflect changing
conditions at the site. In fact, dropdown menu changes that needed to occur more frequently
than the office staff could accommodate were set up so that the field coordinator could simply
edit a Google Docs (now Google Drive) spreadsheet, and the forms server pulled the information
from this spreadsheet and all staff had the updated form within minutes.
One minor drawback to using the online forms service was that internet access was
required in order to download updates to the forms, as well as to submit completed forms.
However, completed form data records were saved on the tablet when internet access was not
available, and the forms, once saved to the tablet, could be used without requiring internet
access. When the tablet was next connected to the internet, uploads of completed form data
records and downloads of any form updates or data source updates were processed automatically.
Therefore, there was no delay in recording due to the availability of internet. We did have
internet available on site through the use of a mobile wireless internet network hub which
connects to the cellular phone network. Those working out of range of this wireless network
could bring their tablets within range at the lunch break or end of the day so that forms were
updated and data records uploaded.
While we have described above the individual components of our system, the key of
course was to link the spatial data, collected with the total stations, to the attribute data, collected
with the tablets and thereby create a system that was useful for analyses by a wide range of
specialists. Theoretically, the total station data collectors could have been used to collect the
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attribute data and the two data types then would be directly linked; however, this would have
greatly reduced efficiency, as one person would be responsible for recording both spatial and
attribute data, which would have slowed down the work considerably. This would have required
far more total station units to be available, and tablets are a fraction of the cost of a total station
or RTK instrument, the other current choice for maintaining spatial control. Another issue is the
limited data collection fields available in the built-in total station software, which would have
required customized software. Thus, rather than directly connecting the total station equipment to
the attribute data collection equipment, we simply used barcodes to uniquely identify each and
every bit of data collected. Every spatial data point was associated with a barcode, and every
attribute data record was associated with a barcode. Barcodes also provided a vital physical tag
for labelling collection bags at the time of collection. The barcode became the key component of
this data collection system.
Barcodes were chosen (over other identification systems) for several reasons. One is the
ability to use barcode scanners to scan the barcodes and thus avoid data entry errors. The
barcodes also comprised a pre-defined unique ID system, which limits errors of using the same
ID for two different objects. Moreover, use of barcode scanners is not simply for data entry, but
also for use in the lab or office to quickly scan and find all relevant data related to a particular
barcode.
For field purposes, we used handheld wireless laser barcode scanners. These could be
connected by Bluetooth to the field tablets or the total station data collectors. In the lab, wired
barcode scanners were connected to the lab computers for easy scanning of barcodes to both
inventory items coming into the lab, as well as to easily search for the preliminary field data
collected about a specific barcode.
A brief description of how this system worked together in the field follows. Artifacts
found in situ were given barcodes and recorded spatially with the total station before they were
removed; attributes about the artifact were recorded using the form on the tablet – photos were
taken with the tablet, and, in some cases, also with a digital camera. Where possible, the barcode
was included in the photograph – however, as the tablet photo filenames automatically included
the barcode they could be used to cross-reference the point-and-shoot higher resolution
photographs of the artifacts where the barcode might not have been visible or legible in the
photograph. Artifacts were bagged with their barcode, and transported to the lab.
Features were also recorded in situ. Initially, features were recorded with a dense number
of total station points taken around and within it, in order to create a 3D representation of the
feature. However, later in the project, the methodology changed to using structure from motion
(SFM) photogrammetry techniques to generate models, as this method was far superior in the
quality and efficiency of creating the model. For this, at least 4 barcodes were placed on and
around the feature to act as control points, and total station shots taken for these. Then a series of
photographs were taken around and above the feature (ensuring that the barcodes were visible
and legible in the photographs). These were processed in the office as described below.
Stratigraphy was recorded using several methods. One was a variant of traditional
stratigraphic profiling. Once a trench or block wall profile was exposed the stratigraphic breaks
visible were “traced” using a prism. The robotic total station would automatically follow the
prism, and would take data points at specific time or distance intervals, allowing the recorder to
simply move the prism following the division between two strata and a series of points for that
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break were recorded. In addition, four control point barcodes were placed at the top and bottom,
left and right extents of the profile, and total station points taken for these barcodes. Photographs
were then taken, ensuring the control point barcodes were visible and legible. Some of these
were done with the intent of using SFM to create a 3D model of the profile wall. Another method
of recording stratigraphic data was through recording the surface of a clear stratigraphic change
as it was exposed during excavation. An irregular judgemental array of total station shots was
taken over this surface, and attributes about the newly visible stratigraphy were recorded using
the tablets. Each stratigraphic break was given a unique barcode as an identifier.
“Bucket groups” were the functional equivalent of a unit “level” or “lot” in conventional
archaeological excavation. Excavated material was put into buckets for transfer to the screening
station. Generally, several buckets worth of sediment would be excavated at a time from a
relatively constrained, contiguous area – these were considered a “bucket group”. Each bucket
group was given a unique barcode, and the number of buckets (for volume; each bucket
containing 9 litres) and a description of the sediment were recorded in the tablets. The excavated
area was recorded spatially with around five total station points (one in the center of the area, and
four more around the edges) to delineate the base of the area that the material came from; this
allowed the option of calculating bucket group volume using geometry (by comparing to the base
of the overlaying bucket group) or from bucket counts. The bucket group spatial points also were
used for 3-D mapping. Normally there were six buckets per bucket group, though this number
was subject to change dependent on site conditions: for example, if an unusual ‘lens’ matrix was
encountered, the bucket group might consist of only one or two buckets.
The screening shed crews were also equipped with tablets. All bucket groups were
transferred to the screening shed to be screened through the nested screens for faunal material,
artifacts, and for fire-cracked rock and other clasts. Bucket groups therefore received two entries
in the tablets – the first entry was the excavator’s description of the bucket group; the second was
the screening crew’s notations about the bucket group, including checkboxes for whether or not
artifacts, faunal, or other material of interest was found. In addition, both the excavator and the
screening crew recorded the number of buckets in the bucket group; this data was important for
volumetric estimates, and recording it twice provided a check and redundancy in case of misentry of data.
In the shed, clasts were removed from the ½ inch screens only and sorted into containers
for weighing and then discarded. The screening crew also recorded information about artifacts
and faunal material, and placed these in separate bags, with a copy of the barcode for the bucket
group (multiple barcodes were pre-printed so that this could occur). Artifacts found in screening
were given the barcode of the bucket group from which they came, but were otherwise processed
the same as those found in situ.
General notes about the progression of the excavation, thoughts about spatial or temporal
patterning, and other miscellaneous notes were input through a ‘director’s notes’ form. This was
tied to a spatial location central to the discussion.
Data management
Field data was uploaded immediately to the ProntoForms servers via the internet
connection; from there it could be accessed in a number of ways. A web browser interface
allowed viewing of submitted data records by both the field user as well as the office and lab
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personnel. In addition, each submitted data record was sent in a PDF (portable document file)
format to our office server via FTP. Attachments could be embedded in the PDF or sent as
separate files. The latter was the option we used for most of the data records, so that photos and
sketches would be available as JPG images. The automated file naming of both the PDF and JPG
included the barcode and the date and time of data entry; the JPGs also included a suffix of
“Photo” and the photo number (in the case of multiple photos attached to one data record) or
“Sketch” and the sketch number.
One of the principal benefits of the PDF forms was the ability to distribute this
information to not only servers, but to interested parties, particularly First Nation representatives.
The administrative offices of Metlakatla and Lax Kw’alaams each received copies of artifact
forms and human remains recording forms. This created for the communities a dynamic record
of what was being found, as the offices received the forms, with photographs for interesting
artifacts, as soon as they were recorded in the field. At one of the offices, the receiving individual
printed hard copies of interesting finds and compiled a binder of these that she shared with
anyone interested. This also allowed for requests to view certain artifacts in the lab afterwards;
and provided the project and concerned communities with an unprecedented level of
transparency in terms of what was being recovered.
While the PDF files were useful for viewing individual data records, they are not suitable
for managing large quantities of data. The data in CSV (comma separated values) format was
also downloaded. In fact, ProntoForms provided the ability to set up automated export routines,
including specification of filters including which forms’ data records, specific date ranges, etc.
were included in the export, as well as the formatting of the fields of the CSV. Using this
functionality we configured an automatic daily export of all field-collected data in CSV format,
which created a flat table of all the data from selected forms and e-mailed the file to the lab
personnel and the GIS personnel (both at the project and at the main company office). CSV
format is ideal for import into any number of different software; for our project, we used
Microsoft Access as the database software to manage the attribute that was submitted.
This field data was imported (semi-automatically) on a daily basis. A relational database
was created in Microsoft Access to store and manage the data. Import procedures were
programmed into the Access database, so that the lab personnel had only to manually import the
CSV file into the database; all other import procedures were automated through the use of
queries, macros, and code. These import procedures included data checking for issues such as
incorrectly formatted barcodes (a result of manual data entry of barcodes when barcode scanners
were not working). Also, cross-checks between excavator data entry and screening station data
entry were performed, to check for barcodes that were included in one data set but not the other.
These issues could therefore be discovered early and relayed to the field crews, and, where
possible, the missing data provided. Other checks included comparison of field-submitted data
records for artifacts against items actually received in the lab. The database was then used to
generate reports that could be printed for use in lab processing procedures (checklists etc.), and
data entry by lab personnel to record processing procedures and additional information.
The total station data was emailed on a daily basis to both the lab personnel and the office
GIS personnel. This was again made possible through the on-site wireless internet network. This
task had to be done manually by the field crews, but the files could be e-mailed directly from the
data controller without requiring connection to a computer. Once received in the office, these
files were imported both into ArcGIS, as well as into the Microsoft Access database, where they
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could be checked for errors. Queries were set up to identify attribute data records without
matching spatial data, and vice versa, which allowed for quick follow-up corrections in the field
where data was missed.
ArcGIS 10 with 3D Analyst was used as the GIS for this project. The ArcScene data
viewer was invaluable for viewing the 3D point data. The spatial data was stored in a File
Geodatabase, and each day’s data appended to the file, so that all data was stored in a single file,
making it simple to manage the data. Once imported, the spatial data was checked for errors such
as incorrect elevation (often apparent when one or more points were floating either well above or
below the rest of the cloud), which was often a case of an incorrect Height of Target being
entered in the total station (and therefore simple to correct). Through an OLE connection to the
Microsoft Access database, the attribute data could be joined and preliminary results viewed, to
inform the continuing excavation. While we did not have the capacity to have a dedicated GIS
person on-site, that is certainly possible using our system, which would allow near-instantaneous
viewing of collected data in 3D.
3D GIS Analysis
The excavation and data collection resulted in over 140,000 spatial data points being
recorded. This data, initially stored in a single File Geodatabase feature class, was too large for
efficient processing and analysis, and so was broken down into several smaller datasets once the
final data collection was complete. Feature classes were created for major data types, such as
artifacts, stratigraphic breaks, bucket groups, etc. The Microsoft Access database tables and
queries were then linked to the total station data to allow spatial analysis and visualization of the
attribute data.
Visualization was the primary analysis technique used. By symbolizing the data points to
represent some attribute or combination of attributes, patterns could be detected in the data. For
example, bucket group data was symbolized using graded colour by the percentage of shell. This
visualization allowed detection of patterns including the location of a possible house. These
visualizations of the point cloud were enhanced by the addition of other 3D object types. These
include multipatch objects created from 3D models (generated from SFM), or from convex hulls
of sets of data points. TINs (Triangulated Irregular Networks) of both the surface of the site prior
to excavation, and of stratigraphic breaks or other surfaces within the dataset, were also
generated and used to inform analysis. 3D line features were created to represent landmarks or
features such as canoe runs on the beach in front of the site, and extruded 3D polygons to
simulate house posts where posthole features had been recorded. The combination of these
various 3D objects and the symbolized point cloud within the 3D ArcScene viewer created a
powerful visual re-creation of the sites and permitted identification of features and patterns
which had not been readily apparent during the field excavation.
In addition, 3D models of some artifacts were generated through use of a laser scanner,
and these models were placed into the GIS at the “in-situ” coordinates where the artifact was
found (or as close to as possible). Where the data had been recorded in sufficient detail, the
artifacts were also oriented in the manner in which they were found. This provides an enhanced
visual experience when assessing patterns in the location of artifacts.
Further analysis relied on dividing the site into smaller units to allow detection of
grouped data trends not easily apparent in the classified point cloud. There were several discrete
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areas for each site, and these were then subdivided vertically into temporally-based “analysis
units” or AUs. Although the stratigraphy was extremely complex, as is normal for shell middens
(Stein 1992), a basic breakdown was accomplished using the location and age of radiocarbon
dates combined with symbolizing the point cloud according to a number of different attributes,
(such as the percentage of shell and the dominant shell species). Relatively clear stratigraphic
differences became apparent, which appeared to correspond with the ages of the deposits. TINs
were created of these stratigraphic breaks, and these were then transformed into volume objects
that could be used to subdivide the point cloud attribute data. The two main datasets that were
analysed this way include artifacts and faunal data. All of the items from these datasets were
classified by Analysis Unit and Excavation Area.
Comparisons of counts of different artifact types or faunal elements were performed
using this breakdown, to attempt to discern patterns and trends. The results of these are found in
“Spatial and Temporal Patterning” below.
Data sharing
A key question with any 3D data stores is how to share and present the data, when most
media are inherently 2-dimensional. However, the internet is rapidly expanding the options for
sharing 3-dimensional data. While it is out of the scope of this report to discuss this issue in
detail, and there are others involved in such a detailed discussion (e.g. "Gabii Goes Digital"
2013), we will discuss briefly the methods we have used to make our data available to other
researchers. We have used social media as a platform for sharing our data, including our
Facebook page and YouTube, with appropriate controls on who can view the data. Videos of
animations of the data in ArcScene are the primary method – the benefit of video is being able to
control exactly what is shown and how it is shown, like a 2-dimensional image would, but with
the additional visual of being able to see the data in motion, which is arguably essential for
comprehending 3D data via a 2D medium (the computer screen). However, the drawback of a
video is that it does not allow user interactivity with the data, and it is essentially the 3D version
of a static image.
To address this issue, we explored the use of other, interactive, 3D web viewers. The one
that proved the most useful for our purposes was ArcGIS’s CityEngine Web Viewer. With
settings set appropriately, an ArcScene document can be exported to the CityEngine format,
which can then be viewed and explored in the Web Viewer. While an ArcGIS license is required
to be able to create, and to privately share, the scenes, any publicly-shared scenes are accessible
to anyone with the requisite computing requirements (WebGL-capable video card and web
browser being the primary requirements). CityEngine allows a user to turn layers on and off,
perform (limited) queries and searches, and to rotate, pan, and fly through the scene. It also
allows side-by-side comparison of data sets (Figure 6). However, a scene is static once exported
from ArcGIS: if the data is updated in the ArcGIS, the scene needs to be re-exported and reuploaded. Another drawback of the CityEngine is that attributes such as the colour, size, and
shape of features is set according to how they are displayed in ArcScene when the scene is
exported – the user cannot change these. Also, the amount of data that can be included in a scene
is somewhat limited (more by the computing capacity of the user’s hardware than by limitations
in CityEngine itself; overly large scenes displayed without issue on a higher-powered computer,
but caused a lower-powered computer’s browser to crash when loading). These caveats aside, it
is a good tool for sharing subsets of the data, allowing the user to move about the scene at will
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and to query individual data points or objects. In particular, we have used CityEngine to share
data with other researchers working on specific analyses (such as faunal and human remains
analyses) who do not have access to nor the expertise to use ArcGIS software yet for whom the
spatial patterning is important to inform their analyses.

Figure 6. Example of ArcGIS’s CityEngine Web Viewer, showing side-by-side comparison
of eulochon (top) and salmon (bottom) recovered in Area 5 at GbTo-54 (Area 1 is to the
right and Area 6 to the left).

Lab Methods
The lab methods refer to the ‘field lab’ in Prince Rupert, initially at the Northwest
Community College, and later at space rented from the Museum of Northern BC. Laboratory.
Methods for faunal, shell seasonality, human osteology, and DNA analyses are presented in their
respective chapters or appendices.
Bucket group, special sample, artifacts, and so on, were delivered to the lab at the end of
each working day. They were sorted into respective categories, laid out to dry if appropriate, etc.
One of the benefits of the bar codes was the ability to use a bar code scanner to quickly create an
inventory of artifacts and samples coming into the lab, which could then be compared to field
records etc. and initial errors, inconsistencies, or omissions identified, mostly by using software
routines as described above. The artifacts were then measured, using electronic calipers
connected to laptops to minimize input errors, and weighed. They were given an initial
typological classification, and were labelled using archival-quality laser printed paper labels
sandwiched between layers of Acryloid-B72, a standard material required by US Federal
archaeological regulators such as National Parks. Extremely small artifacts were strung (in the
case of small beads) or put in vials to which artifact numbers were attached. The artifact numbers
used the Borden site designation for each locality, and sequential artifact numbers continuing on
from the sequences used in 2007. The catalogue included the bar code associated with each
artifact; but also the GIS has a unique spatial point for each artifact, where the X,Y, and Z
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coordinates are stored. This is the point coordinates for a barcode with one total station shot, or
the centroid for multiple spatial points (as for bucket groups or for large artifacts). Where
multiple artifacts come from a single bucket group, the centroid points were shifted slightly, by
dropping one of the points out of the calculation of centroid in turn, so that no two artifacts share
exactly the same coordinates. This was all done through an automated routine after the catalogue
was essentially complete.
Artifacts of particular interest were scanned with a 3-D scanner, and models built of the
objects. These were georeferenced and placed in the GIS as described above. They could
potentially be used for 3D printing to make copies of particular artifacts.
Many artifacts were also photographed using a digital microscope connected to a
computer. This allowed for images of medium to small artifacts to be accessed easily, and the
magnification (up to 200X) allowed for detailed examination of manufacturing and wear
striations, etc. “Image Stacker” software allowed for creating images with sharp detail over
extraordinary depths-of-field for items of particular interest.
Faunal remains were quickly examined for artifacts missed in the field, dried, and later
shipped to Pacific Identifications in Victoria for analysis. Radiocarbon and other special samples
were dried or otherwise treated as necessary, then boxed.
Bulk samples of sediment (usually 500 ml) were collected for all bucket groups. These
were dried at the lab, and a sample (beginning at 50% then dropping to 20%) were selected for
washing, drying, sifting through nested screens to 2 mm, then ‘picking’ for faunal remains down
to tiny bones from small species such as herring or eulachon. The resultant ‘fine screen’ bags
were shipped to Pacific Identifications. Small artifacts, including tiny sectioned dentalium and
amber beads, were occasionally found in the fine screen samples.
When samples left the field lab (or were boxed for in-lab storage), all barcodes within a
box were scanned to create an inventory, then linked to a barcode assigned to the box. This
allowed for tracking and rapid retrieval of specific samples. Notations were placed in the
databases noting dates, times, and destinations of shipments.
Summary
Overall the unitless, paperless system performed very well. Despite a number of issues
that came up during the project, the data collected and the analysis we were able to perform is
unprecedented in BC consulting archaeology. Errors were primarily those that would affect any
large excavation project. One of the principal sources of error was that of incorrectly entered
barcodes; this is fairly critical as the barcodes were the basis of linking the spatial and attribute
data. That these were even entered manually was largely due to technological issues with
connecting the barcode scanners to the tablets and the total station data collectors. This meant
that barcodes were frequently entered by hand, leading to data entry error. The other issue was
with missing data – data that simply did not get recorded. Both of these errors would be possible
(and likely) to occur in a traditional excavation scenario – increased time available for
excavation would likely alleviate some of these issues, but at great additional cost. Given the
amount of data collected overall, the errors were negligible, and did not significantly impact any
of the analyses.
The quantity of data collected means that there are almost unlimited number of different
analyses that can be performed; while this project only permits exploration of a few of these
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avenues, the data collected is in a relatively simple and sharable format that can be used by
researchers in the future, particularly as software for analysis of 3-dimensional data continues to
improve and expand.

Dates and Duration
Fieldwork began in late September of 2012 and continued until December 15 of that year.
Work restarted January 15 and continued until early May 2013. Analysis and reporting has
continued virtually uninterrupted from that date until December 2014.
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Stratigraphy, Radiocarbon Dating, and Analytical Unit Definition
This section discusses the combination of the layering of the archaeological materials and
the age measurement and interpretation of the two excavated sites. The display of stratigraphy is
somewhat limited in the report, lacking the ability to see the data in 3D or the ability to see
multiple values at the same time or in rapid sequence (such as shell percentage, shell species, and
fire-cracked rock density classes. Readers are encouraged to explore the data using either ESRI
ArcMap 3D analyst, or a similar viewer.
Areas of cultural deposits were found to be discontinuous or effectively continuous but
thinned to the point where cultural material density was very low. These areas were numbered
following fieldwork as part of defining analytical units. A summary of the area and volume of
each excavated area appears in Figure 7, Figure 8 and Table 11. The Kaien Siding excavations
totalled 567 m3; by comparison (Table 2 and Table 3), this is nearly three times as much as some
NCPP sites such as Baldwin but a only a little more than half the volume excavated at
Boardwalk and Lachane (although the volume from parts of these sites, such as the Sluice at
Boardwalk, and the entirety of some large site excavations such as Kitandach, could not be
calculated due to missing information, so the NCPP total volume excavated was actually much
greater, e.g., Ames 2005:290; Table A.13).
Table 1. Spatial areas of cultural material excavated during the Kaien Siding Project, with
areas and volumes.
Site
GbTo-54
GbTo-54
GbTo-54
GbTo-54
GbTo-54
GbTo-54
GbTo-54
GbTo-13
GbTo-13
GbTo-13
GbTo-13
Total
GbTo-54
Total
GbTo-13

1

Excavation Volume (m3)
Area
1
59.1
2
17.7
4
83.5
5
214.8
6
46.0
7
6.9
8
12.6
12
5.0
14
52.5
15
66.3
16
1.8

Length (~N-S)
(m)
12
10
13
28
9
9
17
8
13
25
4

Width (~E-W)
(m)
10
11
9
10
10
5
6
7
7
7
3

440.6

100

11

125.6

55

7

Surface area
(m2)
105
61.6
112.2
261
73.4
31.9
69.7
44.5
84.2
137.9
10.8

In some cases, initially defined areas were combined, resulting in missing numbers from the final sequence.
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Table 2. Principal sites of the NCPP and excavated volumes in cubic metres (after Ames
2005).
GbTo-23
GbTo-30
GbTo-31
GbTo-33
GbTo-34
GbTo-36
GbTn-1
GcTo-1

Garden Island
Parizeau Pt
Boardwalk
Lachane
Kitandach
Baldwin
Grassy Bay
K'nu

300
104
>1022
>911
n/a
208
56
n/a

Table 3. Coupland excavation volumes in cubic metres (after Coupland 1999, Coupland,
Stewart and Hall 2000).
GcTo-6
GbTo-31
GbTo-46

McNichol Creek
Boardwalk
Tremayne Bay
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Figure 7. Numbered excavation areas at GbTo-54. Note canoe runs on beach.
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Figure 8. GbTo-13 excavation areas. Note canoe runs on beach..
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Stratigraphy
GbTo-13
At GbTo-13, the deep, laminated shell midden layers exposed in the shoreline cutbank in
2007 and interpreted as likely interior house floor layers (Eldridge, et al. 2008) had completely
eroded away by 2012. What remained (at least on the shoreline side of the railroad tracks) were
shallow patches of midden of varying extent (Figure 8), most of which were interpreted as
having been disturbed or redeposited by a century of railroad construction and maintenance, as
well as possible disturbance from development of Fort Casey, the nearby World War II battery
(GbTo-100) located inland of the tracks. The vegetation was almost completely alder, a species
that favours recently disturbed ground. Some of the alder had sprouted from the stumps of trees
that had been felled or effectively ‘coppiced’ several times and were of unusually large diameter
for that reason. One of these toppled down the bank during the excavation during a very high
tide, a graphic demonstration of the ongoing erosion of this shoreline. The cultural layers were
predominantly discontinuous ‘drapes’ of shell midden over a relatively steep slope just above (or
in some cases overhanging) the eroding bank (Figure 9). These layers, while occasionally intact
(Figure 10), generally have little internal stratification and are likely mostly redeposited midden
from a few metres inland, pushed to the side during railroad construction. That some of these
deposits represented original basal site layers was demonstrated by the finding of a partiallycomplete but badly fragmented human burial under an alder stump with skeletal elements in
anatomically correct positions. Even here, however, the midden deposits were quite shallow. The
underlying culturally sterile deposits were a massive fine sand deposit. Lacking fluvial internal
structure, it does not appear that these sands could have been deposited by Casey Creek but are
more likely late Pleistocene ice-contact sediment. Artifacts and cultural material were confined
to the uppermost few centimetres of this sand, probably introduced during initial occupation.
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Figure 9. Narrow part of GbTo-13 showing shallow midden drape down slope overlaying
massive layer of preoccupation sand and gravel sediments.
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Figure 10. Steeply sloping, but stratigraphically intact section of GbTo-13. A historic
redeposited gravel layer overlays shell midden with a thin humic soil developed on top of
the midden. The midden overlays a shell-less cultural layer rich in charcoal, which in turn
overlays the original 'C' horizon sand.
Beaches
The beaches fronting and in between the two excavated areas were almost all of colluvial
origin, with the exception of deltaic gravels at GbTo-13. Two deep trenches were made using an
excavator on each side of Casey Creek (Figure 11), to determine if any cultural materials
occurred in or below the gravels and to fulfil a recommendation of the Technical Committee
(Archer, et al. 2012). No cultural material or potential cultural layers were found, and
glaciolacustrine clays were encountered between 1-2 m below surface (Figure 12). Overlaying
the clay were fluvial gravels, heavily iron-stained. Naturally-occurring clam shells, often in
growth pairs, were found in the gravel.
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Figure 11. Test trench for cultural materials at Casey Creek fan. M. Eldridge and D.
Archer reviewing results, photo Eugene Bryant.
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Figure 12. Contact with blue-grey glacio-marine clay below ca. 1.5 m of iron-stained
gravels at Casey Creek fan. No trace of cultural materials were present, although lithic
artifacts occur at varying density over much of the intertidal zone surface. Photo Eugene
Bryant.
The intertidal in front of and flanking GbTo-54, as well as GbTo-13 south of the deltaic
deposits, consisted of reworked colluvial diamicton, with some water sorting and rounding
occurring since slides had deposited the material in the intertidal. The most noticeable result of
this is the almost continuous subangular boulders, surrounded by sandy gravel (Figure 13). These
boulders had been moved and cleared to create canoe runs (see Figure 7) in front of GbTo-54
and (likely once the same continuous village) at GbTo-55, a short distance to the south. Artifacts
were scattered at varying densities across the intertidal, with the highest densities where the
boulders thinned towards the south end of GbTo-54.
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Figure 13. Intertidal formed from landslide diamicton ranging from subangular boulders
to gravelly sands, in front of the excavations at GbTo-54. Boulders have been cleared in a
path just in front of the instrument to create a canoe run.
GbTo-54
At GbTo-54, the cultural deposits ranged from thin drapes of midden, similar to those at
GbTo-13, to complex shell midden almost 2 m deep. The cultural deposits were discontinuous
which has allowed for post-excavation numbering of the contiguous areas (Figure 7). Shelly
deposits often overlay cultural deposits with little or shell. Large features, which are discussed
separately in this report, were often defined stratigraphically, in both vertical and horizontal
dimensions. Shell middens are notoriously complex (Stein 1992) and in some areas including the
North Coast, incorporate significant amounts of precontact disturbance, where inhabitants dug
large pits for house floors, monumental posts (including house posts), and storage and other
special-purpose pits, all of which mixed artifacts, faunal remains, and other cultural materials
from earlier periods with later ones (Ames 2005:51).
The basic stratigraphic pattern will be described for each area of midden at GbTo-54,
beginning at the south end and progressing northward. In the gaps between the numbered blocks,
auger and shovel tests were made, followed by monitored machine removals to ensure that no
cultural materials were being missed.
Area 1
The stratigraphy in this block showed a large area with faunal remains with little shell
overlaid by a deep shelly deposit in the upper (eastern) side (Figure 14 through Figure 16). A
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major cut line ran through just east of the centre of Area 1, with most of the dense, whole shell
being above the cut.

Positional arrow: green points north, red east,
blue up

Figure 14. Area 1 (right) and Areas 2 and part of 3, plan view of point cloud stratigraphic
breaks classified by % shell (red high, green low). Dense aligned dots indicate where
profiles were drawn (see below). Those indicated by lines are reproduced below.

Figure 15. East to west section of selected points from previous figure (indicated by blue
line), showing dense shelly deposits (orange and red) over shell-less and low-shell layers. A
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major cut line occurs in the centre, with nearly horizontal bedding to the right,
representing occupation surfaces.

Figure 16. Photograph of trench wall offset ca. 50 cm south of previous figure. Note shelly
layer steeply dropping to right, overlain by dark culturally sterile humus from post
occupation in turn overlain by railroad-related redeposited midden (upper right). The
gradually sloping layers to left predate the cut. A cut from railroad construction is on the
far left, with light brown fill above.
The dense shell layers continued, although much thinner, to virtually the edge of the
modern shoreline (Figure 17). The shell gradually became less prominent towards the bottom
and the shell was interspersed with shell-less, or low shell percentage, layers rich in charcoal and
fire-cracked rock (Figure 18, Figure 19). The lower layers contained some interesting features,
including a cache of mauls and a possibly related basal trench feature.
The basal non-cultural deposits at Area 1 consisted of diamicton colluvium, with pockets
of finer gravels (Figure 20). The many large boulders were often surrounded by midden or
cultural sediments. Cultural materials were absent underneath the largest boulders showing that
the slide deposit predated occupation (note the steeply sloping jagged basal baseline in Figure
44). No subsequent slide layers were identified within the cultural layers.
A complex of rodent (marmot?) burrows occurred at the interface of the shelly and nonshelly layers in part of Area 1.
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Figure 17. Z-plan selected profile lines from Area 1,(indicated by purple line on earlier
figure). This shows main shelly layer(red) continuing to west, and post-dating cut of earlier
shell layers.

Figure 18. Photograph of 'Z' plan in Area 1 during excavation.
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Figure 19. Close-up of part of centre of 'Z' photo, showing alternating layers of shelly and
shell-less charcoal-rich layers, with lighter brown sandy gravels in several layers near base.
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Figure 20. Far east end of 'Z' profile, showing cut into iron-stained non-cultural gravels.
Area 2
Area 2 consisted of a thin layer of sparse shell and occasional faunal material and
artifacts just to the west of Area 1. It was likely mostly disturbed and redeposited by railroad
construction. It is presently essentially level, but this may not have been the case originally. No
profiles are presented here.
Area 3
Area 3 is a thin drape of shell on the slope below Area 2. This area seemed to consist of
original sediments (few signs of railroad disturbance were present), yet the area almost totally
lacked artifacts, and faunal remains aside from shell were low. No profiles are presented here.
Area 4
Area 4 was somewhat similar to Areas 1 and 5, in that it contained deeper shell midden
and feature complexes.
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Figure 21. Areas 1(bottom) and 4 (top) profile locations.

Figure 22. Southern profile in Area 4 showing stratigraphic breaks classified by % of shell
(red high, blue low).
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Figure 23. Area 4 stratified shell midden horizontally bedded against steep clay/silt bank
(left), the latter initially thought to be culturally sterile. Looking south.
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Figure 24. Area 4 slab box hearth (foreground) with clay-silt bank to left (overlaying shelly
layers have been removed), viewed to south. Midden previously overlayed hearth and
forms deep deposits in background.
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Figure 25. Area 4 looking north after removal of shell midden. Clay-silt bank at right, and
slab hearth at far end of excavation.

Figure 26. Area 4 profile and selected stratigraphic lines.
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Figure 27. Area 4 profile and selected lines.

Figure 28. Area 4 profile and selected lines.
Generally, the shell midden layers were bedded horizontally or at low angles (Figure 23
through Figure 28). At the base of the shelly layers near the north end of Area 4 was a slab
hearth (Figure 24, described in Features, Box Hearths). A compact silty-clay steeply sloping
bank against which the hearth was built could be traced through most of Area 4 to the south of
the hearth. This was initially thought to be a culturally sterile landslide deposit that had been dug
into (perhaps to form a house platform), but as it was excavated, the lighter coloured clay was
found to contain low densities of cultural materials, in thin lenses or scatters within the clay. The
interpretation of the stratigraphy here was complicated by the appearance of the dark variegated
deposits that appeared to continue under the clay layer and under the box hearth continuously,
with an overlaying layer in the western trench also appearing to be continuous. Close
examination revealed that there was a cut and that the seaward portions contained small amounts
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of shell, whereas the inland layer did not. The lowest cultural layer here was very similar in
colour and consistency to the dark layer that underlay the light clay. The distribution of artifacts,
vertebral faunal, and shell are all in accord, and show that the light coloured clay and the dark
variegated material below the hearth have a small amount of cultural material, but the very dark
brown variegated material under the clay bank does not.
Area 5
Area 5 had the deepest cultural deposits which, combined with some deep humic
overburden, resulted in a very different basal topography compared to the surface at the time we
began work. Area 5 was quite similar to Areas 1 and 4 in that it had a midden with high shell
content uppermost, and layers with very little or no shell below this. The shelly layers continued
down the slope to the modern high tide line, but the shell-less layers thinned out some metres
from the modern shore. Also similar to other areas was the tendency of deeper shell layers to
contain less clam but more mussel, than higher layers. This pattern was also noted at several of
the NCPP sites where mussel was most common in Period 1 with clams (and shell generally)
greatly increasing in Period 2 (e.g. Ames 2005:67; MacDonald and Inglis 1981:45).

Figure 29. Deep shelly deposits in the centre of Area 5, underlain by low shell density (into
which a narrow trench is being excavated to reach culturally sterile).
In some parts of the uppermost shelly layers, whole butter clams were found in pockets
nearly devoid of other shell, sediments, or other normal constituents. In other parts, urchin shells
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and spines formed nearly pure lenses. The shelly layers seemed to post-date all the box hearth
features found in Area 5, and in fact relatively few features were found in these shelly layers.
Beneath the shell (and, in some cases, beside shelly layers) were a nearly shell-less complex of
layers and lenses containing an extraordinary collection of features. These will be described in
more detail in
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Features, but include: three box hearths stacked one above the other with the bottom hearth
forming a line with a fourth and fifth additional box hearths; additional isolated or only partly
intact box hearths; a complex of horizontal floors made of imported clay sediments each capped
by a charcoal/carbonized floor; pit features; fire-cracked rock concentrations; and at least one
large tabular boulder intentionally placed on end. The complex of floors with distinctive
imported fills could be traced over the whole central part of Area 5, with the following sequence:
orange gravelly clay, black clay, orange gravelly clay, black clay, light grey clay, black clay,
light grey clay, black clay (Figure 30 to Figure 35). The complete sequence was quite thick
around the hearths and decreased to a few centimetres thickness to the east, around the large
standing stone. Individual black occupation floors were as thin as a few millimetres. Although at
the time of excavation we suspected a house was present, it was not until we viewed the point
cloud of classified data in the lab that the outline of the house became clear, with at least one
post-hole occurring at the wall of the house. There were nearly vertical discontinuities in the
layers between those inside and those outside the house. Dense shelly layers occurred to one side
of the discontinuity, outside the house. Dense shelly layers also occurred above the house layers.
The imported house fills constitute only the second example of this found on the northern
Northwest Coast (see discussion in
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Features).

Figure 31. Same as previous with
additional area cleared from lower floor
layer. Dark floor layers are only a few mm
thick.

Figure 30. Detail of sequence of imported
floor material and dark occupation layers.

Figure 33. Standing rock with black
occupation floor exposed (underlaying light
grey clays show through in many places).

Figure 32. Orangey-brown gravel imported
floor material exposed; large standing rock
at lower right.
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Figure 35. Same sequence as previous, but
several meters away where layer
thicknesses are mostly thinner.

Figure 34. Sequences of orangey gravels,
black floors, thick light grey clay exposed in
the corner of a rectangular excavation area
close to the stacked box hearths. These layers
are all culturally imported sediments.

Underneath the house, and under the shelly layers to the side of the house, were
additional cultural layers with a low density of cultural material. These contained a large amount
of clasts, both unmodified and fire-cracked rock, charcoal, and generally appeared to be
developed on the uppermost colluvial slide deposits. A circular pit about 1 m across was dug into
the sterile substrate outside the house, complicating local stratigraphic sequences.
The basal, non-cultural layer here was again a diamicton, of light yellow-brown sandy silt
mixed with gravels and large angular clasts, to large boulders.
Area 6
Area 6 is separated from Area 5 by a few metres where no evidence of cultural material
was found. Area 6 surrounds an extraordinarily large boulder (Figure 36). The cultural layers
here tended to be dense shell, with large volumes dominated by whole butter clams, especially
under overhanging parts of the boulder. The boulder overhang was not large enough to form a
rockshelter suitable for habitation, but was used for refuse deposition. The extraordinary
preservation conditions resulted in the recovery of an octopus beak here, a nearly unique find in
archaeological context (see Appendix 3 Crockford, Figure 8 in Appendix A). Little
differentiation within the shell was present, and there was no evidence for an underlaying older
component here.
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Figure 36. Area 6 huge boulder, with shelly layer being excavated from beneath overhang.
50 cm or more shell has already been removed (see shell adhering to lower rock). Shell
wrapped around most of boulder including under the overhang, but no cultural materials
continued underneath, showing the rock fall pre-dated the archaeological layers.
Much of Area 6 was underlain by a dark, shell-less layer, which occasionally contained a
very low density of cultural materials, likely introduced through taphonomic processes from the
overlaying shell. This graded into a virtually black layer containing dense ‘rotten’ rock (which
could often be trowelled through) but no clear fire-cracked rock or other cultural materials.
Beneath this was the light yellow-brown gravels and diamicton similar to the remainder of the
site area.
Area 7
Area 7 was a northerly extension of shell from Area 6, with a generally similar simple
stratigraphic sequence as Area 6.
Area 8
Area 8 is separated from Area 7 by about 30 m that contained no cultural materials. Area
8 had a shelly layer of varying depth, underlain by a dark layer without cultural content (Figure
37). Beneath this was bouldery diamicton. In most places the shell was overlain by culturally
sterile sediments and a well-developed humic soil.
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Figure 37. Area 8 stratigraphy: from the top, there is a redeposited layer, underlain by an
A, Lh B, soil sequence, underlain by a brown culturally sterile layer, a ca. 30 cm thick shell
layer, a dark non-cultural layer, then a basal light brown non cultural mix of gravel and
boulders.

Radiocarbon Dating
Many samples were collected for dating. The excavation method of recording all data
with precise provenience greatly aided in selecting those that were sent for radiocarbon
measurement, as the location of the sample could be seen precisely (and easily) vis-à-vis features
or various layers. The dates included eight paired shell and charcoal samples to provide data for
determining an appropriate marine reservoir correction factor for the region (McKechnie and
Eldridge 2013). All dates were taken with the goal of dating specific features or diagnostic
artifacts and to assist with a division of the site into analytical units.
Radiocarbon Dating
Including dates from samples received in 2007, there are now 31 radiocarbon dates from
the two Kaien Siding sites. The radiocarbon ages returned from laboratories was calibrated to
calendric ages using Calib 7.02, and a calibration data set Intcal 13.14c. This uses data obtained
by tree-rings of known age, a data set that now spans the Holocene. Samples with marine content
were calibrated using local marine reservoir values derived from analysis of shell-wood paired
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dates, as described in the subsequent report section. The results are presented in Table 4. After
calibration, the dates were assigned to the point-cloud locations where they were taken, in order
to observe the dates directly with other data such as features, stratigraphic breaks, and artifacts.
This was a critical part of the division of the total excavation into temporal volumes.

Marine
Carbon
percentage

Delta R SD
years

Delta R years

14C Age SD
years

14C Age Yrs
BP

Table 4. Radiocarbon dating results.
Calibrated Age One
Sigma Range
cal AD/BC

Calibrated Age Two
Sigma Range

Lab
code

Sample
Code,
material,
Association

D-AMS 005136

001-867
Charcoal

1940

34

0

0

0

AD 23: AD 86
AD 107: AD 119

D-AMS 005137

001-867 Shell

2421

25

149

51

100

2 BC: AD 139

D-AMS 005138

003-869
Charcoal

1270

34

0

0

0

AD 686: AD 728
AD 737: AD 768

79 BC: AD 224
AD 663: AD 778
AD 791: AD 806
AD 811: AD 826
AD 840: AD 863

1894

29

235

45

100

AD 677: AD 778

AD 636: AD 866

D-AMS 005140

003-869 Shell
004-720
Charcoal
G-000829 Box
Hearth

1770

29

0

0

0

AD 233: AD 262
AD 277: AD 328

AD 139: AD 198
AD 208: AD 344

D-AMS 005141

004-720 Shell

2920

28

50

69

100

825 BC: 436 BC

D-AMS 005142

008-534
Charcoal

75

28

0

0

0

875

27

363

70

100

779 BC: 579 BC
AD 1698: AD 1722
AD 1816: AD 1834
AD 1878: AD 1916
AD 1711: AD 1887
AD 1948: AD 1949

AD 1680: AD 1949

1438

28

0

0

0

AD 604: AD 644

AD 572: AD 653

1473

33

0

0

0

AD 562: AD 623

AD 540: AD 648

010-400 Shell
010-673
Charcoal
G-001430
Hearth

2058

27

233

43

100

AD 536: AD 653

AD 452: AD 674

2500

33

0

0

0

768 BC: 740 BC
687 BC: 664 BC
646 BC: 549 BC

788 BC: 533 BC
530 BC: 518 BC

2930

27

76

75

100

765 BC: 553 BC

807 BC: 410 BC

D-AMS 005149

010-673 Shell
012-220
Charcoal
G-001464 Pit

2128

32

0

0

0

201 BC: 104 BC

D-AMS 005150

012-907
Charcoal

2588

30

0

0

0

802 BC: 778 BC

350 BC: 308 BC
209 BC: 51 BC
818 BC: 754 BC
681 BC: 670 BC
609 BC: 594 BC

2927

30

-40

40

100

839 BC: 749 BC

917 BC: 699 BC

D-AMS 005152

012-907 Shell
012-514
Charcoal
G-000146 Box
Hearth

1589

32

0

0

0

AD 421: AD 435
AD 447: AD 472
AD 486: AD 534

AD 403: AD 543

D-AMS 005153

012-514 Shell

2153

32

221

54

100

AD 405: AD 553

AD 317: AD 624

D-AMS 005139

D-AMS 005143

D-AMS 005144
D-AMS 005145
D-AMS 005146

D-AMS 005147
D-AMS 005148

D-AMS 005151

008-534 Shell
010-057
Charcoal
G-001429 Box
Hearth
010-400
Charcoal
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D-AMS 005995

005-514
Charcoal

1486

26

0

0

0

D-AMS 005996

008-747
Charcoal

1657

27

0

0

0

882

24

0

0

0

1360

30

0

0

0

770

30

0

0

0

700

30

0

0

750

30

0

1720

50

1690

D-AMS 005997
Beta-341961
Beta-341962
Beta-341963
Beta-341964
Beta-237805
Beta-237806

Beta-237807
Beta-237808
Beta-237809
Beta-237810

003-058
Charcoal
000-378 Mt
Goat
011-136 Mt
Goat
011-150 Mt
Goat
006-325 Mt
Goat
GbTo-13 EU5
50-60dbd
GbTo-13 EU5
100-110dbd
GbTo-54 EU
50-60dbd
GbTo-54 EU1
30-40dbd
GbTo-54 EU1
40-50dbd
GbTo-55 ST5
20dbd

AD 557: AD 606

AD 354: AD 366
AD 380: AD 418
AD 1058: AD 1065
AD 1066: AD 1074
AD 1154: AD 1208

AD 541: AD 638
AD 264: AD 274
AD 330: AD 429
AD 495: AD 507
AD 522: AD 526
AD 1046: AD 1093
AD 1120: AD 1140
AD 1147: AD 1218
AD 616: AD 693
AD 748: AD 762

0

AD 647: AD 673
AD 1225: AD 1232
AD 1244: AD 1275
AD 1271: AD 1297
AD 1375: AD 1375

AD 1217: AD 1281
AD 1262: AD 1308
AD 1361: AD 1386
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One of the products of calibration is a probability distribution graph for each date (as the
date estimates no longer follow a normal distribution after calibration). These are presented in
Figure 38 through Figure 40. In these figures, the terrestrial dates are often easily distinguished
from marine dates by the different nature of the probability curves; the marine dates tend to be
much more spread out and smooth due to the reduced precision of the marine calibration curve
compared to the tree-ring based terrestrial group.
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Figure 38. Calibrated radiocarbon results, oldest group.

Figure 39. Calibrated radiocarbon results, middle aged group.
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Figure 40. Calibrated radiocarbon results, recent group.
These figures show that many of the dates are clearly contemporaneous with each other,
or nearly so. This can be seen in Figure 40 where there are large overlaps in the temporal
locations of the spikes of potential in the late 14th century of the 2nd through 4th samples from the
top. One of the Bayesian statistical tools available to modern researchers is the ability to
summarize all the date probabilities into a single curve. There are some problems with
interpreting summed probabilities: for instance, the samples are selected purposefully, not
randomly and it is not a one-to-one proxy for intensity of occupation or population size (also see
McKechnie and Eldridge 2013:109-113). There are nevertheless useful insights that can be
obtained.
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Figure 41. Summed calibrated radiocarbon probabilities, GbTo-54 and 13.
Figure 41 shows the calibrated summed probabilities. At the bottom of the figure are
boxes indicating the “Layer” designations used in the analytical unit definition (see below) and
small-font text boxes that indicate the number of dates that contribute to probability spikes or
parts of the curve of interest. The earliest spike occurs at about 750 BC. The size of the spike is
not likely to be related to the overall intensity of use of the site, but rather is related to selecting
multiple basal cultural samples that date initial occupation. The peaks at about AD 600 and
AD 1250 are likely reflective of the major occupations. The small group of probability at the
recent end is the result of two dates, a shell and charcoal pair, from one location at the top of the
shell midden. Although much of the probability for this pair goes into the historic period, there is
no evidence of aboriginal occupation during the historic period (trade goods, etc) and the actual
date likely is in the precontact portion of the age distribution. There are scattered remains from
the historic period that were likely associated with railroad construction and maintenance. These
are surface finds or intrusive into the shell midden. It seems likely that the main occupation of
the site had ceased about AD 1300.
Shell-Wood Pairs and Marine Reservoir Correction
All marine organisms (and those that share a partial marine diet, such as humans and
bears or even deer that eat seaweed when other foods are scarce) absorb radiocarbon that has a
different trophic path than terrestrial carbon. In brief, marine radiocarbon includes carbon that
has been trapped in the deep ocean by water exchange for hundreds of years and is brought to the
surface by upwelling currents (e.g., Bowman 1990; Deo, et al. 2004; Robinson and Thompson
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1981; Ulm 2006; Yoneda, et al. 2004). Ancient glacier water released as meltwater can also
affect the cycle. Radiocarbon dates on marine organisms such as shells can appear to be many
hundreds of years older than a terrestrial date of the identical real age. This is well illustrated by
shells collected in the early 20th century that are now in museum collections that have measured
radiocarbon ages of nearly 1,000 years. The values of a global average and a local correction
factor must be used to adjust measured radiocarbon ages to account for these changes. Marine
organisms, and particularly shell, are ubiquitous in archaeological contexts on the Northwest
Coast and some studies (e.g., Archer 1992; Archer 2001) have relied exclusively on dating shells
to answer important questions such as the pattern of village abandonment through time. Others
(e.g., Ames 2005:50-51) used no marine reservoir correction at all on dated human bone, even
though it had long been known that the marine component of the diet of precontact people on the
northern Northwest Coast was between 85-100% (Chisholm, et al. 1982, 1983), with the result
that there were apparent incompatibilities between patterns derived from calibrated shell and
those derived from uncalibrated human bone dates: however, these inconsistencies largely
disappeared with marine reservoir correction (Cybulski 2014; McKechnie and Eldridge 2013).
Although there was some data on the appropriate amount of correction from the general
region using historically collected shell and archaeological data from the north and central coast,
there was no data from the harbour itself and marine reservoir correction values can vary
dramatically over relatively short distances. One goal of the dating program was to obtain a
suitable ‘Delta-R’ local value for the harbour by dating a series of shells and associated charcoal.
Eight pairs of shell and charcoal were submitted for dating. These had been collected as
pairs in the field. Unfortunately, lab preparation of the samples failed to find the charred twigs or
seeds necessary to completely avoid the ‘old wood’ problem (e.g., Kennett, et al. 2002).
Identification of the wood as to species found only one example of deciduous wood (which can
be assumed to have a relatively brief lifespan): most of the others were not identifiable or were a
type of conifer. The preferred wood for use in domestic fires, Douglas-fir, was not ideal for our
purposes due to potential ‘old wood’ (but has its own significance as it was not a local species, as
discussed elsewhere in this report). However, the internally highly consistent results of the
Delta-R analysis suggest that wood age of the samples had negligible variation.
The Delta-R was calculated using the intercept method described by Dewar, Reimer, et al
(2012)2 from the charcoal and shell pairs. Results are presented in Table 5 and Figure 42. The
graph of Figure 42 shows an extremely strong linear relationship between age and Delta-R, with
Delta-R increasing from a slightly negative value (total reservoir slightly lower than global
average) at about 3,700 BP to about 380 years at about AD 1800. There is one aberrant pair,
barcode 004-720: this is the only charcoal sample confidently identified as deciduous and thus
with no likelihood of an ‘old wood’ problem. However, the R-squared value of 0.95 is so strong
for the remaining pairs plotted Delta-R against calendric age that it seems unlikely that there is a
large essentially random age error that would scatter the point values; it seems likely that the
wood is all roughly the same age. The 004-720 pair may have sampled an aberrantly old shell
introduced though mixing.

2

We are grateful to Dr. Iain McKecknie of UBC for assisting with the Delta-R calculations
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Calibrated
terrestrial age
1 sigma (cal
BP) Intcal13

1-sigma error

RC age

Lab No.
Shell

1-sigma error

RC age
1940

D-AMS
005137
D-AMS
005139
D-AMS
005141
D-AMS
005143
D-AMS
005146
D-AMS
005148
D-AMS
005151
D-AMS
005153

delta R uncertainty
(yrs)

003-869

D-AMS
005136
D-AMS
005138
D-AMS
005140
D-AMS
005142
D-AMS
005145
D-AMS
005147
D-AMS
005150
D-AMS
005152

Marine 14C
age (yrBP) ie.
comparing cal
age to C14 age
in Marine13
curve

delta R (14-C yrs)

001-867

Lab No.
Charcoal

Bar Code

Table 5. Delta-R calculations for paired charcoal-shell dates.
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Figure 42. Shell-charcoal pairs plotted as calibrated midpoint of calendric date on X axis,
and Delta-R on Y axis. Whiskers indicate one-sigma ranges. Bottom graph with 004-720
outlier pair removed, showing strong linear relationship between calibrated age and
Delta-R.
It is highly unlikely that the Delta-R value will continue along the regression line to
become negative for dates older than 3,000 BP. It is expected that the curve will swing upward,
in line with general positive values in the ca. 250 to 400 year range as observed in older samples
from the general region (Southon and Fedje 2003). Such a strong linear temporally changing
Delta-R has never before been observed; but the Kaien Siding samples are unusual in that all the
data come from a single site and the shell itself may be from the immediately local area. Samples
are usually more geographically dispersed, and this dispersal may disorder patterning present in
very small areas.

Analytical Unit Definition
We follow Ames’ (2005:51-52) lead in defining analytical units (“AUs”) for internal and
regional comparison (Figure 43). The Kaien Siding sites are subdivided by area (in the case of
GbTo-54) as well as overall stratigraphic position, supplemented by radiocarbon dating. This is
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similar to Ames’ system: AU4-3 refers to an AU in Area 4, comprised of layer 3. Unlike Ames’
system, layer numbers stay the same for contemporaneous AUs, so that for instance AU1-4 in
Area 1 is essentially contemporaneous with AU5-4 in Area 5 and AU15-4 in area 15 at GbTo-13.
The Kaien Siding AUs are most similar to the Boardwalk AUs, although the Kaien AUs are
somewhat smaller in area represented. The GbTo-54 AUs are also generally similar to GbTo-30
Parizeau Point, GbTo-36 Baldwin, and GbTn-1 Grassy Bay, as these are relatively small sites
treated as one area with one or more temporal divisions into AUs. Garden Island, GbTo-23, is
broken into temporal AUs, but it is a large site undivided spatially.
We have applied colours to Figure 43 where the AUs span a single or maximum two of
the ‘periods’ defined by MacDonald and Inglis (1999). Ames has several AUs that span all three
periods, as much as 5,000 years, where he was unable to divide the units chronologically, mostly
due to not having documentation in the form of maps or profile drawings (Ames 2005: 51, 89,
95). These very long time-span units (most with very large artifact assemblages) we have made
grey, as the information from these sites is not useful for defining culture-historical patterning.
There may be exceptions for certain classes of information at these grey AUs, such as where
specific dates are available on human remains with grave goods or burial contexts of interest
(e.g., Cybulski 1996a, 2014).
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Figure 43. Comparison of Kaien Siding Analytical Units to Analytical Units, Phases and
Horizons for Prince Rupert, adapted from Ames (2005), MacDonald and Inglis (1981),
Ames and Maschner (1999), and Coupland (1999).
There are additional grey areas with notations of “AU1?” where Ames (2005:102-104)
has extrapolated hypothetical early occupation material that they may have excavated or tested
but where the archaeologists “did not recognize it when they saw it”.
The division of the sites into smaller units allowed detection of grouped data trends not
easily apparent in the classified point cloud. Although the stratigraphy was extremely complex,
as is normal for shell middens (Stein 1992), a basic breakdown was accomplished using the
location and age of radiocarbon dates combined with symbolizing the point cloud according to a
number of different attributes (such as the percentage of shell and the dominant shell species).
Relatively clear stratigraphic differences became apparent which appeared to correspond with
the ages of the deposits as determined by the radiocarbon dates. Using the GIS, Triangulated
Interpolated Networks (“TINs”) were created for each of these major stratigraphic breaks. These
were then transformed into volume objects. The volume objects were used to subdivide the point
cloud attribute data. The two main datasets that were analysed this way include artifacts and
faunal data. All of the items from these datasets were classified by Analysis Unit and Excavation
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Area. Comparisons of counts of different artifact types or faunal elements were performed using
this breakdown, to attempt to discern patterns and trends.
The following series of figures presents cross-sectional representations of the
3-dimensional volumes that define the AUs. The locations of each profile are shown in Figure 7
(GbTo-54) and Figure 8 (GbTo-13). The calibrated radiocarbon dates (at the overall 1 sigma
range), where they fall reasonably close to the line, have been moved relative to the over- and
under-laying stratigraphic breaks, to appear on the profile. A preference for the underlaying
stratigraphic break was chosen where it was otherwise unclear. Although ‘layers’ are discussed
below as part of the AUs, in fact these are large stratigraphic units normally comprised of many
thinner layers and lenses.
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Figure 44. Area 1 AU section.
Figure 44 shows the profile for Area 1. Note the very jagged basal layer, the result of
occupying a recent landslide deposit. The dates on the lower component indicate essentially
contemporaneous dates for the layer. The reversal of the date ranges for this component is
inconsequential, as at two sigma there is a significant overlap. The surface of the AU1-3 is
relatively smooth, with shell midden by this time smoothing out the inconsistencies of the lower
layer. The aberrant date of AD 23 to 119 appears in the figure to be overlain by a large amount
of midden: however, this date’s actual location was from close to the periphery of Area 1, just
above the AU1-3 stratigraphic break and also near the surface of the midden. The ‘disturbance’
attribute shows disturbance in the overlaying bucket group, and the disturbance likely went
slightly deeper than was apparent. Likely, older midden was redeposited at this location during
railroad construction or maintenance.
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Figure 45. Area 2 AU section.
Area 2 (which was combined with Area 3, so there is no ‘3’) has no associated
radiocarbon dates. It contained a very low density of cultural material and therefore was not
dated. It shows the original benched topography in this area; redeposited material sat above the
right side of the figure but its profile is not shown as it contained no cultural material.
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Figure 46. Area 4 AU section.
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The profile for Area 4 shown in Figure 46 is much more complicated. Shelly layers
comprising AU4-4 dating to between about AD 500 and 1000 are found uppermost. Note that the
two dates showing at the extreme left of the figure appear slightly above and outside the
excavated midden. This is because the dates were obtained from an evaluative test in 2007;
review of field notes showed that there was a further three shovel tests positive for midden even
more to the left: in the interval between 2007 and 2012 shoreline erosion had removed at least
7 m horizontal of the midden here. The ‘stakeout’ function of the survey instrument showed that
these former midden areas are now empty space above beach deposits, and below a suspended
network of tree roots.
A wedge of midden 4 m wide from the 3rd and 4th centuries AD lies beside a clay layer
with very sparse cultural remains and above a shell-less cultural layer. This midden contains a
box hearth feature at the interface between the 4-2A and 4-3 layers. AU 4-2A is a large, compact
silty-clay well-defined layer as described in the beginning of this chapter. It stratigraphically
predates 4-2B by an unknown but small amount, and 4-3 by another unknown but likely small
amount. As we will see, the clay may have been imported at about the same time as the hearth
was build. AUs 4-2A and 4-2B are undated (since they contained relatively few artifacts and
faunal remains) but we know that they relatively predate AU3.
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Figure 47. Area 5, southern AU section.
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Figure 48. Area 5 northern AU section.
Area 5 is covered by two cross-sections. The southern one, Figure 47, shows a
straightforward ‘layer cake’ with an early basal layer about 800 BC (with a relatively smooth
base, despite it being on slide deposits), a middle AU5-3 layer (that contained house remains
including multiple box hearths) dating to about AD 500, and a more recent AU5-4 layer with
noticeably higher densities of shell. A date roughly contemporaneous with the underlying
AU 5-3 here is very close to railway disturbance again and thought to be a little too early.
The northern section, Figure 48, is also relatively straightforward, with the ± AD 500
AU5-3 continuing to form the bulk of the lower layer with an even older component, AU5-1,
forming a small volume on the upper area. The basal elevation shows steps and bumps and was
not mapped with the same precision of Area 1, but boulders were common at the contact with
basal non-cultural deposits here. A late precontact date was returned from the upper AU5-4
component. It appears to be a ‘good’ date unaffected by disturbance since both the shell and
charcoal returned similar values. However, we believe most of this AU dates to about AD 1300.
The right side of the profile is truncated by the railroad cut.
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Figure 49. Area 6 AU section, through 'big rock'.
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Figure 50. Area 6, northern AU section.
AU6 has a single ‘layer’, ‘4’, dated to about AD 1300, and is notable for the presence of
the huge colluvial boulder which formed a small rockshelter on the lower side. This AU is also
notable for a rare artifact type clustered here, as well as for a very rare finding of an octopus beak
under the rockshelter overhang, where it was apparently preserved by the unique conditions
there.
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Figure 51. Area 7 AU section.
Area 7 contained a relatively small area of shell midden, thought to be all from the more
recent component, and truncated on the right side by railroad construction (Figure 51).
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Figure 52. Area 8 AU section.
Area 8 contained what appeared to be a single AU component of thin shell midden dated
to the 13th century AD (Figure 52).
Moving north to GbTo-13, there are four AU profiles for the deposits here. The section at
the south end of GbTo-13, Figure 53, shows two cultural deposits, one on a bank top at 8 m
elevation, and one near the beach at 5 m elevation.
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Figure 53. Area 12 AU section.
Area 14 (Figure 54) shows a relatively uniform in depth drape of midden over a gently
sloping surface. Two dates from 2007 shovel tests show the area dates to the 11th to 13th century
AD.
Area 15 again shows two areas of cultural deposits: the lower one was a slump onto the
beach, as was the eastern deposit. A radiocarbon date from the base of the upper elevation dates
to the 13th century AD. This is close to the location of finely laminated probable house floor
layers documented in 2007. These layers had eroded away from shoreline erosion in the
intervening years.
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Figure 54. Area 14 AU section.
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Figure 55. Area 15 AU section.
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Figure 56. Area 16 AU section.
Area 16 (Figure 56) shows a small lens of midden from the northern end of GbTo-13.
The various AUs were often combined for analysis as they all appear to represent a single
occupation contemporaneous with the most recent occupation of GbTo-54.
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Features
The features at GbTo-54 were extraordinary. The most interesting may be the box hearths
and their associated imported clay floors. But there were also canoe runs, regular hearths and ash
spreads, pits, postholes, linear trench features, and clustered artifacts that must have been buried
together.
Table 6 lists all the features recorded during the project, with the exception of those that
proved to be misidentified, etc. and canoe runs. The data as field entered and exported to a table
is used, with no correction of spelling to typographic mistakes. Locations are means of multiple
x,y,z real-world UTM coordinates and elevation above mean sea level.

Canoe Runs
The canoe runs at the Kaien Siding sites were noted during the initial recording of the
GbTo-13 in 1954, and GbTo-54 and GbTo-55 in 1983. The runs are in areas where there are
many boulders on the beach, probably the result of ancient landslides. They vary from about one
to a few metres wide and are visible in the orthophotos used as backgrounds for many of the
figures in this report. They are more easily seen in the aerial views than they are on the ground.
For 3D viewing, the edges of the canoe runs were indicated by placing hollow pipe symbols
along the edges of the runs, following the slope of the beach in those locations.
There are at least three canoe runs at GbTo-13 and a hint of several others. At GbTo-54
there are at least six canoe runs. At the presumed south end of the village (at GbTo-55) there are
two more. At the south end of the GbTo-54 site the beach is more gravelly with just scattered
boulders that might have been easier to avoid using canoes and no runs are visible here; the area
between ‘54 and ‘55 would have once been a bay, and any canoe runs there have been covered
by the railway since its construction in the early 20th century.
Canoe runs are common features on the Northwest Coast where regular landings on
rocky beaches were necessary. Canoe runs were made simply by moving and piling rocks to one
side; they were often supplemented by canoe skids, where wooden slabs were staked down on
the beach so as to allow the canoe to be skid without damaging the hull (e.g., Stewart 1984).
Ames (2005) does not discuss canoe runs as a feature class, but does describe them as part of the
site layout at several sites (e.g., 2005:59-60).
The canoe runs are not associated closely with intertidal artifacts. Very few were found
here, despite a great deal time spent by the crew traversing along and beside the runs (the cleared
areas were ‘repurposed’ to lay out fire hoses for refilling the water systems every day) and a
shoulder-to-shoulder systematic search of the entire intertidal at low tide. The distribution of
artifacts is described and discussed elsewhere in the report, but most of the intertidal artifacts
were at the southern end of the site, where there are no evident canoe runs.
At the beginning of the excavation it was thought that possibly each canoe run could be
associated with a midden concentration associated with a household. The midden areas at GbTo54 are certainly generally associated with the canoe runs, but there is no one-to-one relationship
and the largest midden area, Area 5, has just one short, poorly defined run directly below it, and
most of the beach here has large to very large (several metres across) boulders on it.
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1

G-000199

Posthole

possible posthole filled with gravel. 7 cm diameter

6014312.94

411676.53

4.44

1

G-000202

Other

6014312.09

411677.15

4.46

Other

possible stone featurre on top of G-000201 sand
photo of rock feature uncovered.once removed will check if
modfied and assign barcodes. note. after excavating.
collected two unusual hammerstone type rocks that lay
parallel.

09Nov12
09Nov12

4.46

09Nov12

6014312.09

411677.15

4.46

1

G-000202

6014312.09

411677.15

10:29:00
AM
12:05:00
PM

2:16:00
PM

1

G-000202

Other

rock feature uncovered further. will see if any modded once
removed and assign art barcodes as necessary. ovoid rocks
re alined similarly. just soitheSt of hand mauls

1

G-000222

Pit

G-001146 bone bead found in this feature. Compct black
loam and gravels comes down on G-000322.

6014313.11

411676.72

4.34

1

G-000398

Hearth

ash charcoal lense

6014307.66

411677.46

4.43

1

G-000401

Other

ashy burnt sand defined
cut into 53 and 55. pit feature poss G-000059, 000052 or
0000179. cuts into G-000600. north wall filled with fcr, burn
layer (which we called G-000587 in bucket groups) this is
debatable! ts points taken at 12.45 on nov 30 are not at
bottom or top of fea

6014313.89

411675.48

4.79

6014314.19

411675.74

4.44

associated with BG 003-137

6014308.40

411676.50

4.43

6014308.74

411678.72

4.42

30Nov12
05Dec12
09Dec12

4.57

09Nov12

8:21:00
AM

4.68

12Nov12

9:53:00
AM

1

G-000525

1

G-000526

Pit

G-000550

Other
Box
Hearth?

G-000551

Other
Trench

1

G-000592

Other

rectangular feature cut into G-000587 and infilled with G000600 Identified as likely box hearth base
2 hand mauls in association. Strat layer G-000162. Black
loam with a lense of brown sand present. No evidence of a
pit or other feature. Sediments are massive. Associated
with artifact barcodes 001-186 & 001-187. speculate that
the items were buried / cac
poss associated with maul cache. dark greasy sediments cut
into gravelly shelly sediments. north side of pit profile base
of pit cuts into sand layer and cuts off gravel layer just
above sand. gravel layer to south. some trace shell mixed
into pit. will a
This feature consist of the dark fill G-000597 which might
be same as G-000392, outlined by brown gravel G-000591
which is same as G-000224 but even better defined.
Makes a nearly perfect right angle in SW corner

1

G-000751

Hearth

1

G-000900

Hearth

1

G-001013

Faunal

1

G-001013

Faunal

2

G-000046

Faunal

1

1

1

G-000552

Pit

6014312.89

6014313.11

411677.05

411677.12

6014311.83

411677.06

4.32

concave charcoal pit

6014312.97

411675.42

4.38

fcr charcoal

6014308.82

411673.72

3.79

6014309.57

411682.68

5.38

pocket of almost pure urchin spines within G-000053

6014309.57

411682.68

5.38

mammal bone cluster found in situ

6014321.02

411677.77

6.40
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09Nov12
09Nov12
04Dec12
28Nov12

Time

Date

Elevation

Easting

Northing

Remarks

Feature Type

Barcode

Excavation Area

Table 6. Archaeological features at the Kaein Siding sites. Text in red added post-field

12Nov12
20Nov12
09Feb13
19Jan13
19Jan13
18Oct12

2:19:00
PM
10:51:00
AM
1:47:00
PM
3:39:00
PM

1:00:00
PM
9:16:00
AM
1:11:00
PM

11:28:00
AM
3:11:00
PM
3:30:00
PM
1:38:00
PM
1:41:00
PM
10:22:00
AM

2

4

G-000904

G-000832

Other

Petroform

4

G-000842

Posthole

4

G-000918

Other

4

G-000919

Faunal

4

G-000988

Petroform
Box
Hearth

4

G-000988

Petroform

4

4

G-000988

Hearth

G-000988

4

G-002000

5

G-000146

Vertical
Slab
Petroform
Box
Hearth

5

G-000279

Other

5

G-000279

5

G-000806

5

5

Ash lens; some crushed shell; yellow/brown; range in
thickness; oval in shape
enormous horse clams, all nested with concave side up. 3
whole, 3 fragments. photos on kevins camera.all shells
collected as bulk sample. within G-000950, on side of
hump. Made into artifacts&feature
rock feature made with upright slabs set in rectangle open
to north. tan greasy ash within will take sample. dark black
greasy sediments surround, mostly to easy. trace shell
frags insideand outside feature.

large slabs beneath end stone 4-905 in north. end stone 4905 could have fallen to s above new slab 007. unamed
slab has no barcode, just se of 007, was underneath ash and
other floor stones of hearth.
large slab 007 beneath 4-905. unamed slab just se of 007 is
below ash that was below first floor. ciuld be an older
hearth... 007 did not have ash above it, was flush with 905
at s side on top. have to see in ts data how it all fits.
Large rock, 54 cm tall, identified from photo G-000993 and
associated notes as feature long after fieldwork, date/time
stamps allowed identification of exact location and size
from G-000050 TS data . Marks edge of cut, cultural to W.
Probably edge of house

6014324.56

6014336.92

411672.41

411669.66

5.74

19Jan13

3:21:00
PM

5.94

01Mar
-13

2:56:00
PM

6014335.77

411670.03

5.82

6014337.85

411669.83

6.52

22Feb13
01Feb13

5.99

04Feb13

6014333.46

411669.15

5.99

6014336.17

411669.56

5.99

5.99

26Feb13

12:04:00
PM

5.99

26Feb13

12:15:00
PM

6014336.17

6014336.17

411669.56

411669.56

6.11

Rock feature (not definitive form) identified below feature #
1410, G-001410 identified withinit.

6014358.27

411664.96

5.68

Take pictures with Olympus camera, photo # 48 to 50

6014358.27

411664.96

5.68

Hearth

fcr, greasy charcoal, near base of trench.

6014357.67

411659.25

4.46

G-000860

Other

rock feature, fcr, not a hearth

6014350.58

411665.26

6.83

G-000865

Posthole

6014348.87

411667.92

5.66

Petroform

5

G-001145

Petroform

G-001156

Box
Hearth

semicircular petroform directly below g001129. made of
cobbles, fcr
within g000276. rectangular slab hearth feature with
horizontal slab as bottom, slabs on south and east side
completely decayed. two cm think ash identified inside
feature. stone slabs on east side outside of feature. finely
crushed shell, mussel, charcoal
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1:13:00
PM

411669.56

411665.63

G-001129

3:33:00
PM

6014336.17

6014349.09

21 cm diameter. Beside Standing Stone G-001279.
Edge of house?
Circular shape accumulation of rocks. Some are FCR'
another ones with barnicle marks and also identified a core
as part of the feature. Between the rocks identified finely
crash mussel and shell' some charcoal .
Pictures for photometry were taken with O

4:50:00
PM

20Feb13
20Feb13

box hearth at easrt end open west large flat slabs with
smaller vertcal slabs just to west.

5

5

ash lense feature. not fully recorded as g-000904 on total
station, extends south of points
could be rock furniture or cairn or simply moved to avoid
stubbing toes . two or three or 4 slab type ones on east
side may be fitted and may follow natural? slope . sandy
loam matrix minor addition shell a little bit charcoal one
faunal on east sid
small stake hole associated with g-000988 hearth feature.
southeast corner
carbon sample 004-842
more photos on morleys camera 6 cm diameter

19Mar
-13
16May
-13
14Apr13
14Apr13
07Mar
-13
12Feb13
30May
-13

6014354.23

411664.06

5.47

6014354.40

411664.01

5.47

09May
-13
10May
-13

5.77

13May
-13

6014352.40

411664.20
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10:10:00
AM
2:18:00
PM

11:27
AM
12:21:00
PM
2:09:00
PM
2:52:00
PM
9:24:00
AM
11:17:00
AM
5:39:00
PM

2:16:00
PM
11:19:00
AM

2:34:00
PM

5

G-001216

Petroform

5

G-001216

Hearth

Rectangular Slab hearth, slab from the east and south side
are eroded. At the bottom of the hearth one large slab
place horizontal. Also seems like the east side of feature has
been impacted by the railroad. During it excavation FCR'
finely crush muss
dug down around burnt shell and pedestalled fcr pcs. ash
deepest in center. tan coloured ash. grey shell. Lots
charcoal. small branch pcs recovered for carbon dating.
birdbone in hearth. ash sits on greasy brown loam.
series of on edge slabs on s side not matched on north. one
large flat slab at west end two clear colours either from fire
alteration or differential weathering due to diff chemicals in
layers of rock. all rock sandstone except smaller verticals.
likely a
adding to previous form
along with the mussel and crushed butter clam there was a
drape of urchin

5

G-001226

Hearth

adding to previous forms on this hearth;
brown sand

5

G-001226

Box
Hearth

5

G-001226

5

5

5

5

G-001171

G-001202

Box
Hearth

Hearth

6014353.40

6014359.76

411666.32

411659.15

6.18

12May
-13

3:55:00
PM

4.73

26Mar
-13

11:20:00
AM

6014350.09

411664.50

6.22

6014350.09

411664.50

6.22

6014348.97

411666.10

6.25

adds to previous record; new layer, clay ash under lots of
charcoal

6014348.97

411666.10

6.25

Hearth

adding photos to feature

6014348.97

411666.10

6.25

G-001233

Posthole

filled with clay G-000803 19 cm diameter. NW of hearth
1265

6014349.04

411662.84

5.56

G-001233

Posthole

6014349.04

411662.84

5.56

5

G-001242

Box
Hearth

Feature filled in with g000803
fcr
charcoal
more photos taken with olympus camera
Note: originally recorded as G-001250.

5

G-001252

Posthole

posthole? Brown sand fills in 33 cm diameter beside hearth
G-001260.

5

G-001257

Other

5

G-001260

Box
Hearth

5

G-001269

Other

5

G-001276

5

G-001279

Petroform
Vertical
slab
Petroform
Vertical
slab

5

G-001281

5

layer of ashy

ash deposit, probably a hearth dump. located in the north
wall of super trench
notsure if form already completed
eastern edge by railway cut
colapsed hearth
fcr
charcoal
Note: originally recorded as G-001250
depression
found labret preform.and fish bone within
Feature compose of 2 set of slabs. One is place horizontal to
tthe ground.The second is place vertical with high
quantities of charcoal and FCR. The feature is abovethe
possible basal layer. Both rocks weight 44 kg.

6014349.16

411664.80

5.79

6014350.24

411667.57

5.83

6014361.26

411658.91

4.88

6014351.46

411667.38

6.03

6014350.83

411665.12

5.73

16May
-13
17May
-13
23May
-13
23May
-13
24May
-13
22May
-13
23May
-13
23May
-13
28May
-13
04Jun13

26May
-13
23May
-13

6014347.52

411665.75

5.68

One vertical slab feature.

6014348.58

411667.71

6.02

Hearth

fcr hearth. blasted through quickly.

6014346.33

411665.69

5.72

G-001283

Posthole

fill grrey clay 803 cut into black laminated layer g-1285
23 cm diameter.

6014346.95

411664.98

5.70

5

G-001365

Other

fcr/ash/charcoal dump, within g000803

6014347.98

411666.15

6.36

5

G-001402

Hearth

6014359.89

411659.03

4.71

29May
-13
30May
-13
17May
-13
17May
-13
31Mar
-13
25Mar
-13

6.15

10Apr13

5

G-001412

Petroform

capped by fcr, burnt shell and ash. associated with G001405
photo targets for 3D photogrammetry (black Olympus
camera)
start in the southern most corner and working clockwise:
G-001377
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1:41:00
PM
11:04:00
AM
10:06:00
AM
10:34:00
AM
2:29:00
PM
11:19:00
AM
11:10:00
AM

12:08:00
PM
3:53:00
PM
4:07:00
PM

4:10:00
PM
5:28:00
PM

12:33:00
PM
3:51:00
PM
5:29:00
PM
4:15:00
PM
11:39:00
AM
4:52:00
PM

2:07:00
PM

G-001372
G-001373
G-001376
G-001375
G-001374

5

G-001416

Other

5

G-001416

rock feature. possible cairn
have taken down g001410 within the boundsof this feature
and have uncovered more rocks completing a sub-ovoid
shaped rock feature. a gravelly sandy strat directly
underlies g001410 within the feature limits but this strat
appears to be underlain by more c

5

G-001425

5

G-001426

5

G-001426

5

G-001430

Other

6014355.91

411664.90

6.20

6014355.91

411664.90

6.20

Semi circuler ash layer. Pictures taken with olympus stylus
850. 161 to 165.

6014349.61

411667.17

6.21

ash layer

6014349.13

411667.48

6.25

semi circular shapep

6014349.13

411667.48

6.25

6014356.16

411665.36

5.74

6014356.16

411665.36

5.74

5

G-001437

Hearth

5

G-001446

Other

This form updates lower component and continuance of
rock feature , poss. hearth. photos taken with Andrew's
camera.
charcoal and shell throughout. rectangular shape. rounded
rocks like possible cooking stones. SE Corner contemporary
disturbance holographic sticker. photos for
photogrammetry taken by andrew
Hammer stone Cache (composed of 3 hammer stones
place perpendicular and parallel). Hammer stones identified
as artifacts G-000259, 264 and 265).

5

G-001460

Other

hammer stone cache, 4 hammerstone, 1 quartzite flake

6014357.26

411662.81

5.13

5

G-001460

Artifact # 010-167 it could be associated with the ones
identified previous. Not associated, 80 cm distant

6014357.26

411662.81

5.13

5

G-001462

Hearth

hearth,beside G-001430 at same level. likely associated in
same strata

6014354.38

411664.84

5.80

5

G-001464

Pit

possible post hole or cache pit or burial. 1m diameter .

6014356.48

411663.93

5.01

5

G-001464

Pit

circle pit in g001138, inside pit is g001443 - 5-10 % crushed
mussel silt sand loam, excavation exposing two slabs

6014356.48

411663.93

5.01

5

G-001488

Posthole

6014353.63

411665.62

6.07

5

G-001499

Box
Hearth

moderately tapered bottom <10 cm diameter
slab hearth. no north or east slab. photos taken on andrew
cam for photogrammetry. two small east slabs very soft.
black charcoal lens g281 within 803 clay gravel extends into
hearth and south towards trench where thin charcoal
lenses visible. two tan fla

5

G-001499

Hearth

photos taken with olympus stylus 850sw photos from 144 160. april 15th eugene excavating.

5

G-001599

Other

5

G-001430

6014350.68

411666.67

6014360.86

411662.0
2

6.62

5.17

6014349.31

411665.95

6.38

6014349.31

411665.95

6.38

6014361.52

411664.02

5.71

5

G-001600

Other

bone point cache. largely frag unbarbed points within 826
Cluster of FCR located to the SW of the site. FCR are deposit
above G-001245 (possible basal layer) FCR consists of
irregular small pebbles and clast oriented N-S. Some finely
crushed mussel and butterclam were identified on top of
the FCR's. Also extr

6

G-001489

Hearth

ash area with fcr against the boulder. In conjuction with
1490,boiling stones

6014375.58

411657.46

6.05

6

G-001489

Hearth

added more photos

6014375.58

411657.46

6.05
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27Mar
-13

28Mar
-13
25Apr13
25Apr13
25Apr13
16Apr13
19Apr13
21Apr13
23Apr
-13
11Apr13
14Apr13
18Apr13
22Apr13
08May
-13
22Apr13

11Apr13
15Apr13
04Jun13

02Jun13
28Apr13
28Apr-

4:22:00
PM

2:23:00
PM
2:46:00
PM
2:18:00
PM
2:20:00
PM
11:26:00
AM
5:02:00
PM

10:27:00
AM
2:00:00
PM
2:33:00
PM
11:27:00
AM
12:54:00
PM
4:45:00
PM
11:22:00
AM
5:17:00
PM

4:13:00
PM
3:25:00
PM
12:01:00
PM

9:16:00
AM
1:06:00
PM
1:53:00
PM

6

G-001490

Other

boiling stones. may merge into 1489

6014375.33

411657.67

5.88

6

G-001493

Other

stone tool cache, 2 cores

6014373.67

411653.37

4.43

8

G-000431

Other

fcr and charcoal deposit with some shell underneath

6014402.49

411646.68

5.64

8

G-001290

Other

rock cairn
dug down around burnt shell and pedestalled fcr pcs. ash
deepest in center. tan coloured ash. grey shell.
lotscharcoal. small branch pcs recovered for carbon dating.
birdbone in hearth. ash sits on greasy brown loam.

6014407.51

411645.98

5.48

13
28Apr13
30Apr13
04May
-13
02May
-13

4.32

26Mar
-13

15

G-001202

Hearth

6014811.61

411505.18

Box Hearths
As the excavation moved generally south to north over the course of the project, the first
box hearth was encountered in Area 4 (Figure 57).
The feature was built at the top of the AU4-2 component, and was covered by shell of the
AU4-3 component. Radiocarbon sample 004-720 from within the feature was identified as
deciduous wood charcoal, and returned radiocarbon date of AD 233-328.

Figure 57. Box hearth G-000988 in Area 4 being excavated.
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2:06:00
PM
4:21:00
PM
4:02:00
PM
3:41:00
PM

11:20:00
AM

Figure 58. Area 4 box hearth, G-000988, looking down after removal of ash to reveal fitted
floor paving stones.
These features—and their relationship to each other and to other data such as artifact
types—are best viewed as 3D models. These are available in the digital data accompanying this
report. The box hearth was constructed of large flat slabs of sandstone, with vertical sides (the
northern end slab had slipped to one side) and horizontal paving at the base. The bottom of the
feature was comprised of ash, and the rocks were noticeably reddened and oxidized from heat.
The stones were likely embedded in the clays to stabilize them although this was not as clear on
this particular feature as it was on some of the other slab hearths. Shell midden had built up
around and eventually over top of the feature. It was built on a nearly horizontal platform,
probably dug out of a clay bank, on the east side and above a shell-less midden layer that had
also been built up against the cut clay bank (see “Analytical Unit Definition” for a cross-section).
We considered during field work whether this could be a floor of a house or other habitation: it
was decided that it was too small an area. The width of the platform is 3 m perpendicular to the
shoreline, however, which may be just sufficiently large for a house or shelter. No post holes or
post moulds were found, although these feature types were extremely difficult to discern in the
rocky silty-clay of the underlying layers.
A complex of eight box hearths was found in Area 5. The first (Figure 59) was carefully
excavated, the surrounding matrix cleared, and then the area was left for some time. On
resumption, the excavator reported that there was another box hearth directly under the first. As
there were no local ‘landmarks’ left to judge where the original had been, the ‘stakeout’ function
of the total station was used to relocate the original box hearth. This showed that the second box
hearth indeed had exactly the same XY spatial coordinates, but was slightly lower in elevation.
After clearing and documenting this second Area 5 hearth (Figure 60) and associated occupation
floors, the excavator reported that, remarkably, there was a third box hearth directly under the
second (Figure 61). Excavation around this lowest hearth showed two more box hearths (Figure
62 to Figure 64) forming a line perpendicular to the shore, on a gentle slope towards the water.
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Figure 59. Uppermost (G-001499) of three stacked box hearths in Area 5, after removal of
ash. This hearth dated to cal AD 604-644.
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Figure 60. Middle stacked box hearth, G-000146, viewed to southwest, showing related
slabs towards the water, some horizontal, some vertical, probably from partly dismantling
additional box hearths.
A cache of egg-shaped boiling stones was found at the far west end of this feature (not shown in
this photo). Vertical hearth slabs on west and north sides have sediment left to shore up the
decomposing rock, and are thinner than appears in this photo. An associated black clay floor is
visible on the right. This feature dated cal AD 421-534.
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Figure 61. Lowest of superimposed stacked hearths, G-001226, showing four sided slabs of
box hearth and cluster of egg-shaped boiling stones at one corner.
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Figure 62. Centre of line of basal box hearths, G-001242, after removal of fill, charcoal and
ash.
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Figure 63. Westernmost of linear hearths, G-001265, showing slabs remaining on south
and east sides, and square patch of ash showing where north and west sides had once been.
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Figure 64. Feature G-001265, showing paving slabs after removal of ash. Many of the firereddened rocks had virtually totally disintegrated, leaving them as pockets of compact
sand.
The vertically stacked hearths showed an interesting change in orientation (Figure 65).
The three lowest hearths were aligned to each other and close to perpendicular to the shoreline.
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The upper two hearths were aligned precisely to each other but at about a 30° angle rotation. The
central stacked hearth had evidence of additional hearths connected in a line to the west, in line
with the main central hearth (Figure 60). The vertical alignment of the stacked hearths suggests
that their placement was constrained by the space available within a house or structure. The
reorientation, and rebuilding at the exact same location and orientation later, suggests that the
house itself was rebuilt in essentially the same location, but at a different orientation.

Figure 65. Screen capture from 3-D model video showing lower three aligned box hearths
(green) and two later box hearths (black and purple) built precisely above the eastern-most
lower hearth, but at a slightly different angle, suggesting a house was rebuilt at a slightly
different orientation.
There were several lines of evidence that strongly suggested that these five hearths were
associated with a house (see discussion below). However, there were also an additional three box
hearths in the near vicinity that are uncertain in terms of their relationship to house location.
Box hearth G-001156 was located north of the stacked hearths, on the same floor level as
the basal hearths (G-001226, G-001242, and G-001265), but likely outside the house (Figure 66).
This box hearth was notable for having the south and east slabs almost completely ‘rotted’ away.
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Figure 66. Two 3D views of box hearth locations in Area 5, top viewed nearly horizontally,
the bottom from slightly higher. Green hearths are basal; black middle layer, and purple,
uppermost. The green orientation arrow indicates north, red east, and the blue is zenith.
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Figure 67. Recording control points for box hearth G-001156 using the robotic total
station.

Figure 68. Box hearth G-001171, showing badly decomposed rock.
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Figure 69. Partly collapsed box hearth G-001260, with small cache of boiling stones.
Box hearth G-001171 was on the same floor level as the centre (G-000146) stacked
hearth (Figure 66). It also had very degraded rocks (Figure 68). Although at the same level as
hearths inside the house, it would appear from the shell and large faunal distribution (discussed
below) that this was outside the house area.
Box hearth G-001260 was also at the same basal level as the basal row hearths
(G-001226, G-001242, and G-001265) and G-001156. This box hearth was partly collapsed, one
of the large side slabs having fallen on top of the ash deposit, but with a small cache of boiling
stones still at one corner (Figure 69). G-001260 was clearly still within the house structure.
All the hearths had the same construction methods. They were made with mostly
sandstone or shale slabs. The base was paved with large rock and other large slabs were set
vertically in a square around the floor and anchored in clays. One or more of the vertical slabs
had often been displaced, presumably around the time of abandonment. The westernmost of the
three basal hearths only had vertical slabs remaining on the eastern and southern sides; however,
the ash deposit and decomposing floor slabs showed precisely where the northern and western
vertical slabs had been. Two of these hearths had piles of egg-shaped pebbles stacked against one
wall (Figure 61). Table 7 provides the dimensions of these features. The inner dimension is
recorded (that is, between the inner walls). Ash spreads or rock pavement is used as a proxy if
the wall is missing. The depth may be a little low for some, where the measurement was taken
from the top of the ash rather than the top of the paving stones. The smallest box hearth is just
29x34 cm in size; the largest 70x80 (although this is estimated from ash spread and the inner
walls may have been closer). The average is 42x54x18cm. The outside dimensions add 10-20 cm
to these dimensions.
These are quite small features suitable only for burning only short pieces of firewood.
Those found with only three sides would not have had a length restriction, but some clearly were
used with four sides (Figure 61). The weight of rock was substantial: G-001242 was very close
to ‘average’ for all dimensions (Table 7), and the rock making up this hearth weighed 164 kg.
This amount of rock would have served to store heat from the fire and release it gradually
through radiation; likely, space heating of the house interior was a major function for at least
some of these hearths.
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Table 7. Box hearth interior dimensions (in centimetres).
Feature
Barcode
G-001499
G-000146

Width
(cm)
37
29

Length
(cm)
60*
34*

G-000146
35
170*
G-001226
37
50
G-001242
45
52*
G-001265
70*
80*
G-001156
40
45*
G-001171
32
50*
G-001260
46
60*
Average
42
54
*denotes where a “wall” is missing

Depth
(cm)
Comments
20
15
box portion of hearth
including extension which may represent several
20
hearths
18
23
8
20
10
10
18
Not including G-000146 extension

The collapsed or partly dismantled box hearths were all found subsequent to identifying
the essentially intact examples, relatively late in the excavation. This leads to the question, “were
there additional collapsed box hearths present that were not recognized early in the excavation?”
Area 1 had some excellent examples of features (to be discussed below) but no box hearths. On
the other hand, large slabs were encountered in the generally very rocky deposits; some of them
were on end or on edge. These unusual attitudes at the time of excavation were attributed to
either historic disturbance or colluvial (slide) deposition. Some may have been unrecognized
partial box hearths. The point cloud for rocks and bucket group notes regarding rocks on edge
could be further examined to perhaps identify additional box hearths in this area. Although this
was beyond the scope of the current project, it is an example of how this relatively easilyexamined data set will be amenable to additional research in future. On review of the features in
Area 1 during the writing of this section, a nearly square feature of ash and light coloured sands
was re-evaluated (Figure 70). The size, 41 x 55 cm, is virtually identical to the average box
hearth size (Table 7) and visually it matches G-001265 (Figure 63). Large slabs were not
encountered beneath this ashy layer; but smaller ones were, and some of the main layer appeared
to have been slabs that had decomposed to sandy material. It seems almost certain that this was a
box hearth whose vertical slabs had been removed.
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Figure 70. Rectangular feature G-000550 in Area 1 tentatively identified during report
preparation as a box hearth base.
Discussion
Slab hearths have not previously been clearly reported for the Harbour or North Coast,
but very similar features appear two to three millennia ago on the south coast. MacDonald and
Inglis (1981:45,52) do report for the earliest period, PR3: “slab-lined pits filled with firedecomposed rocks (hearths?) are present”. For PR2, nothing refers to slab or box hearths
although hearths are described: “House features are considerably larger, with extensive areas of
superimposed burned shell hearths and floors of beach sand and gravel. Small concentrations of
"egg-shaped" stones, probably boiling stones, are found along with the normal fire-decomposed
rock features”. For the PR1 period, leading up to the historic period, there is no description of
hearths at all. The non-technical book about the museum reconstruction based largely on the
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Boardwalk site refers to “slab lined pits” and “slab-lined hearth” but the reconstructed feature
bears little resemblance to a box hearth, showing a circular pit with large slate slabs with pointed
tops, reminiscent of a stegosaurus’ back, pointed upwards and a cache of boiling stones beside it
(MacDonald and Inglis 1976:25,28). This configuration is very different from the box hearths
except for the use of stone slabs and the boiling stones. The archaeological examples may have
been similar, however, but no photographs could be found of them in the literature.
Ames (2005:101) makes no mention of similar features for the Prince Rupert sites.
Coupland found none at McNichol Creek, although he did find a cache of egg-shaped boiling
stones next to a conventional hearth (Coupland, et al. 2002:24).
Interestingly, rather similar features have been found far to the south. Where the Stave
River enters the Fraser Valley, excavations near a hydroelectric facility found three rectangular
slab box features at DhRo-59 (Gray, et al. 2010:54-56). No charcoal or ash was found inside
these features, but evidence of fire was found adjacent to them, leading the authors to suggest
that they functioned as ovens. The first two were found within a large pit feature. The outside
dimensions were 56 x 61 x 35 cm on the first feature, which had a partial rock slab bottom. The
adjacent one, measuring 65x66 cm, had no bottom. A third one did have a slab floor, and was
larger at 140x63x40 cm. None had lids. The first feature dated (converted to calibrated one
sigma from the radiocarbon age reported) between 392 BC and 232 BC; the third was close to a
hearth, without sides but with a slab floor, between 915 BC and 834 BC. The authors reference
King (1950) for a complex of elaborate slab storage boxes on San Juan Island.
Excavations at the Scowlitz site (DhRl-16) in the Fraser Valley found several
superimposed hearths (Lepofsky, Blake, et al. 2000; Lepofsky, Brown, et al. 2000) within or
close to structures. Although none had slab sides, they have some similarities to the Kaien Siding
features. Hearth feature 92 is constructed of stone slabs set flagstone-like into a bed of clay. It
measures 66 cm square and is overlain with a 1.25 m diameter charcoal lens. Lepofsky suggests
that the hearth was rebuilt once with a superimposed slab-and-clay hearth. A radiocarbon date on
charcoal from the higher of the pair returned a date of cal 760 BC to 390 BC (converted to
BC/AD calendrics from calibrated BP provided by Lepofsky, et al. 2000). Immediately above
feature 92 was another hearth, feature 93, made of baked clay without using stone in the
construction. It had evidence of having been cleaned and new clay added multiple times. Slightly
lower than Feature 92 was another rock slab and clay hearth, feature 108, which was less
carefully constructed and was 65 cm wide. A short distance away was another square clay-lined
hearth without rock, feature 74, which measured 60 cm across.
At DeRt-1 on Pender Island in the Gulf Islands, two stone slab boxes were uncovered
(Carlson 1986; Carlson, et al. 1984; Carlson, et al. 1985). One measured 63x75x50 cm with an
overlapping lid 65 x 115 cm. This box was completely empty, not even having accumulated
sediment inside despite having been buried more than 2 m deep for more than two millennia and
despite the lack of bottom slabs, although it sat on what appeared to be a prepared floor modified
from glacial clays. A second slab box was found measuring 40x30. This had no floor or lid, but
the very even top of the slabs suggest it may once have had a lid [my interpretation]. The
features were in layers dated about cal 900-400 BC. Carlson, et al. (1984) report that another slab
box had been found in basal deposits during exploratory work at a nearby site DeRt-2 in the
1950s.
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At Montague Harbour in the Gulf Islands, Mitchell describes a depression feature, lined
with clay and with sandstone slabs forming two walls in the Locarno component, dating to the
first millennium BC (Mitchell 1971:58, 144-147). He speculates (tentatively) this may have been
used for cooking or water storage. Beside the pit was a human burial, and there were several
nearby postholes but Mitchell was unsure if any of these were related to the clay-lined pit
feature. Mitchell also discussed King 1950, with the information that the clay lined pits on San
Juan Island were very regular and carefully constructed, often fired, and often associated with
upright rock slabs.
At Ladysmith, on Vancouver Island, a slab box hearth and a lidded slab box were found
in early shell midden deposits (Lake, et al. 2004). A 75 x 80 cm hearth had three large sandstone
slabs forming a box. A fourth slab had been displaced by a backhoe. There were ash and firecracked rock in the feature, which dated to cal 2890 to 2480 BC. A lidded box was found about
two metres away, without artifacts or faunal or floral remains inside. Human remains were found
very close to the box, but may not have been associated.
At Hesquiat Harbour, circular hearths with upright slabs were reported, with one dated to
cal. 748BC to 406 BC (Haggarty and Crozier 1975).
At Hoko River on the southern side of Juan de Fuca Strait, Croes reports slab-lined pits
he believes (2013 personal communication) were lined with leather and used for cooking. These
were in the Locarno component, dated to about 1,000 BC (Croes 1995).
At the Maier Site in Oregon, Ames and others found a series of clay-lined bowl shaped
hearths that were set within board-bounded boxes along the centreline of a very large house
(Ames, et al. 1992; Smith 2006).
In summary, there is a well-established and widespread use of rock slabs for making
‘furniture’: hearths, ovens, storage boxes and perhaps water containers in the Salish Sea and
nearby areas. This began perhaps as early as 3,000 BC, but almost all appear to date to the first
millennium BC and none are dated to the last 2,000 years. The Prince Rupert examples are
generally similar to these South Coast features, though clearly they functioned as domestic
hearths (although they may have performed other functions as well) whereas the South Coast
examples seem to have had a variety of uses. The Kaien Siding hearths date to the first
millennium AD, so slightly later than those on the South Coast, and, if the details of the NCPP
slab hearths or pits become available, much later than possibly similar features in PR3, 3000 BC
to 1500 BC.

Imported Clay and Gravel Prepared Floors
The five or more hearths that were stacked or aligned to each other in Area 5 were
associated with a series of prepared floors. Two other slab hearths appear to be associated with
the floors as well. For two of these floors, a light brown fine gravel was brought in, leveled, and
a layer of light grey clay spread on top; the occupation surface of the clay then developed a black
layer a few millimetres thick (see Figure 30 to Figure 35 in “Stratigraphy”). This thin black layer
could often be peeled off cleanly from the underlying grey clay. New clay was brought in and
put down directly on top of the black clay in the upper layers. Each clay layer varied from less
than a centimetre thick at the periphery to nearly 10 cm near the hearths. The clay was replaced
at least 4 times.
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Figure 71. AU5-3H Multiple repaired layered floors adjacent to stacked box hearth
features (right side, flagged off during excavation). One black layer is visible in the top left
corner, overlain by brown gravel, thin light grey clay, blackened clay, grey clay, and
blackened clay, with more grey clay at the surface.
The bottom clay floors ended abruptly in a line with a slight curve upwards west of the
hearths, indicating that the basal layer was probably slightly scraped out prior to the clay being
laid down. The matrix contained much more shell to the west. This likely represents the edge of
a house. The clay layers on the east side were seen in profile to end abruptly, one above the
other, replaced to the east by more shelly midden. On the west side, towards the water, the clay
layers thinned, gradually pinching out. On the eastern side they also thinned, but the whole
sequence was still visible near the large end-on slab (not evidently part of a hearth but likely part
of the house wall or support) G-001265 and near box hearth G-001260. Two moderate sized post
holes and two large upright stones form a line that matches these unconformities, likely
representing wall posts. On the eastern or inland side, the layers were interrupted by the
unconformity of the railroad construction cut.
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Figure 72. Selected features and possible house wall locations.
Top: based on lower row box hearths, posts, and upright slabs. Bottom based on upper two
stacked hearths and clay floor/shelly midden boundaries (blue vs red). Points with an elevation
higher than 6.6 m asl have not been displayed, to cut out later shell midden deposit that covered
the former house. The high-density shell closest to the railway at the bottom of the lower image
is partly slumped material along the railway cut and the house likely continued eastwards. The
inferred house is small, only about 4 m across.
The combination of the clay floors, the unconformities with the higher shell content
midden, and the post holes, with the stacked hearths in the centre, is interpreted as defining
house floors, with a width of about 4 m from north to south, and an undetermined length from
east to west (truncated by the railway) (Figure 72).
The relationship of the hearth, associated small post, clay blank and upright slab are
shown in Figure 73.
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Figure 73. Area 4 box hearth associated small post, and clay bank (blue). Bank removed to
clearly see upright slab G-2000 in lower image. Area 5 features in distance.
The faunal remains showed some interesting differences in regards to their distribution
across this house floor. Elements from smaller species, such as deer and sea otter, are virtually
continuous from the shelly outside to the clay-dominated inside. Elements from large species,
such as sea lion and northern fur seal, are found almost exclusively on the outside, inferring that
floor cleaning may have been restricted to large refuse. More on the distribution of fauna and
artifacts with regard to the house feature(s) are discussed in Spatial and Temporal Patterning.
There is a slight possibility that Areas 4 and 5 were once both part of a large house. The
two floor levels are at virtually identical elevations, and although there is a void of no cultural
material or very little between them, it is possible that railroad construction or maintenance
activities destroyed this area (there is some evidence of disturbance between the two, but nothing
like an obvious ramp built here). The faunal material in the midden south of Area 5 has a much
lower incidence of large sea mammal remains than that to the north. The house would have had
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to have been about 17 m in total length, well within the range of large North Coast houses
(Coupland 2006:83; Martindale 2006:147) although larger than most precontact houses
(Coupland 2006:89). There is evidence in the area for structures to be built inside larger houses,
a “house within a house” (Coupland 2006:84), and this too could explain complex walls and
features. The degree of disturbance to these features means that we will likely never know for
certain whether multiple small houses, or one or two very large ones were present, although
multiple small ones seems more likely.
Discussion
Prepared clay floors are rare on the North Coast, and more common on the South Coast.
Coupland (1999:22-23; 2006:88-89) describes a floor over a part of House O at McNichol Creek
in Prince Rupert Harbour that is very similar to those in Area 5 at GbTo-54. A blue-grey marine
clay 1-2 cm thick was used in this case. Coupland states “To my knowledge, this is the only
excavated house with a clay floor on the north coast, although clay floors have been reported
from a few sites along the south coast”. Prepared clay house floors were present on the south
coast at Scowlitz (Lepofsky, Blake, et al. 2000:399-402) and at the Maier site (and possibly
others) in Oregon (Ames, et al. 1992).
There is some suggestion of special earthen floors in the ethnographic literature. In the
story “Legaix Taunts the Gitlan” collected by Beynon in 1947 (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:110),
it is related: “The Gitlan had completed their house at Knemas. It was a large house, and the
floor was of a reddish earth. When the fire was lighted, it reflected a reddish glow. So they called
it Tsemknemakem-wilp (The Red House)”. Although not directly stated, the wording implies a
specially imported material. The tradition of special earth flooring can be traced into the
prehistoric period from this Tsimshian story, and corroborates the imported clay floors at
McNichol and GbTo-54.

Hearths and Ash Spreads
Hearths and ash spreads (some possibly representing refuse dumping rather than a hearth
feature) were found in several of the Excavation Areas. Excavation Area 1 had four such
features, Area 3 had one ash lens, Area 4 had one, Area 5 had the largest number at six, Area 6
had one (with a cache of boiling stones adjacent to an ash and fire-cracked rock lens), and Area 9
had one. Areas 1, 4, and 5 appear to be domestic habitation areas; Area 6 may also be a
habitation area (although there is evidence of some specialization here). The lack of hearths or
even ash spread north of Area 6 suggests that these were either not habitation areas, or that
adjacent habitation areas were destroyed by previous railway developments.

Pits and Linear (Trench) Features
A single large pit feature was found in Area 5, a few metres west of the house floors and
box hearths. The pit was excavated into the underlying slide deposit (Figure 74), with a rounded
bowl-shaped base (Figure 75) and nearly vertical sides. There were no unusual contents found
during excavation, or from examination of bulk samples taken from the fill. The pit was not
recognized before the basal deposits were uncovered, so it is not certain from which layer the pit
originated, but the radiocarbon date indicates an early AU3 date. Two hearths (not box hearths)
of dense fire-cracked rock and ash stacked one above the other were recorded very slightly to
one side of the pit 25 and 70 cm respectively from the top edge of the recorded pit. These might
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be interpreted to be spoil from a cooking pit, but the very early radiocarbon date from the lower
hearth feature indicates that the pit, which dates later, must have originated from an even higher
elevation than the hearths. Possibly, it was a very large posthole, of similar size to some of the
roof supports of very large Tsimshian houses built in the historic time.

Figure 74. Pit feature G-001464 had a clear circular outline, with dark nearly shell-less
midden fill surrounded by non-cultural light brown slide deposits. The 1 m diameter
feature was dated to ~100-200 BC.

Figure 75. Pit feature G-001464 after excavation, showing bowl-shaped floor.
A few, smaller pits were recognized (Table 6); one in Area 1 contained a bone bead; the
others were small depressions with no remarkable contents.
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A trench feature was found in Area 1. Initially recorded as a pit feature, it was found to
extend sideways near the basal deposits. The trench was between 25 and 38 cm wide, and 17 to
30 cm deep. It was at least 2.25 m long, but the total length was not determined as it was
truncated by shoreline erosion on the west end and could not be traced due to intrusion of a
rodent burrow on the east (c.f.Ames, et al. 1992:279 for an example of rodents preferentially
tunnelling along precontact trenches). Associated with this trench were two hand mauls (a ‘T’
and zoomorphic or phallic) found in association with each other and a long, narrow hammerstone
found standing end-down within the trench (Figure 76). In this figure, in the background is a
photogrammetry profile model showing 'U' shaped strata, yellow dots indicating a verticallyoriented hammerstone slightly closer, a photo textured 3D model of two mauls even closer, and
green dots showing the trench profile in the foreground. The function of the trench was not
determined; it was speculated that the trench might be the mould of a board set on edge that
formed the base of a structure of some type. The finding of three hammers in such close
proximity suggests that, if so, the wall may have been a favoured location for storing tools. The
only anthropomorphic carving, on a pendant, was found even with the top of the trench and
75 cm to the south.

Figure 76. 3D view of trench feature and associated artifacts. See text above for
explanation.
Discussion
Pit features were uncommon compared to many Northwest Coast sites (e.g., Ames 2006;
Smith 2006) although they are relatively rare in many (Ames, et al. 2008). This may be partly
due to the difficulty in recognizing them when they are not dug into the substrate (although
several authors comment on similar difficulties). It may be due to the lack of utility of
underground storage pits in the hyper-wet Prince Rupert environment, where pits would be prone
to flooding. This may not have been totally accurate, though, because the highest-status chiefs in
some villages would have a house (usually the only such one) with a large central pit termed a
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da-ak which was 2 m deep or more and which served as a major living and display surface
(Coupland 2006:84-85). Perhaps the difficulty in siting a building so that the central pit did not
flood was another demonstration of the power of these chiefs. Coupland (2006) makes no
mention of pit features at McNichol Creek. Ames (2005:77) describes a complex of large pits in
Area B in the discussion of dating the basal component; but on page 75 the pits are not
mentioned with other features, and the steeply sloping stratigraphy is attributed to down-slope
dumping from higher residential areas.

Post Holes
Postholes, like pits, were very difficult to see in the dark, rocky, muddy excavation
conditions at Kaien Siding, even when ameliorated by shelters and electric lights. A great many
times we thought we had found postholes or stake holes when a circular dark pattern was
noticed; but in almost all these cases, when the potential feature was sectioned, it was found to
be confined to a centimetre or two depth, too shallow for a posthole. There were several
postholes at the margins of the house as noted above; one was a posthole 30 cm in diameter, and
traced for 50 cm depth. The other was 33 cm diameter and much shallower.
These and a few stake holes were the only such features found. The smaller stakes were
in two cases at the corners of box hearths.

Upright Stones
Three large stones were found standing ‘on-end’. One was found in Area 4, and has been
recorded as G-002000, as it was not recorded in the field as a feature. Sufficient data was
recorded as normal practice to precisely locate it from the general point cloud after the fact. This
stone is 54 cm tall, embedded in the non-cultural basal dark variegated layer, and is buried within
the light coloured clays comprising component AU4-2a (Figure 77).
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Figure 77. Upright stone G-2000, Area 4.
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Figure 78. Upright stone in Area 5, G-001279 looking northwest. A black clay floor layer
has been cleared to the north to box hearth G-001171, and to the west to the line of box
hearths.
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Figure 79. Upright stone G-001279. Underneath, grey and black floor pairs have been
deformed by the weight of the stone. The floor layers stopped abruptly at this point, which
formed the wall of a house.
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Figure 80. G-001276 upright stone. This, the larger horizontal slab (foreground), the other
large upright stone, and two postholes form a line that likely represents a house wall.

Dog Burial
A single dog burial 010-107 was found. This was in Area 5, AU5-3, just northwest of the
house floor and close to box hearth G-001156. A 3D model of this feature is included in the
digital data accompanying the report. The feature is at the same elevation as the middle stacked
hearth (G-000146). It is of a subadult large sized dog (see Appendix 3 by Crockford). Dog
remains at the Kaien Siding sites are somewhat underrepresented compared to some other
regional sites (Appendix 3: Crockford), and having just a single dog burial in an excavation this
size is also unusual.
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Figure 81. Dog burial, 010-107 in AU5-3N.

Artifacts in Association
Several instances of artifacts found in obvious association were found. One was the two
formed hand mauls in Area 1 already noted above in ‘Trench Feature’. These were found
touching, and were likely in a container such as a woodworker’s woven tool bag (e.g.,Boas
1909:355; Boas 1921:60) when they became buried. Although not in direct association (i.e., not
in the same bag), a long cylindrical hammerstone was also buried in this trench (Figure 76)
suggests the trench functioned at least partly to store implements, or that it was the foundation
for a structure against which tools were stored.
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Figure 82. T-shaped and zoomorphic mauls in situ. Area 1.
Hammers buried together are part of two additional artifact features in Area 5. Feature G001446 had three hammerstones touching, while 1460 had four. It would seem likely that these
also all entered the archeological record in containers.
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Figure 83. Hammerstone cluster G-001446 (G codes in photos are for photogrammetry).
In Area 4, about 2.5 m from the box hearth, feature G-000919 was comprised of nested
very large horse clams; three complete, and three fragmented. Although not visibly modified, it
seems likely that these were stored together either for raw material, or for use as ladles etc.
(Stewart 1996:132).
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Human Remains
Human remains were found at both archaeological sites. In only one case were these
remains in what we would term a “burial”. The other remains were scattered at low density
virtually throughout the deposits, as a result of a precontact earth moving, railroad construction
activity, and possibly precontact above-ground burial practices that resulted in surface scatters of
bones later being buried. Many bones were identified as human in the field or in the field
laboratory; others, especially those consisting of very small fragments, were identified during
faunal analysis. As they were identified they were catalogued in a database as to element (e.g.,
clavicle or shoulder bone), left or right side, approximate age, sex characteristics, and any
anomalies that could indicate injury or disease. Later, these observations by in-house Millennia
Research osteologists were checked by outside expert Dr. Cris Hughes (with very few errors
detected) who compiled a basic osteological analysis report and selected elements for DNA
testing. The DNA testing was undertaken by Dr. Ripan Malhi. These two reports form
appendices 4 and 5; key findings are presented below and integrated with the archaeological
interpretation.

Basic Osteological Analysis
The minimum number of individuals (MNI) was established for both sites and totals 13
individuals. The human bones at GbTo-54 were all disarticulated: no intact burials were found.
Some 242 human bones were recovered from GbTo-54. Although this seems a large number, it is
not so large when it is considered that there are over 200 bones in each human body. The MNI
for GbTo-54 is 10 individuals including four adults, three juveniles and three neonates (although
including information of age of deposit where each element was found would likely increase this
number). Both males and females are present. Pathologies observed include enamel hyposplasia
and cribra orbitalia, both associated with dietary deficiencies and common in the archaeological
record of the Americas. A cut mark on a humeral head is possibly trauma, but more likely
damage from excavation.
At GbTo-13 the MNI is three, with one adult, one juvenile and one neonate. The juvenile
and the neonate appear to have been buried together although the neonate is only represented by
relatively few bones; but there are a total of 257 bones in this burial feature. The juvenile was 8
to 15 years old at death. The burial was found directly underneath an alder stump and directly
beside a cut from railroad construction. This construction excavation had removed the head and
hands of the youth perhaps as much is 100 years ago.
Figure 84 shows the distribution of human remains grouped by age. As can be seen, the
greatest number of bones are from GbTo-13, and these are almost entirely from a single
individual (the juvenile). By contrast almost all the remains from GbTo-54 are from adults, with
children most common at Area 4. Areas 2, 7 and 8 had no human remains.
Figure 85 shows the same data but grouped by body part rather than age. At GbTo-13 the
bones are mostly from the trunk and legs as a result of the construction activity discussed above.
At GbTo-54 there appears to be a large number of bones associated with the head, although this
is inflated by the number of teeth that are included (these may be lost over the course of
someone’s lifetime and not associated with a burial). Area 5 has no arm bones although the rest
of the body seems well represented. No explanation for this is known and it may simply be a
sampling issue. See Appendix 4 for full Human Osteology Report by Cris Hughes.
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Figure 84. Temporal and spatial distribution of human remains distribution grouped by
age.
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Figure 85. Temporal and spatial distribution of human remains grouped by body part.

DNA Analysis
Of the 18 samples submitted, DNA was successfully extracted and genotyped for 12.
Mitochondrial DNA showed the Haplogroup A to be dominant with a single individual
belonging to Haplogroup D. Both groups have been previously observed in ancestral remains
from the Prince Rupert Harbour area. Additional DNA research will be undertake, attempting to
obtain complete mitochondrial and y-chromosome sequences, and analysing this along with
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other ancient remains from the region (Ripan Malhi, personal communication 2014). Refer to
Appendix 5 for full report by Ripan Malhi.
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Faunal Remains
The following is the summary that appears in Appendix 3 on Faunal Remains by Susan
Crockford, with Figure and Table numbers adjusted.
In total, 87,767 bones or bone fragments were analyzed from these two sites. About 32%
of the reported GbTo-54 total sample (80,761 bones or bone fragments) was mammal and 66%
was fish, while for GbTo-13, 27% of the total sample (7006 bones or bone fragments) was
mammal and 71% was fish. Such high proportions of mammal remains are much larger than
have been found at other previously excavated sites in Prince Rupert Harbour, where fish
remains commonly comprised 93-99% of the total sample.
Between these two sites, the highest-ranking species within major categories of fish,
mammal, and bird are similar only for birds (Table 8). While salmon was by far the most
abundant fish at GbTo-54 (with herring a distant second and eulachon an even more distant
third), less than half of the fish remains at GbTo-13 were salmon, followed closely by eulachon
and herring (Figure 86). Similarly, while deer was the most abundant species in the GbTo-54
assemblage (with sea otter second and beaver third), in the GbTo-13 deposits sea otter was the
most abundant species (with deer second and sea lion third) (Figure 87). In both sites, rhinoceros
auklet, ducks, and bald eagle were the most abundant, suggesting that available bird species were
utilized similarly at both sites (Table 8).
Table 8. GbTo 54 and GbTo 13 relative frequency of animal remains (identified to species
or family) for major faunal groups (based on number of identified specimens, NISP) and
their rank order (in parentheses). Note that the fish totals include salmon vertebrae
fragments and mammal totals do not include dog or other domestic animals or
intrusive/commensal rodents.
Major faunal
categories
FISH

GbTo 54 %
(rank)

Salmon (with vert. frags.)
Eulachon
Herring

90 (1)
4 (2)
2 (3)

NISP
BIRD

49,553

Rhinoceros auklet
[all alcids]
Eagle
Raven
Ducks, all

35 (1)
[50]
14 (2)
7
13 (3)

NISP
MAMMALS

627

Blacktail deer
Sea otter
Beaver
Sea lion
Mt. goat
Harbour seal

27 (1)
21 (2)
17 (3)
7 (4)
7 (4)
6 (5)

NISP
Total site NISP

% of
SITE
NISP

GbTo 13 %
(rank)

% of
SITE
NISP

42 (1)
32 (2)
22 (3)

89

4,863

90

36 (1)
[56]
10 (3)
2 (last)
15 (2)

1

59

1

17 (2)
36 (1)
5 (6)
13 (3)
5 (5)
10 (4)

5,810

10

499

9

55,990

100

5,421

100
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Of particular interest:
1) Mountain goat – As far as I can determine, there are no
other excavated archaeological sites in North America with
anywhere near the abundance of mountain goat remains as were
recovered from GbTo-54 (NISP 410, 7% of identified
mammals) and GbTo-13 (NISP 27, 5% of identified
mammals). Most bones came from adult or subadult males,
although a very few female and juvenile remains were
identified. Even sites in Alaska and the United States Rocky
Mountain region (North American mountain goat territory)
have relatively few mountain goat remains (comprising 1% or less of identified mammals).
2) Beaver – The number of beaver remains recovered from GbTo-54 is truly astonishing, and
like mountain goat, may be a new record for a B.C. coastal site. A total of 962 specimens of
beaver were recovered from this site, which represents 17% of all identified mammals, with all
body parts represented (not just incisor teeth, as is often the case).
3) Sea otter – Sea otter was the dominant sea mammal recovered at both of these sites: GbTo-54
had 1210 sea otter bones (21% of all identified mammals), while GbTo-13 had 179 bones (36%
of identified mammals). All age class of sea otter were found, including newborns.
4) Steller sea lion – An unusually large amount of sea lion bone was
identified from these two sites, compared to other North Coast sites. GbTo-54
had 410 sea lion bones (7% of all identified mammals), while GbTo-13 had
63 bones (13% of all identified mammals). In addition, in both sites newborn
individuals and adult females were represented, indicating that a breeding
rookery for sea lions must have been close by (even though there is not
currently a sea lion rookery in the immediate vicinity, nor is one known to
have existed historically).
5) Northern fur seal – Athough not high in relative abundance, fur seal remains from these sites
were noteable due to the age and sex of individuals represented. Both GbTo-54 and GbTo-13 had
newborn individuals (unweaned age), young juveniles (newly weaned age) and adult males
represented, indicating a breeding rookery for fur seals must have been close by (even though
there is not currently a fur seal rookery in the immediate vicinity, nor is one known to have
existed historically).
6) Mule deer – A dozen bones from GbTo-54 (NISP 12) were confidently identified as mule
deer, a large interior subspecies of blacktail deer whose presence indicates hunting forays into
the interior mountains, near the headwaters of the the Skeena and Nass Rivers, and/or trade with
Interior neighbours.
7) Caribou – A few specimens of woodland caribou were confidently identified from these two
sites: GbTo-54, NISP 4; GbTo-13, NISP 1. Like mule deer, the closest caribou are available near
the headwaters of the Skeena and Nass Rivers. Caribou remains found at these sites indicate
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hunting trips into the interior and/or trade with Interior groups. A few other species, recovered in
small amounts, probably also reflect this pattern (lynx, wolverine, striped skunk, hoary marmot,
muskrat, marten).
8) Wolf – Although wolf was an incidental species at GbTo-54, compared to other Northwest
Coast sites it was unusually common (NISP 21, MNI=11, 1% of identified mammals). Many
Northwest Coast sites have no wolf remains at all or only one or two pieces of bone.
9) Dog – Relative proportions of dog remains at both GbTo-54 and GbTo-13 were rather low:
dog bones made up about 5% of identified mammals in both sites. Only one example of what
may have been a deliberate burial was recovered, from GbTo-54. Both “small” and “large” dogs
were identified at GbTo-54 but no remains at GbTo-13 could be classified to size.
10) Black bear and Grizzly/Brown bear – Both GbTo-54 and
GbTo-13 had unusually high numbers of bear remains (as a
percentage of all identified mammals). At GbTo-54, 2% of all
mammal bones were bear (NISP=129) and at GbTo-13, 4%
(NISP=18) were bear, which is more than usual for north coast sites.
11) Salmon – Salmon remains were distributed quite differently
among the two sites. At GbTo-54, salmon made up 90 % of identified fish but only 42% at
GbTo-13 (based on counts that include vertebrae fragments). When salmon vertebrae fragments
were not included, salmon made up 89% at GbTo-54 but only 26% at GbTo-13. In other words,
salmon vertebrae fragments made up a large proportion of ‘identifiable’ salmon remains at
GbTo-13 and these inflated the relative importance of salmon.
12) Eulachon and herring – These two important small fish
species were recovered in small quantities from GbTo-54 fieldscreened deposits (4% eulachon, right; 2% herring), but in much
larger amounts from GbTo-13 (32% eulachon, 22% herring),
relative to all identified fish. Bulk samples, which were screened
through smaller, 2 mm (1/8” mesh) in the lab, captured more
eulachon and herring than “bucket” samples screened in the field:
GbTo-54 bulk samples had 30% eulachon and 12% herring and GbTo-13 bulk samples yielded
54% eulachon and 37% herring. These results suggest that eulachon (either dried or smoked, not
processed into oil) was the most important fish species at GbTo-13 (and herring very important),
while at GbTo-54, eulachon and herring were more important than bucket sample totals indicate.
13) New records – A few records from these sites
expand the range of animals known to the Prince Rupert
Harbour area. Most mammal remains in this category
probably represent goods traded from the interior and/or
specimens collected during hunting forays into interior
territories (e.g., striped skunk, lynx, hoary marmot,
muskrat, marten, mule deer and caribou) but the
Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) recovered from
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GbTo-54 appears to be a new, historic-era record. One northern (Alaskan) fish species, the
Antlered sculpin (Enophrys discerus, right), has never been reported this far south.
GbTo 54 Bulk Sample Fish (3mm screened)
Relative Frequencey (NISP 7235)
2%

30%

56%
12%

Eulachon

Herring

Salmon

Other sp.

GbTo 13 Bulk Sample Fish (3mm screened)
Relative Frequency (NISP 3854)
2%

30%
40%

28%

Eulachon

Herring

Salmon

Other sp.

Figure 86. Fish abundance at GTo 54 (top) and GbTo 13 (bottom): major species vs. others, 2 mm
screened matrix only.
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GbTo 54 Dominant Mammals
relative frequency (NISP 5810)
7%
15%
6%

[PERCENTAGE]

[PERCENTAGE]

21%
[PERCENTAGE]

Mountain goat

Sitka blacktail

Beaver

Sea otter

Steller sea lion

Harbour seal

Other

GbTo 13 Dominant Mammals
Relative frequency (NISP 499)
5%

[PERCENTAGE]

16%

10%

[PERCENTAGE]

[PERCENTAGE]
36%

Mountain goat

Sitka blacktail

Beaver

Sea otter

Steller sea lion

Harbour seal

Other

Figure 87. Mammal abundance at GbTo 54 (top) and GbTo 13 (bottom): major species vs. all
others.
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Shellfish Analysis
Dr. Meghan Burchell of the Department of Archaeology, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, conducted an assessment of shellfish harvesting and seasonality for the
Ya asqalu’i site. Her report forms Appendix 8 of this report.
Although the sample size was too small to give confident results, the initial pattern of the
age of shellfish comprising much of the volume of the shell midden suggests shellfish harvesting
pressure was relatively low. Of the confident results, six butter clam shells were senile and nine
were mature. Mature shells are over about five years old while senile ones are considerably
older. According to Burchell, this pattern reflects that observed at Tremayne Bay (GbTo-46),
McNichol Creek (GcTo-6) and some 18 sites in the Dundas Islands but is opposite the patterns
observed at Dodge Cove (GbTo-77) and Ridley Island (GbTn-19). This suggests that while
shellfish were generally not under heavy harvesting pressure in most places and times in the
region, they were in some situations. The preliminary results suggest that Ya asqalu’i (GbTo-54)
is in the larger group, with harvesting managed so that the majority of collected clams were quite
old. There is a very large sample of butter clams from both sites available for further study.
Seasonality was studied by measuring oxygen isotopes in different growth rings close to
the ventral margin of the shell. The interpreted seasonality results are heavily weighted to spring
with some collection in autumn and winter. This is consistent with McNichol Creek and Ridley
Island. It shows less emphasis on year-round shellfish harvesting than the Dundas Islands.
Vertebrate faunal analysis (see Crockford, Appendix3) clearly shows year-round
habitation at Ya asqalu’i and GbTo-13 although the relative emphasis for each season cannot be
determined from that data. A larger sample of data from both sites could be analysed to confirm
this pattern.
This year-round habitation may indicate some difference from the contact period seasonal
round, when villages in Prince Rupert Harbour were occupied during winter, followed by a move
to the eulachon fishery at the Nass, then a brief move back to the harbour followed by journey to
the summer salmon fishing and berry-picking villages on the Skeena River and fall hunting
camps in the mountains (e.g., Halpin and Seguin 1990:269-271). Even at this time, however,
there were exceptions to the general pattern. Beynon recorded a story from a Gispaxloats
informant “Not everyone would go. Some of each tribe remained to gather herring spawn, and
they traded it with those who were engaged eulachon fishing” (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:62).
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Floral Remains
Charcoal was identified as part of the radiocarbon dating program, in order to identify the
deciduous trees that would be best for dating. This identification led to some interesting
observations regarding fuel that are presented in Appendix 7 by Kathleen Hawes. Flotation of
bulk samples from features led to recovery of additional botanical remains, and this is
summarized in Appendix 6 by Dr. Richard Hebda.
The analysis of the charcoal resulted in the identification of spruce branches for fuel
along with alder, fir, hemlock, cherry, possibly cedar and possibly willow. Two samples were
identified as Douglas-fir, a species which only grows hundreds of kilometres to the south.
Douglas-fir was a preferred fuel for its smokeless characteristic. It does not grow up the Skeena
watershed at the present time although it is possible it once did so. More likely, drift logs must
have been found and towed back to the site. This corroborates findings from an offshore
Southeastern Alaska island where Douglas-fir was found to be one of the major fuels used
despite the great distance to the nearest growing trees of this species (Lepofsky, et al. 2003).
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Flotation Methodology and Approaches
Sample Selection and Flotation Methods
A total of 42 flotation samples were recovered during the excavation of archaeological
sites GbTo-13 (1) and GbTo-54 (41).
Nineteen samples from archaeological site GbTo-54 were used for the archaeobotanical
analysis. No flotation material collected from site GbTo-13 was processed. The size of the
samples collected in the field varied between 700 and 5136 g.
All samples were floated using a modified bucket flotation system (Pearsall 1989) to
recover seeds, charcoal, bone, and shell. Every sample was weighed and a subsample from each
was processed. The remainder of the samples were kept for future analysis. A description of the
sample provenience and specific amounts floated and retained are summarized in Table 9.
Table 9. Flotation sample provenance.
Site

Sample
Barcode

GbTo-54

000-279

GbTo-54

000-848

GbTo-54
GbTo-54

000-316
004-800

GbTo-54

Layer or
Feature
associated
G-001410

Size of
sample
sample (g)
837

Size of
sample
floated (g)
511

691

458

G-000102
G-000988

5136
990

2100
460

005-991

G-000844

1400

1227

GbTo-54

007-040

G-000813

866

686

GbTo-54

010-670

G-001462

750

490

GbTo-54
GbTo-54

010-675
010-858

G-001462
G-001430

940
939

738
755

GbTo-54

012-216

G-001124

760

177

GbTo-54

012-217

G-001124

1057

847

GbTo-54

012-218

G-001464

1331

1001

GbTo-54

012-382

G-001156

862

671

GbTo-54

012-389

G-001156

1196

999
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Feature
Description
Hearth
related
feature
Urchin
sample
Hearth
Rectangular
slab Hearth
Possible
hearth
Urchin
sample
Outside
hearth
Inside hearth
Square
hearth
Hearth
related
feature
Hearth
related
feature
Circular large
pit
Rectangular
slab hearth
Ash layer
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and G001157
GbTo-54

012-514

G-000146

731

547

GbTo-54

012-528

G-000146

841

612

GbTo-54

012-633

G-000146

1800

1600

GbTo-54

012-978

G-001250

725

558

GbTo-54

012-994

G-001242

654

654

inside
rectangular
slab feature.
Inside box
hearth
Outside box
hearth
Rectangular
box hearth
Collapse
square hearth
Inside Hearth

The flotation technique works on the principle that organic materials (such carbonized
and uncarbonized seeds) will float at the top; charcoal fragments, small shell fragments, decayed
wood and other types of material will be suspended in the middle. Organic material has a lower
gravity than inorganic materials such as soils, rocks and will thus float on top of a suitable liquid
medium while the rest will sink (Pearsall 1989).
Flotation was done by hand, depositing dried soil in an empty metal bucket; water was
then slowly added to the container using a hose while gently agitating the water to break up
lumped material. The floating material (light fraction) was carried off through 2 different mesh
sizes (2mm and 1mm) to allow a preliminary sorting. Soil samples were sieved between 6 to 7
times until all possible material was floated, then were laid to dry on paper towels. The material
remaining at the bottom of the bucket (heavy fraction) was removed and allowed to dry before
being screened through 2 different mesh sizes (2mm and 1mm).
The light fraction was sorted using a Dino-Lite Digital Microscope Pro at magnifications
of 20 to 230X. Material from the light and heavy fractions were sorted into the following
categories: artifact, plant (seeds, needles, charcoal, etc.), faunal, and shell.
All collected material (artifacts, faunal remains and plant categories except for charcoal)
was quantified. Shells were classified by species, and shell size was described as whole,
fragmented or finely crushed. The percentage of shell was grouped into 4 arbitrary categories:
<5; 5-15%; 10-30%; and >60%. Charcoal fragments were weighed and described based on their
size: large, medium, small and flakes. Table 10 summarizes the different materials identified
during the flotation process.
Macroremains (seeds and needles) were identified by Dr. Richard Hebda, Curator of
Botany and Earth History of the Royal BC Museum in Victoria. See Appendix 6 for full report.

Results: Seeds and Faunal Remains
A total of 15.09 kg of soil was floated from 19 samples. Most of the samples contained
nothing botanical other than charcoal; only four samples yielded plant remains (needles and
seeds) and charcoal. Six species of shell were identified from 18 samples, and faunal remains
were identified within 15 samples. The condition of the shell and faunal remains was charred and
uncharred. One sample floated (000-279) revealed a high number of uncharred modern seeds
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(they are brightly coloured, with clear surface features); these seeds were not further identified as
they have no archaeological association.
Table 10. Flotation results.
Sample
Barcode

Layer or
Feature
Descriptio
n
Hearth
related
feature
Urchin
sample

Faunal

Shell
specie

Shell %

Shell size

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

11 fish
vertebra

>60%

000-316

Hearth

1 fish
vertebrate

004-800

Rectangular
slab Hearth

005-991

Possible
hearth

007-040

Urchin
sample

7 fish vertebra
4 unidentified
fragments.
9 fish vertebra
73 unidentified
fragments.
40 fish
vertebra
4 unidentified
fragments.

Cockle,
Littleneck,
Whelk,
Urchin
Cockle,
Butter
clam,
Urchin
Mussel
(calcined)

010-670

Outside
hearth

1 fish vertebra
13 unidentified
fragments.

010-675

Inside
hearth

5 fish vertebra
22 unidentified
fragments.

010-858

Square
hearth
Hearth
related
feature

3 fish vertebra

012-217

Hearth
related
feature

012-218

Circular
large pit

012-382

Rectangular
slab hearth

012-389

Ash layer

000-279

000-848

012-216

Charcoal (g)

Artifacts

Macro
remains

N/A

N/A

Fragmented

3

N/A

<5%

Fragmented

80

N/A

3 charred
seeds
32 needles

30-60%

Finely crush

3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

N/A

Urchin,
Cockle,
littleneck
clam,
Mussel,
Whelk.
Littleneck,
mussel
(calcined),
Whelk,
Urchin,
small shell
fragments
that were
not possible
to ID.
Littleneck,
Mussel,
Whelk and
Urchin(mos
t of shell is
calcined)
Mussel, and
Urchin
Cockle,
Littleneck,
Mussel and
Urchin.

>60%

Finely crush,
fragmented
and whole.

3

1
(quartzite
flake)
N/A

<5%

Fragmented
and finely
crush.

2

N/A

2 charred
seeds

30-60%

Finely crush.

3

N/A

N/A

<5%

15

N/A

N/A

<5%

Fragmented
finely crush.
Fragmented
and finely
crush.

1

N/A

2 uncharred
seeds.
8 charred
seeds

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

N/A

1 uncharred
seed
3 charred
seeds

13 fish
vertebra
68 unidentified
fragments.
3 fish vertebra
55 unidentified
fragments.

Mussel and
Urchin

<5%

Finely crush

4

N/A

N/A

Cockle,
Littleneck,
Mussel,
Urchin(
calcined)
and other
finely
crushed
shell (no
possible to
ID due to
the size).
Mussel, and

30-60%

Finely crush

1

N/A

N/A

<5%

Finely crush

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 fish vertebra
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of modern
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N/A

Lilly family

Uncharred
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family
Uncharred
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elderberry
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inside
rectangular
slab
feature.
Inside box
hearth

12 calcined
unidentified
fragments.

Urchin.

2 calcine fish
vertebra
5 unidentified
fragments.

<5%

Finely crush

14

N/A

N/A

012-528

Outside box
hearth

1 fish vertebra
23 unidentified
fragments.

<5%

Finely crush

5

N/A

N/A

012-633

Rectangular
box hearth

1 fish vertebra
30 unidentified
fragments.

<5%

Finely crush

3

N/A

N/A

012-978

Collapse
square
hearth
Inside
Hearth

1 fish vertebra
9 unidentified
fragments
3 fish vertebra
24 unidentified
fragments

Mussel and
other small
fragments
no possible
to ID due to
the size.
Littleneck,
Urchin and
other
calcined
fragments.
Mussel and
other small
fragments
no possible
to ID due to
the size.
Mussel,
Urchin .

<5%

Finely crush

4

N/A

N/A

No possible
to ID due to
the size.

<5%

Finely crush

2

N/A

N/A

012-514

012-994

Whole and fragmented seeds were found only in the light fraction. Most of the seeds
were covered with a thick layer of minerals, with no evidence of erosion, and were recovered in
both charred and uncharred conditions.
A total of 16 charred seeds and three uncharred seeds were identified. Five charred seeds
are associated with two hearth features and 11 charred seeds and three uncharred seeds were
identified in two samples from areas associated with hearth-like features. All charred identified
seeds came from the lily family. Many lily family members have edible roots (Turner 2003), and
the seeds may be related to these crops. The uncharred seeds were red elderberry and these may
have entered the archaeological record at a time when the features were not being used.
Hearths and hearth-like features revealed a high number of vertebrate faunal remains
(N=352) in charred and uncharred condition compared to floral remains. All were fish bone or
unidentified fragments. Shell percentage is low (<5%) in most of the samples with only 3
samples ranging between 30 to 60%. One small quartzite flake was recovered from a hearth
feature.
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Artifacts
The long section of the report that follows describes the artifacts within a typology that is
mostly consistent with those used by previous researchers, with a few modifications. The artifact
types and sometimes individual artifacts of note are described and each type, or group of types, is
followed by a discussion of previously described similar artifacts in the locality, region, and
culture area. Sometimes, individual measurements or averages are noted where this is germane to
a discussion or description. All individual measurements are available in the artifact catalogue
(Appendix 2) which is only provided electronically due to its large size (over 1300 pages).
Generally, there is a series of comments associated with each artifact that begin with a field
description and comments and progress to notes made during cataloguing or further analysis.
Summary descriptive statistics are provided in Appendix 1. For these descriptive statistics, only
complete measurements are used, so that within each class the sample size varies between
lengths, widths, thicknesses and weights.
Photographs of groups comprising most or all the artifacts in a particular class are
provided in the body of the report. Sometimes the individual artifact numbers can be read
directly from the photographs or there is text describing the position of a particular artifact under
discussion. Otherwise there are appended high resolution photographs accompanying this report
that show both the obverse and reverse faces to allow individual numbers to be read and
sometimes with additional handwritten notes in the photos regarding typological grouping or
species such as in the case of modified teeth. There are other individual photos of the majority of
the artifacts that were taken with a microscope camera that are also appended in an electronic
file.
The discussion of internal spatial and temporal distribution of particular artifact types
follows in the next major section after artifact description.

Lithic Artifacts
Chipped Stone
Stone knapping at the Kaien Siding sites was like that found in almost all assemblages
from the northern Northwest Coast after about 5000 BP: stone flaking is almost entirely confined
to the manufacturing of expedient tools and reduction to bifacial tools was virtually absent.
Unprepared cobble and pebble cores were reduced to obtain simple sharp-edged flakes that were
only occasionally further retouched.
Materials
The materials of chipped stone (Table 11) are almost all relatively coarse-grained
unidentified materials and were likely obtained from local creek beds or till exposures. Quartz
crystal, on the other hand, was relatively frequent (Figure 88), and quartz flakes were the most
common, although again the reduction was almost all confined to obtaining simple flakes. Quartz
crystal occurs locally in quartz veins, and a great deal of the quartz debitage consists of blocky
shatter from vein quartz or low quality crystal that was probably quickly removed to obtain
larger crystals (and it was often difficult to distinguish between quartz intentional shatter and
naturally shattered rocks) (cf. Des Lauriers 2006:258). The very small high-quality quartz crystal
flakes that resulted from this reduction could have been used as microliths knives or gravers
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hafted in simple wooden handles, similar to those found by Croes at the Hoko River site (Croes
1995). Fine-grained materials other than quartz crystal were extremely rare, with a single
chalcedony, four obsidian, five chert, and a dozen fine-grained dacite flakes or artifacts
recovered (Table 11).
Table 11. Material types, chipped stone tools.
Number of
Material
Chipped StoneTools
and Debitage
Phylite
1
Chalcedony
1
Diorite
1
Shale
1
Sedimentary
2
Obsidian
4
Slate
4
Sandstone
5
Chert
5
Igneous
8
Basalt fine grain/Dacite
12
Metamorphic
13
Unknown
15
Siltstone
35
Siltstone silicified
106
Basalt
122
Quartz Crystal
156
Undetermined
230
Quartz
466
Debitage
The flaking debitage is almost entirely confined to very early, simple lithic reduction,
what Magne (1985) described as stage I or what Andrefsky (2005:113-142) discusses (with
caveats) as early reduction. Flakes with attributes associated with biface reduction or
maintenance, such as complex striking platform preparation and prominent lips, are entirely
missing.
Some of the cobble and pebble cores were left with relatively sharp edges along the
striking platform. Sometimes there is additional light battering along this edge indicating that the
core itself was used for some purpose (shredding cedar bark might be one such use). Large
numbers of these were found (Figure 89, Figure 94).
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Spall tools struck from rounded boulders were also common (Figure 91). These have
ethnographically been used mostly for hide scraping in the BC Interior (Albright 1984).
Four obsidian flakes were found. These were submitted for XRF analysis. Three were
sourced to the Goat Mt. Quarry of the Mt Edziza complex in northern BC, about 350 km to the
north of Prince Rupert. One was sourced to the Obsidian Cove source on Suemez Island in
south-central Alaska, about 220 km to the northwest. See Appendix 9 for the full report on XRF
analysis.

Figure 88. Quartz crystal. Top row: unifacial formed scrapers; lower row, retouched
flakes.
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Figure 89. Cobble cores, some with light crushing on core edge suggesting use.

Figure 90. Cobble and multi-directional unprepared cores.
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Figure 91. Spalls and flakes.
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Figure 92. Flakes, multidirectional, and pebble cores.
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Figure 93. Detail of modification or use wear at the edge of schistose spall tool GbTo56:156.
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Figure 94. Cobble cores.
Formed Tools
Only a very few examples of formed stone tools were found. Three were small
“thumbnail” unifacial scrapers made of quartz crystal (Figure 88). Most of the others consist of
bifaces and projectile points (Figure 95). Intriguingly, it seems possible that none of these bifaces
were manufactured on site. Part of the evidence for this is, of course, the debitage assemblage
which completely lacks the type of flakes that would result from this manufacture. Also, part
way through the excavation it was noticed that many of the chipped stone bifaces that were
recovered show slight to heavy water rolling (Figure 95). One artifact was found that
conclusively shows that the artifact must have been found prehistorically on a beach or river bar
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and then reworked to sharpen it (Figure 96). This artifact is a leaf shaped biface on which almost
all the original flake scars arrises and the surfaces between them have been rounded and ground
down to the point that the flake scars are just barely recognizable and the original flaked surface
looks like cortex. Over top of these ancient flake scars are a fresh set of bifacial retouch flaking
that have rejuvenated the tool. Finding ancient tools and reworking and repurposing them was
common in the British Columbia interior (Teit 1909:519) but has not been previously noted for
the BC coast. The finished bifaces are most similar to the early-mid Holocene points from the
northern and central coast (Carlson 2008) and less so to the markedly narrow pointed bases of
early Haida points (Fedje, et al. 2008; McLaren and Smith 2008).

Figure 95. Total assemblage of bifacially flaked stone from Kaien Siding sites. Note the
majority are water-rounded.
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Figure 96. Resharpened heavily water-rolled projectile point. Original flake scars are
barely visible on ‘cortex’ surface.
Ground Stone
Abraders
N = 40
GbTo-13
GbTo-37
GbTo-54
GbTo-96

N = 06
N = 01
N = 32
N = 01

Shaped abraders have three subclasses: Shaped, Shaft Smoother, and Unshaped.
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Shaped Abraders
N = 19
GbTo-13
N = 04
GbTo-54
N = 15
A total of 19 shaped abraders (see Figure 97). These are generally thin abraders, made
from fine grained sandstone, silt stone, slate, phylite and non-specific sedimentary rock; with silt
stone and slate being the most commonly used material. All have evidence of edge shaping
through grinding, though only five can be considered essentially intact. In many cases, these are
shaped into rectangular bars, though there are several exceptions. GbTo-54:1270 is a flat, ovoid
stone with linear striae parallel to the long axis, with abrasion along the entire edge
circumference. A similar abrader is GbTo-54:1582, a fragment with a circular edge in planar
view. The widths in this group range from 5 to 21 mm, though most cluster between 7 mm and
16 mm thick. Most of these abraders have also been used on both sides, though five, GbTo13:432, and GbTo-54:238, 606, 3081, and 3085 show grinding striae or abrasion polish on only
one side only. Two of the larger abraders, GbTo-54:350 and 3081, also have a notable broad,
shallow groove or longitudinal depression produced through use. On GbTo-54:350 this has
created a central ridge as both sides have been differentially worn in relation to the center, while
GbTo-54:3081 has particularly heavy use evident on one side in comparison to the others. The
remaining abraders in this group also show similar wear, though this is much more evenly
distributed and localized grooving is not particularly evident upon visual inspection.
Shaft Smoother
GbTo-54
N = 02
Shaft smoothers are highly specialized shaped abraders used in smoothing arrow and
other projectile shafts. Two shaft smoother fragments (see Figure 99) were recovered from
GbTo-54. Both are made from sandstone and both have a wide, deep longitudinal groove on the
ventral side. They are broken at one end, with evidence of a possible rounded terminal finish at
the other end. GbTo-54:1026, the larger and better preserved of the two, has a terminal break at
the finished end, while GbTo-54:252 is also broken longitudinally along the midline. On 252, the
dorsal rounded ridge is located asymmetrical to the ventral groove, whereas 1026 has the dorsal
ridge located centered above the ventral groove. The lateral ventral sides between the ventral
grooves are ground flat on both, though 252 is either broken or heavily worn along one edge.
The groove on GbTo-54:1026 is over 14 mm wide, while the groove on GbTo-54:252 measures
just less than 10 mm wide. There remains enough of GbTo-54:1026 to discern that this was a
carefully crafted item, with attention to symmetry and form. See discussion below of these rare
and possibly diagnostic items.
Unshaped Abraders: Thin
N = 12
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-37
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 10
Twelve thin, unshaped abraders (see Figure 98) were recovered; with one each from
GbTo-13 and GbTo-37, and ten from GbTo-54. These abraders range from 4 mm to 20 mm
thick, but most measure between 8 mm and 17 mm. Material included in this group are two
examples of slate and two silt stone, with the remainder comprised of either sedimentary or
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metamorphic rock. Unlike the previous group, these abraders show no evidence of grinding or
finishing along edges, however all appear to have been used on both sides. Two, GbTo-54:1871
and 2323, have one longitudinal edge that is well scored from use, while a third, GbTo-1248, has
been ground somewhat evenly on in the middle of both surfaces creating a ‘pinched’ look when
viewed on edge. A final fragment, GbTo-54:2469, has two, parallel and symmetrically wide
grooves ground next to one another on one side; the other side is somewhat ridged, with one
portion of the surface more heavily worked than the other. These abraders are comparable in
width to shaped abraders.
Unshaped Abraders: Thick
N = 07
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 05
GbTo-96
N = 01
Seven unshaped abraders (see Figure 98) were recovered that were much thicker than the
others. One of these was recovered from GbTo-13, five from GbTo-54, and one from GbTo-96.
Most average between 32 mm and 50 mm thick. Consisting of only seven examples, this group
exhibits the most diversity in material, consisting of sandstone, schist, and phylite, in addition to
unidentified metamorphic and sedimentary rock. For these abraders, use-wear is primarily
restricted to one surface, though minimal use evidence is present on other surfaces. This group
also consists of the largest, in overall size, abraders, with GbTo-54:3184 being by far the largest
abrader recovered overall. Use on these abraders is not as apparent as other groups; the surfaces
are generally ground smooth without grooves or undulations that suggest concentration of use on
a particular portion of the surface. The only exception is GbTo-54:934, one of the smaller
examples, which has a broad, longitudinal depression.
Discussion
In total, 40 abraders were recovered from four sites: six from GbTo-13, one from GbTo37, 32 from GbTo-54, and one from GbTo-96. Abraders, also referred to as abrasive stones,
including whetstones, are a common and important tool made from sandstone or other gritty
material. On the Pacific Northwest Coast abraders are commonly reported as unshaped and
shaped, particularly into rectangular or square blocks or slabs, and were both used in a variety of
ways as well as on diverse materials (Drucker 1943:57; Stewart 1996:22). Bone, antler, shell,
wood and stone, particularly slate, was shaped, smoothed and sharpened with either an abrader
or whetstone. Rougher stone, such as coarse sandstone were primary abraders that acted as “files
or coarse sandpaper”, while finer grained rock, often in conjunction with water, was used to hone
and sharpen edges and tips (Stewart 1996:23-24). An important use, and one often overlooked by
archaeologists, is for felling and sectioning yew trees. Yew was used for a huge variety of tools
requiring very hard, resilient wood; perhaps the largest volume of yew was used for splitting
wedges, wedges being one of the triumvirate of tools that allowed for monumental woodworking
on the Northwest Coast (the other two being the maul and adze). Yew, however, is very difficult
to cut using chisels. Boas provides a description of an alternative felling process used
specifically for yew by the central coast Kwakiutl (Boas 1909:323):
Wedges.- Wedges (LE'mg-ayu, Fig. 5I) are made of yew-wood. One man
bends a small yew-tree to the ground, and another one cuts it through at
the bend with a gritstone which is kept wet. The tree generally snaps before
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it is half through. Then the branches are removed, and the tree is cut with
gritstones into pieces of the desired length….
Abraders with heavy edge wear, and a ‘V’ to ‘U’ shaped edge cross-section, were likely
used for this purpose (also see discussion of ‘saw’ in this subsection).
As a tool type, both shaped and unshaped abraders are present in all Prince Rupert
Harbour periods (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46). Ames (2005:160) describes the abraders for
the harbour as primarily “square to rectangular in plan-view with, abrasion scars on one or more
surfaces” and either “concentrated in one area, sometimes forming a shallow concavity or
groove, or … dispersed across the entire surface.” It is noted that these are not related to
assemblage or site size and, though they can be found in relatively large numbers, are unevenly
distributed and not found in all AUs in equal number (Ames 2005:160). All sites report multiple
abraders, though two AUs at GbTo-31 Boardwalk and two at GbTo-33 Lachane, produced none.
The most abraders were recovered from GbTo-31 Boardwalk (80), while the next numerous site,
GbTo-23 Garden Island, produced 40. GbTo-33 Lachane produced the least abraders with only
four recovered, while GcTo-1 K’nu produced only somewhat more, with 12 abraders recovered.
GbTo-10 Co-op Site produced a total of 16 abrasive stones; nine from excavations and seven
from surface finds (Calvert 1968:44-45, 59, 68, 80). Two thin abrader fragments were recovered
from GcTo-6 McNichol Creek, one from house O and the other from the back midden ridge
(Coupland 1999:65). In addition to the abraders reported by Ames, a further eight abraders were
recovered from GbTo-31, four from the front, a manufacturing/processing area, and four from
the back midden refuse area (Coupland, et al. 2002:31, 49). A final further abrader was
recovered from behind one of the back row houses at GbTo-28 Phillips Point (Coupland, et al.
2002:47).
The recovery of two shaft smoothers is unprecedented in the harbour. They are an
extremely rare artifact type, with only four mentioned in archaeological reports for coastal B.C.
For interior sites, they are somewhat more frequent. A single shaft smoother is cited for the
North Coast and was recovered on the Skeena near Terrace, B.C. at GdTc-2 Git-aus (Allaire
1968:4; 1979). The smoother was made of sandstone and described as the “typical semi
cylindrical grooved variety”. The smoother came from the lower Zone III layers. It was found in
a layer which was not directly dated, but directly overlies Zone V with a latest age range of about
cal 1700 BC (data from Allaire 1978:279, 286,336-337). On the south coast, shaft smoothers
were recovered from DhRx-16 Departure Bay (Wilson and Crockford 1994), DjRx-10 Pender
Harbour (McIntyre and McIntyre 1995), and DfRu-74 Galiano Island (Wilson 1992).
Shaft smoothers are most frequent in the central interior of BC (Grant Keddie, RBCM,
pers comm. 2012), but even there they are considered very rare (Sanger 1970). An ethnographic
account of the historic Shuswap peoples by Teit (1909:474) describes “sandstone arrow shaft
smoothers with grooves made from beaver tooth knives.” Several smoothers from archaeological
contexts in BC have been described. An arrow shaft smoother was found at the Keatley Creek
site near Lillooet, BC in an occupation level of house pit HP3, amongst a dense area of flake
debitage and projectile points (Hayden, et al. 1987). The object is made of sandstone and only
described as an arrow shaft smoother. The projectile points near where the shaft smoother was
found date to the Plateau (1500-1200 BP) and Kamloops horizons (1200-200 BP) (Hayden, et al.
1987). Another interior BC example was found near Squilax, BC in the Shuswap area during
excavation of a house pit by Arcas Consulting (Richards, et al. 1990). The regional prehistory of
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this report mentions shaft smoothers being associated with the ground tool industry of the
Kamloops Horizon, 1200-200 BP.
(Eldridge, et al. 2013:131-135) report on a shaft smoother from a cache feature at
Williston Lake in Northeast BC, and conclude that due to the size of the shaft groove, it is unlike
most of the reported BC and Washington State shaft smoothers, which tend to be associated with
a Late Period and with arrow technology, but rather is a smoother for atlatl darts of the Middle
Period (about 8350-1950 cal BP). The Prince Rupert, Terrace, and Williston examples all share a
shaft bed width of about 15 mm, indicating similar sized shafts, much larger than arrows, were
smoothed. While the Williston example was almost certainly used for atlatl darts, the Prince
Rupert and perhaps the Terrace examples would have been equally useful for smoothing harpoon
shafts.
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Figure 97. Shaped Abraders.

Figure 98. Unshaped Abraders.

Figure 99. Shaft Smoother, Ventral side with finished end at top.
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Splitting Adzes
N = 06
GbTo-12
N = 01
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-37
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 01
Six large splitting adzes were recovered from four sites. Of these, only one is essentially
complete, with the remaining five consisting of one preform, one blank, and two fragments. For
stone celts used as smaller adzes and as chisels, see ‘celts’ section below.
GbTo-54:2647 (see Figure 101), is a double grooved adze with minimal breakage at the
distal, bit end. It is doubtful this adze was much longer when intact and is therefore considered
essentially complete. It is nearly square in cross-section, with clearly defined edges. Blade faces
are nearly flat and sides are slightly curved. It has two large hafting grooves, with a medial
projection extending beyond the extent of both the blade and the poll. The blade widens slightly
toward the bit end, and the blade faces have a symmetrical taper which curves slightly toward the
base or poll. The poll is slightly rounded in long-section, with some small older and worn as well
as some newer flake scars along the left edge. On the ‘spine’ or dorsal section directly opposite
or above the medial lashing groove there are transverse markings, including a small flake on the
right lateral edge. These may be the result of rubbing of the wooden haft against the stone during
use. Both dorsal and ventral surfaces have a very smooth polish, with a small area of residual
pecking visible on the dorsal surface near the bit and areas of longitudinal and oblique striae
visible on the ventral surface. Polished pecking is also still readily evident on both faces.
The second large stone adze, GbTo-13:100 (see Figure 100), was found on the beach. It is
a preform in the midst of manufacture, and is very interesting as it shows the process of
manufacture of these large tools made of very hard, tough rock. It would likely have been a little
larger than GbTo-54:2647 upon completion. It shows a mix of flaking and pecking was used in
initial shaping, with grinding started before the final shaping was even completed. The poll end
is large and rounded, with the adze widening and flattening toward the bit. The opposite face is
extensively ground, with a multitude of deep, obliquely orientated striae particularly evident on
the distal end. On this side, there is a large flake scar on one side of the bit, which may be the
beginning of the production of an angled bit. The lateral edges or faces are densely pecked. One
is relatively flat. The other face, while also pecked, consists of a deep longitudinal groove
extending the entire width and length, being deeper at the poll end and becoming shallower
toward the bit. It appears the central part was largely shaped before finishing the edges and
corners. From a side view, the adze has a flat, dorsal profile, while the ventral surface curves
upward to the distal end. This presentation is identical to the dorsal and ventral alignment seen
on GbTo-54:2647. Unlike GbTo-54:2647, the poll end on GbTo-13:100 is more rounded and
reduced in width, both in plan and side view, and seems the most unfinished part of the preform.
GbTo-37:42 (see Figure 102) is a second, possibly unfinished adze fragment. As it has
little shaping as seen in the preform, it is considered a blank in the initial stages of adze
production. The sides appear to be sawn and the ends have been flaked. Both the bottom and top
have been ground smooth, though there is also some evidence of water rolling. The finding of
these two unfinished adzes on the beach suggests that this may have been the preferred location
to manufacture these items.
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The final adzes are large fragments. GbTo-12:6 is the proximal end of a broad single
grooved adze with a convex curved poll when viewed from the side (see Figure 101). As with all
the other examples in this group, it is extensively ground, with considerable residual pecking
evident on the flattened faces. It has a single, sizable lashing groove, with a projection extending
beyond both the poll and the blade similar to the medial projection on GbTo-54:2647. An
additional two examples are adze bits. GbTo-37:20 and GbTo-54:183 are distal ends. They are
both extensively ground, and display the same basic bit angle, just over 45°. These were not
sharp tools. The final adze fragment is GbTo-54:591, representing a small probable mid-section
adze remnant. Constructed from metamorphosed sedimentary rock, it has three worked faces and
is broken at both ends. Two of the opposing flat sides are possibly the blade faces. The third face
is slightly rounded and somewhat delaminated. The finished edges are slightly round.
Most of the adzes are manufactured from basalt, with at least one manufactured from
silicified mudstone.

Figure 100. Stone Splitting Adzes.
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Figure 101. Stone Splitting Adzes.

Figure 102. Adze Blank GbTo-37:42.
Discussion
Northern Northwest Coast splitting adzes have either one or two hafting grooves that
provide placement for lashing Drucker (1943:43-46). In most ethnographically collected
examples, a T-shaped wooden handle was hafted onto the adze blade, on the side opposite the
lashing grooves. In all cases, adzes have a symmetrically centred bit. The grooved adze is
recognized as a distinctly northern archetype, found in Tsimshian, Haida, Northern Kwakiutl and
Tlingit territory (Drucker 1943:46; 1955:57; de Laguna 1960 reproduced in Matson and
Coupland 1995:289; Stewart 1996:28). Splitting adzes are also found in Pacific Eskimo territory
(de Laguna 1956) and amongst some interior Athapaskan groups of the Yukon and Alaska
(Leechman 1950). Adzes are a heavy woodworking tool, used for tree falling and in large
construction projects, such as house and canoe building. Splitting adzes are certainly not sharp
tools, and appeared to rely on mass to crush rather than cut through wood fibre. The blunt
toolmarks are still visible on some Culturally Modified Trees in the region (e.g., Archaeology
Branch 2001; Eldridge 2000).
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Heavy woodworking tools, including splitting adzes and hand-held and hafted mauls
have always been reported to be present only beginning in the most recent division of the culture
history, Period I in the Prince Rupert harbour and to date no earlier than AD 500 (Ames and
Maschner 1999:96,109; MacDonald 1983:115-116; MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46; Matson and
Coupland 1995:278). Ames’ presentation of the data (2005: Table A.13 cross referenced to
Figure 5.29) is not consistent with this, however, and shows Type II celts (splitting adzes) in
several analytical units that are earlier: 15 from a deep excavation that spans PR1 and PR2 from
Lachane that could not be subdivided by Ames; and 12 from AUs that are exclusively PR2
(Table 12). Only 8 come from AUs that are exclusively PR1. The conclusion drawn by others
that these heavy-duty tools associated with monumental woodworking are exclusive to the late
period seems clearly incorrect. The present study found one splitting adze (GbTo-54:2999) in the
oldest component dating ca. 1000 BC to AD 1, one (GbTo-54:166) in a middle component AU13 (splitting PR1 and PR2), and four in the most recent component.
Table 12. Counts of large woodworking tools from dated components, Prince Rupert
Harbour.
Splitting Adze Counts
compiled from Ames
2005: Table A13
Splitting Adze Counts
from Kaien Siding
Maul Counts compiled
from Ames 2005
Maul Counts from Kaien
Siding
Coupland 1991,19993

Total

Late PR1

PR1/2

Middle PR2

PR2/3

Early PR3

8

15

12

0

0

4

1

1

n/a

n/a

2

1

2

0

0

1

4

0

0

n/a

n/a

n/a

14

7

15

0

0

Bark Shredders
GbTo-54
N = 02
A stone fragment from GbTo-54, artifact 638, has been interpreted as a piece of a bark shredder
(see
Figure 103, bottom). It is comprised of very rough schist rock, with a curved outer edge
and a short, curvilinear inner edge. The outer edge is rounded, while the inner edge is concave,
and the faces are parallel. It is broken at both ends. There is some uncertainty in regard to its
classification as there is lack of definitive evidence of working; whether grinding, polishing or
pecking. The general shape, however, does imply a D shaped bark shredder remnant. The 30 mm
thickness is exactly correct for Tsimpshian bark shredders (Pritchard 2007:73). This object was
found in backdirt and was missed by a screening shed crew. It therefore has only ‘site’
provenience.

3

Coupland found 2 splitting adze fragments and a hand maul in undated House K in 1999, but none in the previous
major excavation of houses dated to Period 1.
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A second bark shredder was recovered from the top of the beach at Gbto-54 in 2007 and consists
of a preform in the initial stages of manufacture. GbTo-54:2 consists of a large cobble with oval
indentations ground in opposing faces (see
Figure 103, top). Two additional areas of pecking, one just above and to the side of the
oval depressions and another, more heavily pecked area directly below on the opposite edge
indicates the beginnings of rough shaping. The oval may be the early stages of the creation of a
handle found in D or crescent shaped bark shredders, while the heavily pecked areas may be the
beginnings of a decorative area. A zoomorphic head is often carved to one side of the handle
perforation on complete examples (see Eldridge, et al. 2008). The material consists of silicified
mudstone. The thickness is greater than the average reported by Pritchard, as would be expected
of an unfinished tool.

Figure 103. Bark Shredders Preform and Fragment, dorsal and ventral views.
Discussion
Stone cedar bark shredders are described by Drucker (1943:50, 56) as resembling round
or ovate whale bone type IB type shredders. Bark shredders are typically recognized as tools
used for processing, shredding and separating the fibres of cedar bark, a material used in a wide
range of everyday products from clothing to basketry to absorbent pads (Ames 2005:162;
MacDonald 1983:115; Stewart 1996:62). See also the discussion of a whalebone bark shredder,
elsewhere in this report. The stone versions are described as having a large upper perforation,
providing a handle or grip above with the working surface below. The lower edge is described as
“dull” and “slightly battered”, the result of chopping and pounding, and typically manufactured
of coarse material and not particularly well-finished (Drucker 1943:50-51). A typical size given
is 16 cm long, 12 cm wide, and 3 cm thick (converted from Imperial measurement from Drucker
1943:51). It is likely that bark shredders were part of a suite of fibre working tools that included
whale bone bark beaters, bone mat creasers and a variety of bone and antler awls (Stewart
1996:93, 123).
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Stone bark shredders, specifically crescent shaped, are considered a northern Northwest
Coast artifact type (MacDonald 1983:115; Stewart 1996:63) while (Pritchard 2007:73) notes
them to be specifically Tsimshian. While there is some inconsistency between the recorded
number of stone bark shredders recovered from archaeological sites in the Prince Rupert area,
and discrepancies regarding dating, it is clear these are a very rare object. MacDonald and Inglis
state that the type dates from Period I (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46). MacDonald (1983:115)
states four bark shredders were recovered from local sites, with an additional example
manufactured from schist recovered from GbTo-18 Dodge Island. Dating from circa AD 1, it is
described as the only zoomorphic bark shredder recovered (see MacDonald 1983:115 fig. 6:29).
He also notes that other decorated, non-zoomorphic examples exist that were recovered locally
as surface finds (MacDonald 1983:115). Ames (2005:162, 357) records three D-shaped
shredders, none of them from dated contexts. One was recovered from GbTo-23 Garden Island
and two were recovered from Area S at GbTo-31 Boardwalk (Ames 2005:357). Ames did not
include Dodge Island in his tables, and this may be the only example from a dated context.
Neither bark shredder found during the Kaien Siding project was from a dated context,
and so there is no additional data to contribute; but it seems premature to conclude that they date
only to the (late) PR1 phase with only a single dated example.
Bipointed Stones
N = 11
GbTo-12
N = 01
GbTo-13
N = 05
GbTo-54
N = 04
GbTo-104
N = 01
A total of 11 bipointed or biconical stones were recovered from four sites (Figure 104).
These stones are extensively pecked and ground large cobbles with a symmetrical biconvex planview shape. While they are predominantly oval in cross-section, several examples, GbTo-12:7
and GbTo-54:158 are more rectangular than oval due to extensive face flattening. Though a few
are made from basalt, most are made from sandstone. Two, GbTo-13:45 and GbTo-13:349 are
lightly ringed, with slight indentations visible approximately 16 mm to 18 mm from either end.
Four, GbTo-12:7, GbTo-13:45 and 368, and GbTo-54:5 are preforms, in various stages of
manufacture. One or both ends are often ground flat but some retain tiny pieces of cortex at the
extreme ends. GbTo-13:206 has been clearly shaped into a bipoint by pecking, but the ends are
not as flattened and ‘squared-off’ in plan-view as seen on other examples. It is also more
rounded in overall cross-section, whereas most of the other examples are much more ovoid due
to extensive reduction of both faces to a flattened surface. There is little evidence of this type of
face reduction on 206 and, despite its obvious bipointed shape, it has a more cobble look than the
others. Most of the biconical stones have faces whose surfaces, such as seen on GbTo-54:299
and 3182, are also smoothed by polish, either through manufacture or use. A few exceptions,
exemplified by GbTo-13:349, have pitted faces from pecking, though there is remaining
evidence of subsequent surface smoothing, particularly on the lateral edges of both faces. The
end flattening on two examples is sufficient, that, when placed on end, they are balanced and
remain upright. GbTo-13:368 is an example of a preform with one extensively pecked end and
lateral edges. It is elliptical in planar-view, with no reduction at the pecked end to flatten or
square it off. None have evidence of use-wear suggesting that they were not used as
hammerstones or as abraders.
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Figure 104. Bipointed Stones.
Discussion
Biconical stones are very unusual pecked cobbles first described by Drucker (1943) and
then by MacDonald (1983). Drucker, MacDonald, and Stewart (1981) all refer to them as
biconical stones, and Ames as bipointed stones (2005:163) or bipoints (2005:358,360). They are
not included in the MacDonald and Inglis (1981) listing of artifacts by period. MacDonald’s
North Coast Prehistory Project found 14 (Ames 2005); and the Royal BC Museum has about 16,
almost all of the last collected in the very early 20th century. While most are simply slightly
tapered, a few have one to three encircling end rings while a few others have symmetrical flutelike lengthwise facets. Five of the six illustrated by MacDonald (1983) show recurved or ringed
ends. Many examples are flat ended or squared off, leaving ‘bipointed’ as somewhat of a
misnomer.
A total of 14 bipointed stones were reported recovered from Prince Rupert Harbour sites
during the NCPP (Ames 2005:163, 358-360). Of the ones from dated AUs, three are from PR2
and five are from AUs that straddle PR1 and PR2. Although it would be tempting on that basis to
conclude that they might be diagnostic of PR2, all three in dated AUs at Kaien Siding were from
age class 4 (PR1). A PR1 and PR2 association is likely.
These artifacts are almost completely confined to Tsimshian territory, with a single
example from Haida Gwaii, one from Heiltsuk territory, and a few far upriver on the Skeena
(Eldridge and Brunsden 2008). Drucker (1943:122) shows a ‘presence’ in Tlingit sites. Including
16 examples from the Royal BC Museum, almost all with the generic “Prince Rupert Harbour”
provenance, it seems that all but about a half-dozen come from this location: a remarkable
concentration and one unknown for other artifact types. It is interesting to note that GbTo-33 and
36 produced 11 of the 14 bipointed stones during the NCPP, are on the same Kaien Island
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shoreline and close to the 11 recovered at GbTo-12, 13, 54 and 104. Possibly the distribution of
them is even more concentrated that just the ‘harbour’. Both these sites are associated with the
defeat of the Tlingit and the first occupation, or reoccupation of the harbour, as is Ya asqalu’i.
Potentially
Drucker (1943:57) stated these enigmatic stones had no known function, but speculates
that they were used as grindstones or large abraders in conjunction with sand to smooth large
wood planks, possibly in preparation for painting, a function that MacDonald (1983:115) largely
agreed with. Other suggestions for their use includes ceremonial or gaming purposes (Stewart
1996:79), or even weapons (Ames 2005:163; Macdonald personal communication 2008;
MacDonald 1983:115), the last suggested from some examples having phallic-shaped heads such
as are often seen on stone clubs.
Stone Bowls
N = 04
GbTo-36
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 03
Four stone bowls were recovered. The first, GbTo-36:1012 (see Figure 105) is a large
granite intact bowl found in 2008 by construction workers in railway ballast somewhere in the
southern side of Fairview Terminal. It is included here due to it being part of the overall
archaeological project. It almost certainly originated in the GbTo-36 “Baldwin” site that was
once in that location. The exterior symmetry of the bowl suggests that the overall surface has
been shaped. It has a moderately deep central depression. The rim edge is moderately flattened
by somewhat rough pecking and the base is rounded with no evidence of flattening.
An intact though much smaller bowl GbTo-54:33 (see Figure 106) was also recovered. It
is made from sedimentary stone, possibly sandstone. It has a very shallow depression and does
not appear to have a shaped exterior, as its surface is irregular and resembles a rounded cobble.
There are several noticeable chips in the rim.
The two remaining bowls are fragments. GbTo-54:3132 (see Figure 107) is a very
crumbly small bowl with a shallow oval depression. It is assumed to be mostly intact, though the
rim appears to be missing. It is unlikely, however, that the edge extended significantly further,
and therefore probably always was relatively shallow. Due to the deterioration of the material on
the exterior, it is not possible to determine whether this bowl was finished. As with the others,
the base is rounded.
The final bowl, GbTo-54:1546 (see Figure 108) is large but fragmentary, consisting of
only a portion of the central depression, with no rim present. It is shattered and it probably
represents about a quarter of the original. This bowl also has a clearly unshaped exterior, with the
original cobble cortex on the exterior. With no shaping, the sides of the bowl are consequently
quite varied in thickness. The general orientation of the bowl suggests, however, that the base
section was thicker and it generally thinned towards the top. This bowl also appears to have had
a much deeper depression than the others, measuring in excess of 9 cm. The fragment suggests a
large bowl with a moderate to deep central depression.
Unlike any other bowls, red pigment is visible on the inner surface. Found facing
downward, it has not been cleaned and may be suitable for future chemical analysis. A D-stretch
enhanced photo (see Figure 109) clearly illustrates the extent of the pigment on the bowl surface,
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particularly on one side. Though it is visible in the regular version of the same image, the Dstretch image indicates pigment over almost the entire interior surface. It is clearly a paint
grinding bowl. Ochre was a rare and very valuable commodity according to Tsimshian oral
history (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:95-96).

Figure 105. GbTo-36:1012.

Figure 106. GbTo-54:33 Top view, bottom view.
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Figure 107. GbTo-54:3132 small fractious bowl.

Figure 108. GbTo-54:1546 Bowl fragment.

Figure 109. GbTo-54:1546 Top view; without and with D-Stretch enhancement to show
ochre.
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Discussion
Bowls, or stone vessels, are considered a common northwest artifact type, though not
necessarily abundant. Drucker (1943:54-55) describes two basic types. Type I are plain or
decorated unshaped or slightly shaped vessels (bowls) with shallow depressions. There are three
Type II configurations; Type IIA are either plain or decorated with high straight sides, Type IIB
are plain or decorated low oval vessels, with straight to convex sides, while Type IIC are shaped
into seated human figures. He also describes paint dishes, Type III, though these are small,
shallow slab or tablet-like stones often with multiple depressions for grinding (not pounding)
pigments (Drucker 1943:55; Stewart 1996:71).
Unshaped and simply shaped bowls, particularly with shallow depressions such as those
recovered from GbTo-36 and 54 are typically associated with pigment bowls, while deeper
bowls are often associated with grinding clamshell to create lime additive for tobacco use
(Drucker 1943:54; Stewart 1996:66). Indeed, use in tobacco processing is suggested by
MacDonald (1983:116) to “have been their main, if not exclusive function.” This observation is
not supported by GbTo-54:1546. It clearly has a deep depression, with red pigment over much of
its surface; certainly its final use was as a pigment bowl. Bowls are also documented for use in
grinding foods, such as berries, though this type of food preparation is suggested as uncommon
for the area and it is doubtful this constituted the primary reason for their manufacture (Drucker
1943:54).
Two stone vessels are recorded for GbTo-10 the Co-op site. It does not appear that either
was recovered during the 1954 excavations by James Baldwin (under the direction of Charles
Borden), but are assumed to represent surface finds. The first is described as a Drucker Type I
vessel (bowl), with minimal shaping, a shallow depression and round to elliptical with a rough
overall surface. The second bowl, recovered from a stream bank at the site edge, is described as a
Drucker Type IIA2 decorated vessel. Finely executed, it has fluted, straight sides that flare
outward at the rim resulting in it being wider at the top than the bottom; the latter is flattened. It
is essentially symmetrical and ground to a smooth exterior polish, with an interior which is much
rougher in comparison. Only the diameter of these bowls is similar, with the first being just 1 cm
less wide overall. Other dimensions are more varied. The former is 8 cm higher and it’s central
depression measures a shallow 3.75 cm in comparison to the latter’s depth of 9.5 cm (Calvert
1968:65-66).
An additional 12 stone bowls or mortars were recovered in association with harbour sites.
Two are decorated; one is zoomorphic while the other has fluted sides; unfortunately, no
associated site(s) is provided (Ames 2005:163). One each was recovered from GbTo-23 Garden
Island and GbTo-34 Kitandach, with an additional four from GbTo-33 Lachane, with two each
from area B/AU and D/AU. Six more were recovered from GbTo-31 Boardwalk, with one each
from AC/AU2, D/AU2, D/AU3 and S/AU, and the remaining two labeled as ‘miscellaneous’ and
probably constitute beach finds (Ames 2005:358-360). An additional fluted example (possibly
similar to the one recovered at GbTo-10 and the one noted by Ames) is cited for GbTo-30
Parizeau Point and is dated to circa A.D. 1500 (MacDonald 1983:116). MacDonald states that no
dates are associated with locally recovered zoomorphic stone bowls (likely due to their being
surface or beach finds), though he suggests they date at least to A.D. 1000.
Ames (2005:164) also lists six pigment bowls or mortars, which he describes as
consisting “sometimes of small to medium water worn pebbles with natural concavities that have
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been expanded to grind pigment”. Generally, stone bowls are found in the Prince Rupert harbour
only during Period I and are considered a rare artifact type (MacDonald 1983:116; MacDonald
and Inglis 1981:46).
Celts
N = 20
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 01
N = 19

Celts are tool bits that can be used for axes, adzes, or chisels; the differences in function
are largely correlated to the manner in which the bit is hafted. Twenty stone celts were recovered
(splitting adzes are described above; celts and chisels also are described in bone and shell). Celts
or adzes on much of the Northwest Coast have traditionally been divided into size classes, and
this convention is followed here.
The celts are manufactured from a variety of materials, including regular and fine-grained
basalt, silicified sandstone and mudstone and nephrite. All but one, which is a blank or possible
preform, are finished. Though all have some damage, seven can be considered complete. Ten
have significant breakage, with a complete break separating the celt into two or more sections.
Small Celts
N = 10
Ten celts are small (see Figure 110). All of these small celts, except one, GbTo-54:1584,
which represents only the haft and poll end, are primarily intact. These celts are also typically
relatively thin, though GbTo-54:984 and 1186 are much thicker, with an almost square crosssection. Eight are finely ground and polished on all surfaces, while two, GbTo-13:498 and
GbTo-54:196, are finished only at the bit or distal end and have unfinished, flaked faces, but use
wear on the polished edges showing that they were not preforms. Two other celts show remnant
flake scars on the haft that have subsequently been highly ground.
There are two basic poll configurations on the small celts. The most common poll crosssection is rectangular, though there are also four ovoid polls, GbTo-54:53 and 3005 and the two
previously discussed flaked celts. The shape of the poll continues to the hafting section in all
cases. Only one of the celts has use-wear damage on its poll, showing that they were hafted
during use.
Bit use-wear damage, of varying severity, is a commonality to all the small celts,
irrespective of degree of manufacturing. There is also some variability in bit configuration. Most
of the bits are symmetrical, with a gradual wedge taper to the bit edge. However, there are
several exceptions to this. GbTo-54:3005 is one of the smallest celts, and has a distinctly
asymmetrical bit profile. The dorsal bit face angles sharply downward from the dorsal surface
creating a blunt bit angle of over 70°. GbTo-54:196 also has a slightly atypical bit configuration.
This celt consists of a cobble flake, where the cortex forms the dorsal surface of the celt and the
only grinding on the surface is at the bit, where there is a gradual taper to the bit edge. The
ventral face has been flaked and then ground enough to flatten the surface, most likely to enable
hafting. Both lateral edges have also been ground somewhat square to the faces. The grinding of
the bit on the ventral surface has created a narrow face circa 6 mm wide with a dull angle
between 70° and 80° to the dorsal surface. Plan-view asymmetry is observed on many of the celts
to some degree, suggesting that they were possibly used differentially, toward one side or
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another, and that when re-sharpened, celt bits were not necessarily ‘straightened’. GbTo-54:53 is
a somewhat puzzling celt. Though the bit has considerable damage, particularly along the central
portion, it appears that it was intentionally squared off with the flattened bit edge as wide as 3
mm wide. The other side of the bit is sharp as normal. The purpose for a partially blunted edge
on a celt is unknown.
Medium Celts
N = 04
Four celts are considered medium sized, measuring more than double overall. All were
recovered at GbTo-54. Three are broken cross-wise at mid-section, with one representing the
poll end and the other two bit ends. GbTo-54:250 is almost intact, though a sliver of the entire bit
edge has sheared off. It also has extensive poll impact damage. It is somewhat curvilinear in
cross-section, with hard chined edges. Both GbTo-54:269 and 1583 are oval cross-sectioned celts
of similar size with softly chined edges. The final medium sized celt is GbTo-54:2554, a possible
pebble celt, which has an atypical unilaterally beveled bit. It also has sustained considerable
damage, including possibly breaking along the left side. There is also a large flake scar on the
right distal dorsal surface. The celt continued to be used after both these breaks as the edges and
surfaces are worn and polished through some grinding as well as use. This celt was subjected to
continued breakage, and the rather battered bit edge attests to its general rough ‘working life’.
This celt is also similar to some of the ground face spall tools, though more heavily shaped.
Typical for both small and medium celts is that the sides are essentially parallel. There
are a few examples that widen slightly toward the bit end. As the original length of this celt is
unknown, it is possible that it was initially much wider at the bit than the poll end, which would
have made it somewhat unusual from the others in this collection.
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Figure 110. Celts in various size classes.
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Fragments and Preform
N = 06
An additional five smaller fragments were recovered. Two of these are edge fragments.
Both are soft chined and, as they are made from coarser material, could also be possibly be
splitting adze fragments. The three remaining flakes consist of fine grained material and have a
polished and well finished surface. All have some remnant of a ground celt edge. GbTo-54:1493,
is a celt corner fragment, complete with a symmetrically beveled bit. It appears to have broken
along an inherent flaw-line at the tip.
The final piece is a possible celt blank or preform. GbTo-54:3174 is a rough, somewhat
rectangular section of rock with large flakes removed from the lateral surfaces, and a series of
small flake scars along the long edge of one of the broad, flat faces. There is also some
preliminary grinding along the top of one face, on the broadest end. The long edge is also
exceptionally straight, most likely the product of sectioning. There appears to be reduction,
through flaking, on the narrow end, producing the possible beginnings of a symmetrical bit edge.
When finished, it would have produced a small celt, either the same width or possibly narrower
than the smallest celts discussed above. It would, however, have been longer and provided
enough material for multiple re-sharpening episodes.
Discussion
Drucker (1943:46-47) describes three principal celt types (not including splitting adzes)
while Ames (2005) has just two, one of which is the grooved splitting adze. Drucker’s
classification has not been continued. Three celts were recovered at GbTo-10 Co-op (Calvert
1968:37,77). An additional 139 small and medium celts are recorded for the harbour (Ames
2005:358-360; Coupland, et al. 2002:49).
It is assumed that small and medium celts were hafted onto D adze and elbow adze
wooden handles (Ames 2005:161), although narrow celts were usually hafted in chisel handles.
Mackie (1992) describes the use-life of celts, beginning with large bits and, as they shorten with
resharpening, their sectioning into smaller adze blades then chisel blades. Morin has defined
different production zones for celts in the Pacific Northwest (Morin 2012). North Coast celt
production is characterised by the equal frequency of splitting adzes and smaller celts, and by a
wide variety of materials, with nephrite being rare (Morin 2012:337). A very small, amphibolite
celt fragment and two confirmed small celt fragments of the same material were recovered from
GcTo-6 McNichol Creek (Morin 2012).
Adze and chisel blades are noted as present in both Period II and Period I harbour sites
(MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46). Ames states that celt numbers increase through time,
representing 10.4% of ground stone tools in Period II and 11.7% of ground stone tools in Period
I (Ames 2005:197). While these numbers seem virtually identical rather than an increase, it is
also unclear where these values come from. The raw counts by AU in Table A.13 combined with
the chronological periodization of AUs in Figure 5.29 suggests that 7 Type 1 celts were found in
PR1 components, 5 in PR1/PR2, 16 in PR2, and none in PR3. As with most artifact types, the
majority of the sample comes from ‘Miscellaneous’ or ‘Unknown’, undated (such as the Sluice
area of Boardwalk), or from AUs that span all three periods, and so these contribute nothing to
the search for temporal patterning. An astonishing 60 Type 1 celts came from GbTo-34,
Kitandach, where only one splitting adze was recovered, and 35 from K’nu, suggesting
significant local variation in the frequency of celts. The majority of the total assemblage comes
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from these two sites and the numbers dwarf the 15 from dated NCPP components. Unfortunately,
neither site is useful for chronology. At Kitandach, the 5,000 year long AU could not be
subdivided by Ames, while at K’nu, which had a Protohistoric house but also older deposits, no
maps, radiocarbon dates, or other data was available to Ames to help him decipher any
patterning (Ames 2005: 99).
In southeast Alaska, Lightfoot found large numbers of ‘adze blades’ in the Hidden Falls
II component, contemporaneous with PR3 and into PR2 (Matson and Coupland 1995:132-133).
The Kaien Siding celts show a mix of pebble modification, flaked blank reduction and
sawn blank reduction that have developmental and chronological significance elsewhere in the
province (Darwent 1996:53-56; 1998). Further study of the distribution of these manufacturing
approaches may yield detailed data for the northern Northwest Coast.
Stone Cubs
GbTo-54

N = 07

Seven stone artifacts were classified – at least tentatively – as clubs, all from GbTo-54.
Four are intact while three are broken. Of the intact clubs, two are columnar or cylindrical in
configuration and have been shaped by pecking and grinding (see Figure 111). GbTo-54:154 and
161 are complete examples that have been shaped into long, narrow unadorned clubs. GbTo54:154 has a symmetrically ground round proximal end, and a somewhat less rounded, ovoid
distal end. One side has a sizable oblique pecked, ground, and polished indentation or groove
which assists thumb placement when grasped with the right hand. The surface is generally
smooth with pecking visible on much of the ventral surface. There is minimal pecking along the
dorsal right lateral edge except for the thumb groove. Finally, there is slight pecking on the
proximal surface, which also has a medium elongated flake scar on the ventral right lateral edge.
The edges of this scar are worn, suggesting continued use after flake removal. GbTo-54:161 is a
similar, albeit smaller, version of GbTo-54:154. As with the previous club, this appears to have a
thumb groove (see middle club in Figure 111), although the groove is formed by a series of
narrow cuts that have not been ground, so the groove may be unfinished. As it is finely finished
on all other surfaces, this suggests it may still have been in the final stages of production. There
is no evidence of wear, though the vesicular material would make light pecking or other usewear evidence less obvious. As well, if the oblique cutting is designed as a thumb groove, this
would suggest that this club was intended for a left handed individual as the alignment is not
suitable for right-handed use. It would, however, be useable by a right handed individual if the
groove were placed between the thumb and forefinger, though this does not provide as
comfortable grip and is therefore less likely. In most Northwest Coast societies, right-handed
actions were required (see, for example, many examples in Boas 1909), so a left-handed club
would be a clear anomaly.
Two clubs are intact, but very differently shaped. GbTo-54:1115 is a ringed club (see
Figure 112) manufactured from what began as an ovoid cobble and then heavily pecked and
ground down to taper the handle and shape the mid-section and distal end. At mid-section there
are two raised ‘rings’ with a depression between that encircles the entire club. It is possible that
this indentation allowed for the attachment of a rope or heavy cordage. The distal portion is both
much wider and shorter than the proximal hilt or handle. In planar view, it is notable that the
lower of the ring extends further than the upper; whereas in side view, both rings are equally
reduced or flattened in comparison. A lower intertidal beach find, the coarse metamorphic rock is
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discolored by marine algae. The club designation is tentative: there is clearly far too much work
invested in the object to be as prosaic as something as potentially disposable like a fishing
sinker-stone.
The second unusual club, GbTo-54:2108 (Figure 113), is manufactured from a sizable
cobble with four sizable grooves pecked and ground into one lateral edge, and a somewhat
oblique groove in the opposite lateral edge. These produce comfortable finger and thumb grips
for the right hand. As this is a sizable stone, it would suggest use by a large hand, though even
small hands are capable of grasping it, though not comfortably. It is also clear that finger and
thumb grooves were carefully placed as the stone perfectly balanced when held; even a slight
shift in finger or thumb placement alters this into a less ergonomic position. Use-wear exists on
the shaped narrow end as well as on the ventral (when held in the right hand) surface. There are
larger pecked sections on the dorsal surface (under the hand when grasped with the right hand),
though this appears to be worn and may have been the result of deliberate surface reduction to
allow for a better grip.
There are three broken stone clubs, one of which has evidence of continued postbreakage use. Unlike the previous clubs, not enough remains of these clubs to be able to
distinguish specific dorsal and ventral surfaces. GbTo-54:1141 appears to be a columnar or
cylindrical club with considerable pecking and battering on all four surfaces. As with the
previous columnar clubs, it is much thicker than it is wide, but with a roughly rectangular crosssection. Both lateral sides have deeply pecked/battered indentations just before the unbroken end,
suggesting it may be the initial attempts at perforation. The dorsal/ventral surfaces are also
heavily worked. This portion of the club is also somewhat less thick, giving it a ‘pinched’ or
‘waisted’ appearance in planar view. It is very symmetrical in side view, terminating in a slightly
rounded end. The broken end is heavily battered on one lateral side only, indicating that it was
used subsequent to breakage as a hammerstone. The second broken club is elliptical in crosssection with a considerably rounded end. If the configuration of this club was as the others, this
would indicate that the dorsal and ventral surfaces are rounded and keeled. The end is shaped
and has a slightly roughened surface from light pecking. The keeled surface is somewhat rougher
with more evidence of pecking right on the keel’s surface. As with other such clubs, there is midsection constriction. The final broken club, GbTo-54:1952 (see farthest right Figure 111), is
likely a proximal section with a knobbed base. The knob is rounded, with some battering
damage, both on the end and along the lateral sides. It is possible that this damage was sustained
either pre or post break. The club flares outward toward the distal end on all sides, though the
dorsal and ventral surfaces flare outward more dramatically. With an elliptical cross-section
behind the nob, this changes just before the break, where the dorsal and ventral surfaces flattened
out. Presumably, this continued partially or fully upward along the remaining length of the club.
It is possible that the knob facilitated the attachment of cordage for suspension.
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Figure 111. Columnar Stone Clubs, lateral views (dorsal surfaces on the right)
(Left to right: GbTo-54:154 – proximal end up, thumb groove not visible, GbTo-54:161 –
proximal end down, GbTo-54:1952- proximal end up).

Figure 112. GbTo-54:1115 Ringed Stone
Club.
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Discussion
A total of 13 simple stone clubs are recorded for the harbour with almost all sites
reporting at least one, except for GbTo-18 Garden Island and GcTo-6 McNichol Creek in the
harbour proper, as well as GbTn-19 Ridley Island and GcTp-1 Lucy Islands (Ames 2005:358360). Clubs are described by Ames as columnar simple objects, dissimilar to stone clubs
recovered at either Hagwilget Canyon near Hazelton, B.C. or on Haida Gwaii (Ames 2005:169;
358-360). Pritchard describes the columnar type as ‘Clubs/Pestles’, reflecting their likely dual
role (and distinguishing these from the exotic sandstone clubs). Pritchard (2007:74) notes that
Ames’ club measurements (Ames 2005:169) are incorrect, and provides mean LxWxTxWeight
of 21.2x5.5x4.0cmx208g. These are very similar to the cylindrical (columnar) values from
GbTo-54 in all values but weight, where the GbTo-54 values are about five times that of
Pritchard. MacDonald (1983:114-115) only reports one excavated stone club for the harbour,
though this may be based on decorative elements. Originating from GbTo-34 Kitandach, and
said to date to circa AD 1 – AD 500, it is described as a ribbed club with a phalliform head. This
is not similar to the clubs from GbTo-54. Generally, stone clubs are considered rare for both
Period PR2 and PR1 harbour sites (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46) while Ames (2005:Table
A.13) shows three clubs in PR1 AUs, one in PR1/PR2, and four in PR2. From GbTo-54, three
clubs come from AUs dating to the transition from PR2 to PR1, and four are from AUs dating to
PR1. It can be concluded that stone clubs begin in PR2 and continue through PR1.
Stone clubs are reported elsewhere on the coast and are described in a variety of different
configurations. Stone clubs used in warfare, also known as ‘slave killers”, were used both in
warfare and in ceremonial rituals (Stewart 1996:72). However, except for one, none of those
illustrated by Stewart are similar in configuration or size to those recovered at GbTo-54. GbTo54:1115 has a somewhat similar look to one of the Stewart illustrated clubs from the Nuu-chahnulth area; however, it is 60 mm shorter. Other clubs, used to kill either terrestrial or marine
mammal, also sometimes doing double duty as war clubs, are somewhat more similar to the
cylindrical or columnar clubs, though, as with war clubs, these are much larger; on average
measuring 100 mm or more longer (Stewart 1996:54). The final possibly similar objects are
cylindrical mauls, which are more comparable in length and overall configuration of the
columnar clubs. Described as having a round or oval shaft, with a “comfortable handgrip” they
are noted as being limited to the central coast, with the only examples excavated near Bella
Coola (Stewart 1996:34). Nevertheless, there is one example illustrated, measuring 180 mm
long, which was recovered from the northern Northwest Coast and currently located in the
Museum of Northern British Columbia, Prince Rupert (Stewart 1996:xi, 34).
Recently, a cobble with finger and thumb grooves was found in an inland setting on
Laquiti Island in the Salish Sea. This artifact is nearly identical to GbTo-54:2108 and has been
interpreted as a variant of a hand maul for driving wedges at a logging site or small pile driver
(Dana Lepofsky 2013 electronic comment).
Faceted Cobbles and Pebbles
N = 07
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 06
A total of seven faceted cobbles (see Figure 114) were recovered. These appear to have
been described previously for the North Coast, but not in any detail (see Discussion section
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below), and they are essentially a new artifact type. They have pecked and ground (or very heavy
wear) facets that often meet forming a seemingly intentional arris. Six of these are complete
cobbles with at least one ground faceted face. Two, GbTo-54:1037 and 3193, are sizable cobbles
with either one or several lightly faceted faces. Modification of the two largest is restricted to
the edges. The five other faceted stones are smaller, but with similar grinding evident,
particularly along, though not entirely restricted to, the ends. Three of these smaller cobbles or
large pebbles show grinding at either one or both ends. GbTo-13:388 and GbTo-54:2292 (see
Figure 115) have faceting wear on both ends. In both cases the faceted arris are essentially along
the horizontal plane of the pebble. The facets on GbTo-13:388 are quite smooth, with no
evidence of pecking. On GbTo-54:2292 (see Figure 118) the arris on one side has been flattened
by way of light pecking, while the other side has a one ground facet with a lightly pecked area
below it separated by the original cortex. GbTo-54:850 has two heavily ground facets the entire
length of one side. One facet is longer than the other, with end one end extending across the end
of the pebble (see Figure 116). The final ground and faceted stone is GbTo-54:2954 (see Figure
117), which is a cobble or pebble end fragment. It has one ovoid ground facet, with an adjacent
partially ground facet remnant. Beside this is considerable grinding over what appear to be
residual flake scars. This end of the cobble was deliberately removed and it has several retouch
flake scars on one side of the distal dorsal margin. The removal of the cortical end flake and
subsequent retouch flaking appears to ante-date the grinding episodes, though it is conceivable
that the grinding was intended as preliminary shaping and therefore related to the final
production of the flake. The material for these pebbles is predominantly metamorphic, with one
identified as basalt.
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Figure 114. Faceted Cobbles and Pebbles.
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Figure 115. Faceted Pebble GbTo-54:2292 faceting on end producing arris.
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Figure 116. Faceted Pebble GbTo-54:850 bevelled margins creating a nearly continuous
arris.
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Figure 117. Faceted Pebble Fragment GbTo-54:2954; oval facet top left, with ground flake
scar along bottom pebble face, discernable retouch along left dorsal margin.
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Figure 118. Faceted Pebble GbTo-54:2292 ground bilateral faceting on pebble end with
pecking on the horizontal arris.
Discussion
Faceted pebbles, entitled ‘Stone Polishers’ are described by Drucker (1943:57-58) as
“round to elliptical beach pebbles of various materials averaging 2 or 2.5 inches [50 – 65 mm] in
diameter …none show any evidences of working, but a number show wear facets indicating that
they have been used as polishers or rubbing stones for some purpose”. Drucker suggests they
could have served also as throwing sling stones (Drucker 1943:58).
A smooth pebble, measuring 3 x 3.6 cm in diameter was found at the Co-op site (Calvert
1968:79). Calvert theorizes that they were used as part of paint preparation equipment; used in
conjunction with a flat palette to grind up pigment such as ochre. No further faceted cobbles or
pebbles are reported for Prince Rupert harbour sites, though it is possible that these are
categorized within broader classification headings, such as hammer stones.
The faceted cobbles and pebbles recovered from GbTo-13 and 54 are all much larger than
those described by either Drucker or Calvert. MacDonald and Inglis (1981:46) indicate that
“Facetted pigment stones” are present in both Prince Rupert Period II and Period I assemblages,
but these may refer to nodules of ochre or other paint stones.
If the Kaien Siding stones were used for grinding pigment, no such residual material is
visible, even at magnification; and pigment was found in a grinding bowl (see above). It is
doubtful that grinding pigment would result in these long, flat facets with their corresponding
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angled arris. It seems more likely that these stones were used to smooth and possibly burnish
small items where long, lineal strokes were employed.
Ground Slate Knife or Saw
GbTo-13
N = 01
A single, rectangular ground slate (?) knife or saw was recovered from GbTo-13 (see
Figure 119). Consisting of a bifacially ground surface along one of the long edges, it is lightly
ground on both faces. The proximal edge is minimally modified, but could have been hafted
onto a wood or antler handle. It is also possible to hold the entire blade in one’s hand as it is
large enough for effective use without an attached handle. The cutting edge is heavily ground
into a bilateral bevel along the entire distal edge. One end, though broken somewhat at right
angles to the blade, appears to have deliberately ground edges while the other end has sharp,
angular breaks. The cutting edge is slightly ‘bowed’ or convex, with more wear evident
particularly on the breakage end where the knife/saw is narrower. The entire length of the edge
has regular use-wear damage.

Figure 119. Ground Slate Knife or Saw; cutting edge on left, broken end at top.
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Discussion
Slate blades are abundant on the Salish Sea coast from the Marpole period onward, and
dating back 5,000 years in the Fraser Canyon (C. Borden 1970:96, 103-104; Drucker 1943:51).
Slate knives are assumed primarily used for processing fish, though it is also suggested that they
were used for cutting or sawing stone and bone (C. Borden 1970:103; Drucker 1943:51-52;
Stewart 1996:56). The abundance of slate knives beginning in many Marpole-aged components
in the Salish Sea and Fraser Canyon has been linked by several authorities to increased
efficiencies that allowed large-scale salmon processing and storage (e.g., Matson 1976:302).
Ground slate knives are, by contrast with the Salish Sea region, extremely rare on the
northern Northwest Coast. Six slate (but including schist and phyllite) knives were recovered
from GbTo-10 Co-op (Calvert 1968:37, 43, 78). Just five further ground slate blades are
recorded for Prince Rupert harbour sites, one of which is described as an ulu or curved knife. All
are noted as having very acute edges (Ames 2005:160). Interestingly, no knife is mentioned for
GbTn-1 Grassy Bay (Ames 2005:358) despite an earlier comment by Calvert of similarity to a
complete example from Grassy Bay. Finally, a “thick slate knife” was recovered from GcTo-6
McNichol Creek. It is described as having one well ground surface with the other only lightly
ground. It has a unifacially ground cutting edge, with a flaked retouched margin (Coupland, et al.
1991:53).
The near-absence of ground slate knives on the northern Northwest Coast seems not to
have attracted previous comment. It could be argued that salmon production (using ground slate
knives) took place further up the Skeena River at summer fishing camps, and therefore the winter
villages would not expect to contain any. Yet, the excavations in the canyons of the Skeena also
did not find such knives (Allaire 1978; Coupland 1988) and it must be concluded that the tool is
virtually absent from the North Coast. A further deduction is that large-scale salmon storage does
not require this tool, since salmon were certainly processed in very large numbers at fishing
camps on the North Coast.
A possible forestry use for coarser-grained slate, phyllite, and schist ‘knives’, as well as
for shaped abrader stones with sharpened edges, is provided in a description of cutting yew trees
for wedges by the Kwakiutl (Boas 1909; see above). These artifacts may have been saws rather
than knifes.
Hammer stones
N = 184
GbTo-12 = 05
GbTo-13 = 80
GbTo-37 = 08
GbTo-53 = 01
GbTo-54 = 89
GbTo-55 = 01
A total of 184 hammer stones were recovered from six sites. Nine shaped hammer stones
comprise a small percentage (5%) of this total. The remaining 95% of recovered hammer stones
are unshaped. While there is some range in size, hammer stones are predominantly uniform in
composition. As well, they are often broken attesting to their use in impact intensive activities.
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Shaped Hammer stones
N = 09
GbTo-13 N = 2
GbTo-54 N = 7
These implements typologically overlap with cylindrical mauls, but are distinguished by
the shape of the objects being predominantly natural, supplemented by pecking and grinding to
shape. Seven of these hammer stones are medium sized cobbles with considerable pecking on
either end to create flattened surfaces and varied levels of deliberate pecking along edges and
faces to shape. The result is a small group of stones with uniform shaping, not dissimilar to
bipointed stones, however without the extreme sculpturing or grinding. The smallest example,
GbTo-54:463 (see top left, Figure 122), is almost rectangular in planar view due to symmetrical
shaping of both ends and lateral sides. Pecking extends beyond the edges and up onto both faces;
only the central portion is unworked, retaining a small remnant of the original cortex. The overall
effect is a highly uniform small shaped cobble.
Another well pecked shaped cobble is GbTo-13:350 which has been pecked over its
entire surface, with symmetrically flattened and heavily pecked ends. Only a small portion of
original cortex is still visible along one edge at one end.
Other examples are less extensively shaped, though all demonstrate similar attention to
multiple surfaces and edges to refine the overall contours of the cobble. GbTo-54:254, for
example, is extensively pecked on one end, creating a somewhat faceted end. The end is
considerably less pecked, showing only the beginnings of heavy use or shaping. As well, only
one lateral edge has any evidence of light pecking and both faces are unaltered.
A large, lightly shaped hammer stone, GbTo-13:435 is unusual due to the slight
depressions on both faces. Extensively pecked on the ends and lateral edges to shape, it has also
appears to have been ground giving it a much smoother overall finish than the other hammer
stones in this group. Two large flake scars are evident; the largest is on one edge and a somewhat
smaller scar on one end. The edges of both are considerably worn down through pecking. A
small flake scar at the opposite end is likely due to use. No grinding striae are visible, and it is
likely that the smoothing of the surface is due to use wear rather than manufacture.
Two atypical inclusions in this group are GbTo-54:1047 and 1187 (see Figure 128). Both
are long, columnar hammer stones, possibly mauls. Both are likely to have originated as subcylindrical rocks that have been further shaped to accentuate their narrow profiles. Shaping is
particularly evident on their ends. GbTo-54:1047 has a rounded end and a flattened end, the
latter of which has three considerably large flake scars, probably the result of use. GbTo54:1187shows heavy battering at one end, with an impact break at mid shaft on the other end.
There are also numerous signs of battering and/or extensive pecking on the lateral edges which
have also resulted in numerous smaller flake scars. It is likely that both served as cylindrical
hammer stones or mauls, with the additional possibility that GbTo-54:1187 may have been a
club preform, though breakage makes this determination difficult. Despite the heavy usage
evident on both of these artifacts, it is clear both were originally smoothly finished. Of the
shaped hammer stones, these are the only broken ones.
Unshaped Hammer stones
N = 175
GbTo-12
N = 03
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GbTo-13
GbTo-37
GbTo-53
GbTo-54
GbTo-55

N = 78
N = 08
N = 01
N = 72
N = 01

The bulk of hammer stones recovered are considered unshaped, and their modification is
restricted to use wear without deliberate evidence of intentional shaping. In many cases, use is
limited and pecking or crushing is minimal, demonstrating the expedient nature of these tools.
Many were recovered as beach finds. There are also several hammer stone fragments, which
typically have ends broken off due to impact. When intact, most hammer stones show use on
either one or both ends, with occasional pecking evident on one or both lateral edges. Several
heavily utilized examples have either one or both ends flattened through use. In addition, they
also have either pecking or use wear grinding evident on both lateral edges, demonstrating
considerable use in a variety of applications. Heavy use is evident in several battered hammer
stones, recovered at GbTo-54. These show particularly intense impact resulting in considerable
flake removal and crushing at one end, though GbTo-54:1746 was extensively battered at both
ends.
Some markedly elongated cobbles were used as hammer stones. There are six examples
from GbTo-13 (see Figure 125), several which are broken, and two from GbTo-54 which are
fragmented.
While medium sized cobbles are typical, there are multiple examples of both small round
and elongated hammer stones (see Figure 120 and Figure 125) recovered from GbTo-13. As
well, at least seven (GbTo-12: 9, GbTo-13:14, 23, 32, 352, and 369, and GbTo-54:4) also have
evidence that they were used as anvil or possibly pile drivers, with impact wear on either one or
both faces.
Two notable sets of irregularly sized hammer stones were recovered from cache features
at GbTo-54. Use of these hammer stones is light, though one has a large flake scar due to heat
spalling. GbTo-54:1822, the long elliptical hammer stone in this group, is one of the longest
hammer stones recovered but has only superficial light use visible at both ends.
Hammer stones are almost all egg-shaped. One notable exception to this uniformity is
GbTo-54:50 (see Figure 127). Consisting of an irregularly shaped cobble of dense, metamorphic
rock, it has use wear concentrated at the ends, with other use along the ridges. Unlike most
hammer stones, the wear resulted in relatively smooth pecked faces; the only rough pecking is
seen along the lateral edges. Several small flake scars are evident on the narrow end, presumably
removed during use. There are also multiple short scratches radiating away from the pecked area
at the broad end of the cobble and along one edge.
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Figure 120. GbTo-13 Hammer stones.
Figure 121. GbTo-54 Hammer stones.

Figure 122. GbTo-54 Hammer stones.
Upper left is shaped.

Figure 123. GbTo-54 Hammer stones.

Figure 124. GbTo-54 Hammer stones.
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Figure 125. Elongated hammer stones.

Figure 126. 4 Cached hammer stones
GbTo-54.

Figure 127. Irregular cobble facetted hammer stone, GbTo-54:50.
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Figure 128. Columnar shaped hammer stones.
Discussion
Hammer stones are a ubiquitous expedient tool. They represent one of the most
fundamental and basic tool types, and, not surprisingly, are not considered in diagnostic
discussions of northern northwest assemblages. Drucker (1943:50) discusses battered cobbles
(hammer stones) in his hand maul section, describing them as beach cobbles with battering at
either or both ends. Stewart (1996:35) is somewhat more detailed in her discussion of hammer
stones, reiterating their diverse functionality. They were used to shape other larger stones
through intensive pecking, to flake stone, as well as to hammer wooden wedges and bone chisels.
This varied use would result not only in the selection of highly variably sized cobbles, but
subsequent differential use wear patterns.
In his discussion of the Prince Rupert Harbour artifacts, Ames (2005:167) does not list
hammer stones as a discrete category, but lumps them in with percussers/hammerstones/pestles
/mauls which are described as “elongate, columnar objects, ‘pestle’ shaped, usually with use
wear on a variety of surfaces, in addition to the ends”. It is therefore uncertain how many of the
in this category would qualify as hammer stones as most hammer stones are ovoid rather than
columnar. These appear to have been recovered from almost all sites, except for GbTn-1 Grassy
Bay, which did not have any hammer stones recorded.
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Six small hammer stones were recovered from GcTo-6 McNichol Creek, with two from
House K (Coupland 1999:61; Coupland, et al. 1991:55; Coupland, et al. 2002:45). A further ‘fist
sized’ hammer stone was recovered from House J at GbTo-46 Tremayne Bay, five possible
hammer stones from GbTo-28 Phillips Point, with three from in front of House F (Coupland, et
al. 2006:14,32). Ultimately, very little information is provided with regard to hammer stone
morphology and spatial distribution in the harbour.
Hammer stones are intended to be hand held and this is one of the primary determinants
for size limitation as well as shape. Size is also determined by basic function: is it intended for
fine pecking or flaking, where a smaller, more ergonomic shaped cobble will be required to
allow for control of both placement of impact and impact intensity. Or, it is intended for bruteforce impact, where the largest, heaviest cobble that can be held with two hands is chosen?
It is apparent that there are at least two size-based types of hammer stones represented in
this collection. One group is larger than 500 g and the other is smaller. This can be seen in the
bimodal distribution of 147 unshaped intact hammer stones in Figure 129.
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Figure 129. Unshaped Hammer Stone Weights.
The lengths (see Figure 130), though they do not have such a clear bimodal trend, do
show a slight spike in the number of hammer stones between 50-59 mm long. There is one
outlier clearly evident in both graphs; GbTo-54:1822 is considerably longer and heavier than
other hammer stones. GbTo-54:1822 is an elongated hammer stone found in a cache of three
other smaller, egg-shaped hammer stones. But for this exception, the weight of hammer stones
does not exceed 1750 grams and generally averages around 1325 grams (see Appendix 1), while
the lengths do not exceed 190 mm with the average hammer stone measuring 136 mm long.
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Figure 130. Unshaped hammer stone lengths.
When hammer stones are graphed in a weight to length relationship (Figure 131), the two
groups become apparent. As well, there are several outliers, represented by GbTo-13:9, 204, 303
and GbTo-1822. All of these are elongated hammer stones, which are long and narrow and
lighter than hammer stones of similar lengths.
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Figure 131. Unshaped hammer stones length to weight relationship.
Hammer stones are often given little regard in artifact discussion. Yet, given enough of a
sample base, they do indicate discrete patterns with regard to size and shape. Many of the
hammer stones in this collection were recovered as beach finds and it is possible that there may
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be patterning specific to hammer stones used in intertidal areas, an analysis that would be easy to
conduct with the geodatabase, but which is beyond the scope of analysis. It is hoped that this
would be one of many explorations made with the database by others using this data.
Mauls
N = 09
GbTo-13
GbTo-54
GbTo-96

N = 02
N = 06
N = 01

Nine mauls were recovered from three sites. Of these, three are columnar mauls or
pestles, two are T-shaped mauls, two are shaped hand mauls, and two are preforms.
All three of the columnar mauls or pestles were surface finds (see Figure 132). Two were
recovered from GbTo-54 and the third from GbTo-96. All appear to be distal ends, with a
heavily ground and rounded end, showing varying degree of use-wear exemplified primarily by
minimal pecking or impact damage on the tips. Two are made of basalt, while GbTo-54:26 is
made of sandstone. All have an oval cross-section. The flaking seen on the broken end of GbTo96:35 suggest that these items may have continued in use after breakage. None of these mauls
show wear or use damage on the body, nor are the ends heavily battered and crushed as
described by Ames for percussor mauls. Their overall shape, particularly of the working end,
however, suggests that these were relatively uniform in width unlike many of the simple
columnar hand mauls described by Ames.
Two mauls, GbTo-13:359 and GbTo-54:159, are T-shaped (see Figure 135 and Figure
136 and 3D models on accompanying electronic files) and are very similar to one another in
overall configuration and size. Both have one broken end of the T-handle. The intact ends on
both are also phallic shaped, with GbTo-13:359 having a widened, rounded terminus with a
pointed end and GbTo-54:159 having an ovoid terminus with a circumferentially pecked line as
well as a longitudinal line neatly pecked along the midline of the end. Usage of both mauls
continued post-breakage as evidenced by modification and wear on the break surfaces. The
handle diameters are similar as is the curvature between the handle and the body (see Figure
136). The surface texture of the striking platforms is, however, very different; while GbTo54:159 is very smooth and polished, GbTo-13:359 is only somewhat worn smooth and retains a
slightly pitted surface. There is also a slight, but very distinctive saddling of the GbTo-13:359
striking surface to either lateral side, as seen in Figure 134, which is not apparent on GbTo54:159.
A quite different maul, GbTo-54:159 was found in situ nestled up next to GbTo-54:159
(see Figure 135, Figure 136, and Figure 140). This is a stylized zoomorphic (or phallic) maul.
The two mauls must have been stored together and the duo form a feature that in turn appears to
be related to another nearby feature: a trench at the base of a possible structural wall. GbTo54:159 is extensively worked and shaped, with little original cortex remaining. The ventral
surface is generally convex, somewhat suggestive of a ‘belly’, with a slight flattening showing
considerable polish as seen on the ventral striking surfaces of both T-shaped mauls (Figure 137).
One end, which is a flattened, slightly convex narrow oval, is rough and shows extensive heavy
pecking. The other end is shaped into an ambiguous phallic or zoomorphic head, with a flattened
longitudinal midline ridge and two rounded protuberances or flattened knobs, reminiscent of
some type of appendage or eyes.
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A second hand maul, GbTo-54:1449 (see Figure 138), is an oval metamorphic rock,
flattened at one end and bi-pointed at the other end. The cross-section is uniformly oval with
only slight tapering of the sides in planar view. The flat end has been pecked and ground flat,
with substantial use-wear impact damage resulting in a battered surface or post-depositional
water-rounding. It is possible that the bi-pointed end was purely functional, designed to enable
lashing and hafting of a handle, though this is uncertain, particularly since both faces are rounded
and have no clear hafting surface platform. The use-wear on the faces also argues against
hafting. The double points may be decorative, and could represent zoomorphic ears.
There are two probable maul preforms. The first is GbTo-13:207, (see Figure 139) a pear
shaped rock, with one shallow circumferentially pecked and ground groove at the narrow end,
with a second notch below which may be the beginnings of a second groove. The narrow end is
slightly bi-pointed, similar to GbTo-54:149, though on a much lesser scale. The other end
appears to be unmodified. There is similar shaping resembling zoomorphic maul, GbTo-54:160,
with a somewhat ‘belly-like’ shaping on one face. The manufacturing process on this maul is
clearly evident, with work moving consistently down and across the object, from one corner at
an angle approximately 45° to the midline. There is a line which denotes this progression and is
particularly visible on one of the faces. Likely, this would have been finished as a grooved maul.
The other preform is GbTo-54:1953. This also is somewhat reminiscent of GbTo-54:160
in general shape, however, the progress of manufacture is notably different. Here, the sides have
been bilaterally worked, with heavy pecking evident on both lateral sides and extending toward
one end. The other end appears to be in the process of flattening for the striking head. One side
has the beginnings of a wide side ‘notch’ or indentation and there is some pecked reduction on
the other face, below the pointed end. There is also reduction of cortex material at the flattened
end, bringing that end of maul’s ‘belly’ upward at a steeper angle. The shaping on this preform is
much coarser and appears to be initial rough shaping, whereas the previous preform appears to
have more detailed and systematically progressive shaping. For both, their final form is
discernable and it is very likely that they both were intended to be hafted mauls.
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Figure 132. Pestles or columnar mauls.
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Figure 133. T-shaped mauls, top view.

Figure 134. T-shaped mauls, side view.

Figure 135. Cached mauls: hand (GbTo54:160) and T-shaped (GbTo-54:159)
mauls, top view.

Figure 136. Cached mauls: hand (GbTo54:160) and T-shaped (GbTo-54:159) mauls,
side views.
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Figure 137. GbTo-54:159 3D model image
applying a glossy texture, showing detail of
handle.

Figure 138. Possible hafted maul, with
eared top.

Figure 139. Preform for grooved hafted
maul, worked end at bottom.

Discussion
As with large splitting adzes, mauls are part of the large woodworking tradition which
was said to begin in Period I in the harbour (MacDonald 1983; MacDonald and Inglis 1981:47,
52; Stewart 1996:29) but which has been shown above to be equally applicable to PR2. Ames
(2005:302) states that mauls are present in PR2. Mauls have the same pattern of distribution as
splitting adzes, with the largest numbers of mauls coming from AUs dated to PR2 (Table 12).
Mauls are generally considered equivalent to modern hammers and mauls, and were used
to drive large antler and wood wedges to fell trees, split planking, and shape canoes. On the
southern BC coast Gulf of Georgia region, large nipple topped hand mauls date back to and are
diagnostic for the Marpole Period onward (Ames and Maschner 1999:104; C. Borden 1970:103).
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T-shaped or Stirrup mauls and grooved or perforated hafted mauls are considered
northern coastal variants and distinctive for Haida, Tlingit, Tsimshian and Northern Kwakiutl
groups (Calvert 1968:65; MacDonald 1968:253; Stewart 1996:31, 36-37). Boas (1909:314) states
that he had only seen one hafted maul amongst the Kwakiutl. He also relates a story that grooved
mauls only entered the Kwakiutl tool kit by way of a marriage to a northern person about 1840.
The T-shaped and stirrup maul are considered possibly related, with the former
representing either an early form in stirrup maul evolutionary development or, conversely, a reworking of stirrup mauls after breakage (Duff 1975). Though it is possible that some stirrup
mauls were refashioned into T-shaped mauls after breakage, the motifs seen on GbTo-13:359
and GbTo-54:159 show that these were clearly not reworked stirrup mauls.
Of all the mauls, the stirrup and T-mauls likely represents the greatest investiture of time
in their creation. No doubt this has resulted in their high curation and subsequent rarity within
the archaeological record (Ames 2005:166). Cylindrical mauls are reported typically for the midcoast, particularly the Bella Coola area. They are described as having a round or oval crosssection with a convex distal end. Both ends may show use (Stewart 1996:34). These appear to be
somewhat smaller than most mauls, particularly in terms of the striking platform surface, and it
may be that they were used for less robust tasks than the larger hand and hafted mauls, and
possibly for softer materials as well. The columnar mauls recovered from GbTo-54 and 96 are
notably different from those illustrated by Stewart, primarily in their very rounded ends, which
contrast to the flatter ends of the illustrated mid-coast cylindrical mauls.
In the Prince Rupert harbour, Ames (2005:166-167) distinguishes two separate maul
categories recovered from local sites, one category includes “percussors, hammer
stones/pestles/mauls” (emphasis mine) and another includes “mauls”. Both groups are made
from a variety of materials including gneiss, andesite, rhyolite and granite, though the majority
are manufactured from basalt, reflecting their requirement for robust material. Percussors,
hammer stones, pestles and mauls are described as “elongated, columnar objects, “pestle”
shaped, usually with use wear on a variety of surfaces, in addition to the ends…(and) served
multiple purposes as mauls, anvils, hammer stones, pestles, and others”(Ames 2005:167).
Though there is some shaping, with these examples this seems to be limited primarily to the
ends, which also show considerable use wear damage in the form of battering and crushing. It is
likely that these represent more generic tool types, with a more generic and even broad
typological expression. As a group, these are common, with 103 recovered examples. Percussors
were recovered from all sites, except for GbTn-1 Grassy Bay, though no information is provided
to what specific types were recovered from which site or assemblage (Ames 2005:167, 358-361).
Mauls, on the other hand, are described as “columnar tools with one or more battered
and/or crushed ends. Sides frequently show wear as well”(Ames 2005:166). There are three
subdivisions in this group, all finely finished; stirrup mauls, hand mauls, and nipple mauls. Even
including surface finds, there are only a total of 15 recorded. Of these only one is a T-shaped
maul, recovered GbTo-31 (from an AU representing PR2). A further four representing simple
columnar mauls (Ames 2005:167, 358-361). Zoomorphic examples of both hand and hafted
mauls are recorded but are rare (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:47). While there are examples of
zoomorphic hand mauls, all but one represent surface finds; unfortunately, no site information is
available for the one recovered in situ. It has a facial zoomorphic motif, with “bulbous eyes and
curved snout” (indicative) of a generic animal figure (MacDonald 1983:115). There are also
many zoomorphic hafted mauls, but, as with hand mauls, only a few were recovered from within
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sites and most represent surface finds. Nipple mauls are the most commonly recorded recovered
hand maul, with six examples recovered from harbour sites. Again, there is little information as
to what sites and assemblages these were recovered from. Finally, two hafted mauls are recorded
as recovered from GbTo-10 Co-op. Both are described as being “one quarter grooved” with one
lashing groove and a slightly convex striking surface. Of these, one has a zoomorphic poll. A
further three hand mauls are recorded; one is a stirrup or T-shaped maul, while the remaining
two are described as elongated cobbles representing pestles for use as either grinders or mauls.
Unfortunately, all of the GbTo-10 mauls were recorded as surface finds, with the assumption that
they originate with the terminal occupation (Calvert 1968:63-65).
The zoomorphic/phallic hand maul, GbTo-54:160, is not similar to any previously
described hand or hafted mauls as described above. It is possible that the flat, smoothly worn
‘belly’ face is a hafting face or position to which a wooden handle was attached. The head in
conjunction with the two lateral nobs could conceivably have facilitated the attachment of heavy
cordage to secure the handle. It is possible that this maul was then used in a vertical position
typical for hafted mauls, with the smaller, rough end surface face representing the impact area.
Hafting for this artifact is not supported by the in situ position of GbTo-54:160 and
GbTo-54:159 (see Figure 140 field photograph). The proximity does not provide enough room
for any cordage around the shaped zoomorphic end, as would be necessary or expected if it had
been hafted. As well, GbTo-54:159 partly covers the flattened base (noted by red line in Figure
140) of GbTo-54:160 leaving no room for a hafting shoe and precludes the possibility that
GbTo-54:160 was hafted at the time of caching. A second, more probable possibility is that 160
served as a hand maul, with the zoomorphic elements being decorative and without functional
purpose. Use would then have been possible in two ways, either in a columnar manner, typical
for hand held mauls or in a horizontal manner. Each appears to have been quite specific in mode
of execution and possibly even material worked, as there are very different use wear patterns on
the two impact faces, one coarse and the other smooth. It is clear from other, previously
recovered mauls, that these tools often served a multitude of functions, from hammer to anvil,
with differing use wear patterns evident on various surfaces (Ames 2005:166).
Duff noted the sometimes ambiguous, sometimes explicit depiction of phalluses on many
precontact stone sculptures, and that these were particularly common on objects that transmitted
power, particularly clubs and hammers (Duff 1975; Madden 2012). This view of the
transformation power of male symbolism may have been present during PR1 and PR2.
The T-shaped mauls especially, as represented by GbTo-54:159 and GbTo-13:359, are
quintessential northern styles. Their rarity due to high production cost and subsequent high
curation rates makes these two finds especially notable, more so when one was recovered in a
cached context, and when only a single one was found in the extensive excavations of the NCPP.
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Figure 140. GbTo-54:159 and 160 in situ.
Miniature Stone Chisels
GbTo-54
N = 03
A new artifact type from the Kaien Siding project is miniature stone chisel. Three
exceptionally small, finely finished green stone and possibly basalt chisels were recovered from
GbTo-54. These are highly polished on all surfaces and taper toward the distal tip (Figure 141).
All have sectioning incising or sawing along the long, lateral edges where the stone was grooved
and snapped. GbTo-54:188 is complete, while the others represent a proximal (GbTo-54:1492)
and medial (GbTo-54:3106) section, respectively. They must have been hafted into handles to
allow fine manipulation. Functionally, they would have served to carve fine lines or relief in
detailed work; perhaps the antler bracelets or the inferred goat horn bracelets. The working tip of
188 is less than 1 mm wide, and much thinner. To our knowledge, no other comparable stone
artifacts have been noted for any Northwest Coast assemblage. A similar tool with a nephrite bit
was collected from Inuit at Point Barrow:
http://anthro.amnh.org/anthropology/databases/common/image_dup.cfm?catno=%204%20%20%2F%20%20133

Ken Ames (2014 personal communication) states that similar sized bone objects were
cataloged as fixed points in the NCPP. Larry Kinsella (2014 personal communication) has
suggested that copper engraving would use a tool such as this. Although we found no copper, it
seems very plausible that people here were working copper during the time period represented by
AU 1-4 and AU 5-3N. Boas (1916:300-305) details how copper was discovered on the
headwaters of the Skeena (as well as on the Copper River in Alaska) in precontact times, and
how the secrets of working it with fire came about.
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Figure 141. Miniature Ground Stone Chisels.
Ground Slate Points
N = 134
GbTo-13
N = 20
GbTo-37
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 112
GbTo-96
N = 01
A variety of ground slate points were recovered from a total of four sites. As with most
other artifact types, we elected to ‘split’ rather than ‘lump’ during the initial analysis, since it is
easier to combine classes than to split them afterwards. Some types may be determined to be the
same, and some types are the result of breakage so that too few attributes are present to
determine between two types. We tried to put ‘like with like’ at the start of the classification.
Most points are broken, often missing tips and bases. Many are finely worked while others
appear more expedient and indicative of considerably less investment of labour. Many examples
are water rolled and must have been collected for reuse. The quality of material used for these
points is also highly varied; whereas some are manufactured from a high quality slate, many
others are particularly notable for their high rate of iron inclusions. While these latter often are
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found in poorly executed points, this is not always the case as some finely crafted points have
considerable inclusions. Slate points have been classified into eight sub-categories which include
common types such as pencils and hexagonal foliate shaped lance points. Also included, are very
rare slate harpoons, including a large bilaterally notched unilaterally barbed point.
Bilaterally Notched
GbTo-54
N = 02
Two ground slate points recovered at GbTo-54 are bilaterally notched (see Figure 142,
right). Both have a hexagonal cross-section with one small bilateral notch sawn or ground on
each side. GbTo-54:1105 is a foliate shaped point, with a partial backing facet visible on one
edge. Because of the break, it is also possible that this point was originally stemmed. It is
roughly shaped and finished.
GbTo-54:1550 is a neatly finished lanceolate point. It is marked by a thick, hexagonal
cross-section, bilateral backing facets, and a wedged square base. A single set of bilateral
notches are crudely flaked into the basal portion of the edges, somewhat asymmetrically
positioned from one another. It is essentially complete except for the very tip, which is broken.
Harpoons
N = 03
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 02
Three slate points are harpoon fragments with a series of basal bilateral notching as line
guards (see Figure 142). GbTo-13:446 and GbTo-54:347 are very similarly configured. Both
show a highly developed attention to detail as they are finely crafted. Both have a flattened
hexagonal cross-section with bilateral v-notch line guards sawn or ground into the basal portion.
GbTo-13:446 (see Figure 143) has a complete base and is intact from the mid-section of the
second unilateral barb. There is an even number of these line guard notches, culminating in a
square, slightly convex wedge base. Apart from the basal two, the line guard notches are
staggered pairs, possibly to maximize strength. A single large, oblique unilateral barb is incised
on one side, with evidence of at least one more barb above it; the break appears to have occurred
at the medial juncture of the midpoint of that barb. GbTo-54:347 is identical, though somewhat
wider, suggesting it may represent a somewhat larger harpoon. The hexagonal blade extends
upward much further than GbTo-13:446. The breakage, which is at right angle to the longitudinal
axis gives no indication for the existence of barbs, though it is highly likely it once had them
based on its similarity to GbTo-13:446. GbTo-13:446 has no backing facets while GbTo-54:347
has shallow backing facets, particularly noticeable along one edge.
GbTo-54:2751 (Figure 142, third from left) is different than the previous two examples.
Rather than deep v-notches, it has shallow, somewhat rounded notches bilaterally ground into the
blade edges. These appear to be reciprocating notches, with those on one side lining up with
those on the other. These notches are curious as they are extremely crude in comparison to the
overall finishing of the point, which is otherwise finely executed. It shares the flattened
hexagonal cross-section seen on the previous two harpoon points. It is also notable that both
broken ends also have rounded edges, suggesting possible continued use or a short period of
water rolling after breakage, and it is possible that these crude notches are related to a reuse or
repurposing. We have interpreted these notches to represent line guards facilitating hafting.
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Figure 142. Ground slate harpoons (left three) and bilaterally notched points (right two).

Figure 143. GbTo-13:446 Bilaterally notched bifacially ground unilaterally barbed slate
harpoon.
Broad Hexagonal
N = 26
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-37
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 22
GbTo-96
N = 01
Nine represent basal medial sections and 17 represent distal tip portions, though in many
cases this determination is somewhat speculative. This group is defined by the hexagonal crosssection, a trait also typical of many of the ground slate point categories and therefore these could
represent points which, if they were more intact, would fall into these categories. Eight are basal
mid-shaft sections, of which only two, GbTo-13:589 and GbTo-54:2594 (see Figure 144 and
Figure 145), can be confidently considered bases. All these sections are thick, averaging almost 8
mm thick. Five have either unilateral or bilateral backing facet, while the remaining three have
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unilaterally bifacial bevelled sides terminating in a sharp edge. In several cases, such as GbTo54:429 and 2467, there is extensive water rolling evident.
The remaining 17 broad hexagonal points are distal tips or medial tip sections. These are
generally much thinner, averaging under 6 mm thick. In most cases, these are clearly hexagonal
cross-sectioned fragments though some are heavily water-rounded.

Figure 144. Broad hexagonal slate points.
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Figure 145. Close up of bases: GbTo-13:589 and GbTo-54:2594.
Broad Stemmed: with Backing Facet and/or Stemmed
N = 17
GbTo-13
N = 03
GbTo-54
N = 14
Broad stemmed ground slate points with or without backing facets were also recovered
(Figure 146). In most cases these are essentially complete, though there are two very
fragmentary, basal portions. Overall, they include foliate, lanceolate and stemmed examples, all
with backing facets, where the blade has been flattened to avoid cutting the hafting lashings.
These points are variable in thickness/width ratio, with some being broad and thin and others
narrow and thick, perhaps varying with intended application. The cross-section of these points is
predominantly a flattened ovoid, though there is one point with an asymmetrical triangular tip
cross-section. Often, there are multiple ephemeral faceting or faces with bevelled edges ground
into the surfaces. In hexagonal points this faceting is used to produce a symmetrical crosssection, something which is not seen in these points. On one point, there has been deliberate
flaking after grinding.
GbTo-13:90 is a fine example of a typical lanceolate slate point, with a wedged base and
a broken distal tip. It has broad bilateral backing facets extending approximately 40 mm up the
base. It is thickest in the middle, tapering gradually to both distal and proximal ends. Though
most of these points are incomplete, GbTo-54:2942 stands apart from ground slate points in
several respects. First, it is an intact foliate point with parallel sides. Second, it has a decidedly
convex base which is unusual for either stone or bone points.
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Figure 146. Broad stemmed slate points with backing facet or stemmed.
Foliate with Backed Tips
GbTo-54
N = 07
All of these points appear to be foliate; however, as three are distal fragments, this
conclusion is based only on the two complete examples (Figure 147). The distinctive feature of
this point type is having backed tips – in other words, the blades have been intentionally dulled, a
seemingly counter-intuitive trait for a projectile weapon. It is possible that there was some stem
variation. All but two are flat, representing possible hexagonal cross sections. GbTo-54:2389
appears to be essentially complete, though manufactured out of low quality slate. It appears also
to have been bilaterally flaked on the basal edges. GbTo-54:1126 also appears essentially
complete, but with considerable damage on one face. The other has been deliberately flaked to
thin the base to a wedge. On the other hand, GbTo-54:3076 is clearly the remnant of a finely
crafted slate point, with extensively ground and shaped faces. Manufactured of high quality slate,
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it is also noticeably thicker than many of the other examples. Somewhat similar, GbTo-54:1148
is a robust narrow point fragment with considerable grinding. This variation in form suggests
that there were several different point types which were manufactured with backed tip.

Figure 147. Foliate slate points with backed tips.
Pencils
N = 65
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 11
N = 54

By far the most common group of slate points are pencils. The 65 pencils represent
almost half of all slate points recovered. It is clear that these are expediently made, with minimal
grinding on tips, bases, and some faces or edges. Likely, they were made from material collected
on a beach or mountain where the slate has naturally splintered into this convenient form. As a
result, the cross-sections vary from triangular to polygonal. All have at least one ground facet. In
all cases, these are linear in planar and side view, typically symmetrically lengthwise as their
name-sake (pencil) suggests. In some instances, there is little grinding evident on medial
sections, with one or two worked faces. The type seems equivalent to and very similar to
expedient are bone pencil points recovered at both GbTo-13 and 54.
As with their bone counterparts, all the identified bases are wedged (see Figure 148).
Some, such as GbTo-54:360 and 1399, have considerable attention given to finishing while most
others, such as GbTo-54:605, 668, 2722 and GbTo-13:545, have been flaked to produce a rough
rudimentary wedge base.
As a group, slate pencils appear to be made from lesser quality slate, as many show
considerable iron inclusions, which are also seen in other slate point types. Though there are
exceptions which are made from much higher quality stone. Tip configuration varies, with some
ground to rounded off edges, while others are ground to create multiple beveled faces or facets.
In all cases, the grinding is noticeably restricted to the distal 10 or 15 mm, again emphasizing the
expedient nature of these tools. It is assumed that they all had pointed distal tips.
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Figure 148. Slate pencils.
Slate Point Fragments
N = 13
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 11
There are 13 fragments which represent a possible variety of slate points; however, not
enough remains to allow a more precise classification. It is likely that most represent broad
hexagonal points. Eight are distal tip fragments (see Figure 149) which include some with
considerable amount of wear or potentially water rolling resulting in no visible grinding striae
but clear shaping. It is also possible that two, GbTo-54:227 and 2499 are backed tip point
fragments.
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Figure 149. Slate Point Fragments: tips GbTo:54-2702, GbTo-13:462, GbTo-54:2732,
GbTo-13:431 and GbTo-54:473; GbTo-54:954, 674, and 1914.
Preform
GbTo-54
N = 01
One slate point preform was recovered. GbTo-54:2423 (Figure 150) consists of an
elongated flake of high quality slate, possibly naturally flaked, with a small amount of abrasion
on the ventral face. The dorsal face has multiple flake scars. Flaked edges all show some degree
of water rounding or rolling with no evidence of deliberate grinding or use-wear striae.
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Figure 150. Slate Preform Point, GbTo54:2423, ventral and dorsal surfaces.

Figure 151. Worked slate blanks, fragments
and preform.

Discussion
Northern style slate points are described by Drucker (1943:42). He notes two basic types:
Type I are variable in cross section and usually, though not always, devoid of a stem while Type
II are described as long “bayonet points or blades” and possibly constitute a lance or dagger
(Drucker 1943:42-43). Extremely wide slate points are the only comparable types not seen from
either GbTo-13 or 54. These represent points used in composite style harpoons (Drucker
1943:43). The valve bone or antler barbs for this type of harpoon are also absent at the Kaien
Siding sites.
Slate pencils are also mentioned by Drucker, although he does not give them a Type
number. These are defined as narrow rods, with a hexagonal or octagonal cross section with
bevelled or pointed ends. Most are fragmentary and though their function is unclear, they likely
served as a type of projectile point (Drucker 1943:57).
Interestingly, slate pencils are not discussed by Stewart (1996) and they may represent a
unique northern tool-type. There is also no mention in any of the literature of bilaterally notched
or unilaterally barbed slate harpoons.
In the harbour, ground slate points and pencils are found in all periods. Both are supposed
to be rare in Period III but common in Periods II and I. Ground slate points and pencils increase
in Period II, and include both foliate as well as three bilaterally notched points similar to those
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recovered from GbTo-13 and 54 (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:45, 51). There is no mention of
unilaterally barbed slate points.
At the Coop site, two Drucker type I elongated leaf-shaped flat hexagonal slate points
and two slate pencils are associated with Zone I, though only two (one is a foliate point and the
other a pencil) were excavated; the other two (the remaining foliate point and pencil) were
surface finds and placed in this group by association. No ground stone points were recovered
from Zones II or III (Calvert 1968:36, 68).
Ames (2005:157) records 25 ground slate ‘objects’ with point morphology but lacking
“clear hafting elements or…contracting tangs” (157). He postulates that these functioned either
as lance heads or small dagger blades, the latter of which are considered rare, and only present in
Period II (Ames 2005:157; MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46). A further 242 fragments were
recovered representing haft or base elements. Cross sections are generally described as
hexagonal (prismatic) (Ames 2005:158). Astonishingly, he notes that no slate point tips were
recovered amongst the 18,000 PRPH artifacts. Finally, 36 slate pencils were recovered. These
are described as polygonal in cross section and sometimes ending in blunted tips (Ames
2005:159).
The most slate points (seven) were recovered from GbTo-33 Lachane. Other sites had a
few each. This is notably less than the 12 recovered from GbTo-13 and the 56 recovered from
GbTo-54, where GbTo-54 alone more than doubles Ames’ recorded total. Slate fragments are
described as being ubiquitous and were recovered from all sites (Ames 2005:159, 358-360).
Unfortunately, he does not provide any specific information on the three notched points. As well,
no distribution for slate pencils is provided. In addition to the points noted by Ames, two slate
point fragments and a pencil fragment were recovered at GbTn-19 Ridley Island. All were
recovered from the lowest strata, level C (May 1979:38). More recently, a further 21 ground slate
points and five slate pencils were recovered from GcTo-6 McNichol Creek (Coupland 1999:61;
Coupland, et al. 1991:52-53). As well, one bilateral and bifacially ground beveled slate point
mid-section was recovered from House J at GbTo-46 Tremayne Bay. From zone D at GbTo-31
Boardwalk a square based lanceolate slate point with unifacially beveled edges was recovered,
while two medial fragments were recovered from GbTo-28 Phillips Point, with one from House
F and one from the back midden area. Finally, seven slate points were recovered from House D
at GbTo-77, four of which are tips. Included in this group is one side-notched mid-section
(Coupland, et al. 2006:13, 24, 32, 42). This increases the total of notched slate points for the
harbour to four examples, not including those recovered at GbTo-13 and 54. All these latter sites
represent later Period II assemblages.
Ground slate point and point fragments are also strongly associated with harbour burials
and in all but one instance these are identified as possible daggers. At GbTo-31 three burials are
associated with four points. Two are males, aged 35-44, and the three associated fragments are
possible daggers. The third individual in this group is the only female, who is associated not with
a dagger but a side notched point fragment, similar to GbTo-54:347. A further adult male in his
early twenties is associated with a ground slate point fragment at GbTo-33. Finally, one ground
slate point or possible dagger, associated with a young adult male, was recovered at GbTo-18
Dodge Island (Ames 2005:220).
At least three notched slate point examples (see Figure 153) have been recorded for the
harbour, though no information as to which sites or components they were recovered from,
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though they are said to date to Period II (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:51). Based on the burial
data, it can be assumed that one of these is likely associated with the female burial at GbTo-31
Boardwalk.
Barbed slate point examples have not been previously recorded in the area. This makes
the recovery of GbTo-13:446 particularly notable, indicating that these types of slate points had
at least two very different variants. On the central and south coast, slate points are also typically
lanceolate or foliate, with the only point with bilateral notching found during research recovered
from the Gulf of Georgia component at DhRq 21 Pitt River (see Figure 152). It is described as a
stemmed point with a broken tip. The blade expands towards an oblique shoulder which
constricts the point over a large, expanding stem. The stem has a convex base above which are a
series of v-notches. It is also noted that this is a unique specimen, with nothing similar recovered
from region up to time (Patenaude 1985:175). The notches are markedly less refined than those
seen on the examples recovered at GbTo-13 or GbTo-54. As well, the stemming is clearly
different as none of the examples recovered in the Prince Rupert harbour are shouldered.
Hexagonal and rhomboidal cross sectioned foliate and lanceolate slate points are the only
ground slate points illustrated by Stewart, though she does include on example from southeast
Vancouver Island which has small notches along the entire length of both edges (Stewart
1996:49).
It is noted that many of the slate points recovered from GbTo-13 and 54 are rounded, at
times so much so that this often obscures much or all evidence of manufacture. The reason for
this is unknown. The most plausible explanation for this type of wear is exposure on the beach
for some extended period of time resulting in water rolling. However, all these artifacts represent
material recovered in situ and are not beach finds (at least in their final deposition). It is possible
that they represent items recovered in precontact times from the intertidal zone and either reused
or retained.

Figure 152. Stemmed Slate Point DhRq-21 ( figure 10-62 from Patenaude 1985:175).
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Figure 153. Ground slate points, Prince Rupert Period II (figure 15 from MacDonald and
Inglis, 1981:51).
Unknown Function, Worked Fragments and Blanks
N = 24
GbTo-13
N = 05
GbTo-54
N = 19
A total of 24 artifacts were recovered with either unknown function, or are blanks and
worked fragments that do not fit into any other more specific category. This is a small but
diverse grouping of artifacts which has been roughly divided into two:
1. Miscellaneous shaped ground stone fragments with unknown function; and
2. Blanks, unshaped worked ground stone fragments or worked slate with unknown
function.
The first group includes four possible ground or pecked stone fragments that are all
broken but appear to have been fully shaped (see Figure 154). One (bottom row) was recovered
from GbTo-13 and three (top row) were recovered from GbTo-54. GbTo-13:529 rises up from
the rounded ‘base’ to a constricted neck with a round cross section which terminates at a break. It
is possible that this piece is the pecked handle of a stone maul or pestle.
The three remaining objects were recovered from GbTo-54 and all have a somewhat
semi-circular configuration. GbTo-54:448 is smooth on all surfaces with an obvious ridge on the
edge of one of the inner edges. It is broken at both ends. The remaining two, GbTo-2188 and
1376 are finished at one end and broken at the other. Both have a smooth surface on the dorsal
surface and lateral sides, but notably rougher on the ventral or inner portion of the curve. While
the latter has no obvious signs of working, the roughness of the inner curved surface is
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suggestive of pecking. While it is possible that GbTo-54:448 is a net weight or sinker, no
obvious function can be associated with GbTo-54:2188 and 1376.
The second group in this category consist of blanks, worked ground stone fragments and
worked slate with unknown function. All show minimal modification or manufacturing evidence.
The blanks consist primarily of flat slate sections. Two objects, GbTo-54:1398 and 3030 (see
Figure 155, bottom right) are curious pieces which have been clearly shaped but without any
known purpose. GbTo-54:1398 is a small, rectangular stone with four finely ground and polished
long faces. One end is convex, with a rough, slightly pecked surface. The other end, including a
portion of one face, is flaked and broken with some rough grinding. Though it has the look of a
celt fragment, it is too thick, wide and stubby to be one. It is manufactured from fine grained
basalt. A second, similar object is GbTo-54:3030. Possibly made from pipe stone, it has several
irregularly shaped and finely ground or polished faces or facets. Several of the edges are
somewhat broken, though it appears to be essentially intact and therefore its polyhedral shape is
perplexing. There are four primary facets, three of which are flat and one is considerably convex
which converge to a point. The cortex is ruddy-brown with a dark burgundy brown interior.
GbTo-54:1707 is a flat, finely ground green-grey stone originally thought to be a celt
fragment. It is roughly triangular in planar view. The finished surface has a slight convex
curvature and there is the slight remnant of a finished edge along one side. It has clear evidence
of manufacture on the dorsal face, with striae visible running obliquely across the face and
longitudinal striae visible on the remaining intact edge. However, there is also use wear polish
evident on the ventral, or ‘broken’ face, particularly along the sharp opposite edge which tapers
both longitudinal from the thick broken ‘end’ as well as transversely from the worked edge. This
thin, working edge also has a series of small flake scars extending down its length, none of
which show rounding or polish. It is possible that this is a large fragment accidentally removed
from a celt or other object and repurposed and extensively used after being detached.
The remaining 11 objects are ground stone fragments off larger objects with no
identifying morphological traits. Most of these are made of slate or fine grained basalt and could
represent fragments of celts, which are prone to flaked damage along the working edges. The
remaining fragments are similar flakes, likely lost during use.
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Figure 154. Ground and or pecked stone.

Figure 155. Ground slate blanks and
unknown function.

Discussion
Ground stone fragments are an expected by product of both manufacture and use. Ames
(2005:158, 160, 169) records over 100 unidentifiable ground stone objects for the harbour; five
tabular slate pieces, 45 fragments of worked slate, one slate manuport and 62 unidentifiable
ground and pecked objects. These were recovered from all sites and almost all AU and
components (Ames 2005:359-361).
Manuports
N = 19
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 04
N = 14

Several different types of manuports were recovered from GbTo-13 and GbTo-54.
Though none show evidence of manufacture, they are included as artifacts due to their in situ
context or evidence of use wear. Of these, 18 are lithic and one is coral.
A cache of eight small, similarly sized boiling stones were recovered from GbTo-54.
They range from round to ovoid or elliptical and are comprised of a variety of material, including
one conglomerate, though most appear to be metamorphic. Several have stress fractures, or very
small pot lid fracture scars, evidence of exposure to rapid heating or cooling. All are completely
unmodified and their designation as boiling stones is based on their recovery as a cluster found
next to a box hearth feature.
Two oval cobbles were recovered, one each from GbTo-13 and GbTo-54. Neither
indicates any evidence of modification; however, they are perfectly sized to function as hammer
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stones. Both were recovered from cultural layers and likely represent stones that were
deliberately transported to that location for potential future use.
Four stones (see Figure 156) recovered from GbTo-54 are small, irregular and misshapen
pebbles, considerably water worn, with natural perforations. Two are basalt, and one is vesicular
basalt. All the perforations are natural (likely originally gas bubbles in magma) and there is no
evidence of deliberate modification. Several have evidence of possible wear on the inside edges
of the central perforation suggesting that these were strung or suspended, perhaps being used as
expedient fishing weights. A further three naturally perforated pebbles were recovered from
GbTo-13. Smaller than those seen at GbTo-54, it is unlikely they are net weights and possible
represent expedient or opportunistic ornamentals, possibly pendants. As with the previous group
of pebbles, there is no evidence of manufacture but some slight use wear indicative of
suspension. One, GbTo-13:91, a flat disc, is also possibly made from pipestone.
The final manuport is GbTo-54:1951 (see Figure 157) a sizable piece of local grey coldwater coral, somewhat flattened and rectangular. While most of the surface consists of porous
material, two edges that meet approximately at right angles are solid. There is no evidence of
grinding, sectioning or other forms of modification or even use, but it does appear to be
considerably water rolled. Therefore, it is possible that it was deliberately shaped at some point.
Its purpose is unclear, though its position within the cultural deposit presupposes intentional
transport.

Figure 156. Naturally perforated pebbles with or without use wear.
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Figure 157. Cold water coral.
Discussion
Boiling stones are a basic non-modified tool used to boil water in flammable containers.
Several instances of clustered egg-shaped boiling stones adjacent to box hearths were found at
GbTo-54 (see description and discussion in ‘Features’). In this particular example, the stones are
of a particular diminutive size, as boiling stones are typically much larger (approximately 8 cm)
though in all likelihood they varied in size (Stewart 1996:58). However, these stones are similar
in size and shape to other examples of cached egg-shaped boiling stones found beside hearths in
the region (e.g., Coupland, et al. 2002:24).
Perforated stones or pebbles are not common on the northern Northwest Coast.
Generally, pebbles were worked only to enable suspension, and are assumed to have functioned
as parts for fishing gear, probably fish line or net sinkers (Drucker 1943:57). It is not surprising
that naturally occurring perforated stones would be opportunistically taken advantage of in a
similar capacity. No doubt, opportunistic use of small pebbles with natural perforations for
pendants or other ornamental items also occurred.
The recovery of cold water coral is interesting. It is assumed that this was a beach find
that was then transported to the site during its occupation. Cold water coral is typically found in
deep water, though it washes ashore. A small but identical type of coral, for example, was
recovered by one of the authors from another beach in the local area, the Rachel Islands, which
are located just west of the Prince Rupert harbour mouth. Whether any modification was
intended and to what end can only be speculated. Coral is not a material that is reported in the
ethnographic literature for any purpose.

Bone Artifacts
Points
N = 847
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Similar to the other numerous classes, when the time came to create final classifications
for analysis, there was an attempt to put ‘like with like’ and when it seemed useful, to create new
categories. The hope is that some of these categories will reflect functional, temporal, stylistic, or
socially relevant groupings. It was decided to split rather than lump as categories can be easily
grouped after-the-fact, but not so easily divided. With over 1000 points, including harpoons and
fixed barbed points, a plethora of types is almost inevitable. The spatial and temporal
distributions of the different sub-types were examined to see if any patterning emerged.
Bone points are divided into subclasses of points, bone rods, and harpoons.
Abrupt Tip/Square or Wedge Base Robust Point
N = 32
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 31
All except one of the 32 abrupt tip/square or wedge base points (Figure 158) were
recovered from GbTo-54. These points appear relatively uniform, with an average length of 60
mm, and range from 33 mm to 82 mm in length based on the 17 intact examples. These points
have an abrupt, robust tip, and a primarily lanceolate shaft body; though, there are several
examples, such as GbTo-54:3062 (Figure 158, top row, left), which have a slight foliate
configuration. The proximal end has either a squared or wedged base. The wedge bases are a
hafting element, likely designed to go into a ‘clothespin’ type split wooden shaft. Overall, they
are very similar to abrupt tip/socketed base points and possibly have related functions or uses.
Based on the average length of intact examples, breakage appears to consistently occur in the
proximal 1/3 portion of the shaft body. All fragments represent distal elements, as the tip shape is
a defining characteristic of this subtype. Many of the wedge base basal fragments may also have
belonged to this group (or others that also have wedge bases). Many of these points have a
ventral medullary cavity or groove, though there are several, such as GbTo-54:436 (Figure 158,
top row, 9th from left), which have been ground sufficiently on both surfaces so that no ventral
cavity is evident. All have a flattened shaft. While most also have an overall robust look, five are
more gracile as a result of a more narrowed shaft body; while the average width is 9.2 mm, these
five points average less than 2 cm in width. Generally, these five constitute some of the smaller
points in this group, averaging 70 mm long, though still measuring longer than the group average
which is 60 mm for these points. As with abrupt tip/socketed base points, this category has had a
higher investment of time and represents a “complex tool form” as per Ames (2005:149).
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Figure 158. Robust, abrupt tip points with square or wedge bases.
Abrupt Tip Bipoint
N = 10
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-37
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 08
A total of ten bipoints were recovered, with one intact example from GbTo-13, one from
GbTo-37, and eight primarily intact examples from GbTo-54. In all cases, except one, GbTo54:55, these have dull abrupt distal and proximal ends (Figure 159). They vary between (mostly)
robust and gracile. GbTo-54:55 is diamond shaped in planar view, with possible hafting marks
visible on the dorsal surface between one end and the mid-section. All but one bipoints, GbTo54:385, which is sea mammal, are manufactured from terrestrial mammal.
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Figure 159. Abrupt tip bipoints.
Discussion
A total of 17 bipoints are previously recorded for the harbour. Ames (2005:132) records
14 bipoints. Described as having a circular cross-section and biconvex to straight body, they
were recovered from five sites: GbTo-23 Garden Island, GbTo-18 Dodge Island, GbTo-31
Boardwalk, GbTo-34 Kitandach and GcTo-1 K’nu, though more than half originate from GbTo31. A further two bipoints were recovered at GcTo-6 McNicholl Creek (Coupland 1999:66) and
one from House D at GbTo-77 (Coupland, et al. 2006:41). Their recovery may be influenced by
breakage, as their identification is dependent upon being recovered essentially intact. However,
Ames notes that assemblage size does not influence their distribution, as exemplified by GbTo31 where Area D AU2 produced almost half of bipoints for the site and a quarter of all bipoints
recovered in the harbour. With the recovery of a further ten bipoints from Kaien Siding, eight (or
approximately 30% of the updated harbour total; identical or similar to the number recovered at
GbTo-31) of which originate from GbTo-54, this distribution has now shifted dramatically. They
are predominantly comprised of terrestrial mammal bone and, based on their ethnographic
association with armed composite harpoons and herring rakes (Ames 2005:132; Stewart
1996:111). Ames suggests that they were used exclusively in the shallows of Metlakatla Pass and
Dodge Cove, a conclusion somewhat supported by the subsequent findings by Coupland et al. as
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GbTo-77 is located within Metlakatla Pass and GcTo-6 is located within a shallow embayment.
Ames also associates them closely with sea otters and argues that bipoints were employed in
their harvest from the extensive harbour kelp beds. However, with their recovery from GbTo-13,
37 and 54, which are located adjacent to deep water, this conclusion may no longer be strongly
supported. Also, there were no toggling harpoon valves found in the very large artifact
assemblages at Kaien Siding, and the rather blunted form of these bipoints makes them
unsuitable for herring rakes. A completely different function is possible.
On the Salish Sea and the north and west coasts of Vancouver Island, bone bipoints are
often ubiquitous in late assemblages (e.g., Matson and Coupland 1995; McMillan 1999; Mitchell
1971; Mitchell 1990 356-358). Their rare appearance at Kaien Siding, and in the harbour
generally, is a marked contrast with assemblages to the south.
Abrupt Tip/Socketed Base Waisted
N = 28
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 05
N = 23

This group of points is comprised of robust terrestrial mammal bone points which have a
short, abrupt tip and a socketed base often in conjunction with a waisted, ‘pinched’, or recurved
shaft just above the hafting base (Figure 160). Eleven are considered complete. Based upon the
complete examples, nine are relatively uniform, with an average length 64 mm within a range of
52 to 77 mm long. Two examples, GbTo-54:2600 and 1692 (Figure 160, top row, 1st and 3rd
from left), are well outside this range with the longer of the two measuring almost twice as long
as the average. Among the broken examples there is approximately an even number of proximal
and distal fragments. The breakage on all but one example is toward the proximal end, most
often just above the socketed base. The only exception to this is GbTo-1699 (Figure 160, bottom
row, 6th from right) which has a distal break, somewhat below the tip.
As a group, this is a well fashioned point style, with considerable investment in time. The
short, abrupt configuration provides the rounded, dull tip with considerable strength, and the
breakage pattern shows breakage occurs primarily toward the base. The socketed base appears to
be intended for use with a pointed foreshaft or shaft.
The shaft body profile for this point type varies. Most are lanceolate, with a parallel body.
Several, such as GbTo-54:315 and 1802 (Figure 160, top row, far right and bottom row, 5th from
right), have a notable intentional recurve, with the shaft flaring just above the socket. A further
three points have dorsal transverse incising with a raised bone ‘ridge’ just above the base. GbTo54:1802 is the best example of this, and suggests an additional functional hafting to secure the
point. Ten of these points have a foliate body, with a ‘pinched’ or waisted area just above the
socketed base. Both the socketing and the waisting are assumed to be a functional characteristic
facilitating hafting or attachment of the point. GbTo-54:1692, though slightly more gracile, is
one of the best examples of this. GbTo-54:1735 (refitted) appears to be a possible preform based
on the roughly ‘cut’ dorsal surface and gouged ventral surface (Figure 160, bottom row, 4th from
right).
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Discussion
These points are very similar to the Abrupt Tip Square or Wedge Base points recovered
from GbTo-54 but with a completely different hafting scheme. It is possible that this reflects
similar functionality. In his discussion of Prince Rupert Harbour artifacts, Ames identifies
socketed points as a discrete category with 66 examples represented in local assemblages. He
describes them as “objects with a pointed tip and a hafting bed (half a socket)” manufactured
primarily from terrestrial mammal bone (Ames 2005:149). As a type, socketed bone points Ames
considered to be relatively rare with ten or less recovered from most sites and AUs. Unlike other
points, their distribution and numbers are not related to assemblage size (Ames 2005:149). As
seen in the examples recovered from GbTo-13 and GbTo-54, Ames (2005:149) considers these
as one of “the most fully worked bone artifacts, with grinding, abrasion, polishing and carving”,
producing a “complex tool form”. There is one exception to the recovery rate noted by Ames:
GcTo-1 K’Nu produced 19 socketed points. Though no dates are given for the site as a whole or
the material recovered from it, a proto-historic house was excavated in 1970 and it is probable
that these points originate from this excavation, although there are earlier materials at the site as
well. These, therefore, may date to the proto-historic portion of the Late Pacific Period (Ames
2005:99,149). Temporally and spatially, socketed points appear though out the harbour and are
considered present in both Middle and Late Pacific Period harbour components, though they
appear more numerous in recent occupations (MacDonald and Inglis 1980-81). In contrast to
Ames’ findings, more current harbour excavations by Coupland et al. (including extensive
excavations at GcTo-6 McNichol Creek) did not note recovery of either abrupt tip points or any
type of socketed point.
Elsewhere, socketed points have been noted at Namu on the central coast. Four were
recovered from ElSx-3 and are included in Bone Projectile Heads, a broad category which
includes such artifacts as toggle valves. Three examples mirror those recovered from GbTo-13
and GbTo-54, and are dated from 1860 BP to contact (Luebbers 1978:56-57).
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Figure 160. Abrupt tip, socketed base, waisted points.
All-Curved
N = 21
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 06
N = 10

All-curved bone points (Figure 161) demonstrate a longitudinal curvature that does not
present on the planar view and therefore these are not considered asymmetrical. Though there is
some variation in size, generally they are a large, robust point manufactured from both terrestrial
and sea mammal bone. GbTo-13:98 (Figure 161, top row, left) is intact and, at 149 mm long, the
largest of the points is made from a large terrestrial mammal long bone. The curvature is limited
to the base. Notable attention has been given to shaping this artifact, and the lateral edges and
distal tip have been well finished, though there is some post-depositional surface damage along
one lateral edge and the tip. The dorsal surface does not show any evidence of grinding, and
there is a slight sheen suggestive of surface polish. The ventral surface is only ground on the
distal 1/3 of the point and the remaining surface retains the original endosteum of the medullary
cavity. GbTo-54:2527 (Figure 161, top row, 2nd from left) is a less robust and not quite complete
all-curved point with a squared off proximal end and a broken distal end. The curvature, as with
the previous example, is primarily in the base. Measuring 119 mm long, it is the second longest
point in this group, and has a flattened cross-section. Grinding is predominately on the ventral
and lateral surfaces. Many of the remaining points are fragmentary, but all display the noticeable
curvature in the long axis. The curvature is clearly intentional, but the function is unclear. They
may be self-armed points designed to toggle, but are not typical valves as seen elsewhere on the
coast.
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The final two points in this group are notably different. Though they have longitudinal
curvature, they have a wide ventral ‘groove’ and flared, triangular edges reminiscent of ‘wings’
on either side. While GbTo-54:274 (Figure 161, middle row, far right) is quite eroded, GbTo54:2747 (Figure 161, bottom row, 4th from left) is in much better condition, with a slightly
flattened sharp tip and a blunt base. They appear somewhat similar to toggle valves and may
have been part of a similar composite tool type.
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Figure 161. All-curved points.
Bone Ridged Robust Splinters
N = 25
GbTo-13
N =03
GbTo-54
N = 22
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These are robust bone points, distinguished by a longitudinal medial dorsal ridge and a
flat or channeled ventral surface, giving them a predominantly triangular cross-section (Figure
162). Most have a robust, dull or rounded tip, though several, such as GbTo-54:103 and 348 have
a sharp tip. Use wear polish evident on the latter suggests that these points may have been reused
and, possibly, even re-sharpened. The proximal end where present is consistently a wedge base.
Unfortunately, there are no intact examples and it is difficult to determine an average length;
however, based on the fragments, it can be assumed that they were typically on the longer side as
more than half of the fragments are longer than 60 mm, with the longest example, GbTo-13:624,
measuring more than twice this length despite being broken both ends. On the whole, this is a
heavily worked category, demonstrating investment in time as all areas of the point show
grinding, incising, cutting or shaping. GbTo-54:3239 shows evidence of a possible ‘V’ notch cut
into the right lateral edge just above the proximal break.
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Figure 162. Robust bone splinter points with ridges.
Flat Robust Points
GbTo-54
N = 10
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All ten flat robust bone points were recovered from GbTo-54. All have broken tips and
bases, with long shaft and proximal tip sections. They are heavily ground to a predominantly flat
profile, with a round to ovoid tip cross-section and eight have a rectangular shaft cross-section,
the other two being bifacially ground to a sharp edge (Figure 163). In most examples, there is the
remnant of a medullary cavity on the ventral surface. While most points in this category are
missing substantial portions of the tip, two, GbTo-54:1097 and 1534, are almost complete
distally with several longitudinal flake scars visibly radiating downward apparently from endshock. None of the points have any portion of haft or base remnant and therefore it unknown
how the proximal ends were finished. Point finishing is uniformly well executed, with grinding
consistently evident on all surfaces, indicating that there was a notable level of attention and time
invested in their manufacture. GbTo-54:2166 is the only exception as the ventral surface shows
rough cut or whittle/shaving marks, with the only grinding visible on one lateral squared edge
and the distal dorsal surface. It is possible that this was an unfinished point that had no yet
completed the manufacturing process.

Figure 163. Distal ends of flat, robust bone points.
Flattened Tip Bone Point, Broken
GbTo-54
N = 10
A total of ten broken flattened bone point tips were recovered, all from GbTo-54. These
are similar to the larger flat robust bone points, though shorter, and could also be small fragments
of ‘all-curved’ points. Unlike the robust points, these do not show quite the same bulk at the tip
and would not be considered, as a group, as robust. All have missing tips (Figure 164), indicating
a similar breakage pattern seen on flat robust points. They have a predominantly flat, rectangular
shaft body cross-section with some evidence of the medullary cavity on the ventral surface.
Three have a somewhat rhomboidal cross-section, though greatly flattened. As seen on flat
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robust points, these points have sharpened lateral edges, while the other points have squared or
rounded lateral edges. Their short length precludes any determination of midshaft or basal
properties; however, as these tips are triangular in planar view, widening proximally, it is
assumed that these points likely represent points that were substantially long.

Figure 164. Flattened tip bone points, all of which are missing their tips.
Flat Foliate and Lanceolate Points: with or without Backing Facets
N = 43
GbTo-13
N = 04
GbTo-54
N = 39
All of the bone points in this group have noticeably flat cross-sections, with some
showing evidence of backing facets (Figure 165). Most are well constructed, with considerable
finishing detail. All sides have evidence of cutting or incising and considerable grinding. Of
these, 42 are foliate and one is lanceolate in planar view. Most are also primarily intact, though
there are five distal and one proximal fragment. There may be two general size categories. Most
of the flat foliates are between 44 mm and 88 mm long and average 64 mm long. There are
another five foliate points, such as GbTo-54:115 and 1600, which are notably shorter; averaging
35 mm long.
Proximal ends have predominantly wedged bases, except for GbTo-54:579 and GbTo13:149 which have a squared off bases. Two bases, on GbTo-54:926 and 2460, have been both
obliquely incised and snapped. GbTo-54:926 is unusual as it has a robust tip that appears also to
have been incised on the dorsal side and then ground flat. This makes it uncertain as to which
end is proximal and which distal; however, the thickness of the ‘tip’ and the thinning to a wedge
of the ‘base’ support our interpretation. It is unknown what purpose the ground distal end served
and whether it was ground deliberately or resulted through use wear. Other intact distal ends
have tips that vary from robust dull to flat sharp. In most cases, the tips have a flat or slightly
ovoid cross-section. There are several exceptions. In all cases, these are ground flat on the body,
with bilaterally bevelling continuing down the lateral edges to the haft, creating sharp edges
along the entire length of the body terminating at the body-haft junction. GbTo-54:3051 (Figure
170, 2nd from right) is a curious complete flat foliate point with a small, perfectly circular notch
on the left lateral side, just below the tip. It does not appear to be biconically drilled. The purpose
of this circular notch is unclear; however, similar notches have been noted in ethnographic
Southern Tlingit bone projectile points where the notches functioned as a type of small barb
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(Drucker 1943:39-40). An exception to the planar foliate configuration is GbTo-54:1658, which
is a robust lanceolate flat point with backing facets on a wedge base. Broken at the distal end, it
may also have a slightly waisted body just above the haft.
As a group, these flat points show considerable effort of labour. Several have bilateral
backing facets and one has a possibly a set of bilateral notches just above the body-haft interface,
though this could also be use wear or post depositional damage. The point has been ground along
the dorsal and ventral lateral edges, creating a wide bevelled surface providing a sharp edge on
both edges. A similarly constructed point is GbTo-54:2903, which is ground completely flat on
the ventral surface with bevelled lateral edges on the dorsal surface. The base has bilateral
backing facets to resist wear in the haft. The form suggests that these were used as projectile
points. Several of the points, such as GbTo-54:579 and 1522, are very robust with notable
grinding along the entire length of both lateral edges to ‘square’ them off to the ventral and
dorsal surfaces.

Figure 165. Flat foliate points, some with backing facets.
Hollow Shaft Waisted Points
N = 09
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 08
This is an unusual group of points characterized by a wedge base and squared proximal
shaft (Figure 166). Six out of the total of nine examples recovered have a hollow tip, created by
centering the point on a long bone medullary cavity. In most cases, this cavity extends only
partially down the shaft; only GbTo-54:1679 (Figure 166) is hollow down the entire length of the
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point. It is also the longest of this type, though most have some breakage on either or both distal
and proximal ends. Seven are made from terrestrial mammal bone. The one made from bird bone
has a larger hollow center and a long ground tip, opening up the hollow cavity along one side.
On all, the shaft cross section changes to round from the mid-shaft to the distal tip. There is some
waisting or ‘pinching’ on the proximal shaft. It is also unclear what, if any, purpose or function
the hollow tip had.
These points are somewhat similar to other waisted points: Abrupt Tip with Wedge or
Socketed Base. In all cases, the waisting is assumed to facilitate hafting. Though these are
similarly robust in overall configuration, there are several differences and therefore it is unclear
if these hollow shaft points served similar functions as other waisted points. It is also unclear if
the hollow shaft is functionally important and the result of design, or a by-product of faunal
element choice.
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Figure 166. Waisted hollow points (GbTo-54:1679 is on the left).
Long Gracile Square-based Splinters
N = 30
GbTo-13
N = 05
GbTo-54
N = 25
There are 30 well formed, long gracile splinter points. Only six can be considered
complete. The four longest of these, GbTo-54:1326, 2416, 3134 and GbTo-13:192 average 156
mm in length (Figure 167, 2nd, 4th, 1st and 3rd from left). A further two are notably shorter,
averaging 92 mm long. In most cases, the fragments in this category are distal elements, with 12
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having tips and eight having bases. Two are medial fragments. Tips range from flat to round
sharp, with most conforming to the latter configuration. Bases are squared, with most retaining
some anatomical articular remnant that has been either ground flat or slightly concave. Many
also demonstrate some ventral channelling, retaining some remnant of the medullary cavity,
though the shafts have an overall flat, lanceolate shape. There is considerable grinding and
cutting evident. On the whole they are also well fashioned, though several, such as GbTo54:3120 have less attention to final finishing of lateral edges. Others, such as GbTo-13:197 and
GbTo-13:623 (Figure 167, 5th and 6th from left), have surface polish evident, particularly on the
proximal ends. These are all manufactured from terrestrial mammal long bones.
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Figure 167. Long gracile splinter points with square bases.
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Medial Incised
N = 15
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 13
This is a small and unusual, but also diverse group of robust bone points all with a
longitudinally incised line or groove on the dorsal or ventral midline (Figure 168). The medial,
typically deeply incised line appears to run the entire length of the point. It is unknown what
function, if any, this line served, but it is usually located on the ventral surface giving this side of
the point a somewhat ‘coffee bean’ appearance. As these seem otherwise expedient, it is possible
that the groove represents an incomplete sectioning incision that was abandoned before the point
was ‘salvaged’. Only one represents an essentially intact example, while the remainder include
three proximal ends, six medial sections and five distal ends. Eleven are manufactured from
terrestrial mammal bone and three from antler. GbTo-54:3207 is a sea otter baculum which may
have a distally drilled hole, but bone erosion makes this unclear. The proximal end of this object
is broken and the medial incised line is on the flat, ground ventral surface.
The mid-shaft cross-section for this group varies from flattened to round, with an overall
lanceolate planar shape. The average width is 9 mm, and the average thickness is 5 mm. Only
GbTo-54:1222 (Figure 169, 2nd from left) appears to have a shallowly incised line on the dorsal
surface. All four points with intact proximal ends have wedge bases and it is likely that this was
how these points typically terminated and indicates a split ‘clothespin’ projectile shaft or
foreshaft. The short distal, medial and proximal sections and the one complete medial incised
point, measuring only just under 50 mm long, suggest that these are not typically particularly
long. It appears that all surfaces have some form of modification or evidence of manufacture,
though not particularly well executed and, consequently, they are expedient in nature.
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Figure 168. Medial incised bone points.
Miniature: Flat Tip
N = 30
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 29
Thirty miniature flat tipped bone points were recovered, all but one from GbTo-54, and
all are distal fragments (Figure 169). Nine, or 30% of these, are manufactured from bird bone,
while the remainder are from terrestrial mammal bone. Most examples are heavily ground on
both dorsal and ventral surfaces. Overall shape is predominantly lanceolate, though two made
from bird bone, GbTo-54:2249 and 2446 (Figure 169, bottom row, 6th from left), are clearly
foliate. GbTo-54:2249 also has a sizable ‘notch’ on the right lateral edge. This appears initially
to be a natural break; however, upon closer inspection it is apparent that the dorsal edge of this
notch is smooth and has surface polish. This is not evident on the other lateral edge, suggesting
an intentional notch for possible hafting purposes. The bird bone points are also atypical in that
they all have retained a transverse curvature, whereas most of the other examples in this group
are flat in cross-section down the shaft from the tip. Widths range from 3 mm to 9 mm, though
most (23) cluster between 4 mm and 7 mm wide. Thicknesses range from 1.5 mm to 4.4 mm.
Nevertheless, it is clear that they all share a predominantly narrow planar profile, with a general
flat cross-section, especially at the tip. They are also all very small and gracile – perhaps
representing arrow points. How these points typically terminated at the base is unknown.
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Figure 169. Miniature flat tip bone points.
Notched: Unilateral and Bilateral
GbTo-54
N = 12
At GbTo-54, 12 bone points are unilaterally or bilaterally notched. Notching and
shouldering is an unusual point attribute as few terrestrial mammal or bird bone points recovered
from GbTo-54 and none from GbTo-13 have these attributes. As well, the notching is unique in
each situation. This suggests that these points may represent a variety of functional expressions.
Of the 12 notched terrestrial mammal points, six are unilaterally notched, another six are
bilaterally notched, and one is bilaterally shouldered (see Table 13). Two examples, GbTo54:1082 and 1354 and 1082 (Figure 170, 2nd and 5th from left) could be re-classified with the
stemmed points as they share some strong similarities.
Of the six unilaterally notched points, it is possible that several were originally bilaterally
notched but, due to breakage, evidence of notches on the corresponding edge is gone. GbTo54:803 and 1414 (Figure 170, 1st and 6th from left) are fragmentary points, with a broken shaft
above the notch as well as longitudinally removing one lateral edge. This point also has a partial
base remnant, indicating a square base and foliate point in planar view. The notch of the former
point is a shallowly ground indentation while the latter has a deeper V cut into its edge. GbTo54:1414 is very similar to a complete ulna awl with multiple V-notches recovered in Victoria
(Eldridge, et al. 2014). GbTo-54:2419 is the remnant of a distal point with two shallow notches
cut into the right lateral edge. As the other edge is fragmented due to breakage, it is not known if
there were corresponding notches on the other edge. GbTo-54:1038 has a single notch positioned
obliquely on one side and while there is some breakage on the opposing lateral edge, it is
minimal with no indication of a second notch. The last unilaterally notched point is GbTo54:1269, a proximal section with a wedge base and a long haft with the remnant of a small notch
or even possibly a barb on the left lateral side. As this side is broken, the finishing at this section
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of the point is unclear. The opposite edge is well ground to a square finish. There are a series of
curved parallel lines arcing up across the dorsal surface from one lateral edge to the other. In
addition to this, there are a series of equidistant lines incised transversely on one lateral edge
above which is the notch break (Figure 170, bottom right). It is possible that the incised lines are
decorative or could represent one of several examples of maker’s marks evident in the bone
assemblage. The artifact may, in fact, be a bone harpoon remnant.
There are a range of notches within the six bilaterally notched points. GbTo-54:1353 and
1479 (Figure 170, 4th from right) are unusual, with several shallow, bilaterally ground
undulations on the proximal end. The cross-section transitions from a flat proximal end, with a
dull base, to the transverse minimally ground convex dorsal surface and a longitudinal ventral
groove that has been ground flat along both edges. GbTo-54:1479 is also well ground but on
both dorsal and ventral surfaces producing a flattened rectangular cross-section with slight
longitudinal curvature. The dull, flat proximal surface extends to three slight bilaterally ground
undulations which transition to a flared broken shaft. It is possible that these slight notches
served to enable hafting or even suspension, similar to the waisting seen on other, more robust
bone points though their ephemeral nature makes the latter less likely. One point, GbTo-54:1603,
has two concentric bilateral notches, one more shallowly ground than the other, situated just
above the base. The final two points, GbTo-54:1351 and 1354 (Figure 170, 4th and 5th from left),
are broken or possibly even deliberately snapped at the notches, and it is impossible to know if
the notches represent concentric or U notching, shouldering and even a possible stemmed point
(GbTo-54:1351). It is also conceivable that these two points represent one individual as they
were recovered in the same area. They also represent distal and proximal fragments, as well as
exhibiting similar manufacturing and finishing, in addition to comparable color and polish. It is
quite possible, therefore, that they represent a single point with unique, centrally situated
bilateral notches. Though this would place the notches in an unusual position, it is clear from
GbTo-54:3051 that point notches were placed in a variety of places.
The final point in this category is GbTo-54:1082 (Figure 170, 2nd from left), which has
wide, symmetrical shoulders above a wedge base with a triangular cross-section and a prominent
dorsal ridge. The blades were bifacially ground to sharp edges. The shoulder notches are by
contrast dull, and the stem must have been quite narrow. A 13th point, classified with the flat
foliate wedge based points and discussed in more detail there, GbTo-54:3051 (Figure 170, 2nd
from right), has a single, circular notch located 0.47 mm down from the tip on the left side. This
is the only point with a notch located in the tip section of the point.
Many of these notched points are similar to fixed bone (or horn) projectile points
illustrated by Drucker (1943:40). They are described as having a “sharp tip, more or less
symmetrical outline, and base modified for mounting or hafting” (Drucker 1943:39). The notches
are considered to function as barbs and are highly variable. There is also an acknowledgement
that some types are northern variants, particularly type AII a south Tlingit barbed point with
unilateral concentric notches, some of which are located just below the tip, as found on GbTo54:3051 (Drucker 1943:40). The V-notches on some of these bone points are very similar to the
notches found on ground slate harpoon blades GbTo-13:446 (Figure 143) and GbTo-54:347. The
rounded notches and open notches forming sinuous sides also have similarities to ground slate
points GbTo-54:2751 (Figure 142, third from left) and perhaps 1550 (see descriptions in
“Ground Slate Points”).
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Figure 170. Unilaterally and bilaterally notched, shouldered, and stemmed points.
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Table 13. Bone Point Notching and Shouldering
Point

Unilateral

GbTo-54:803
GbTo-54:1038
GbTo-54:1082
GbTo-54:1269
GbTo-54:1347
GbTo-54:1351
GbTo-54:1353
GbTo-54:1354
GbTo-54:1414
GbTo-54:1479
GbTo-54:1603
GbTo-54:2419
GbTo-54:3051
Total

X
X

Bilateral

Oblique

Shouldered

Ushaped

Shallow
notch

notched

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X?

X?
X

X?

X?

X

X
X
X

X
X
6

V-

X
X
X

7

1

3

X
4*

3

2

Bone ‘Pegs’ or ‘Nibs’
GbTo-54
N = 11
This is a group of short, stubby ground tips with primarily round shaft cross-sections and
a variety of bases, informally known as bone ‘pegs’ or ‘nibs’ (Figure 171). All 11 were
recovered from GbTo-54. Because of their diminutive size, it is problematic to consider them
points as they may represent a variety of possible objects, including decorative items. However,
they are included here as the most appropriate ‘fit’.
Two of these points are flat and upon initial inspection appear like broken flat tip points;
however, upon closer look it is evident that they have been incised or cut and then snapped off,
intentionally reducing them to their diminutive size. The remaining nine points in this category
are conical, with a variety of base finishes. Two have square cut and ground bases. GbTo-54:576
is cut and ground at right angles to the longitudinal axis, with a deep longitudinal notch cut offcentered into the base. This piece may be manufactured from antler. GbTo-54:750 is squared off
with the base ground at an angle 45⁰ to the right axis. Both of these pegs are very well finished,
with slight longitudinal faceting culminating in a sharp tip. There is uniform surface polish over
all sides. These two objects are almost identical in size, with the latter approximately 3mm
longer but only 0.08 mm wider. Three more pegs, GbTo-54:1300, 1505 and 2629 (Figure 171),
are also well ground with surface polish, but the tips are much more rounded or dulled and the
bases are not squared. Instead, they are tapered, giving the points a bipointed appearance. GbTo54:2629 has a small squared off portion on the base, while GbTo-54:1505 also is squared on the
very end, with a noticeable wedge ground up along one side. These pegs average 21 mm long
and therefore are slightly shorter than the previous two. The remaining four pegs are notably less
well finished and only one, GbTo-54:3200, shows surface polish. They average 24 mm long, and
have the widest range of lengths, measuring from 17 mm to 33 mm long. GbTo-54:334 and 3200
have round cross-sections while GbTo-54:1876 and 2096 (Figure 171) are slightly flattened.
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Materials for this sub-group consist of antler, terrestrial and sea mammal. The tips for these are
blunt or rounded, except for GbTo-54:3200 which has been ground flat. GbTo-54:1876 has a
slight notch in one lateral edge slightly below the tip which is reminiscent of a concentric tip
notch seen in a unilaterally barbed point, GbTo-54:3051 (Figure 170, 2nd from right).
This group is distinctive in that all bone pegs appear to have been cut or sawn and then
snapped off. This may be necessary due to their diminutive size; being manufactured first as a
longer point and once finished, snapped or cut off to complete the sizing process. While most of
the bases are left ‘rough’, several are finely finished. A similar point, not included here, is GbTo54:356, a sea mammal tip, which shows possible sawing or cutting on one side. However, it is
not clear if it was cut and then deliberately snapped as the others in this category and, therefore,
has been classified as a broken distal end of a sea mammal bone rod. It is also important to note
that there are five instances of cut and snapped off bases. These, however, have flat crosssections and do not appear related to bone pegs.
The purpose or function of these small bone peg points is unknown. While they could be
part of some type of composite tool, their diminutive nature hints at a possible decorative
function. Speculation includes mask teeth. However, this does not explain the basal or proximal
notching and without further information they cannot be classified as ornamental. Five bone pegs
or ‘plugs’ were recovered from GbTo-33 Lachane/Co-op. However, they are described as “short,
broad pegs…similar to a large cork” approximately 40 to 170 mm long, 10 to 40 mm wide and
10 to 30 mm thick (Ames 2005:139). This makes them much larger than the average 5.8 mm
wide 4.4 mm thick bone pegs described for GbTo-54, but also of a completely different
configuration.
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Figure 171. Four of the bone pegs or nibs (from left: GbTo-54:2096, 1300, 2629, and 1505).
Pencils
N = 45
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 05
N = 40

This group of long bone points is characterized as a slender point with a partly to fully
ground long shaft square in cross-section; bases are wedged and tip cross-sections are rounded or
triangular and sharp (Figure 172). A total of 45 fragments fitting most of these characteristics
were recovered. Out of the 40 found at GbTo-54, only one, GbTo-54:2992, is complete (Figure
172, 2nd from left). This point is well ground on all surfaces, with heavy grinding evident
particularly on the distal half suggesting that it may have been ground multiple times to
resharpen the tip. Below the tip, the shaft has a round cross-section for 1/3 the total length, which
then transitions quickly into a squared cross-section with a wedged proximal end. There is a
slight waisting 2/3 from the proximal end. The entire point has surface polish, though this is
more extensive on the distal half.
The remaining fragments are comprised of 15 tips, six bases and 18 medial sections. Only
tips were recovered from GbTo-13. While the fragments on the whole suggest that this was
typically a long point, as the longest fragment is over 136 mm long, there is one very small
example, GbTo-54:1850, which is just 53.24 mm long. The wedge base is somewhat foliate,
rising up a narrowing squared shaft. The break is just below the tip so it is unlikely that it was
much longer making it less than half the length of GbTo-54:2992. The tips of several, such as
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GbTo-54:1323 and GbTo-13:535 (Figure 172, top row, 4th from left and 5th from right), have
clear evidence of use-wear rounding and these may have also functioned as awls. The majority of
point tips have some evidence of breakage or use wear flaking. The average width and thickness
are 6.36 mm and 4.42 mm, ranging from 9.14 mm for the widest and 3.79 mm wide and 3.85
mm thick for the narrowest. Not all fragments show the same level of fine finishing. Most
common is unground ventral surface with exposed cancellous bone on proximal shaft elements.
These bone points are reminiscent of slate pencils, which are described as “rods or
pencils of ground slate which have sometimes been ground to a blunt point (and) look like big
pencils. Slate pencils are substantially more robust, with an average thickness of 11 mm and
width of 25 mm” (Ames 2005:159). Many of these were also recovered at GbTo-13 and 54. They
are clearly expeditious, with minimal grinding of the ends of what is probably naturally
splintered slate. The bone examples are generally similar in construction, made from long bone
splinters. It is unclear if these two types are functionally related. Bone pencils are not specifically
noted in any other harbour excavation assemblages. There is also one possible example of a
pencil preform. GbTo-54:1680/1681 is a long sectioned piece of terrestrial mammal bone that is
long and narrow, with a triangular cross section. There are longitudinal sectioning or incising
marks along the edges with some superficial grinding evident on the dorsal surface. One end is
flattened, presumably the base, though there has been no shaping to what is assumed the distal
end, which narrows and then flares outward. It has been classified as a sectioned mammal blank.

Figure 172. Pencil long bone points.
Small Flat Foliate Points
GbTo-54
N = 11
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A total of 11 small flat, foliate bone points were recovered from GbTo-54. All except
one, GbTo-54:115 which is manufactured from bird bone, is terrestrial mammal bone. In almost
all cases these points are defined by sharp beveled lateral edges and a plano-convex overall
shape (Figure 173). There is notable variation in overall presentation with several thin, gracile
points, such as GbTo-54:115 and 1178; while others, such as GbTo-54:122, 342, and 2287, are
quite robust. All of these points are broken proximally and therefore little is known of their
proximal configuration; whether they had stems or hafts, and the type of base, although several
are complete enough to assume an overall foliate shape.
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Figure 173. Flat foliate bone points.
Snapped Bases
GbTo-54
N = 04
Four bone point bases recovered at GbTo-54 indicate that they were deliberately cut or
scored and then snapped off. All are lanceolate in planar view. Two, GbTo-54:320 and 3074,
have square bases; one, GbTo-54:1062, a wedge base; and the last, GbTo-54:63, an anatomical
base (Figure 174). Three of the short, broad bases, GbTo-54:320, 1062, and 3074, have evidence
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of scoring; particularly GbTo-54:3074 which also has possible notching on both distal ventral
lateral edges. On the dorsal surface, multiple parallel incised transverse lines are clearly apparent
just below the distal break. GbTo-54:1062 has unilaterally beveled lateral sides, whereas GbTo54: is somewhat rounded on one edge. GbTo-54:63 is unlike the other three in that it is
bilaterally shouldered with a central ‘post’ which appears to have been snapped. One lateral edge
has been ground square whereas the other edge is an unmodified longitudinal break. It is
somewhat reminiscent of GbTo-54:1354, a bilaterally notched/shouldered base. However, GbTo54:63 is almost half the width and it is doubtful that the snapped off portion would have provided
enough material for an effective point tip. It is unclear what function these snapped off bases
had; it is possible that they represent debitage or waste material from manufacturing, though they
appear to have a considerable amount of finishing. It is more likely that they were the waste
product of point refurbishing, where a finished point was repurposed into another object.

Figure 174. Bone points with deliberately snapped off bases.
Stemmed Points with or without Backing Facets
GbTo-54
N = 05
Five points with contracting stems and backing facets were recovered, all from GbTo-54.
One of these points has a parallel stem and four have contracting stems (Figure 175). This is a
diverse group of points with a variety of morphological stem expressions. Two are essentially
complete, though only GbTo-54:3129 is devoid of any breakage. Three of these points, GbTo54:1181, 1348 and 1516 all have stems with rectangular to ovoid cross-sections and a foliate
shaft body and tip. GbTo-54:1348 and 3129 both have triangular tip cross-sections, whereas
GbTo-54:1181 and 1516 have rectangular to ovoid tip cross-section. Three of these points,
GbTo-54:1181, 1348, and 3129 have lateral edges that either transition from round to sharp
beveled lateral edges or, as seen with GbTo-54:3129, are entirely beveled with sharply ground
edges. Though these three points share similar morphological traits, they appear dramatically
different when place side-by-side due to differences in size, robustness, and general differences
in feature expression. Different from the previous three, GbTo-54:1516 is a long, narrow shaped
point with a rectangular shaft body cross-section, square lateral edges and a slightly contracting
long stem terminating in a wedge base. Consisting of three refitted fragments, the tip is broken
but consists of a rounded cross-section. The final point in this category is GbTo-54:2230, a long
contracting stemmed, possibly foliate, point, with bilateral backing facets and wedge base. Not
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enough remains of the shaft body or tip to determine lateral edge profiles. As noted, two points
terminate in wedge bases, however, GbTo-54:1181 and 3129 both have small, square bases. All
of these points are manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone and at least three, GbTo-54:1181,
1348, and 1516, can be considered relatively robust.
It is unclear what similar artifacts may have been recovered previously from Prince
Rupert assemblages. Ames (2005:147) combines a very wide variety of points into a single class
“hafted point” with 1253 examples. These include both barbed and unbarbed points, and both
worked and unworked bases: “Hafts are parallel, expanding, contracting, and ventral bevels”.
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Figure 175. Stemmed bone points, some with backing facets (GbTo-54:3129, 1348, 2230,
1181, 1516).
Bone Harpoons and Rods
N = 60
GbTo-13
N = 11
GbTo-54
N = 49
This large group consist of primarily harpoons in a variety of configurations of barbs and
line retrieval systems, but also include at least two barbed fixed points. The base, or proximal,
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portion is missing, making a determination of the most detailed typological style impossible for
the majority of these points.
Bilaterally barbed harpoon
N = 03
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 02
Just one harpoon, GbTo-54:2657 (Figure 176, second from right bottom row) is clearly
bilaterally barbed. Representing a distal harpoon fragment, it has a long tip with a large barb on
one side and slightly smaller barbs located at the opposite edge, asymmetrically aligned; the
break is located just below the third smaller barb. It is unclear if there were any further barbs on
either side. It is manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone and shows considerable attention to
finishing as the barbs are cleanly cut and the surfaces ground to a slight polish. It was found in
the oldest part of the site.
A unique object, GbTo-13:146 (Figure 176, far right bottom row), may be the base of a
large harpoon with deep line guard notches. The symmetry evidenced by this artifact suggests
that it would be most likely to be bilaterally barbed; but it may be some entirely different type of
artifact.
The final harpoon in this group, GbTo-54:699 (see Figure 177) is a narrow, parallel
section of bone with a series of v-notches evenly placed on either edge. The designation of this
as a harpoon is somewhat problematic as it could also be a blanket pin or pendant. However, it
resembles more closely the line guard notches found on harpoons.
The last two objects have been left in the bilaterally barbed harpoon class for the
discussion as there is insufficient time to revise the artifact tabulations.
Bilateral line guard notched harpoons
N = 03
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 01
Three harpoons are bilaterally notched for line guards. On two of these the bilateral
notching looks rather like an ‘afterthought’ and likely there is no significant difference to the
larger group of unilaterally barbed, unilaterally notched line guard harpoons. GbTo-13:626
(Figure 176) is an intact narrow sea mammal harpoon with three unilateral barbs, with a tapered
wedge base. There are three shallow notches on the spinal portion of the basal stem; opposite the
lowest notch is a slightly larger notch on the barb side. GbTo-13:132 (Figure 176) is a larger,
more robust base with three deep line guard notches located on the right side. The harpoon
appears to have broken just at the base of the first barb. There is a single large v-notch cut into
the spine of harpoon.
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Figure 176. Unilaterally barbed, notched line guard (top row); Unilaterally barbed
shouldered line guard harpoons (bottom row, left three); Harpoon pendants (middle row);
Bilaterally notched harpoons (bottom row, centre two); Bilaterally barbed or line guard
notched harpoon (bottom row right two).
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Figure 177. Bilaterally notched line guard harpoon (or pendant?) fragment.

Figure 178. Unilaterally barbed harpoon with unilateral notched line guard (field photo
GbTo-54:468).
Unilaterally barbed shouldered line guard harpoons
GbTo-54
N = 04
GbTo-54:1958 (Figure 176) has a shoulder with a small protruding tang on one side
providing a substantial line guard. Broken just above this, there is no evidence for barbs though
an ephemeral ‘dip’ in the shaft above is suggestive of the beginnings of a barb. GbTo-54:3173
(Figure 176) has three very small barbs and a flaring base below the last barb. This would have
allowed for line to be lashed just below the lowest barb to secure it. GbTo-54:2796 is a two
barbed harpoon with a large, rounded ‘notch’ placed well above the slightly wedged square base.
The bottom section of the ‘notch’ has broken off, removing a portion of the base which would
have helped secure the line, however, use wear suggests that the harpoon may have been
continued to be used after breakage.
Unilaterally barbed unilaterally notched line guard harpoons
N = 09
GbTo-13
N = 07
GbTo-54
N = 02
A further seven have unilateral line guard notching; two of these are essentially complete
(Figure 178, second from left top row). GbTo-13:129 (Figure 176) is also essentially complete,
with evidence for two unilateral barbs and multiple asymmetrical unilateral notches. The base is
slightly convex. Several of the artifacts in this class are fragments of the stem that include line
guard notching. Of these, some are fragments broken longitudinally along the midline (and
could, therefore, have been bilaterally notched).
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These harpoons are unusual in that there is three times the number of this type associated
with GbTo-13; if the bilaterally notched line guard harpoons are added, the ratio is 9:3. This is
almost unique and seems very significant considering that GbTo-13 has only ¼ of the number of
artifacts compared to GbTo-54.
Drilled harpoons
GbTo-54
N = 09
A total of nine harpoons were recovered with drilled line holes. Two of these are
essentially complete and have either two or three barbs. Another four are complete enough to be
able to discern that they also had multiple barbs. This is based on a flattened face that is cut
below a barb. The only point that does not have this face above the single barb above its drilled
hole is GbTo-54:217. The remaining two examples are base remnants and though it is not known
for certain, it is assumed that, based on their morphology they resembled the remaining harpoons
in this category and also had one or more barbs. Breakage at the perforation is an inherent
weakness in this type of harpoon design as many, such as GbTo-54:217 and 1731, are broken at
this location. In the case of GbTo-54:1731, the point appears to have been salvaged for continued
use after breakage as the broken edge appears to be re-ground and it is assumed the ‘hole’
continued to function similarly as a line guard. In the four examples with intact holes, three are
clearly positioned slightly off-centre and close to the barb edge. The holes are very symmetrical
and in all but one example they are biconically drilled; GbTo-54:3128, however, is gouged. The
hole diameters are quite uniform, but form two groups: one group of two about 8 mm and the
others around 3.2 mm. These almost certainly correlate to the diameter of the gut used for a
retrieving line, and this could be expected to be correlated with the size of prey animal. Likely,
the group at 3 mm is for seals and sea otters.
Six of these harpoons have thin elliptical cross-sections and wedged bases. One, GbTo54:1164, however, has a round or cylindrical cross-section (except at the base, where it is
elliptical) and drilled hole (Figure 179). Broken at the tip, it had at least two barbs and possibly
more. What is notable about this harpoon, is the concave ‘necking’ on the ‘spine’ opposite the
barbs and just above and to the right of the drill hole; in all other examples, this is convex giving
the harpoon a rounded base in planar view. It is possible this constriction was a functional
element related to its hafting onto the harpoon shaft or foreshaft. This is seen in several examples
from PRH dating to Period I (see figure 18, MacDonald and Inglis 1981:55) but not noted in
collections elsewhere on the Northwest Coast.
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Figure 179. Unilaterally Barbed Harpoons with Drilled Line Holes.
Unilaterally Barbed Harpoon and Point Fragments
N = 29
GbTo-13
N = 04
GbTo-54
N = 25
Some 29 unilaterally barbed harpoons and point fragments were missing bases and their
line attachment system could not be determined (see middle and lower row, left Figure 180).
Eleven of these are distal fragments representing point tips, and 18 medial fragments; typically,
highly fractured but having some remnant of a barb(s) or barb notching on the shaft body. All are
intact enough to indicate a unilaterally barbed configuration. It is suggested that tip morphology,
specifically a flatter cross-section, can set harpoons apart from arrows, foreshafts, leister points
and awls (Margaris 2006:143), though several of the more intact harpoons recovered have rather
oval or lenticular cross sections at the tip. Most of the tips in this group have a flat cross section,
with some exceptions, and in most cases other morphological traits, primarily remnant barb or
barb faces, support a harpoon designation. In almost all examples, the cross sections are oval,
with many having a slight to notable ventral concavity. Most of these points are made from
terrestrial mammal bone, though several are antler and at least four are sea mammal.
Included in this group are two unilaterally barbed points which are unlikely to be
harpoons. Rather, they are probably small barbed fixed points (see lower right, Figure 180). One,
GbTo-54:59 is incomplete, with at least three small, but long, isolate barbs. It is possible this is a
unilaterally barbed arrow point. The other, GbTo-13:153, is a small complete point with low,
tightly clustered and evenly spaced enclosed barbs terminating in a squared wedged base.
The final unilaterally barb harpoon fragment included is GbTo-13:131 (Figure 181). It is
a finely finished harpoon fragment with a single barb which is unusual in several respects. First,
it has on the ventral cavity very distinctive markings suggestive of maker’s marks. Located along
one lateral side, they encompass a series of semi-circular or crescentric notches aligned
longitudinally. While three are clearly visible, there are at least four and it is possible that they
may have continued somewhat further down the length of the point. There are also a series of
longitudinal lines incised lightly down the middle of the ventral concavity. As both are similarly
incised, it is possible that they are related. Harpoon heads are often marked with owner’s
symbols. Unlike arrows in which details of the fletching, ornamentation, etc. identified the arrow
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as belonging to a particular tribe, and even a specific clan group from a village (e.g., Barbeau
and Beynon 1987:24, 77, 84, 228), by contrast, with a harpoon only the head remains in the
animal, and since individuals who had harpooned an animal were usually entitled to share the
meat, it was likely worthwhile for hunters to mark their harpoons or manufacture them in a
distinctive way.
The crescentric motif is seen in two ornamental items recovered at GbTo-54. Both GbTo54:64 and 76 (see Figure 182), two medial bracelet fragments, have similar markings extending
longitudinally along the bracelet surface. Here, they constitute a decorative motif that is linear
but also repeated in several parallel sections. This barbed point is also interesting as it appears to
have been deliberately cut in and then snapped off at the distal end. This is a feature on several
artifacts (see section above on Snapped Bases) and identical to GbTo-54:63 (see Figure 183). It
is unclear whether, before this occurred, that GbTo-13:131 had more than one barb, though the
barb ‘face’ above the barb and below the snapped section suggests at least one more barb.
Finally, the basal section also has one set of slightly asymmetrically placed deep bilateral
notches. The bone between these is rough, with a small flake scar on the dorsal surface and a
large scar on the ventral. It is likely that this also represents a break, though it is less clear if it
was deliberate or accidental breakage. It is possible that they are bilateral line guard notches
similar to those seen on GbTo-13:132.

Figure 180. Unilaterally Barbed Harpoons, tips and medial sections; barbed fixed points
(lower right) dorsal and ventral views.
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Figure 181. Barbed harpoon midshaft fragment with repeating crescentric maker’s mark
on ventral surface.

Figure 182. Bracelet fragments GbTo-54:64 and 76 with crescentric repeating motif.
Shouldered and
Snapped sections

Barb faces

Figure 183. GbTo-54:63 Cut and snapped off base (left) and harpoon fragment (right) with
shouldered and snapped proximal end.
Two harpoons have deep incisions down one face, not apparently related to initial
shaping or decoration (Figure 184). These may be intended to be blood-letting channels.
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Figure 184. Longitudinally incised barbed harpoons.
Harpoon Fragments
GbTo-54
N = 06
A total of six barbed harpoon or point fragments were recovered. Not enough remains to
be able to type these further than as harpoon fragments; for instance, it is not possible to say if
they were unilaterally or bilaterally barbed. Of these, three represent barb fragments; two are
made from terrestrial mammal bone and one from antler. The antler barb, GbTo-54:2813, is by
far the largest of the three (see middle row, far right Figure 180). The remaining three fragments
are large antler sections with a plano-convex cross section with one substantial flat facet as the
proximal, possibly to aid hafting onto a composite tool or weapon. The cross section at the
medial end appears to be transitionally rounded. Two are broken proximally. GbTo-54:882 is
proximally intact and terminates in a blunted wedge, not dissimilar to chisels, though much
thicker and without a chisel bit. It is possible these are related to GbTo-54: 1315 and 3254, the
antler barbed fragments which have a similar diameter and overall configuration.
Bone Rods
N = 60
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 06
N = 54

Bone rods are described and discussed with harpoons, as it seems likely that they are part
of harpooning gear, forming foreshafts. Five examples are barbed or notched. Also included in
this discussion are a few sea mammal bone artifacts not catalogued as rods.
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Wedge Base Rods
N = 45
GbTo-13
N = 05
GbTo-54
N = 40
Four wedge-based rods are almost complete. Although all have at least minimal damage,
their original lengths were likely from about 12 to 20 cm long. GbTo-54:424 (see top, Figure
185) is a classic sea mammal rod, with a wedge base that transitions to a round midshaft cross
section. GbTo-54:709 is similar in overall configuration. Unlike 424, this rod has an intact distal
tip which is rounded and blunt. The proximal basal portion transitions from the round cross
section to a wedge base, often seen in sea mammal rods. GbTo-54:1523 is an antler variant,
broken at the distal end. As with the previous examples, there is a break at the tip which appears
to represent impact damage. An interesting, almost complete example is GbTo-13-266 (Figure
189). Recovered in four pieces, it is a narrow point with a rhomboidal cross section, a blunt tip
and round, tapered base. It is made from very porous sea mammal bone. GbTo-54:3087 is a
small, narrow rod with an intact round tip. The proximal end is broken but there is evidence of
transitioning into a rectangular wedge base.
A curious but beautiful rod is GbTo-54:125 (see lower, Figure 185). It has a round cross
section at one end, but changes quickly to lenticular at mid shaft where it also flares outward
somewhat before tapering to the broken end. The round end has multiple scored incised lines,
suggesting that it was sectioned here, possibly to reduce the length. Based on overall
configuration of the cross section, which is round here, this would indicate the tip end. The
purpose for intentionally removing the tip segment is unknown. The lenticular end is presumed
to be the proximal end, though there is no indication that it terminated in a wedge base.
The remaining examples are less complete, but represent substantial fragments from mid
shaft, proximal or distal sections of rods. There are six mid-shaft fragments, three of which have
relatively parallel sides while the remaining three are slightly tapered. All have an oval tendency,
with the smaller end generally having a flatter overall cross section than the larger end. GbTo54:835 is an exception that becomes more rounded at the smaller, narrower end and suggests that
it is likely more distally orientated. Another, GbTo-54:1422, is somewhat plano-convex in cross
section. Though an ovoid cross section may indicate that these are generally basal mid shaft
sections, rod morphological variance precludes making such a conclusion. It is possible that
some or all of these fragments are actually distal.
Eight fragments are substantial distal ends, five of which have intact dull, rounded point
tips. Three, GbTo-54:263, 456, and 1981, have round cross sections, typical of bone rods, and
are more gracile than the others. The remaining five all have flat rectangular or plano-convex
cross sections. All of these, except possibly GbTo-13:124, are noticeably robust. GbTo-13:629,
the longest example, is a substantial rod, which when complete, may have measured ca 30 cm
long. This is much longer than the round complete examples, which appear to average no more
than ca 20 cm long. Somewhat shorter but equally robust, GbTo-54:2726 is also rectangular but
somewhat wider, suggesting it was at least equal to GbTo-13:629. Certainly, it was a substantial
point. Though these are broader and flatter than the round rods, it is feasible that the initial
thickness of the raw material limited the thickness of these rods. To gain the width, it was not
possible to also increase the thickness, resulting in flattened rods.
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Finally, there are six rod fragments that are long basal or proximal sections, all of which
are bifacially ground to create wedged hafting beds. In most cases these are relatively square,
though several, GbTo-54:1341 and 1665 have tapered sides. Most are relatively narrow and
similar in width to the more intact examples noted above. At least one, GbTo-54:421, is made
from antler. None show noticeable transitioning from the flattened base to the round cross
section typically seen in rods, though several, such as GbTo-54:251 and 2534 do have increasing
lateral rounding along both edges just below the break at the distal ends. This indicates the
beginning of a transition to a more round mid shaft, though, in conjunction to the widths at the
distal end, it is likely that that all of these were somewhat if not considerably longer rods when
intact. Their overall configuration, which is very similar to their proximal ends, suggests most
were comparable to the ca 20 cm noted for GbTo-54:422 and 424.
Rod Tips
N = 25
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 01
N = 24

These are very short pieces, with most averaging 32 mm long and 7 mm in width (or
diameter), with no indication of mid-shaft morphology (Figure 186). In most examples, the cross
sections are generally round and intact distal ends are dull and rounded. However, there are also
several with pointed tips which is not typical for sea mammal rods. These measure more than
twice their thickness at their widest part, with an average thickness of 6 mm, which is
comparable to the round tips, but an average width of more than 12 mm. It is likely that these
latter tips are similar to the large, robust rectangular or plano-convex rods discussed above.
While almost all indicate that they were broken accidently, at least one, GbTo-54:356, appears to
have been encircled with chops and presumably snapped off. It is possible that this is a refurbished bone rod, broken and then cut and used in another capacity. While the point itself was
finely ground and finished, the snapped base was not refinished suggesting discard. As well,
GbTo-54:1508 has multiple small use wear striae orientated at various angles but predominantly
transverse to the long axis, suggesting that this could have been a drill rather than a harpoon tip.
While the majority of these are sea mammal bone, this tip is made from antler.
Barbed and Notched Rods
N = 05
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 03
Three fragments from GbTo-54 have remnant lateral barbs. All are sea mammal rods
with evidence of one barb, though it is possible that they were originally multi-barbed. GbTo54:381 (see Figure 188) is a distal section, with broken tip and a large intact barb on one side on
the distal, which is broken immediately beneath the barb. GbTo-54:147 (Figure 187, second from
right bottom row) is a flattened bone rod with a flattened, dull terminus. A small barb is visible at
the opposite end, just at the break. While this could be a proximal base, with a small, reversed
barb acting as a line guard, it is more indicative of a very dull, rounded distal end based on the
high level of grinding of all surfaces and the lack of basal wedging of the shaft. The end also
looks somewhat ‘battered’ or roughly reshaped by cutting and then worn, something more likely
to occur at the working tip end. The final example is GbTo-54:1606 (Figure 187 top row, second
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from right), an oval cross sectioned rod with one broken end and another that appears to be
deliberately sectioned and slightly ground on one face to create a slight rounded wedged finish.
At the wider, broken end, there is a possible small barb projection, though the ragged break
could also have created a ‘pseudo-barb’ and therefore this determination is very speculative.
While it is possible this is distal, it is more likely that this is a proximal, basal end and if there is
a small, reversed barb it would have functioned as a line guard.
Two notched fragments were recovered, both from GbTo-13. GbTo-13:146, a large, flat
wedged and tapered base has two equilaterally square notches sawn opposite one another. The
point tapers away distally at their juncture, but the sides are ground very flat above with a slight
‘pinching’ of the facets with the constriction going to a parallel edge; this is identical to the
whittling marks seen in several harpoons, which form the barb notches, and the constriction
between barbs and line guards. This suggests bilaterally positioned barbs; however, this is
speculative as there is no further evidence that it was barbed. Although very large, this base
would ‘fit’ (though it doesn’t directly) with GbTo-54:629 or 2726, two very large, robust sea
mammal bone harpoon fragments. GbTo-13:627 is a highly ground antler tine with a planoconvex cross section and tapering to a narrow terminus. The mid shaft is broken. While one edge
is ground straight, the other has a series of three notches. The first notch is more shallowly
carved, positioned midway between the narrow terminus and the two other notches. The
remaining notches are close together and relatively deep. It is likely that this is the basal portion
of a large antler point and these are line guard notches, though this determination is not certain.
The plano-convex configuration and general dimensions are similar to the two antler barbed
sections and three antler plano-convex fragments (bases) recovered at GbTo-54 (see Figure 187,
GbTo-54:222, 882, and 2105 right, bottom row, first three) as well as the two barbed antler
medial fragments, GbTo-54:1315 (Figure 180, bottom row, fifth from left) and 3254. As with the
other similar antler fragments, GbTo-13:627 shows similar finishing and considerable surface
polish, and, except for the lateral notching, would have been grouped with the other three bases.
Preform
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-13:567 does not appear to be a finished rod due to its large intact ventral groove.
The base is somewhat wedged and the ventral lateral edges and base have noticeable surface
polish, which may indicate use, the groove does not conform to typical sea mammal rod
typology. One edge is ragged though it also has some polish, possibly grinding or use wear.
There are three small, oblique notches cut equidistant into the edge approximately one quarter to
half way down the shaft. It is presumed the notches were for hafting purposes as they are too
shallow to have served effectively in any other capacity. If so, they are located considerably high
on the shaft and give the entire point or harpoon a very long and substantial base. The tip, which
tapers upward, is broken and therefore it is impossible to determine either the final length or
morphology of the shaft and tip beyond the notches.
Fragments
GbTo-54
N = 01
One small sea mammal fragment recovered from GbTo-54 had a rectangular cross
section and slight wedging, and may be a rod base section.
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Sea Mammal Triangular Points and Bipoint
GbTo-54
N = 04
Four point fragments were recovered from GbTo-54 which may not be parts of rods but
could represent points of other types; conceivably, blades of composite harpoons. GbTo-54:137
and 1156 (Figure 186 top row, fifth and sixth from left) are variously sized points with sharp tips
and rhomboidal cross sections. They are triangular in planar view. GbTo-54:273 is broken
longitudinally along the midline but also appears to have been triangular in planar view. It is
plano-convex in cross section with a wedge base and broken at the tip. The final point, GbTo54:2125 (see 4th from left, Figure 186) is a flattened tip. The proximal end is broken. The overall
configuration suggests this may be a larger bipoint with a broken end.

Figure 185. Sea mammal bone rods.

Figure 186. Sea Mammal Ovoid or Flat Point Tips (top row); plano-convex antler harpoon
fragments (bottom, right).
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Figure 187. Wedge Based Sea Mammal Rods; Rod tips (middle rows); Rod bases (bottom
row, left); Barbed Rods (bottom row, right).

Figure 188. Sea mammal bone rod with unilateral Barb.
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Figure 189. Rhomboid sea mammal rod GbTo-13:266.
Bone Rods Discussion
Bone rods are described by Drucker (1943:55) as long and slender with a cylindrical or
rectangular cross section and usually manufactured from sea mammal bone. While they are most
often broken, they appear predominantly to be rounded at one end and tapered at the other. There
is uncertainty regarding their function, though he suggests they served as foreshafts for either
harpoons (see Figure 190) or lance points. It is also possible that these were detachable harpoon
foreshafts, which had a fixed point or non-fixed harpoon head at one end and the retrieval line on
the other (Stewart 1996:104). If acting as a harpoon, the foreshaft could be used in conjunction
with either a fixed or detachable unilaterally or bilaterally barbed point (Stewart 1996:105). Bone
and antler foreshafts were also used in conjunction with composite toggling harpoons which used
either a self-armed harpoon head or one fitted with a bone point or blade made of shell or stone
(Stewart 1996:109-111). It is possible that the two California mussel shell points recovered,
GbTo-54: 255 and 1937, were harpoon blades, though no such blades have been recovered
elsewhere in the harbour (Ames 2005:145). Bone rods or foreshafts are also often referred to as
sea mammal rods as they are frequently made from sea mammal bone though antler and, rarely,
terrestrial mammal bone, are also used. Ethnographically, wood is also reported for both fixed
and detachable foreshafts used on fish harpoons (Hoover 1974). Though not fully understood,
this indicates that different applications may have used specialized materials. Out of the 70 bone
rods recorded by Ames (2005:153) the majority (70%) are made from sea mammal, including six
made from whale bone. The remainder are antler (16%), and terrestrial mammal (12%).
Rods first appear in Prince Rupert Harbour PR3 assemblages, where they are considered
common or ‘present’ continuously through to and including Period PR1 (MacDonald and Inglis
1981:45, 46). This is not supported by the data in Ames (2005) however (see below).
Bases are only sometimes bevelled (wedged) and no other base configuration is noted.
There is no previous mention of any of the rods being barbed, unilaterally or bilaterally. AU1/2,
B AU3 and D AU2/3. Most bone rods recovered during the NCPP were from two sites. At both
GbTo-33 Lachane and GcTo-1 K’nu, 19 bone rods were recovered. Nine are recorded from
GbTo-34 Kitandach, five of which are made from whale bone. Finally, a further five are
associated with GbTo-36 Baldwin (Ames 2005:350-351).
Ames (2005:144, 146) also records 16 barbless harpoon heads, with retrieval line
attachments (he does not specify what type). Though they resemble barbed harpoons, he suggests
they may have functioned as foreshafts; it is possible they were detachable foreshafts. All but
three were recovered from GbTo-33 Lachane, while one is associated with AU 2 in Area D at
GbTo-31 Boardwalk. They are all associated exclusively with the late PR3 and though not stated,
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it is assumed that these were manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone as seen in most of the
barbed harpoons (Ames 2005:144, 146). Rods, on the other hand, are noted separately and rank
9th among subsistence technology during both Periods PR3 and PR2, but with a substantial
increase in density. In Period PR1 rods drop in rank to 11th place and their densities fall (Ames
2005:279). Generally then, rods are a distant second to harpoon valves and barbed harpoons in
all periods for the harbour, and there is little change in their relationship over time. Though, it
should be noted that while rods appear to decrease in both numbers and density from Period II to
Period I, they also decrease in rank from 9th to 11th position. This is contrary to valves and
barbed harpoons which, though they also decrease in density and numbers, rise in their rank
position.
Elsewhere in the harbour, Calvert (1968:52-53) reports five sea mammal harpoon
foreshafts for Zone I at GbTo 10 Co-op, though only one was excavated while the remainder
were recovered as surface finds and may date much later. No bone rods are noted for Zone II or
III. May (1979:39, 186-187) reports one bone foreshaft with missing tip and round cross section,
and four possible bone foreshaft tips for GbTn-19 Ridley Island. She does not specify material.
At GcTo-6 McNichol Creek, a further eight rods were recovered, though six of these are
manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone, which is contrary to rods recovered elsewhere in
the harbour. The remaining two are manufactured from antler and sea mammal. All conform to
Drucker’s descriptions; cross sections vary from elliptical, rectangular and semi-circular (planoconvex) and include one flat, facetted tipped rod and one blunt rounded tipped rod. Only the
antler rod is noted as intact, and, with a length of 94 mm, it is the longest rods recorded for the
site (Coupland 1999:70; Coupland, et al. 1991:61-62). Ames (2005:145) indicates that there is no
correlation between specific raw material and other harbour sites or assemblages, such as seen at
GcTo-6, and therefore it appears that the situation at GcTo-6 maybe unique for the harbour.
None of these rods are described as having notching or barbing, as seen on several examples
from GbTo-54.
Elsewhere on the coast, rod foreshafts appear in the Locarno Beach phase on the southern
coast of British Columbia, and are considered a diagnostic artifact for that phase (C. Borden
1970:101; Mitchell 1990:344). Though somewhat similar, these rods have a square shouldered
stem at the base unlike those recovered in the harbour, which have a wedge base. As well, these
rods appear to be predominantly made from antler and not sea mammal (C. Borden 1970:97-98;
Mitchell 1972:137-140; 1990:344). Interestingly, Carlson (1995:24) reports a barbed foreshaft
for Period 2 (Archaic Period) at ElSx-1 at Namu. In Southeast Alaska no rods are reported. No
bone rods are reported for Haida Gwaii assemblages, where sea mammals are thought to have
been more heavily exploited than the northern coast (Fladmark, et al. 1990:237). Foreshafts are
considered flexible Archaic technology, part of a ‘modular’ toolkit which would have enabled
early coastal groups, who had a generalized subsistence, to shift more easily between terrestrial
and maritime orientated hunting (Ames and Maschner 1999:125; McMurdo 1972:112).
When compared with the bone rods recovered from GbTo-13 and 54, it is noticeable that
the rods recovered from GcTo-6 are somewhat smaller in width and thickness (see Figure 191).
However, it is also clear that the examples from Gbto-13 and 54 are overall larger, particularly in
thickness. While there is a notable sample size difference between the two sites (GcTo-6 having
only eight examples compared to the 57 recovered from GbTo-13 and 54), this discrepancy
could be related to deliberate differences in material choices. While almost all the GbTo-13 and
54 rods are sea mammal (with some possibly whale), most of the examples from GcTo-6 are
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manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone, presumably deer. The use of sea mammal provides
a more robust raw material which would have allowed for the production of larger sized tools,
seen in the extra width and thicknesses of the sea mammal bone rods. The use of terrestrial
mammal for rods at GcTo-6 may, therefore, reflect one of two possibilities. First, it is possible
that these rods were used for a different application than the rods recovered at GbTo-13 and 54.
The mechanical properties may have made terrestrial mammal bone, with its greater rigidity,
more applicable for a different use than what the sea mammals rods were used for. Or, it is also
possible that, based on the low recovery of sea mammal faunal remains at GcTo-6 generally, that
sea mammal bone was not a resource that was readily available or accessible by residents of the
site. If so, this would result in two things: little or no requirement for sea mammal hunting
technology and no sea mammal remains to use as raw material. Terrestrial mammal is much
more common at GcTo-6 and therefore may have been the only material available for rod
manufacture. But, as sea mammal does not appear to have been hunted, it is likely that these
were used for harvesting salmon. Though, as much of the terrestrial mammal bone is assumed to
be deer, access to antler would have been considerable and provided material comparable or
even superior to sea mammal; foreshafts from Locarno Beach, for example, were predominantly
manufactured from antler which has superior compression and ‘toughness’ (Margaris 2014:688).
Conversely, sea mammal, especially sea lion, is abundant at GbTo-13 and 54. This would have
provided ample material for sea mammal rod manufacture. It is also possible that this differential
access to sea mammal resources would provide more equipment for the hunting of sea mammal,
of which sea mammal rods would provide not only the foreshafts for hunting harpoons but also
possibly lances. The large number of immature sea lions in the GbTo-13 and 54 assemblages
suggests that rookeries were being harvested. For this type of harvest, harpoons, spears and
lances were often used to immobilize animals which were then killed by clubbing (Ames and
Maschner 1999:119). Foreshafts had to be resistant to fracturing when place under high-intensity
impact stress, such as that endured when penetrating the tough skin of sea mammals and the
subsequent tension produced by the animal’s struggles (Margaris 2014:679). The use of
harpoons for salmon would not have required quite the same need for pliability due to their
reduced size. Perhaps, a terrestrial mammal foreshaft did not unduly compromise a harpoon for
continued reuse. On the other hand, the large number of sea mammal bone rods recovered from
GbTo-13 and 54 almost number the total number recorded by Ames for the harbour, suggesting,
in conjunction with the large number of sea mammal faunal remains recovered, that the residents
of GbTo-13 and 54 were prolific exploiters of the neritic or sublittoral zonal environment.
As bone rods are often associated with harpoon heads, including composite toggling
harpoons, it is interesting to note that none were recovered at GbTo-13 and 54. MacDonald and
Inglis (1981:46) note that harpoon valves are rarely present in harbour sites and, when they are,
only in Period I. Ames (2005:145, 279) records 67 valves, all Drucker’s Type I, but notes that
they are present in both Period II and Period I where they rank just below barbed harpoons and
notably higher than rods, in terms of period densities. It is possible that these are from
components that are late Period II and straddle Period I. No Drucker Type II or self-armed
toggling harpoons are noted for any harbour assemblages. It is also interesting that, as rods are
commonly present from early assemblages onward, this is likely related to barbed rather than
toggled harpoons as barbed harpoons do appear in the earliest assemblages. Though, if this is the
case, then the attachment for the barbed harpoon tip should be grooved or slotted in some
manner to allow for the attachment of the base of the barbed tip. The rods recovered, however,
do not have this trait. Nevertheless, this is a curious situation. Perhaps rods had a more diverse
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purpose, as in several cases they are possibly linked with bone lances or fixed points (Ames
2005:153; Calvert 1968:50). It is also possible that the harpoon heads were fixed onto a
detachable foreshaft. Ethnographic research further suggests that dull or rounded tipped barbless
harpoons without a harpoon head were used in hunting, especially birds and other small game,
when they were not intended to penetrate the skin but merely stun the prey. Unlike the barbless
harpoons described by Ames, these are more similar to foreshafts and could be made from wood
as well as bone (Margaris 2006:139-140; 2014:680). It is also worth noting as well that, in the
harbour, rods are always found in the same AUs as harpoon heads, with either or both barbed
and toggled types; though these are not always found in the same AUs as rods (Ames 2005:276277). While this is far from conclusive, it does support a relation between rods and either
harpoons themselves or the activity with which they were related. This is particularly interesting
with respect to GbTo-54 where rods were found in two assemblages without harpoon heads; AU
2a in Area 4 and AU 4 in Area 2.

Figure 190. Harpoon components (elfshotgallery.blogspot.ca).
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Figure 191. GcTo-6 McNichol Creek Bone GbTo-13/54 Bone Rod dimensions.
Harpoon Discussion
On the Northwest Coast, harpoons fall into two basic types: barbed and composite
toggling valve. Barbed harpoons have a long single blade with barbs carved into the shaft.
Toggling harpoons have composite heads, with paired valves that fit together, with a carved
central channel for a shaft for foreshaft at one end, and a circular or slotted channel at the other
end that held an arming point or blade. The round points were usually simple bone (and later iron
or steel) unipoints; the flat blades were traditionally made from slate or California mussel shell
(and historically of metal). The valves are carved from antler, sometimes bone, or occasionally
from mountain goat horn. The composite valve harpoon is lashed in the middle and the valves
twist, or ‘toggle’ sideways to resist pulling out of the animal. Northwest Coast harpoons have
been described from ethnographic sources by Hoover (1974) and from archaeological sources by
McMurdo (1972), while Stewart (1996) provides various illustrations in a popular book.
Harpoons are consistently associated with sea mammal hunting; harbour and fur seals,
sea otters, harbour porpoise, sea lions, and, on the west coast of Vancouver Island, whales.
Salmon, as well as other fish such as trout and sturgeon, were also captured with harpoons,
especially toggling harpoons (Davis 1990; Hoover 1974).
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All harpoons have a retrieving line attached to it to prevent escape, to tire, and eventually
to enable retrieval of prey. The foreshaft was usually fixed to the harpoon shaft, but detachable
foreshafts are also recorded, which tethered the foreshaft and the harpoon head to the harpoon
shaft (Stewart 1996:104).
Harpoons have a large number of attributes that can be used to classify them. These
include the number of rows of barbs (unilateral, bilateral, and multiple rows), the size and degree
of isolation of the barbs, the type of arrangement of retrieval line attachment (line drilled holes or
gouged slots, line notches, shouldered, or projecting line guards), and the materials of which they
are made. This makes them well suited to typological analysis and potentially diagnostic for
ethnicity and temporal markers. Unfortunately no systematic study of the spatial and temporal
distribution of harpoons has been done since the early 1970s, and some of the data on which this
early work was based is questionable. Relatively few large data recovery projects have been
done in the decades since and a cursory search of the PARL on-line library for permit reports on
file with the BC Archaeology Branch for “harpoon” in the abstract shows just 15 reports, all
from the Salish Sea region, since 1990. Only two of these are in dated contexts. Toggling and
fixed barb harpoons occur at about the same rate. Additional harpoons can be found, including in
dated contexts, which are not listed in the abstracts, but they are still relatively rare.
A comprehensive classification scheme for harpoons was devised by McMurdo (1972),
based first on whether the barbed harpoon is unilaterally or bilaterally barbed and then the line
guard attachment system (see Figure 192). McMurdo’s intent was to provide temporal and
regional identification of harpoon trends. The discussion below will follow McMurdo’s
classification scheme except where previous analysis has specifically referred to Drucker (1943).
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Figure 192. McMurdo's (1972) barbed harpoon classification scheme.
Prince Rupert Harbour
A total of 122 barbed harpoons and 13 barbed harpoon fragments are recorded by Ames
for the harbour. We compute that at least 60 barbed harpoons were recovered at GbTo-31
Boardwalk, six at GbTo-23 Garden Island, 16 at GbTo-33, two at GbTo-30 Parizeau and seven at
GbTo-36 Baldwin, at least five from K’nu, 13 from Kintandach, and 11 from Lachane (Ames
2005:144, 276-277, 291). This accounts for 109 out of the 122 cited barbed harpoon heads, not
including fragments. The majority of barbed harpoon heads (65%) are manufactured out of
terrestrial mammal bone, with sea mammal constituting 31% and only 4% were made from
antler.
Ames (2005:142-144) uses an additional two-case attribute of a single barb vs. multiple
barbs in his classification: unfortunately, this requires essentially complete harpoons to assign to
type, and his sample size is reduced to 49, and many of these do not have line guard elements.
When these are further divided by AU, and the AUs with too-large date ranges to be useful are
excluded, the sample sizes of harpoons for defining culture-historical patterns become very small
(Table 14). Ames provides no counts by AU of the potentially informative harpoons with
broken-off distal ends, where line-attachment attributes and bilateral or unilateral barbs could
still be differentiated. There is also no reporting of frequencies for composite harpoon valves,
although these can be calculated from his Table 9.3 and the excavated volumes (Ames 2005:145,
276). Ames reports a total of 67 composite harpoon head valves for the harbour, of which 30 can
be computed from the density table and assigned to AUs. (Table 14).
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Ames also confirms the lack of other types of composite harpoon valves as well as a
paucity of arming blades for toggling harpoons, whether shell or slate. He attributes this to the
type of sea mammal that dominate the harbour faunal assemblage; sea otters and seal. These are
small marine mammals which he suggests were harvested in local, sheltered waters and therefore
the recovered related technology is a direct reflection of this focus on smaller animals. The Kaien
Siding sites with their large numbers of large sea mammals and complete absence of valved
composite toggling harpoons does not support this hypothesis.
Table 14. Prince Rupert Harbour harpoon styles by age.
Unilateral, Line
Hole

Unilateral, Line
Guard
Unilateral, Line
Notch
Unilateral,
Shouldered
Unilateral, Other

PR1
2@ GbTo-23 AU2
1@ GbTo-31 D AU3
3@ GbTo-33 B (also PR2)
7@ GbTo-54 AU4
4@ GbTo-54 AU3
1@GbTo-23 AU2
1@ GbTo-33 B (also PR2)
1@ GbTo-33 B (also PR 2)
10@ GbTo-13 AU4
2@ GbTo-54AU3
2@ GbTo-54 AU4
2@ GbTo-54 AU3
1@GbTo-23 AU2

Bilateral, Line
Hole
Bilateral, Line
Guard
Bilateral, Line
Notch
Bilateral, Other

PR2
1 @ GbTo-23 AU1
2 @ GbTo-31 D AU2
1@ GbTo-31 AC AU1
1@ 1@ GbTo-31 B AU3
2@ 1@ GbTo-31 D AU2

PR3

1 @ GbTo-23 AU1
1@ GbTo-31 AC AU1
(also PR3)
1@ GbTo-31 D AU2

3@ GbTo-31 D AU1

1@ GbTo-33 B (also
PR1)

1@ GbTo-31 D AU2
2@ GbTo-36
1 @ GbTo-54 AU1

Composite, Valve

1@ GbTo-31 B AU4
1@ GbTn-1 AU2
1@ GbTo-23 AU2
4@ GbTo-31 D AU3

1@ GbTo-31 D AU2
7@ GbTo-31 B AU3 (late
PR2)
2@ GbTo-31 B AU2
1@ GbTo-23 AU1
9@ GbTo-33 B (also
PR1)

Bone Rods

2@ GbTo-31 D AU3
15@ GbTo-33 B (also PR2)
5@ GbTo-13 AU4
27 @ GbTo-54 AU3
9@ GbTo-54 AU4

1@ GbTo-23 AU1
1@ GbTo-31 AC AU1
4@ GbTo-31 AC AU2
(also PR3)
2@ GbTo-31 B AU3
2@ GbTo-31 D AU2
5@ GbTo-36
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4 @ GbTo-54 AU2

In the MacDonald and Inglis provisional culture history, the earliest Period PR3 is said to
contain bilaterally barbed harpoons with line holes or bilateral line guards as well as unilaterally
barbed harpoons with single unilateral line guards and bone rods (MacDonald and Inglis
1981:45). These are sometimes decorated with geometric motifs, such as zoned line and
patterned dots. By PR2, unilaterally barbed harpoons with multiple notched unilateral line guards
have been added to this toolkit. There is another shift in PR1, when all bilateral harpoons and
unilateral harpoons with line guards disappear and unilateral harpoons with gouged or drill line
holes dominate the assemblages (MacDonald 1968:21-24; MacDonald and Inglis 1981:52). Bone
rods are common in PR1 and PR2.
Ames’ data on these same assemblages show highly dissimilar results, however (Table
14), and almost every detail of the MacDonald and Inglis pattern is called into question. Bilateral
harpoons of various types only occur in PR2 components. The early PR3 has only ‘unilateral,
other’ harpoons. Drilled line holes occur in large numbers in both PR1 and PR2. Shouldered,
notched and projecting line guards only occur in the late period, PR1. Toggling harpoons are
common in PR2 and seem to decrease in PR1. It is possible that additional research, if profiles
and other data could be found and combined to divide the very occupations at Lachane and
Kitandach into smaller temporal segments and if dates were available for K’nu, and if the hafting
elements were tabulated, that much more clarity on harpoon types through time could be
established.
Interestingly, McMurdo (1972:114) suggests that line attachment expressions are stylistic
products and not the result of functional considerations; they are equally effective in securing the
line to the harpoon head. However, there may be a functional difference between bilateral and
unilateral barbs. Bilaterally barbed harpoons are often smaller; with over 85% measuring less
than 10 cm long. They are also overall lighter, and considered more fragile than the unilateral
version. Consequently, it has been suggested that they were used more often for fishing. Most
unilaterally barbed harpoons, on the other hand, measure over 10 cm (McMurdo 1972:109, 111112).
Elsewhere in the harbour, harpoons were also recovered at GbTo-10 Co-op. Four
unilaterally barbed harpoons were recovered from Zone I. Two of these are small and described
as “harpoon arrows” probably used on fish spears rather than for sea mammal hunting. Another
is a small harpoon fragment while the last is a large harpoon with low, enclosed barbs suitable
for sea mammal procurement (Calvert 1968:51-52). From Zone III, one complete drilled line
guard unilateral barbed harpoon as well as one barbed harpoon fragment was excavated. A
notched line guard fragment and six curved bone barb fragments with single point were surface
collected. These are assumed to originate from Zone III (Calvert 1968:73-74).
At GbTo-18 Dodge Cove, two barbed harpoons, one unilateral and one bilaterally barbed,
were recovered from PR3 components, while an additional two unilateral barbed harpoon distal
fragments and one drilled reverse shouldered harpoon were recovered from PR2 components
(Fladmark, et al. 1990:232-233).
May (1979:39) records a further four unilaterally barbed fragments for GbTn-19 Ridley
Island. Unfortunately, all are either medial or distal fragments.
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At GcTo-6 McNichol Creek six barbed fragments were recovered, one of which is
bilaterally barbed with missing base, two (one bilaterally barbed) are bilaterally line notched and
three have drilled line holes.
Three barbed points were recovered from Area D at GbTo-31 Boardwalk during postNCPP work. Of these, one is unilaterally barbed without a base, while the other two have drilled
line holes, though one is broken just above the haft and a unilateral barb configuration is inferred
(Coupland 1999:65-66; Coupland, et al. 1991:58; Coupland, et al. 2002:49,76).
South Coast
On the South Coast, unilaterally and bilaterally barbed harpoons both appear in the Early
Pacific Period in the Charles Period assemblages at Glenrose Cannery, St. Mungo and Crescent
Beach (Ames and Maschner 1999:103; Davis 1990:199, 200-201; Matson and Coupland
1995:103, 133; Pratt 1992:21). However, bilateral barbed points are some of the commonest
harpoon heads at this time, tapering off during the subsequent period (Ames and Maschner 1999;
Fladmark, et al. 1990; McMurdo 1972; Mitchell 1990). Toggling or socketed harpoon heads are
also seen (Mitchell 1990:341).
Both unilateral and bilateral barbed harpoons continue in very limited number during the
subsequent Locarno Beach phase, and socketed harpoon heads now dominate assemblages.
These harpoons are also seen in conjunction with antler foreshafts and California mussel shell
arming points. Fixed barbed points are rare (C. Borden 1970:96-98).
During the following Marpole phase, composite valve harpoons and bilaterally barbed
shouldered harpoons, though present, are rare. Fixed unilaterally barbed antler points are
considered “to be among the most diagnostic traits of the Marpole culture type” (Burley
1980:25-26). As well, five types of unilaterally barbed antler harpoons are found but those with
bilateral line guards are the most common in the middle part of this period (C. Borden 1970:103;
Burley 1980:25; McMurdo 1972:101).
In the subsequent Gulf of Georgia Culture Type, composite socketed valve harpoons,
once again dominate, some armed with antler or bone points, but increasingly with triangular
slate blades inserted into slotted valves. Lashing grooves also become increasingly common.
These generally represent sea mammal harpoons, though fish harpoons are also common.
Primarily used to harvest salmon, these had smaller valves with no lashing grooves and were
usually socketed for a bone point (Ames and Maschner 1999:107; C. Borden 1970:107-110).
Barbed fixed antler points become increasingly uncommon, disappearing over time (C. Borden
1970:96).
One of the oldest harpoons, a bilaterally barbed example, was recovered on Northern
Vancouver Island and dates to 3325 BC. Both bilateral barbed and composite valve harpoons are
noted for the Obsidian Culture, and the bilaterally barbed harpoon is characteristic of this period
(Mitchell 1990).
In the subsequent Queen Charlotte Strait Culture Type, the bilateral barbed harpoon is
replaced with the unilateral barbed harpoon. Bone composite socketed harpoon valves, similar to
those seen to the south, are also seen (Ames and Maschner 1999; C. Borden 1970; Burley
1980:25; Matson and Coupland 1995:123,177; Mitchell 1990:353-354).
On the West Coast of Vancouver Island, the unilateral and bilateral barbed harpoons as
well as large and small composite socketed harpoons of bone and antler and foreshafts are part of
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the West Coast Culture Type. Socketed harpoon valves increase through time, reflecting a
somewhat similar trend as seen to the south (Ames and Maschner 1999:102; Mitchell 1990:354357). At Shoemaker Bay II both unilaterally barbed and composite harpoons were recovered, but
antler composite socketed harpoons clearly dominate (McMillan and St. Claire 1982:126-127).
Mid Coast
Namu, on the mid-coast, also has some of the oldest unilateral barbed harpoons.
Appearing almost simultaneously to those on Vancouver Island, they date to 2590 and 1450 BC
(McMurdo 1972:94). Hobler (1990:304) notes increasing composite fish and sea mammal
technology at Namu. A late addition, composite valve harpoons become more prevalent in
assemblages particularly in the period just before contact. As elsewhere, the general progression
is one which moves away from bilateral barbed harpoons, to their general disappearance in
favour of unilaterally barbed and the dominance of composite socketed harpoons (Carlson
1995:24; Matson and Coupland 1995:275).
For all these regions, antler in the south and sea mammal mid-coast clearly dominates as
material for both barbed harpoons and socketed valves. In many southern assemblages it is the
only material used, especially for valves.
North Coast outside Prince Rupert Harbour
In northern regions outside Prince Rupert Harbour, there is less emphasis on composite
toggling harpoon technology than there is further south. During the Graham Tradition, which
spans from 2000 B.C. to 1000 B.C., bilateral harpoons are common on Haida Gwaii (Fladmark,
et al. 1990:237). However, by the Late Period, unilateral barbed harpoons are now common with
some composite harpoon valves seen; though the barbed varieties continue to be more numerous.
While barbed harpoons are noted as being made from sea mammal bone, there is no indication as
to the material used for valves. One California shell arming tip is also recorded on Haida Gwaii
(Acheson and Zacharias 1985:120-121).
Southwest Alaska is the site of one of the oldest bilaterally barbed harpoon dating to
3700 BC; the earliest unilateral barbed harpoon in this area is considerably later and dates to AD
1000 (McMurdo 1972:93).
In Southeast Alaska, bilateral harpoons date back to the Early Phase at Coffman Cove,
while there is an increasing emphasis on unilateral barbed points with continued bilateral barbed
harpoon use into the subsequent Middle Phase (Davis 1990:199-200).
In the Late Phase, dating from A.D. 500 to contact, unilaterally barbed types, particularly
with drilled line holes, are dominant, though ethnographic reports indicate that socketed harpoon
heads were used to hunt sea mammal (Davis 1990:200; De Laguna 1990:210). While there is
some indication for the use of socketed composite harpoon heads, this use does not appear to be
prolific nor evident in many regions.
Material
As with bone rods, there are noted differences in materials used for harpoon heads, with
antler common in southern assemblages, sea mammal on the central coast and Haida Gwaii, and
terrestrial mammal in SE Alaska (McMurdo 1972:113). The preference for terrestrial mammal
bone is also seen in the harbour and indicates a northern approach in material selection. The
predominant terrestrial mammal in harbour assemblages is deer and access to antler should be
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relatively easy. With its superior properties for harpoon manufacture one would expect that
antler would follow the southern example and be the dominant material of choice (Fuld 2011;
Margaris 2006, 2014; O'Connor 1984). However, it does not appear to be so and, though antler
and sea mammal are used for harpoon manufacture, terrestrial mammal bone dominates. The
assemblage at GbTo-13 and 54 is comprised of all three materials, with an overall prominence of
terrestrial mammal bone, though antler and, less commonly, sea mammal harpoons are also
evident. Terrestrial mammal and antler appear to be the most common material for drilled line
holes whereas shouldered harpoons are terrestrial mammal or sea mammal. This is contrary to
findings on the southern coast. Terrestrial mammal bone is seen early on, but decreases
noticeably by the Marpole phase, and even more so in the Gulf of Georgia Culture (McMurdo
1972:60-66). Because of a lack of resolution for the harbour, there is no indication as to any
temporal trends for harpoon material. What, if anything, this use of terrestrial over antler or sea
mammal meant in terms of the technological application of harpoons is unknown due to little in
depth research.
Ethnographic Harpoon Types
Ethnographic information for the northern Northwest Coast (Haida Gwaii, Tsimshian and
Tlingit) suggests that harpoons with composite toggling valves were only used for harvesting
salmon and that sea mammals were almost exclusively hunted with tanged (barbed fixed)
harpoons. The toggling type typically used were Hoover’s Type I, which are constructed from a
socketed/valved head with an unbarbed, shanked arming element (Hoover 1974:11, 31-40). The
Type I harpoon was also used by other Northwest groups almost exclusively for fish. Interesting,
while antler and terrestrial mammal bone were often cited as used in its construction, mountain
goat horn was also frequently used and wood is mentioned on several occasions (although antler
is commonly but erroneously termed ‘horn’ and this could result in misidentification of material
types).
Harpoon Conclusions
Harpoon types and attributes clearly change through time. Bilateral harpoons dominate
early assemblages. Unilateral harpoons become much more common about 3,000 years ago, and
composite harpoons become increasingly frequent through time. Composite harpoons were used
almost exclusively for fishing on the northern Northwest Coast, while in the south they were
used for large sea mammals, including whales on the west coast of Vancouver Island and
adjacent Washington State (Huelsbeck 1994; McMillan and St. Claire 1996). Drilled retrieval
line holes appear relatively late.
In Prince Rupert Harbour, there is no published data to support the MacDonald and Inglis
scheme, although bilaterally barbed harpoons are not found in the late (PR1) period. They occur
in the middle PR2 period and can be expected in the early PR3 since they are found in very early
contexts both to the south and north.
Unilaterally barbed harpoons with drilled line holes occur in both PR1 and PR2, although
at GbTo-54 they occur exclusively in PR1 and are most common in the later part of this period.
The sample size is significantly larger for the Kaien Siding sites than for others in the harbour,
with almost as many in dated context as the rest of the harbour combined. Three types of
unilaterally barbed harpoons are found exclusively in PR1, including shouldered, line guard
notched and projecting line guard types.
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Bone rod foreshafts are common in PR1 and PR2, but do not seem to occur in PR3.
Toggling harpoons with composite valves and rare arming blades are absent in PR3,
common in PR2 and somewhat less so in PR1. They are absent in some sites of the harbour even
when they are common at the same period elsewhere.
One of the fascinating conclusions of the Kaien Siding project is the evidence for
harpoon subtypes to be associated with particular contemporaneous villages. Although this is
discussed in more detail in the “Spatial and Temporal Patterning” chapter in this report, there
were clear patterns exhibited. All drilled line hole harpoons came from GbTo-54; and almost all
(and certainly a significantly higher proportion accounting for the much smaller assemblage size)
of the line notched harpoons came from GbTo-13. This suggests that communities of the polity
made their harpoons distinctive; while the Tsimshian adawx traditional stories are full of
references to distinctive arrows, most of these are in reference to attributes on the shaft and
fletching. Harpoons lacked these distinguishing features in the parts of the weapon remaining in
the prey, and there were protocols to share animals with all those who could show a link to the
kill. There was one harpoon found at Kaien Siding that had an owner’s mark; but possibly the
line attachments were also made with identifying features. McMurdo (1972:114) noted the
apparent lack of functional superiority of the varying line attachment styles, and suggests that
line attachment expressions are stylistic products.
Toggling composite harpoons enter the Harbour sequence at many sites in PR2 and
continue in PR1. If these are used primarily for fishing, the absolute absence of them at the
Kaien Siding villages matches the curious lack of evidence for local fishing at these sites. Fish
are found in great quantity, but they consist almost entirely of salmon, eulachon, and herring, all
of which likely entered the site preserved. Ames’ hypothesis that toggling harpoons, especially
those with slots and slate or mussel arming points, are not found in the harbour sites in quantity
because the inhabitants were hunting almost exclusively small sea mammals is not substantiated,
since the Kaien Siding sites contained unusually large amounts of very large sea mammals, but
no toggling harpoons.
Worked Antler Fragments
These are divided into tines and other fragments.
Worked Antler Tine
N = 15
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 14
All 15 tines show some grinding, cutting or sawing, and adze chopping with or without
tip use-wear. Many also have evidence of rodent gnawing or facets from antler use by the deer.
Several have been sectioned longitudinally and two show incising of a possible decorative motif.
There are three larger, more robust antler tines measuring between 77 and 145 mm long.
GbTo-54:1016 is a broad, flattened antler that is notably worked (Figure 193, middle). Classified
as a tine, it could also be a midshaft section of antler worked to a rounded tip, though cortex
erosion and numerous surface cuts or saw marks and surface grinding, particularly on one side,
makes such a determination difficult. At mid-section, there is a cut or sawed groove girdling the
antler, possibly the beginning of sectioning to snap off the tip. As well, there are a series of
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larger, parallel striations that cross hatch near the tip. They appear to be deep and regular,
indicating they are likely the result of cultural activity, possibly to add a decorative motif. A
longer, more rounded antler tine, GbTo-54:779 (Figure 193, third artifact and close-up) has adze
or cut marks at the proximal basal end and most of the surface is badly root-etched. However,
one side has a large area of distinct cross-hatching incised along the convex portion of the
surface. At the distal end, there is a large oval section of curved line which may be part of an eye
motif. Because of the root-etching and no evidence for a reciprocal eye motif on the other side
this may not be cultural in origin, whereas the cross-hatching is clearly decorative.
Twelve tines are shorter, representing distal antler tip ends. Several have deliberate
scoring and sawing or adzing indicating that they were deliberately removed or sized and indeed
they are probably detritus rather than formed tools or blanks. Most are broken and the original
length is unclear. GbTo-54:301 (Figure 193, leftmost) is a small triangular antler fragment with
longitudinal fine shaving or cutting as well as grinding marks on the rounded dorsal surface. It
appears to have been split longitudinally. Both lateral sides are squared off to the dorsal surface.
The ventral surface is rough and shows no evidence of finishing, but there is a ‘step’ just before
the break at the proximal end. This is somewhat similar to a male bracelet end. If it is a bracelet
fragment, it is either unfinished or a very different variant as the sides are not tapered and the
dorsal surface is more convex than see in other male clasps. As the resemblance to male
bracelets is likely coincidental, it is classified as a worked antler fragment.

Figure 193. Worked antler tines. On the right is a close-up of the cross-hatching on GbTo54:779.
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Worked Antler Fragments
N = 10
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 09
Nine worked antler fragments were recovered from GbTo-54 and one from GbTo-13.
These are variously sized pieces of antler, showing some form of working or modification,
usually chopping, adzing, cutting, or grinding. GbTo-13:663 is one of the largest worked antler
fragments and could possibly represent a small haft.
Worked Antler Discussion
Modified tines fall into two clear categories; deliberately worked or modified tines or
tines that were sectioned and discarded. While several of the deliberately worked tines recovered
from GbTo-13 and 54 do demonstrate crushing and dulling perhaps due to being used as a
pressure flaking tool (although pressure flaking on finished lithic tools or pressure flake detritus
is very rare). Several others are unifacially beveled, possibly indicating they were used on softer
materials such as prying bark from trees, or weaving bark or withes. Antler could be further
modified into ornamental objects such as pendants. It is not possible to say if tines with little
wear or evidence of modification, other than sectioning, are indicative of antler debitage or antler
blanks.
Unlike tines, the worked antler fragments are modified beyond mere sectioning; however,
these were too small to determine intended function. All antler material, whether tine or
fragment, is relatively small, suggesting it was obtained from coastal blacktail deer.
Antler is noted in all harbour assemblages and comprises the material for a variety of tool
items, though tines are not generally noted as a discrete category of its own. The only antler tool
type that does warrant its own category in the harbour artifact write-ups are antler wedges (Ames
2005; Coupland 1999; Coupland, et al. 1991; Coupland, et al. 2002; Coupland, et al. 2006).
Drucker (1943:54) notes that antler tines were used to flake stone, and distinguishes two
distinctive types. Two bone or antler flakers are recorded for GbTo-31 Boardwalk, from Area B
AU1 which represents an early component (Ames 2005). Ames records no other flakers (bone or
antler) in the harbour. This association with one of the earliest components recorded for the
harbour suggests to Ames (2005:137) that “these then are distinctive markers of Prince Rupert 3”
or the Early Pacific Period (3500 BC – 2000 BC). However, two bone flaking tools are recorded
for GcTo-6 McNicholl Creek, dating between 2200 to 1400 BP, or the late Middle Pacific Period
(1800 BC – AD 500). Though not manufactured from antler, they nonetheless indicate that
flakers are present in a later component (Coupland 1999:71). In addition, an antler billet, 4.9 cm
long with several ground facets and basal polishing, was recovered from area B at GbTo-31
Boardwalk dating to 1700 – 1000 BP (late Middle and early Late Pacific Periods) (Coupland, et
al. 2006:23). This suggests that flakers, whether they were manufactured from bone or antler, are
found in recent occupations. Consequently, this tool type cannot be considered necessarily
diagnostic for any one period.
MidShaft Bone Fragments
N = 174
GbTo-13
N = 020
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GbTo-54

N = 154

A total of 174 fragments of broken worked bone were recovered that show evidence of
being midshaft fragments, but cannot be assigned reasonably to awls, points, or other functional
categories. These fragments are ground on all surfaces, retaining, in most cases, both lateral
edges and a well worked dorsal and ventral surface. Many are also well shaped, with
considerable grinding and even polish on many examples. They are predominantly lanceolate in
planar view, though, without either base or tip, it is probable that some, especially some of the
wider pieces, were foliate. Cross-sections vary widely from triangular and rhomboidal to ovoid,
circular and square or rectangular. The width of most of these points is relatively narrow,
approximately 9 mm wide, though the widths range from 4 mm to 18 mm. Seven show some
remaining basal structure, including articular ends, and likely are the proximal ends of points. As
a group, these fragments show the greatest number of burning, with seven having some evidence
of being charred and two completely calcined. The material is predominantly terrestrial mammal
bone, though there are also several examples manufactured from antler. It is highly likely that the
majority of these medial shaft fragments represent discarded tools, in all likelihood bone points,
though some could also be awl, drill, or chisel shaft fragments. It is also possible, as seen in the
previous example, that some of these were discarded during the final stages of manufacture.
Awls
N = 189
GbTo-13
GbTo-37
GbTo-54

N = 022
N = 001
N = 166

Awls, which are relatively simple sharpened bone tools with a puncturing function, have
been divided into groups based on a ‘like with like’ classification system. The final groups may
be overly divided; but since it is much simpler to group classes than to divide them after the fact,
they are presented as the ‘split’ types here. The intention is to find types that are temporally or
functionally distinct. The “finger awls” clearly meet this goal, but others are less clear although
further study of their distribution temporally and spatially may reveal additional patterning.
Anatomical Awls
N = 13
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 12
A total of 13 anatomical awls were recovered. Of these, nine are from ulnas and four
from metapodials. These tools are classified due to their articular ends (Figure 194). Many of the
splinter awls, described below, are also made from ulna or metapodial bone, but only a small part
of the recognizable bone remains. Primary species represented are deer and mountain goat,
though one beaver and one dog ulna awl were recovered from GbTo-54. The ulna awls are
essentially complete, though in most cases some portion of the tip is broken and missing. These
awls can be divided into two groups, one with a short, broad ‘blade-like’ shaft and point, and
another with a long, more rounded shaft and point. The short, broad awls are either deer or
mountain goat and can be further distinguished by a flattened or rounded tip. The ventral edge of
GbTo-54:1346 (Figure 194, bottom row, middle) shows some wear and breakage, suggesting
that this may have been the leading or working edge during use. GbTo-54:3216, a mountain goat
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awl, is longer than the others but a midshaft break has removed the tip. It is presumed it had a
broad, rounded tip. The remaining two ulna awls are narrow with a round tip cross-section; one
is manufactured from dog and the other from beaver. Both are missing their distal ends, though it
appears these were probably rounded. There is no particular shaping evident on either except for
some general grinding striations, though both have considerable use-wear polish. None of these
would qualify as ulna knives as described by Keddie (2012:27) and are possibly cedar bark or
fibre pressing tools.
A further four metapodial awls were recovered, all from GbTo-54 (Figure 195). They are
all manufactured from deer and in three cases represent proximal ends. Two, GbTo-54:1370 and
1415, are split longitudinally; the former along the minor axis along the transverse plane, and the
latter along the major axis along the medial plane. GbTo-54:1370 (Figure 195) is well ground,
creating a rounded cross-section, while GbTo-54:1415 (Figure 194, top row, 2nd from left) is also
well ground, but with a flat, broad blade, and a unilaterally tip with bevelling evident on the
ventral, or angled, portion. GbTo-54:2157 (Figure 195) is the distal end of a deer metapodial
which is split longitudinally along the midline. The point tapers to a short, faceted sharp tip with
a highly polished surface. Grinding striations on the tip are perpendicular to the long axis of the
awl and only visible on the tip facets. The final metapodial awl, GbTo-54:1511 (Figure 195), is
broken at both distal and proximal ends. There are sectioning incising marks on one lateral edge,
as well as heavy grinding striations on both edges. Polish is evident near the distal end, which
has a rounded cross-section; it is likely that the tip was rounded. There is little evidence of
grinding or use-wear on the dorsal or ventral surfaces and the proximal end appears unmodified.
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Figure 194. Metapodial and ulna awls.
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Figure 195. Gull carpometacarpus (left), mountain goat (second from left) and three deer
metapodial awls.
Asymmetrical Expedient Splinter Awls
N = 36
GbTo-13
N = 04
GbTo-54
N = 32
This is one of the largest awl categories recovered overall. These awls have an
asymmetrical shape with minimal grinding or modification evident. These are expedient awls
manufactured in most cases from splintered terrestrial mammal long bones, where primary
evidence of use is found on the distal end or tip. They comprise two basic groupings, robust and
gracile. Several of these, GbTo-54:2597 and 1182, are split metapodials which have retained an
intact portion of the proximal articulating surface (Figure 196). Of the 36 asymmetrical splinter
awls, 16 are considered robust. Of these, 15 are terrestrial mammal bones; the only exception,
GbTo-54:1885, is a worked antler tine with squared base and a highly polished shaft and tip.
A further 20 awls are deemed gracile asymmetrical splinters with minimal grinding
and/or use-wear polish, and no shaping or investment of time. All are broken terrestrial mammal
bone shaft splinters, several with articular bases. Many only have use-wear on the distal, working
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tip with some use-wear polish. Many of these awls have post-depositional surface erosion but
have retained some tip use-wear polish.

Figure 196. Asymmetrical expedient splinter awls.
Symmetrically Shouldered Awls
GbTo-54
N = 12
All of the symmetrically shouldered awls (Figure 197) were recovered from GbTo-54.
All, except GbTo-54:1487 (Figure 197, top row, far right) which is bird bone, are made from
terrestrial mammal bone, most notably split long bones or metapodials. All are well finished and
shaped, though most have a broken proximal end; several indicate that the proximal ends were
ground and possibly squared off. Two are blackened by fire. Complete tips are rounded and dull.
It is possible to discern that at least four of the bilaterally shouldered awls have long, robust tips
that are at least 1/3 as long as the haft. Another three have short, robust tips comprising less than
¼ of the total length.
Broad Asymmetrical Splinter Awls
N = 17
GbTo-13
N = 03
GbTo-54
N = 14
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Morphologically, this is a diverse group ranging from small gracile to large robust. The
cross-sections are also varied, ranging from flat to triangular or rounded. The tips, however, are
all round in cross-section with typically a dull robust end, though several exceptions are sharp.
These are clearly opportunistic or expedient tools, with grinding typically only on the distal tip
end. Shaping, when present, is restricted to the distal tip end. The proximal ends are all
unworked splinters or anatomical articular remnants. While most of these awls are entirely
expedient, some, such as GbTo-54:2072 and 2470 (Figure 197, bottom row, fourth from right,
and second row, fourth from left), show signs of sectioning and deliberate splintering through
grooving and cutting. Polish is evident on almost all tips and is relatively uniform down the shaft
toward the base suggesting that they were hand held and not hafted into a handle. It is also
possible that several, GbTo-54:215, 1803, and 2470 and GbTo-13:596 (Figure 197, first, fifth
and fourth from left second row, and third from left, third row) could be drill bases as portions of
the tips which would have drill wear are missing. Likewise, it is also possible that GbTo-54:1421
(Figure 197, bottom row, third from right) could have been used as a small wedge or chisel. Both
lateral sides are squared off to the dorsal surface and the shaft is abruptly tapered from the tip –
shaft interface. The proximal and shaft sections are robust enough to have served as either a
chisel or small wedge. In almost all examples that are intact, the tip has a rounded cross-section
with a dulled point.
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Figure 197. Shoulder awls: top row are symmetrically shouldered awls, lower three rows
are broad, asymmetrical splinter awls except for the last one in the fourth row (GbTo54:2339) which is a miniature awl.
Broad Symmetrical Splinter Awls
N = 23
GbTo-13
N = 06
GbTo-54
N = 17
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Broad symmetrical splinter awls (Figure 198) have primarily sharp tips, flattened midshaft cross sections, and rounded tip cross-sections. Almost all of these are manufactured from
terrestrial mammal bone, probably metapodial although there is a single sea mammal bone awl.
All are robust and generally well ground on most or all surfaces, and have either anatomical or
finished bases. These are not expedient tools, but show a certain level of investiture of time and
effort. Most appear to have elongated tips with round, dulled points and round or ovate crosssections; however, there are several sharp points. Most points are broken. There is considerable
polish on the tips as well as minimal polish along the shafts. Ten of these awls are essentially
complete, missing only the distal point, but include intact bases. There is only one anatomical
base, seen on GbTo-13:616 (Figure 198). The remainder have ground bases that are either
straight or concave. GbTo-54:997 and GbTo-54:439 (Figure 198) are two awls in this category
with a wedged base, that might indicate that they were hafted, and these possibly could be
unbarbed arrow points.

Figure 198. Broad symmetrical splinter awls (GbTo-13:616 is top row left, GbTo-54:997 is
top row 3rd from left, and GbTo-54:439 is middle row 4th from left,).
Flat Expedient Splinter Awls
N = 30
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 28
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It is the overall presentation of the tip and shaft which is the defining characteristic of this
group. These are generally flat and broad; suitable for pushing, creasing and prying, and possibly
scraping. Most are or were asymmetrical, though there are some symmetrical examples with a
centrally positioned tip. As well, while most are very flat through the shaft, several are somewhat
curved in cross-section, primarily due to the use of a smaller metapodial bone. In a few cases, the
bases show some squaring off and grinding, though this appears to be relatively expedient and
not intended to shape while most have bases that are clearly unfinished splinters. The working tip
of GbTo-54:3275 has two sizable ‘chips’ or flake scars, further suggesting that this example was
used for more robust tasks than some of the other awls in this group. As well, there appears to be
a directional bias in the use-wear polish on the ventral surfaces, where polish build-up is greater
toward one side.
Small Gracile Splinter Awls
N = 38
GbTo-13
N = 05
GbTo-37
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 32
Small gracile splinter awls (Figure 199) constitute the largest overall awl category, with a
total of 38 artifacts. Unlike the miniature or shouldered awls, these are, for the most part, clearly
expedient awls with little investiture of time and effort. On 32 of these awls, evidence of
grinding is typically limited to the distal end, with no evidence of shaping; minimal use-wear on
the tips is often the only indication of cultural modification. The tips mostly have a triangular
cross-section, while a few are rounded. The tips appear relatively robust and few show damage.
As a group, these awls also tend to be relatively narrow, with only a few widening at the
proximal end. All are manufactured from terrestrial mammal and several of these, such as GbTo54:339, 1052 (Figure 199, top row 3rd from left) and 2832, are from metapodials.
The remaining six awls in this category show more extensive working; they are all flat
with a slight asymmetrical orientation. All are broken proximally and four have intact tips. It is
possible that four of these, GbTo-54:281, 447, 1867 (Figure 199, top row 2nd from left) and
2393, may represent the distal ends of ulna awls. An interesting example is GbTo-54:1867,
which resembles an ulna fish knife. If so, this would be the only ulna knife recovered. The
leading edge of the ventral side is unifacially beveled with a sharp tip, which would have made it
very suitable as a knife. Another similar artifact, GbTo-54:281, is bilaterally beveled on the
leading edge for approximately 23 mm from the sharp tip. Though much more steeply angled,
this bevelled edge could also have functioned as a knife.
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Figure 199. Small, gracile splinter awls (GbTo-54:1052 is top row 3rd from left and GbTo54:1867 is top row 2nd from left).
Bird Bone Awls
GbTo-54
N=5
All five bone awls made from bird bone (Figure 200) are from GbTo-54. Three of these
are splinter awls with well ground sharp pointed tips. All are small, measuring between 37.2 to
24.4 mm in length. The fourth is GbTo-54:795, a short medial ulna, which has a slightly longer,
sharply ground and very flat tip, but with a partially intact diaphysis at the proximal end. The
final bird bone awl, GbTo-54:1947, is a large gull carpometacarpus with an intact articulating
proximal end and sharpened distal end (Figure 195, left and Figure 200, bottom row, right). On
all of these small awls there are no further modifications other than the heavily ground distal end.
However, use-wear polish is notable on all tips and on several of the shafts.
Miniature
GbTo-54

N=6
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A small group of six miniature awls were recovered from GbTo-54 (Figure 200, middle
row). These are narrow, flat asymmetrical awls that are ground to a smooth finish on all surfaces.
Four of these are very similar: GbTo-54:216, 389, 2482 and 2827 (Figure 200: middle row, first
three from left are 2482, 216, and 389; 2750 middle row rightmost). They are remarkable for
being made so small. These four vary from approximately 47 to 59 mm in length, and have a
square shaft and round tip cross-section. Though all their bases show some breakage, three have
remnants of a finished, squared base. The fifth awl in this group is GbTo-54:2339 (Figure 197,
4th from left, bottom row). It is a very small splinter with a round cross-section broken tip. It is
possible this could have been a small drill. The final awl in this category, GbTo-54:2750, is an
asymmetrically sharpened tip with a unilateral bevel. The tip and edge created by the bevel are
notably sharp.
Finger Awls
GbTo-54
N = 06
Six asymmetrical unilaterally shouldered awls, made from terrestrial mammal bone and
known as ‘finger awls’ due to their outline similarity to a human hand pointing with an index
finger (Figure 200, top row). All are from GbTo-54. These are highly ground and shaped and
clearly form a distinctive ‘type’. Five are similarly sized: very small with a square base and a
short tip or ‘finger’ projecting up along one side. A sixth finger awl has a long, narrow base with
a short tip and this perhaps should have been classified as a type of splinter awl. Due to their
small size and finished bases, it is likely that the finger awls would have been hafted into a larger
handle allowing for better manipulation. Only one, GbTo-54:987 (Figure 200, 3rd from left, top
row), has surface polish particularly evident on the tip and downward along the long lateral edge.
Four of the tips appear rounded and dull, while another two cannot be observed due to surface
erosion and breakage.
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Figure 200. Finger awls top row, miniature asymmetrical splinter awls middle row, bird
bone awls bottom row.
Awls Discussion
It is probable that awls represent a wide range of activities and applications. In harbour
sites, bone awls are one of the most common bone artifact types. There are over a total of 1700
awls recorded, with recovery from every site excavated in the Prince Rupert Harbour. In most
cases, splinter awls, with a pointed worked and or ground tip on an otherwise unmodified
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splinter of bone, is the most common type and this pattern continues in the awls recovered from
GbTo-13 and 54. Ames records 157 awls as splinters of long bone fragments with evidence of
working only on the tip, and a further 1121 awls with further “abrasion and /or grinding striae
(on the tip and shaft)… but no evidence of a haft or base” (Ames 2005:139). At GbTo-6
McNichol Creek over 45 awls were recovered, with the majority of those representing splinter
awls. Of these, only one is a sectioned-bone awl with saw or cut marks along the long edge
(Coupland 1999:68). Anatomical awls are equally well represented, with 266 awls retaining
some articulatory end; 76 and 104 of these represent metapodial and proximal ulna ends,
respectively. One awl recovered from Area D at GbTo-31 Boardwalk was noted as the proximal
end of a deer ulna (Coupland, et al. 2006:21).
Ames (2005:139) acknowledges that awls are often subdivided according to function, and
some have described knife use for some ‘awls’ (Keddie 2012b); however, Ames deemed it
impossible to develop clear definitions or criteria, placing awls into categories based primarily
on bone morphology. Awls, in Ames’ analysis, were bone artifacts that had “tips that are pointed
in both longitudinal and plan view” (Ames 2005:139). They are considered a sub-category under
generic piercing tools. Many show little if any grinding or other signs of ‘preparation’ or
working, and often the only evidence for their use is seen in the polished distal tip. Awls of all
types are widely distributed in the harbour, constituting the largest component of opportunistic
tools, and recovered from all of the major village sites. It is noted that their numbers, densities
and variety per AU varies both between and within a site, and, therefore, is “probably a
reflection of general fabricating and processing activities”(Ames 2005:142).
Ames only has one awl subcategory “shouldered” that was shaped and not expedient.
Ames notes 19 shouldered (or nipple) awls for the harbour, averaging 80 mm long and 12 mm
wide, and considers them a rare artifact type. With the addition of the shouldered awls from
GbTo-54, this number is now essentially doubled, as 18 shouldered awls were recovered in
2012/2013. They are consistent in length and width (measuring an average of 12 mm). The awls
from GbTo-54 include unilaterally shouldered awls (including the clearly separate finger awls).
Ames further suggests that the shouldering is functionally important, possibly related to basket
weaving. This conclusion is based on one awl which is decorated with a geometric design
“suggestive of basketry weave” (Ames 2005:142). Shouldered awls were only recovered from
three sites: GbTo-23 Garden Island, GbTo-31 Boardwalk (Area D AU2, 3 and S/AU), and
GbTo-34 Kitandach.
Only two bird bone awls are previously recorded for the harbour, both recovered from
GbTo-31 Boardwalk (Area B/AU1) (Ames 2005:340). Interestingly, he also notes one antler tine
awl; unfortunately, information as to which site is it associated with is unknown (Ames
2005:341).
Interesting are the dog, beaver and mountain goat ulna awls. Typically, deer ulna are
routinely mentioned for archaeological assemblages, though for the harbour sea otter ulnas are
listed as a commonly used species for awls (Ames 2005:140; Stewart 1996:90).
Awls are part of an all-purpose manufacturing and processing tool kit that dates back to
earliest components for the harbour, which includes cobble tools, abraders and needles. At
GbTo-18 Dodge Island they are well represented in both Period III and Period II and include
well-crafted split and ground metapodial awls (Fladmark, et al. 1990:232-233).
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Elsewhere on the coast, ulna and/or splinter awls are present in most sites, and constitute
a reported bone artifact from early assemblages onward (C. Borden 1970; Ham, Yip, Kullar, et
al. 1986; MacDonald and Inglis 1981; Pratt 1992). Awls are considered a typical artifact for the
Northwest Coast and the splinter awl is consistently the most frequently reported type throughout
periods, and is not considered diagnostic (Calvert 1970; Charlton 1977; MacDonald 1968;
McMillan and St. Claire 1996; Pratt 1992). Unfortunately, most reports do not note species for
anatomical awls, and there may be an erroneous underlying assumption that deer ulna constitute
the majority of ulna awls. The harbour assemblages, including GbTo-54, suggest that deer were
only one of several species that were regularly used in manufacturing ulna awls.
The uses for awls elsewhere mirror those suggested for the harbour. At 49-CRG-188
Cape Addington Rockshelter off Prince of Wales Island, Alaska, five deer ulna awls were
recovered, two of which were used as awls while another three may have been used for basketry
or as a fish knife (Moss 2004).Often, awls are also known as punches and perforators, and are
frequently associated with hide and fibre working such as basketry, matting and blanket making,
though it is likely they served a wide range of functions (Ham, Yip, Kullar, et al. 1986; Keddie
2012a, b; Pratt 1992; Stewart 1996). Many of these, particularly basketry, are considered
typically women’s activities and consequently awls are seen as the quintessential women’s tool
(Halpin and Seguin 1990:273).
The ‘finger awls’ are a type not previously identified in the literature. All are from the
latest two components of the GbTo-54 site with most in Component 3 (cal AD 200-770) and the
others post-dating this. They are likely associated with activities occurring in a house, and
particularly near hearths as several are in close association with a hearth or along what was likely
a house wall (Figure 201).

Figure 201. Finger awl distribution. Finger awls as pink dots. Two are close to the row
hearths in Area 5; three are along the clay bank feature in Area 4, with one close to the
southern box hearth there; and there is one outlier near the northern end of the habitation.
Line features at bottom of figure indicate canoe runs on the beach.
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Bark Peeler
GbTo-54
N = 01
One bark peeler was recovered during excavations. GbTo-54:3249 is a large mammal rib
(#14), which appears unmodified on the broken proximal end and is ground to a flat spatulate
distal end. There is differential tip wear; the concave, or underside, portion of the tip is worn to a
smooth finish while the convex, or upper, portion of the tip is marked by short, superficial marks
orientated at various angles. On this side the tip is also worn through the cortical and into the
cancellous bone. Generally, the tip is asymmetrically rounded, with more wear on one corner and
edge than the other suggesting that the tool had consistent directional-specific use. Ames
(2005:133-134) records nine bone or antler bark peelers, commonly manufactured from ribs.
They are described as “flat, bat-like or paddle-like” and typically used for bark processing; either
to remove cedar bark from trees or shredding the bark once removed (Ames 2005:133). Ames
provides metrics for a single bark peeler, which measures 180 mm long, 10 mm thick and 20 mm
wide, similar to the dimensions recorded for 3249.
The sweet bark of hemlock and spruce were mass-harvested by the Tsimshian and other
North Coast peoples, processed, and baked into cakes (Eldridge 1982). Little is known of the
tools used at the coast to strip or process these species of trees. A 3 m long, spatulate-ended yewwood tool at the Royal BC Museum is catalogued as a Haida bark stripping tool, and was likely
used to remove large cedar bark ‘planks’ from trees. Bark peelers are known from the Interior
Plateau where they were often made from large antlers or bone and are up to 50 cm long. They
were often highly decorated and curated, and are often paired with bone or antler bark concaveended scrapers (for lodgepole pine) or bark knives (for ponderosa pine and other species)
(Eldridge 1982). These strippers were heavy-duty tools that could double as quarrying bars for
collecting ochre (Teit 1975 [1900]:475).
Bone Bark Shredder
GbTo-54
N = 01
One whale vertebral disc bark shredder (Figure 202) was recovered from GbTo-54.
Thirteen fragments were found in four separate excavated groups in Area 5, on the slope west of
the stacked box hearths (Figure 203). The fragments formed two groups, about 3.5 m apart (slope
distance) and 1.5 m vertically apart. They were found just above the interface between the most
recent, high density shell component (Component 4, cal AD 820-1750), and the underlying
middle component (Component 3, cal AD 200-770), so were stratigraphically above the hearths
and nearby dog burial, and likely date to about AD 800.
The 13 fragments were refitted and form an almost complete object; only the top of the
handle and a small missing section out of the top right corner are missing. It is a large, elongated
D-shaped (self-handled) object with ground rounded edges; the bottom or distal long edge
showing considerable use-wear polish. The ventral side has open cancellous bone with some
evidence of billowing, suggesting that this may be an infused vertebral epiphysis from a juvenile
whale. The surface is even, which is likely the result of grinding. The lateral edges of the ventral
surface, particularly toward the top of the lateral edges are ground at a bevel toward the dorsal
surface. The dorsal surface is primarily smooth cortical bone, representing the surface structure
of the vertebrae disc. This is the third bark shredder recorded for GbTo-54. Two stone bark
shredders, one a preform, were also recovered and are described with stone tools.
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Figure 202. Whalebone bark shredder refitted (handle perforation at scale).

Figure 203. Locations (purple dots) of the 13 fragments of whalebone bark beater in
relation to Area 5 features.
Discussion
Drucker (1943:56 ) states that ‘cedar bark shredders’ were constructed from wide whalebone blades and consisted of two types based on shape; the first was short, and heavy (with
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either a rectangular shape and a straight edge, or round to oval in shape) while the second was
long and thin. Bark shredders were designed to shred dry bark unlike bark beaters, which worked
bark that had been soaked (Stewart 1996:93). Except for this distinction, bark shredders and
barkbeaters were both intended to process and break down cedar fibres. Bark beaters are often
made from large, thick whalebone, and have a projecting handle and a parallel grooved working
surface. Drucker (1943:56) describes these as ‘bone mallets’. Ames describes a similar function
to four “stone club-like objects with segmented or corrugated surfaces, perhaps used as
barkbeaters”. These appear to be different to the segmented stone class, which Ames also noted
might be bark beaters (see discussion in segmented stones, this report). No barkbeaters of stone
or bone were found during the 2012-2013 work.
Stone bark shredders are also recorded for GbTo-54 and elsewhere in the harbour. Like
their bone counterparts, these have a perforated handle at the top resulting in a ‘D’ shape.
Though not normally seen in the literature, it has also been suggested that bark shredders could
have been used as a weaver’s tool for carding mountain goat wool (Bernick 1980). Bark
shredders are usually cited as being manufactured from whale bone (typically a whale vertebra
epiphysis) as well as stone.
Four bone bark shredders are reported for the harbour; however, Ames (2005:133) only
describes two. One is made from sea mammal bone and measures 160 mm long and 90 mm
wide, and the other is a small geometrically-decorated bark shredder of unidentified bone
measuring 50 mm long and 40 mm wide (which seems too small to be functional). Both of these
are considerably smaller than the one recovered from GbTo-54 which measures almost 250 mm
long and 140 mm high. As Pritchard observes, however “most of the dimensions for tools
reported by Ames (2005) are incorrect” (Pritchard 2007:74) and it may be that these objects are
much larger than indicated. Ames (2005:134) speculates that the general absence of bark
shredders (and splitters) from the harbour archaeological record is the result of a high curation
rate where, upon breakage, they were recycled into something else or were used at seasonal
camps away from the harbour and therefore didn’t enter the archaeological record of the harbour.
The bark shredders previously recovered were from GbTo-31 Boardwalk, one from Area D AU
2 (dated c. 2000 BC to AD 1000) and AU 3 (AD 1000- AD 1650) and another two from GbTo33 Lachane Area B (2000 BC to AD 1650) and E (3000 BC to AD 1650) (Ames 2005:285-291,
350-351).
Further south, bark shredders are rare items in archaeological assemblages, except at
Ozette, where nearly a hundred bark shredders were found, mostly made from maxillary bone
and none from vertebral epiphyses (Fisken 1983; Huelsbeck 1994). A whale vertebrae epiphysis
with a beveled edge was recovered from DdRu 5 North Saanich (Kanipe, et al. 2007:116). A
fragment of a sea mammal bark shredder fragment was recovered from component II at DhSe 2
Shoemaker Bay, Port Alberni (McMillan and St. Claire 1974:108). Both represent recent
occupations, no older than AD 1000. A whale bone bark shredder was recovered from DgRw
199, a large burial site on Gabriola Island dating to the Marpole culture (ca. cal. 400 BC – AD
800), and a possible fragment was recovered from DfSi-4 near Ucluelet, B.C. (Dady and
Mathews 2003; McMillan and St. Claire 1994). Both bark shredders and bark beaters are
considered part of the Queen Charlotte Strait Culture type of the Kwakiutl Area and a West
Coast culture type of the Nootkan Area (2800 BC – contact) (Mitchell 1990:356). It is not listed
for any culture types for the central coast. Bark beaters are noted for late prehistoric site such as
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FaSu-2 at Namu (Hobler 1990). Bark shredders and beaters are not listed as defining artifact
types in Southeastern Alaskan assemblages (Davis 1990).
All of the dated assemblages where whalebone bark shredders have been found include
relatively late dates (to AD 1000 or later). Although the dating spans for some sites can be more
than 4,000 years, several are restricted to the more recent dates. It seems, then, that bark
shredders of whalebone may have been a relatively late development, even if working cedar bark
has been an integral part of Northwest Coast culture for millennia. Ethnographically, bark was
often shredded against an old, broken, repurposed canoe paddle using a whalebone or yew-wood
shredder or even a simple hammerstone (Stewart 1984:123-126). It is possible that whalebone
bark shredders were added to existing bark shredders at this later time; possibly as a result of
increased craft specialization, when specialized tools become useful in relation to the time to
obtain raw materials and manufacture the tool.
Blanks and Preforms
N = 45
Blanks show basic, generic shaping without the beginnings of specific tool formulation.
Preforms are further shaped into rough outlines. They have been separated into groups based on
material and shape.
Antler Blanks
N = 08
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 04
This group includes two large antler beam blanks. GbTo-54:2019 (Figure 204) is a shed
antler with an intact coronet. It has a series of somewhat parallel cut marks on the ventral surface
and the distal end has been adzed or sawn all the way around allowing for the removal of distal
antler material. Recovered in three pieces, which have been refitted, it shows no other evidence
of working. This may represent an antler blank or waste material of sectioned antler that was
discarded, where only the distal portions were retained and worked. The other large antler
section is GbTo-54:1726 (Figure 204), which is a large antler tine. The dorsal edge shows cut
marks and grooving creating a large gash approximately 109.5 mm long and running down
almost the entire length of the tine. There is also tool use evident at the basal or proximal end
where the tine was removed from the main antler section. There is notable rodent gnawing on the
distal or tip end. The rodent gnawing appears to antedate anthropomorphic modification as the
dorsal cutting has removed and overlaps some of this material. GbTo-54:1024 (Figure 204) is an
intact antler mid-beam section with sectioning cuts or adzing on either end. A section of antler,
possibly a tine, has been removed opening up a section at the wider end which has been ground
along one edge. This may be part of sizing the beam to a more uniform overall diameter. There
are several oblique cut marks on one side. It is possible all of these were blanks for chisel hafts.
The final antler blank is GbTo-54:1327/2448 (Figure 206, left), a refitted flat section of
antler about 25 mm wide. It has a slight transverse and longitudinal curvature reminiscent of
bracelets, though the width is notably wider than any of the bracelets recovered. The dorsal
(convex) surface has a single, deeply incised groove along one edge which feathers out at either
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end. This may be the beginnings of further sectioning for width reduction. The blank is broken at
either end.

Figure 204. Worked antler, and antler tines and blanks (bottom row, from the left are
GbTo-54:1726, 2019 and 1024).
Bar-Shaped Preform Sea Mammal Bone
N = 10
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 09
Ten sizable bone fragments have been ground into a variety of bar shapes (Figure 205).
All are from large sea mammal long bones and are at various stages of pre-form manufacture.
They are ground on most or all unbroken faces, and several have incisions that indicate further
sectioning or shaping was underway when they were lost or discarded.
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Figure 205. Bar-shaped preform sea mammal bone.
Modified Sea Mammal Rib Blanks
GbTo-54
N = 09
All nine modified rib blanks (Figure 206) were recovered from GbTo-54, and all appear
to be from sea mammal. Most are broken on either end, except for one, GbTo-54:1619 (Figure
206, far right), which has one squared off end. The widths and thicknesses for these rib blanks
are very uniform, ranging from 18.37 to 25.33 mm wide and 6.34 to 8.72 mm thick. They all
have been sectioned or ground flat on the ventral surface, with the dorsal surface retaining the
original cortical or inner bone and convex curvature. Most also show some evidence of grinding
along the edges to square them off. GbTo-54:1410 is somewhat dissimilar from the others in this
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group as it appears to have irregular cut marks along one lateral edge. This may have been part
of the initial reduction to size the bone’s width.

Figure 206. Worked mammal rib blanks and Antler Blank (left).
Tabular Sea Mammal Blanks
N = 07
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 06
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These are flat, well ground on one side sea mammal bones which are relatively thin
compared to width (Figure 207).

Figure 207. Tabular sea mammal blanks.
Sectioned Bone Blanks
N = 10
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 09
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Most of these are sea mammal, possibly whale, with an additional three terrestrial
mammal bone blanks included in this group. All are roughly sectioned and show grinding on
multiple sides. Some show adzing. The large size of GbTo-54:1858 implies it must have come
from a whale. One long edge and one end show cutting and grinding suggesting that it was
roughly sized or sectioned into shape. There is also clear adzing evident along several edges,
producing a polyhedron. This blank shows that it was shaped into an irregular form and appears
to have been recovered primarily intact.
Another two sectioned bone blanks are from terrestrial mammals and consist of deer
metapodials. One, GbTo-54:68 (Figure 208), has been split along the medial axis and represents
the dorsal section, and is ground slightly along the sectioned edges. The proximal articular end is
intact, while the distal end is broken and missing. The second metapodial, GbTo-13:456, is
primarily intact with minimal breakage at either articular end. It is unmodified except for medial
incising marks along the intermetapodial groove suggesting that it was split into medial and
lateral portions.
This group of sectioned bone blanks also includes one possible example of a pencil
preform. GbTo-54:1680/1681 is a long sectioned piece of terrestrial mammal bone that is long
and narrow, with a triangular cross section. Longitudinal sectioning or incising marks are evident
along multiple edges with some superficial grinding evident on the dorsal surface. One end is
flattened, presumably the base, though there has been no shaping to what is assumed to be the
distal end, which narrows and then flares outward. Its general characteristics and form closely
resembles the bone pencil points from GbTo-54 which typically have a long, narrow triangular
cross-sectioned shaft.

Figure 208. GbTo-54:68 Sectioned Deer Metapodial Blank
Blanks Discussion
There are a total of 21 ‘tabular pieces’ previously recorded for harbour assemblages,
similar to the 17 bar-shaped tabular bone artifacts recorded for GbTo-13 and 54. Some these
consist of flat, rectangular bone and represent either gauges or gauge blanks, while other larger
bone pieces may represent bone blanks for tool manufacture. The four tabular whale fragments
were recovered from three sites: two from GbTo-23 Garden Island and one each from GbTo-33
Lachane and GbTo-34 Kitandach (Ames 2005:154-155). Of the 21 tabular pieces, Ames notes
that 16 are large sea mammal, possibly whale, four are confirmed whale, while eight are
terrestrial mammal. It should be noted that these total 28 and not 21 and it is uncertain where the
discrepancy lies. In addition, a further 15 fragmentary sea mammal bone are noted for the
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harbour, some of which may represent whale. This material is confined to GbTo-31 Boardwalk,
GbTo-33 Lachane and GbTo-34 Kitandach (Ames 2005:156, 354). They are also differentially
distributed within sites, as whale bone is found only in specific AU (Ames 2005:155, 353-354).
Ames (2005:133), does not specifically list bone rib blanks, though he does record nine
bark peelers which are described as commonly manufactured from mammal ribs and have a “flat,
bat-like or paddle-like shape”. The rib blanks from GbTo-54 are similar in width (mean 21 mm
compared to 20 mm cited for the one example for the harbour) and thickness (mean 7.4 mm to
the recorded 10 mm for the harbour) to the bark peelers. However, the worked ribs recovered
from GbTo-54 are fragmentary and, though they are ground flat on the ventral sides, do not
exhibit the requisite bat or paddle shaping that defines Ames’ bark peelers. Instead, the lack of
shaping suggests they may have been harpoon or barbed point blanks. They could also represent
the beginning of small woodworking wedges or blanks for fibre working tools (Ames 2005:133).
A tabular bone object, 4.1 cm long, 1.3 cm wide and 0.5 cm thick and five tabular
perforated and notched bone objects were recovered from GbTn-19 Ridley Island (May
1979:30,196), though some of these may prove to be bracelet sections as the dimensions and
illustrations provided are very similar to bracelet sections recovered at GbTo-54.
The most common material for bone blanks in other assemblages and sites on the
Northwest Coast is sea mammal, and this is sometimes determined to be whale. Other than whale
or sea mammal blanks, material typically cited is antler (Chapman 1976) and bird bone, with the
latter primarily seen as intended for bead production (Charlton 1977). Whale bone blanks, on the
other hand, are recorded in many south coast assemblages, including as DgRr-1 Crescent Beach,
and DcRt-10 Willow Beach, as well as on the central coast ElSx-1 Namu (Eldridge 1987a; Ham
1982; Luebbers 1978). Nevertheless, they do not appear to be common except on the west coast
of Vancouver Island and Washington State. From Vancouver Island, 18 whalebone blanks were
recovered from a house at DfSh-7 Huu7ii in Barkley Sound. Ten of these were found in a
concentrated cluster while the remainder were scattered across the house floor (McMillan and St.
Claire 2012:53). At Ozette, a quarter of the bone artifacts were made from whalebone including
nearly one hundred bark shredders (Fisken 1983; Huelsbeck 1994) and whalebones with
removed blanks were found on radii, mandibles, and maxilla, but very few other bones. Blanks at
Ozette were generally 60-70 cm long, with some being over a metre in length (Fisken 1983). A
well-developed whaling tradition was present in both these southern west-coast locations, though
there has been a suggestion of additional whaling by groups on Moresby Island on Haida Gwaii
during the Late Pacific Period (Ames and Maschner 1999:119-120). Harpoons or harpoon
components are often specific artifact or tool types linked with bone blanks, and they are
typically cited as the primary end products for much of the whale or sea mammal and antler
blanks (Luebbers 1971:96; McMillan and St. Claire 1996, 2012; Wilson 2006).
At GbTo-13 and 54, sea mammal is predominant in the production of long rods or
foreshafts for harpoons, and is commonly used in the manufacture of unilaterally barbed
harpoons. It is therefore possible that many of the bone blanks and sectioned bone, especially the
sea mammal, was intended for, but not limited to, harpoon production.
A total of 45 pieces of sectioned and blank bone material recovered from GbTo-13 and
54. Only eight are antler and three are terrestrial mammal. Sea mammal constitutes over 75%, of
this material, with at least two sizable pieces of whale and probably more. Whale bone could
have been procured locally through salvaging of dead whale carcasses, or, conversely, could
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have been procured through long distance trade with whaling groups from the south, such as the
Nuu-chah-nulth or Makah (Ames 2005:155; Fladmark, et al. 1990:269-271; McMillan 1996;
Renker and Gunther 1990:423). The Ozette site contained an enormous amount of whale bone,
and much of it was processed into tool blanks, preforms, and finished tools; it is assumed that
much of this material was traded to other groups (Fisken 1983; Huelsbeck 1988, 1994). The
recovery of a whale vertebrae epiphysis bark shredder at GbTo-54 indicates that a variety of
whale elements were procured through salvage or possibly trade. If traded, the bark shredder was
unlikely to have been obtained as a finished product. By AD 900, whalebone clubs made by
Nuu-chah-nulth on western Vancouver Island were being traded north and were deposited at the
Boardwalk site in the Harbour (Cybulski 2014) and the bark shredder seemingly could have
come by the same route. However, the nearly 100 cedar bark shredders made from whalebone at
Ozette were never made from whale vertebrae. The perforated handle is also unlikely to have
originated from the south at AD 800. Despite nearly all historical Makah (and Nuu Chah Nulth)
bark shredders having a perforated handle, in the archaeological collection from Ozette dating to
cal AD 1600 there is just one with a perforated handle. These two factors of the bone element
and the style combined suggest that the bark shredder was made from locally (or regionally)
obtained whalebone.
The recovery of a whale auditory bulla (a whale ear bone) at GbTo-54 (see later section)
also suggests that whale bone was locally salvaged. Although at Ozette some 22 bullae were
found modified and heavily used (likely for a scraping function) (Fisken 1983) this
extraordinarily dense bone does not seem to have been traded and does not appear in the
archaeological record for BC. A search of the “PARL” website of archaeological reports filed
since 1960 finds ‘bulla’ as a search term in 26 reports, but none of these are for whale bulla.
These two observations suggest that the bulla was unlikely to have been traded.
Drills
N = 21
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 03
N = 18

A total of 21 bone objects that qualify as drills were recovered. These are represented by
a variety of configurations, some with narrow, long points and well worked bodies, hafts and
bases and others with short, robust tips and splinter bodies and bases (Figure 209). In most there
is evidence of breakage along the shaft, while many also have a broken tip. Bone drills are
defined by a round or ovate tip cross section in longitudinal and planar view with circular
working striations (see Figure 210) indicating that use was primarily by means of a circular
‘drilling’ motion rather than strictly through punching or piercing as would be accomplished
with an awl. Intact distal ends terminate primarily in a sharp point and most show some sign of
polish or burnish, particularly on the tips.
Finishing on the bone drills is varied. While many show minimal working concentrated
on the distal end, others are clearly well worked with considerable investment of time. GbTo54:400 and 1125 (Figure 209, top row, fourth (third in ventral view) and fifth from left), are
finely crafted and are well ground on every surface. Almost identical in size, they are intact and
have a squared base with a clear flattened haft element, similar to many ‘brace bits’ on modern
hand drills. Like modern braces, the flattening on the haft is surely to resist loosening in the haft
as torque is applied. GbTo-54:400 is shouldered and has a long, slender tip extending ¾ of the
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length of the drill. GbTo-54:1125 has a tapered haft, with an equally gracile point also extending
approximately ¾ the length of the object.
Approximately half, or 11 of the 21 drills, have a broken tip. Four of these also include
the only examples of an intact base. It is quite likely that those with finished or shaped hafts or
proximal bodies and bases were hafted onto handles, while it is less certain if splintered drills
would have been similarly finished. Drills with intact distal ends predominantly terminate in a
sharp point; the one exception is GbTo-54:393 (Figure 209, top row, first on left) which has a
slightly rounded tip. In addition to the more gracile variants, there are also more robust drills
which have a wider shaft culminating in a shorter tip. While most of the drills have a flat profile,
there are several, such as GbTo-54:384 and 410 (Figure 209, first on bottom left and third on top
left) which are triangular. An interesting variant is GbTo-54:621 (Figure 209, last on bottom
row). Broken at the proximal end, it is a broad shaft with a curvilinear cross section. It extends
gradually to the tip where the broad, rounded shaft ends in a small ‘nipple’ protuberance. This is
very fragile and it is doubtful it would have functioned in anything but the most delicate of
applications to survive intact. It is also unclear how effective it would have been as it extends
only 0.09 mm above the distal body of the shaft. It could perhaps be used to create decorative
dots on bone or wood. All examples are manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone, and the
robustness of several examples suggests metapodial or large mammal long bone.

Figure 209. Bone drills (dorsal and ventral views).
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Figure 210. GbTo-54:400 tip magnification 220X showing encircling striations.
Discussion
Drucker (1943:54) recognizes two ethnographic bone drill types: 1) hand drill, sharply
reduced (shouldered) cylindrical tip manufactured from either ulna or mammal leg bone and 2)
hafted drill, cylindrical, with a square to rectanguloid butt. Archaeologically, only one artifact in
the harbour is recorded as a bone drill. A hafted drill point is noted for Zone I at GbTo-33 Co-op
(Lachane). Described as a “small point of hard bone” (Calvert 1968:47) it has a square cross
section with flat base and a very sharp round cross sectioned tip with considerable polish. It is
more diminutive than the drills recovered from GbTo-13 and 54 and a better fit may be a bone
object classified as a ‘Very Fine Needle Like Awl” which is closer in dimensions and description
to the recovered examples (Calvert 1968:47). No further bone drills are specifically recorded for
the harbour, though it is possible that they would be classified in other, more generic
classification categories such as piercing tools or awls (Ames 2005). That bone drills were
recovered from harbour sites, however, is implied by Macdonald and Inglis (1981:46) who
include them as a discrete category in their discussion of the North Coast Prehistory Project.
Bone drills are concluded to be found in all harbour periods and considered a common and
varied artifact (MacDonald 1968:253; MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46). Though Ames does not
include bone drills as a distinct category, and none were recorded for assemblages recovered by
Coupland et al., it is possible that these items were recovered only to be classified within the
more generic awls category. Interestingly, a bone object identified as item F in Fig. 12
illustrating artifacts recovered from House D, E and O at GcTo-6 McNichol Creek, somewhat
resembles GbTo-54:621 (Figure 209, last on bottom row), the nipple bone drill. Though not
specified, it is assumed that it is classified as one of the 21 recorded awls as there is no bone drill
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mentioned in this or any other report (Coupland 1999:68). No further information or details are
provided regarding its dimensions or character or even its provenience, and therefore it is unclear
how it would compare quantitatively with 621.
Elsewhere on the coast, bone drills are found in several south coast assemblages, and
generally indicate later occupations, though they are on rare occasion found in earlier
assemblages. It is also noted that bone drills are rarely reported, supporting the possibility that
they may be overlooked or misclassified (Ham, Yip, Kullar, et al. 1986:49, 52; Pratt 1992:126,
140).The defining characteristic of this artifact is consistently based on circular or encircling use
wear striations on the tip (Charlton 1977:139; Eldridge 1987b:A1-32; Ham, Yip, Kullar, et al.
1986:49; Mitchell 1972:201). One bone drill each is reported for the Charles Culture
assemblages from Crescent Beach and DgRr-2 St. Mungo, though the latter artifact is from
backdirt and therefore has no provenience or age classification. A total of six drills were
recovered from two late Marpole sites, three each from DgRs-1 Beach Grove and DhRt-5 Point
Grey (Coupland and Unfreed 1988:84, 87; Matson, et al. 1980:46-47). Six bone splinter drills are
reported for DhRr-6 Belcarra Park II, though only one is complete and is made from bird bone
(Charlton 1977:139), while another bone splinter drill was recovered from one of two large
house-platforms at EeSo-14c, a refuge site in Eastern Queen Charlotte Strait with evidence of an
historic terminal occupation (Mitchell 1981:114-115). A further five bone drills and one antler
drill were recovered from DgRs-2, St Mungo a Gulf of Georgia Culture area site. Three of these
are manufactured from bone splinters and only one is complete (Ham, et al. 2006:6, 28). Finally,
three bone splinter drills were recovered from DfRu-13 Montague Harbour III, another Gulf of
Georgia Culture assemblage.
When the bone drills recovered from GbTo-13 and 54 are compared to a random
selection of drills recovered from elsewhere on the coast, it is evident that there appears to be
some consistency in bone drill width and thickness dimensions. The drills sampled from southern
assemblages have a mean width of 11.8 mm and mean thickness of 6.23 mm, while those
recovered from GbTo-13 and 54 are slightly smaller overall, with a mean width of 9.58 mm and
a mean thickness of 5.53 mm. As the southern assemblages include an unknown number of
broken specimens, an intact length comparison is not possible. Interestingly, almost all reported
drills from southern assemblages indicate a well-rounded tip resulting from use wear.
Conversely, all the bone drills recovered from GbTo-13 and 54 have a distinctly sharp tip with
no evidence of use wear reduction as seen in southern examples. It is curious that such a high
percentage of intact drills would be found in a ‘sharpened’ rather than a ‘used’ state. Unlike
other areas, no bird bone drills were reported for GbTo-13 and 54, and are not noted in any other
harbour assemblages or site. Bird bone drills are recorded on the south coast, particularly on
Vancouver island: DdRu 4 Sidney, B.C. (Wilson 2005), DcRt 16 Victoria (Wilson, et al. 2004),
DiSc 26 Qualicum Beach (Willows, et al. 2008), and DfSj 57 Ucluelet (Wilson, et al. 2008), as
well as on the mainland (e.g., Eldridge 1984:59). More relevant, 13 bird bone drills were
recovered from four Kunghit sites on Haida Gwaii (Acheson 1986:121; Acheson and Zacharias
1985).
Bone drills, whether manufactured from terrestrial mammal or bird bone, are typically
linked to woodworking activities and soft fibres in both northwest coast ethnography and
archaeological reports (Easton 1985; Eldridge 1987b; Sproat 1868:87; Suttles 1951:226;
Vincent, et al. 2004). However, experimental work has demonstrated that bone drills are highly
effective at drilling antler, particularly when softened, and can quickly produce small biconical
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holes (Orlowska 2013). It is, therefore, conceivable that these drills may have been used to drill
bone as well for the production of suspension perforations in such items as ornamentals.
Likewise, bone drills, which are considered a ‘soft drill’, are suggested to be effective in drilling
harder shell. This would be in conjunction with an abrasive such as quartz silt or sand and could
have been one of several methods used to produce perforations in shell such as seen in disc beads
(Claassen 1998:197). Bird bone drills are the most likely candidate for the precise execution of
circles in the circle dot motif seen on several of the ornamentals recovered from GbTo-54,
though no bird bone drills were recovered from either site. The absence of bird bone drills at the
Kaien Siding sites in such a large sample is suggestive that their use may be culturally or
temporally proscribed.
Fragments
N = 303
GbTo-13
N = 024
GbTo-54
N = 279
A large number of fragments of broken worked bone were recovered which could not be
classified to a tool type. These consist of bone with some evidence of working, such as grinding,
incising, or cutting. In some cases these may represent broken objects, such as points, as they
demonstrate considerable grinding and even, on a few examples, polish. In other cases, these
fragments may represent debitage or waste material. Many have also suffered considerable post
depositional degradation. A few examples have retained evidence of articular ends. There are
also several burnt fragments or fragments with evidence of burning in addition to one calcined
fragment.
Most of the fragments are either small or medium sized, though there are over 70 large or
robust pieces of worked bone that most likely represent some form of debitage due to their rough
worked surfaces. While the majority of this material represents terrestrial mammal bone, there
are some examples of sea mammal and antler. As well, there are 13 bird bone splinters with
some grinding on them. The largest fragment has multiple lines lightly incised or ‘scratched’
transversely across the entire dorsal surface. These lines may be decorative and this could be a
fragment of a drinking tube or whistle. The largest example of worked bone is GbTo-13:506
(Figure 211) which is a large terrestrial mammal long bone diaphysis, broken in half with
minimal grinding on one side and one end. The distal grinding and shaping suggests that this
may have been a wedge, though not enough remains of the possible bit to be reasonably sure.
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Figure 211. Worked bone fragments (GbTo-13:506 is the top left fragment).

Bird Bone Gouge
GbTo-54
N = 04
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Four large modified bird bone ulna mid-shaft fragments were recovered from GbTo-54
and have been classified as gouges. These are characterised by a hollow bone ground at a
shallow angle that must have produced a very sharp end (see Figure 212, bottom right). They are
manufactured from large bird ulna long bones. They show considerable grinding, particularly
along one side of the shaft, removing and opening up a long section of the diaphysis of the long
bone. There is continued grinding to bevel the longitudinal edges along either side. There is
further grinding to flatten the shaft. All examples are broken at both ends and represent medial
sections. Based on what remains, it is likely that the distal ends terminated as a very sharp,
rounded pointed tip. Of the four examples, GbTo-54:2644 is the most intact (Figure 212, last in
bottom row). The heavily ground end is 51.6 mm long (over half the length of the shaft) and is
situated on the proximal end of the shaft, opposite the ground quill knobs. Taking advantage of
the natural flattening and widening nature of the proximal end of the ulna, the distal end is over 2
mm wider than the proximal end. Though the grinding is heaviest on this side, all other sides
show robust, coarse grinding striations, particularly on the lateral edges. While what is assumed
to be the distal end does taper off. There is no evidence of grinding, modification or discoloration
on the inside of any of the shafts.
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Figure 212. Bird bone gouges, ventral view (bottom row).
Discussion
Stewart (1996:87) recognizes beveled gouge bone chisels as ‘adzes’, hafted into wooden
handles and manufactured from dense ungulate metapodials. These types of chisels, described as
having a rounded convex bit, are commonly found from Charles Culture onward and represent
an essential component of the woodworking toolkit along the Northwest Coast (Ham, Yip,
Kullar, et al. 1986:47-48; MacDonald 1968:253; Percy 1974:167-171,206-208). Gouges are
considered common to the northern northwest coast and do not indicate any particular temporal
period (MacDonald 1968:253). However, in the literature gouges are predominantly referred to
as manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone. Nevertheless, in his discussion on beveled
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pointed tip tools (chisels) Ames (2005:126) lists four “hollow bird bones worked to produce a
unifacial or bifacial bevel at one or both ends”. No further information is provided and Ames
does not include them in his discussion on beveled bone. While the average length of 53 mm
(Ames 2005:126) is comparable to the mean lengths of GbTo-54 gouges, the mean width and
thickness are less than half of those recovered at GbTo-54, suggesting that these may not be
similar artifact types (see Table 15) (but see Pritchard 2007 for a caution on the accuracy of
Ames’ reported metrics). If the sizes are accurate it suggests that very different species were used
in their construction and indicating a variation in purpose. Ames also lists one beveled square tip
on a long section of bird bone but the limited description (Ames 2005:126,130) suggests that
these do not resemble the recovered bird bone gouges from GbTo-54.
Elsewhere on the Northwest Coast, bird bone is not associated with chisel use. Rather, it
is most often used as the raw material for awls and needles, and, less often, made into splinter
drills and points (C. Borden 1970; Burley 1980:24; Charlton 1977:37). Otherwise, bird bone was
used in the manufacture of drinking tubes, whistles and beads, none of which would require the
type of working seen on these four examples (C. Borden 1970; MacDonald and Inglis 1981). A
single bird bone gouge, ground with a sharp tip and a shallow, oblique angle, was reported for
DhRx-101 Foundry site in Nanaimo. This artifact’s dimensions are similar to those recovered in
the harbour and discussed by Ames, but are not comparable to the gouges recovered at GbTo-54,
which are, again, much larger bones (see Table 15) (Ames 2005:126; Eldridge, Cooper, et al.
2007:80-81,154).
Table 15. Bird bone gouge comparative mean dimensions.
Location
GbTo-54
Prince Rupert Harbour
DhRx-101 Foundry Site

Mean Length
(mm)
57.7
53
60

Mean Width
(mm)
10.85
3
4

Mean Thickness
(mm)
8.6
4
4

Handles and Hafts
N = 07
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 06
There are seven antler and sea mammal bone haft fragments recovered. Four of these are
well formed into rectangular ‘handles’ while another three are socketed hafts. In this case,
handles are defined as attached to an object and extend it (such as a knife handle), while hafts are
handle ‘collars’ that provide a robust encasement that may be subject to substantial battering as
would occur with an adze or chisel blade. Of the seven hafts and handles, four are manufactured
from antler and three from sea mammal.
The handles are long, rectangular sections of ground bone between 97 and 122 mm long
(all incomplete). Two, GbTo-54:1579 and 1725, are slightly tapered rectangles, with a finished
wider end, and an adzed, ground and partially broken distal end on the former and a broken distal
end on the latter (Figure 213, 1st and 2nd from left in bottom row). Number 1579 has two deep
incised lines running parallel to each other along the long axis, apparently decorative. The other
two handles are slightly narrower and show some evidence of shaft shaping. GbTo-54:1258 is
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broken at one end and partially broken along one lateral edge including a part of the intact end
(Figure 213, 2nd from right, bottom row). However, the other intact lateral edge is ground to
shape with a well fashioned notch, forming part of a recurved edge. The notch appears to form
part of a decorative motif with some additional incised lines, possibly an eye. The handle is 5
mm thicker at the distal end than at the proximal, resulting in a wedged base or butt end. Though
the proximal end is broken, there is a partial unilaterally drilled hole discernable in the center of
the break, likely for lashing a blade. All sides are well ground and have a slight polish. The other
narrow handle, GbTo-54:1547 is well ground on the dorsal and both lateral sides (Figure 213, 3rd
from left, bottom row). One side appears to be ground flat, though there is breakage down
approximately one quarter of the length. The other lateral edge is intact, but has a 13 mm square
carefully shaped extrusion approximately at mid-point, possibly a ‘line guard’ to aid in the
lashing part of hafting. There is a notable centrally incised longitudinal groove down the entire
length of the dorsal surface, while the ventral side is has a central longitudinal channel. It is
possible that the dorsal groove and ventral channelling are sectioning marks (compare the two
images in Figure 213). It is also conceivable that either channel was the socket for a blade or
point in these composite tools.
The remaining three artifacts in this category are hafting sleeves or collars. GbTo-54:94
is a U-shaped haft sleeve manufactured from sea mammal long bone, possibly the distal end of a
femur (Figure 213 top row centre & right). Unlike antler hafts, in which a stone, bone, or shell
blade is hammered into a boiled, softened antler, the internal material in this haft seems to have
been carved away after it was ‘halved’, and the edges ground (rather than simply a complete
sleeve which was split lengthways). GbTo-13:229 (Figure 213 top row left & centre) is one side
of an antler haft that has split, intentionally, longitudinally along the horizontal plane. The dorsal
and lateral surfaces are ground and show a polished patina. The broken face shows some adzing.
It is also possible that this was an antler wedge as the poll end has small flake scars that may be
the result of battering; but this could also result from chisel use. It has a central channel
indicating where the blade was set. GbTo-54:780 is an antler beam with intact coronet or corolla
(Figure 213 top row, far right & left). This is one of two such opportunistic antler artifacts
represented in the GbTo-54 assemblage (the other GbTo-54:2019, a sectioned antler beam, is
slightly smaller (Figure 204)). The distal end has been cut at right angles to the beam. This end
has a wedged ‘hole’ or socket with some of the antler core removed out of the open end.
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Figure 213. Hafts (top row) and handles (bottom row) almost all of sea mammal bone or
antler (bottom right is an antler chisel).
Discussion
Hafts and handles are typically manufactured from bone and antler, allowing for better
manipulation of tools. Antler was a commonly used material which also acted as ‘sleeves’,
facilitating attachment of blades to wooden handles such as chisels or elbow adzes (Stewart
1996:90-91). None of the hafts recovered are similar to a full sleeve, though GbTo-54:94 is a
small half sleeve of sea mammal bone which would have functioned in a similar way. The antler
beam, GbTo-54:780 would have required lashing to retain a blade in place. Ames (2005:138)
records a total of 25 handles recovered from harbour sites. These are described as having a
circular cross-section, rectangular in plan-view, with a slot or opening and “usually the same size
as a beaver incisor”. This precludes them from being similar to the hafts recovered from GbTo13 and 54 which are considerably larger and likely intended for lithic or larger bone chisel
blades. No ‘haft’ category is listed in Ames’ classification of harbour artifacts and, therefore, this
discussion will look at the 25 recorded ‘handles’ as a likely equivalent for hafts. Of these, there
are 15 are plain, six are geometrically decorated, including one anthropomorphic handle, and
three are fragments. Of these, 12 are terrestrial or sea mammal and ten are antler. Except for
GbTn-1 Grassy Bay, handles are found at all sites with at least one per AU and indicates that
they were present for all harbour periods (Ames 2005:138, 350-351). It is unclear if the lack of
hafts in Ames’ discussion of the Prince Rupert harbour artifacts indicates a paucity of bone hafts
for these assemblages or is reflection of terminology. While the former is possible, it is unlikely
as May (1979:190) records one antler ‘sleeve’ haft for GbTn-1 Ridley Island, a site included by
Ames in his discussions. It would seem more probable that hafts are included, either as handles
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or under a different designation not readily identifiable. It is also interesting to note, however,
that none of the excavations conducted by Coupland et al, particularly the more extensive
excavations at GbTo-6 McNichol Creek, recovered either handles or hafts in any of the
assemblages (Coupland 1993, 1999; Coupland, et al. 2002; Coupland, et al. 2006).
As with wedges and chisels, handles and hafts are indicative of a woodworking
technology; however,they are not particularly diagnostic of any period elsewhere on the
Northwest Coast. For example, antler and bone tool handles have been recorded for the Charles
Culture component at St. Mungo, including an antler knife haft similar to GbTo-54:780 (Ham,
Yip, Kullar, et al. 1986:118). As well, three decorated antler hafts are recorded at DgRr-1
Crescent Beach (Matson, et al. 1991; Percy 1974:241-242), one sleeved haft at DeRt 1 Canal site
(Carlson 1986) and four from component II at DhRr- 6 Belcarra Park (Charlton 1977:6;
1980:41). A small mammal long bone haft was recovered from DhRt-5 Point Grey (Coupland
and Unfreed 1988:90-91) and a whale ulna haft with a “whale bone insert” was recovered from
DfSj-4 Ch’uumat’a in Barkley Sound (McMillan and St. Claire 1996:42-43). Again, as with
Ames, there may be some inconsistency in reports with regard to definition – hafts vs handles –
as both terms are encountered in the reports. In most cases, they appear to be treated similarly
and are interchangeable, reflecting their basic function of relatively soft, resilient materials that
grip a sharp, often brittle, blade.
Knife
GbTo-54

N = 01

GbTo-54:484 is the only artifact recovered that qualifies as a possible bone knife. This
would exclude ulna awls which can also be altered into a knife, particularly for fish processing.
These are much more rudimentary and less well finished. This knife consists of a fragment and,
representing the distal end, has one long, incised and/or cut straight edge that appears to have
been sectioned longitudinally. The opposing edge is bilaterally beveled and curves down from
the asymmetrical point. There is a slight, shallow ventral groove with several longitudinally
incised lines on the ventral surface. The bevel has surface polish on both ventral and dorsal
surfaces. The fragment is broken on the proximal and beveled edge. Closer inspection reveals a
faintly incised triangle on the proximal end of the dorsal surface, with the apex directed toward
the distal end. Several crossing lines, or alternating lines and ticks reminiscent of MacDonald’s
geometric form 12, are lightly incised across the triangle (MacDonald 1983). It appears that the
left leg terminates, suggesting that the triangle was no longer than 7 mm. The eroded and broken
nature of the bone in the right leg makes this conclusion tentative, and it is possible that the
design continued further down toward the proximal end. It is also unknown as to whether this
motif was complete or part of a more complex suite of elements. As seen in bracelet fragments
recovered for the harbour, the triangle motif normally includes of a series of linearly arranged
open based triangles with lines incised at right angles between the two legs. Between each
triangle is an incised circle. This, MacDonald (1983:107) suggests, represents “continuous
devouring monster heads comprised of circular eyes and expanding mouths filled with lines”.
Though uncertain, the possible ‘finished’ base of the bone knife triangle suggests it may not have
been this motif. The triangle could represent another motif, or, alternatively, a maker’s mark. If it
is a marker’s mark, this would be the second object with such a mark recovered from GbTo-54.
Overall, this is a very well finished object and indicates considerable investiture of both time and
effort.
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Discussion
Bone knives are illustrated by Stewart (1996:113), who states that they were usually
constructed from the long bones of terrestrial mammals, or even large mammal ribs, and
fashioned into “long-bladed knives or daggers” consisting of either an integrated or hafted
handle. The edges where sharpened to unifacially beveled edge and point. Such bone knives are
rare artifacts in Northwest Coast assemblages. Bone knives, specifically, are not listed as a
discrete artifact type for the Prince Rupert harbour assemblages, though nine bone blades or
daggers are listed (Ames 2005). Manufactured primarily from terrestrial mammal bone, one of
antler and sea mammal respectively, and two of whale bone are recorded. The only measured
example, made from whale bone, is 240 mm long, 10 mm thick and 20 mm wide. They are
described as resembling ethnographic daggers or large lance points with a prismatic crosssection, flat faces and beveled edges. Finely ground and polished, it is possible that GbTo-54:484
is a fragment of such a knife or blade. They are associated with only one site, GbTo-31
Boardwalk and in five AU’s associated with burials though are not necessarily found in burial
contexts (Ames 2005:132-133). Due to the practical questionability of sea mammal blades, Ames
(2005:133) suggests that these blades likely had socio or ideotechnic functions instead and were
purposely designed for display. This contention may be supported by the small design remnant
visible on GbTo-54:484, though utilitarian objects were also commonly decorated in various
ways. Therefore caution must be used when using decorative elements to define objects. Though
the devouring monster head is typically referenced to bracelet elements, other similar geometric
motifs were also incised on utilitarian objects such as awls and perforators (MacDonald
1983:107).
Bone knives elsewhere are a rare artifact and often classified as a ‘dagger-like tool’. All
are from the Salish Sea. Two are reported for DgRr-2 St. Mungo and were recovered from the
upper main deposit layers. Described as long and slender, with polished, flat sharp tips, the
illustrations suggest that these are very different than the knife fragment recovered from GbTo54. As well, the assertion that these were possible fibre-working tools emphasises their
dissimilarity (Calvert 1969:61-62). Another bone knife is recorded for DhRt-5 Point Grey. The
small fragment is described as having sharply ground bifacial edges which are straight and
slightly convergent, indicating it may have had a triangular shape (Coupland and Unfreed
1988:90). Two bone dagger-like objects were recovered from DfRu-8 Helen Point, Mayne
Island, which have dull edges but sharp, pointed tips, (McMurdo 1974:98, 99b) and therefore are
not similar to the beveled knife-like object recovered from GbTo-54.
Wedges
N = 20
GbTo-13
N = 03
GbTo-54
N = 17
The three wedges from GbTo-13 and six of the 17 from GbTo-54 are made from antler,
which more than doubles the total number of recorded antler wedges for the harbour, increasing
them from five to 14. The remaining wedges consist of sea and terrestrial mammal bone. Of the
nine antler wedges, two from GbTo-54 and one from GbTo-13 are sizable curved antler tines
with ground polls, rough shaping along the shaft and heavily ground wedged tips. A notable and
somewhat unusual wedge is GbTo-13:593. Small, foliate-shaped and well ground, this antler
wedge is polished with a wedged poll and asymmetrical tip. There is no evidence of battering at
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the poll end, but its overall shape and polish suggests it may have been used as a traditional small
wedge or perhaps as a chisel.
A further seven wedges are made from sea mammal bones and constitute 41% of the total
wedges recovered from GbTo-54. These represent two groups differentiated by shape and size.
The first group, consisting of five wedges, are rectangular sea mammal (probably whale) with
wedge tips (Figure 214). Four of these have rounded tips and are quite varied in length and
somewhat in robustness. They are all similar in width and thickness, and, except for one outlier,
all are similar in length (see Appendix 1). GbTo-54:1096/1112 refitted (three pieces) is relatively
intact, similar in width and thickness but measures over 240 mm long (Figure 214, left). This
wedge also has squared off lateral edges and a flatly ground ventral surface.
There are an additional four deer metapodial wedges (Figure 215), representing a quarter
of the total wedges recovered from GbTo-54. As with the previous antler and sea mammal
wedges, the bits on these wedges are rounded and indicate use that is conducive to ‘splitting’
rather than ‘shaving’ wood as seen on chisels which have a sharper bit.

Figure 214. Bone and antler wedges, dorsal and ventral views (top row-round tip wedges;
middle row-antler wedges; bottom row-square tip wedges). The five sea mammal bone
wedges are in the top left (GbTo-54:1096/1112, 2238, 1171, and 1277 respectively) and
bottom row, second from left (GbTo-54:2220).
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Figure 215. Deer metapodial wedges, dorsal and ventral views.
Discussion
Antler and dense large terrestrial mammal metapodial bone provide robust material that
allows it to withstand high stresses without breaking. Generally, wedges are more commonly
associated with antler, most likely due to its greater elasticity and overall toughness. Antler is 2.7
times stronger than bone (O’Conner 1984). Comprised of fast growing, short-lived bone, antler
osteons are more lamellated and less mineralized, with a higher percentage of collagen than seen
in regular bone. This provides antler with the more robust mechanical properties highly suitable
for tools such as wedges (O'Connor 1984:6-7). Stewart (1996:88) notes that more antler than
bone wedges are generally recovered from excavations, though this does not appear to be the
case for Prince Rupert harbour sites in general. Over 100 wedges are recorded from harbour sites
(Ames 2005), but only five are antler; the rest primarily are small terrestrial mammal bone.
While sea mammal is also mentioned, Ames provides no quantitative data and, though terrestrial
mammal is stated to outnumber sea mammal, it is unclear by how much.
Two small mammal bone wedges and one large, partial antler wedge are recorded for the
lower component at GbTo-10 the Co-op site which has a basal date of approximately 3000 BP
(Calvert 1968:32, 55, 56). One rectangular antler wedge was recovered from GbTn-19 Ridley
Island. Two antler wedges were recovered from GbTo-31 Boardwalk (Ames 2005:131,345; May
1979:192). A further 89 bone objects were classified as wedges, adze bits or celts with either
rounded or squared beveled tips. Most are manufactured from terrestrial mammal bone, though
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large splitting wedges show a preference for antler. This is a diverse group and includes ten
anatomical (primarily ulna and metapodial), two bacculum and two bird long bones, indicating
that some of these wedges are very small (Ames 2005:126-127). Based on his discussion of
beveled bone, antler and shell artifacts, Ames (2005:127-129,131) suggests that their distribution
throughout the harbour is a reflection of assemblage size.
Elsewhere in the harbour, Coupland et al. record bone wedges for all six sites excavated,
being found in house as well as dump areas. At GcTo 6 McNichol Creek, a total of 22 wedges
were recovered, of which five came from House D and another seven from House K with the
remaining ten evenly distributed between back and front midden units (Coupland 1999;
Coupland, et al. 1991; Coupland, et al. 2002; Coupland, et al. 2006). All of these are small,
ranging from 1.4 cm to 7.8 cm in length and 0.8 cm to 2.0 cm in width, and Coupland concluded
they did not indicate heavy woodworking tools. Rather, it was assumed they were intended for
fine woodworking projects. Interestingly, one wedge found at McNichol Creek is made from
“horn, probably mountain goat. Mountain goat horn was a highly valued wealth item or
‘primitive valuable’ on the northern coast. The piece from McNichol Creek appears to be only a
small fragment of a wedge bit and the original tool may have been used for more heavy-duty
work” (Coupland 1999:70). If the identification of mountain goat and horn is accurate, this
would be of interest considering the large amount of mountain goat bone found at Kaein Siding.
However, horn is a keratin material that does not survive archaeologically; and it is unclear if
this artifact is made of the bony horn core (which does survive). At McNichol Creek only one
poorly preserved antler wedge is recorded (Coupland, et al. 2006:42), continuing the pattern of
antler wedges being rare in Prince Rupert Harbour. While there are six large antler wedges
associated with GbTo-54, there are slightly more (seven) sea mammal wedges. Four of these
would be classified as round tip, with the longest measuring 240 mm, much longer than wedges
previously recorded for the harbour (Calvert 1968:55; Coupland 1999:70). The terrestrial
mammal, sea mammal and antler wedges have a mean length of 50 mm, much shorter than the
mean length of wedges recovered from GbTo-13 and 54. Even though there is a large number of
wedges reported for harbour assemblages, they are considered non-diagnostic as they are present
in almost all harbour components and all periods (Ames 2005; MacDonald and Inglis 1981:46).
No data is available as to whether there are changes in size, material, or bit configuration through
time.
At Kilgii Gwaay on Haida Gwaii, a grommeted spruce wood wedge dates to 10,700 cal
BP showing that the basic tools needed to split lumber were present from very early times
(Fedje, Mackie, et al. 2005). On the southern B.C. coast, antler is most often cited as wedge
material, though mammal bone is also noted. Most of the latter is terrestrial mammal as sea
mammal wedges are not often referenced. Bone and antler wedges date back to the earliest
periods and are one of the “tools that probably influenced early life on the coast as much as the
salmon runs” (Stewart 1996:88 See also Ames and Maschner 1992:92). Antler wedges are
recorded, for example, as part of the rare faunal artifacts for the Old Cordilleran component at
DgRr-6 Glenrose (Carlson 1990:62; Matson 1996:112-113). As seen on the northern coast,
wedges are typically not diagnostic of any period. At DhRr-6 Belcarra Park, two bone chisels or
small wedges and a fire-hardened antler tine wedge were recovered from component I, with an
additional 20 antler wedges from component II (Charlton 1980:18-19, 39-40). A wide variety of
antler wedges are noted as being abundant in all levels at DgRr-2 St. Mungo. Bone wedges are
also recorded in all levels at St Mungo, but in lesser quantities (Calvert 1968:10). At the Foundry
Site in Nanaimo, 48 antler wedges were found, with just eight bone chisels (which are very
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similar to wedges) and no sea mammal bone chisels (Eldridge, Cooper, et al. 2007). A long, flat
sea mammal wedge, similar to GbTo-54:1096, was recovered from ElSx 1 at Namu on the
Central Coast and dates to 1500 B.P. (Luebbers 1978:58).
At GbTo-54, antler comprises 35% of the material used for wedges, much higher than the
rest of the harbour, but still low compared to the rest of the Northwest Coast. All three wedges
recovered from GbTo-13 are manufactured from antler which is in line with the normal pattern
typical for the Northwest Coast. It is clear that neither Kaien Siding site follows the Northwest
Coast trends of dominant antler wedges or the general harbour trend where sea mammal bone
wedges dominate.
Whale Auditory Bulla
GbTo-54
N = 01
A single auditory bulla, GbTo-54:3329, was found made from an unknown species of
large whale. This extraordinarily dense bone was apparently modified by breaking away the
elevated anterolateral corner, base of anterior pedicle, and sigmoid process. The involucrum and
main ridge were left as an apparent natural handle. The broken edges are very smoothed in some
locations, and nearly unmodified in others. Magnification up to 200X failed to see striation on
the polished areas; however this is also true of many other bone artifacts with obvious polish and
does not rule out use wear, although it would indicate that a very soft material was being worked.
The identification of the artifact was made considering the use of these bones at Ozette (Fisken
1994:375):
There are twenty-two auditory bullae in the collection. Nine of these are
from humpback whales and thirteen are from gray whales. The larger
number of gray whale bullae may be due to the larger number of gray
whale skulls compared to humpback whale skulls. The initial stage of
modification consists of chipping and fracturing the convex edges of bone
away so the inside of the bulla is visible (Figure 22). With very little effort,
a hand-sized tool of very dense, laterally compressed bone is created. The
"scrolled" dense bone fits the palm of the hand and may be tightly gripped.
Through use of some kind (perhaps scraping hides, working cedar bark, or
food preparation), the outside of the fractured edge is worn smooth and
rounded. Wear does not occur on the inside of this edge where fractured
bone is still visible, even in the most worn bullae in the collection.
Two of the bullae are completely worn down. They would be difficult to use
in any capacity without scraping fingers and knuckles. Seven are very well
worn, one of which is charred. Three are slightly worn and four exhibit the
fractured or chipped edge, but apparently were never utilized. On one bulla
from Unit III, too much of the critical edge was fractured off, apparently
preventing use. Whatever their function, the bullae were turned into a very
strong tool with almost no effort.
The Kaien Siding bulla likely would be classified as moderately worn by comparison to
the illustration in Fisken (1994:376, Figure 96). Similar to the Ozette artifacts, there is no wear
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visible on the inside of the broken edge. This appears to be the first whale auditory bulla found
outside the Ozette site on the entire Northwest Coast: none were found in a search of the PARL
system for BC permitted reports.

Figure 216. Modified auditory bulla from an unknown species of whale.
Worked Teeth
N = 163
GbTo-13 N = 020
GbTo-54 N = 143
Bevelled Teeth (Chisels)
N = 136
GbTo-13
N = 013
GbTo-54
N = 123
A total of 135 bevelled teeth were recovered (see Figure 217). Most of these are large
rodent incisors, though three are sea mammal canines; in almost all cases these are interpreted to
be functionally chisels. At GbTo-54, 120 rodent teeth are interpreted as beveled or worked.
Almost as many porcupine teeth are modified as beaver; three are marmot. At GbTo-13, a total
of 13 modified rodent incisors were recovered: eight are identified as beaver and three as
porcupine.
While the majority of the teeth are unifacially bevelled on the lingual side, where the
teeth are naturally worn through occlusal wear, there is considerable variation in angle and even
grinding morphology. Angle varies from shallow to steep and while most have a single face,
there are several, such as GbTo-54:567 and 3195, which have an initial steeply angled bit which
sharply transitions to a more moderate angled ground face to the ventral (lingual) aspect of the
tooth (Figure 218). GbTo-54:567 is notable for being almost intact (except for a small chip in the
basal end): it is a short, compact beaver tooth with a finely ground and squared off base. This
type of base termination is indicated on other fragments though is not common to the majority of
these tools. Another, similarly bifacially bevelled tool is GbTo-54:409 (Figure 218, leftmost
tooth), a large beaver incisor. Essentially intact, it has a less defined bifacially ground bit, but
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unique to this tool is a single, noticeable notch cut approximately 9 mm from the base on the
ventral side. Presumably, this aided in hafting it to a handle of some type. In other objects, such
notches have been interpreted as suitable for suspension of pendants. In several instances, there
are clear indications of lateral grinding striae cutting across the base of the ground face. GbTo54:1877 and 3301 have linear marks that indicate either very rough lateral grinding or, more
likely, cutting across the surface, creating a ventral face. On GbTo-54:1877 this has created a
stepped effect behind the sharply angled working face. GbTo-54:652 and 2845 are both split
longitudinally along the midline and heavily ground along the entire exposed side. While the
former is quite robust, the latter has a thickness of only 1.4 mm. No evidence of a working edge
or bit remains on either of these and it is unknown how they would have functioned. Another
beaver incisor, GbTo-13:610, is split and well ground on the interior surface (Figure 218,
rightmost tooth).
There is one single bevelled porcupine incisor which was found in a cache of four other
unmodified incisors (Figure 219, bottom row, first on left). It may be that the unmodified teeth
were part of a set intended for grinding at some later date. All are similarly sized.
An interesting example is GbTo-54:2265 (Figure 219, middle row, second from left),
which is the only recovered tooth with bevelling on both ends. Both have an equally shallow
bevelled face with multiple wear facets. One bit is slightly rounder in planar view and therefore
unclear if this indicates a slightly different use. Being a small tool, it would normally be assumed
to have been hafted. However, it is unclear how this double-ended bevelling would have altered
any further structural composition.
One extreme example of terminal or tip grinding is GbTo-54:3268 (Figure 218). Though
broken longitudinally, it refits to produce a porcupine lower incisor which has been squared off
at the base and heavily ground at the tip. This has produced a tip that is partially squared to the
longitudinal axis with an angled section ground approximately at 45⁰ down to the ventral
surface. Both faces are short and equidistant. There is rounding on one edge, possibly through
use. The lack of a bit or edge is notable, and it is doubtful that it could have served as a chisel.
No identifiable function is associated with this tool. GbTo-13:402 (Figure 218), though broken,
shows a squared off tip and no indication of a functional bit. Again, it is doubtful any of these
functioned as chisels, though no other purpose is self-evident. There are several others with
squared off ends (Figure 219, top row, first four from right). Gbto-54:2846, 2847 and 2969,
whose working ends have been squared off and ground flat to what would be a non-functioning
chisel bit. All are broken longitudinally. Another, GbTo-54:2402, tapers on either side toward
the tip (see D, Figure 219, top row, fourth from left). Constituting fragments, it is unclear what
function they would have had; whether they are dulled tools or represent something other than a
chisel tool-type. Due to breakage it is possible that these are part of other object types, such as
beads or butt ends. It is unlikely they are butt ends as enough remains to conclude that they are
worked on the distal, tip ends; butt ends are typically on the proximal or root ends. While it is not
impossible to rule out that these are bead remnants, they do not resemble the one recovered
beaver bead. And at least one, GbTo-54:2969, is ground laterally just below the ground end. On
the other extreme, some chisels have such shallow angles, where the face has been ground
virtually horizontal with the long axis of the ventral surface. GbTo-13:661 (Figure 219, middle
row, third from left), though broken, has a long ground face which is essentially horizontal to the
long axis.
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While almost all examples have a bit angled in line with the naturally occurring occlusal
surface, several have been more drastically modified with multiple usewear faceting. GbTo54:3194 is a small porcupine incisor which begins with a typical bevelled face which then angles
more extensively to one side. Most likely a product of use, rather than design, it does suggest a
different type of use than associated with other chisels which tend to have bits aligned at right
angles to the long axis. Another tooth, GbTo-54:3212, is ground interproximally and modified
only at the base or root section with light grinding along the edges. It is possible this is an
unfinished tool, still in the production stage.
Three teeth show atypical grinding to produce a pointed tip, and possibly acted as fine
engraving tools as opposed to chisels which have a straight bit edge. The first is GbTo-54: 340
(Figure 219, top row, third from right), a portion of broken beaver tooth with clear indication of
grinding on multiple sides. Another is GbTo-54:509 (Figure 219, top row, second from right), a
small intact tool which has been heavily ground on multiple surfaces, primarily the ventral and
both lateral sides, to create a pointed tip. As well, GbTo-54:1556 (Figure 219, top row, first from
left) is deliberately ground along both the interproximal surfaces as well as on the dorsal and
ventral surfaces to produce a triangular shaped bit with a pointed tip. It is unclear as to how it
would have been held, but is one of several examples which may be graving tools. The final
bevelled rodent tooth of note is GbTo-54: 3233, which is a modified marmot incisor still within
its original mandibular aveolar process (Figure 219, middle row, first from left). It is possible
that the large intact mandible functioned as a handle for this tool. The incisor itself shows
considerable usewear, including multiple faceted wear.
Three remaining bevelled teeth that are not from large rodents and represent probable
chisel tools are GbTo-54:799, 972 and 1240. GbTo-54:799 is a harbour seal canine ground on
the cusp, particularly along one side creating a wedge (Figure 219, middle row, rightmost)
GbTo-54:1240 (Figure 219, middle row, second from right) is a highly ground sea otter canine.
Almost the entire enamel surface has been removed through grinding and the interproximal
surfaces are ground. The root is extensively ground, creating a tapered wedge. Though its
function as a chisel is not confirmed it does not have any indication that it was a pendant, the
only other artifact type which routinely has such ground roots. GbTo-54:972 (see Figure 220) is
another possible chisel. The cusp has been extensively ground on both interproximal surfaces to
a wedged and tapered tip. The tip is broken and there is no modification evident on the root.
Based on the remaining tip portion, it is possible that this tooth had a similar morphology as the
two gravers; that it was ground to a point. No other cusps have this type of grinding.
The final modified tooth in this section is GbTo-54:2286 (Figure 218, second from right).
It appears to be broken at either end; however, enough remains to indicate an unusual object. At
one end, the incisor is ground into what seems to be a typical bevelled face. Though broken at
the very tip, the grinding along one edge indicates that this most likely did not terminate in a
square chisel tip. The other end also appears to have been modified. There are multiple facets on
what may have been a splintered section of dorsal enamel; one edge retains a portion of
interproximal surface while the other edge is sharply ground. This may or may not have been a
deliberate splintering that was subsequently worked. What is also apparent is that at the midsection of the ventral side, two facets converge; one from which rises up from one end and the
other from the other. It is possible that this is a graver variant. The small size would suggest it
was hafted, but this would have rendered one end non-functional. It is possible that it was a
reworked tool and one end was no longer required. Although it is also not impossible that it was
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used unhafted, it is quite small and would have required considerable dexterity to wield
efficiently.

Figure 217. Beaver, porcupine and marmot incisor bevelled tools.
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Figure 218. Beaver and porcupine incisors (labels not shown: GbTo-54:409, GbTo54:2286, GbTo-610).
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Figure 219. Bevelled Teeth - Top row: gravers and blunt-ended; Middle row: marmot
maxilla with ground tooth, double ended bevelled and flat single bevelled, bevelled sea otter
and harbour seal canines; Bottom row: cached porcupine teeth.

Figure 220. Bevelled sea otter canine.
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Discussion
Incisor tools are typically based on rodent incisors; beaver and porcupine are the most
commonly reported species, though muskrat is also reported. Rodent teeth are ideally suited for
use as tools, particularly chisels, as they are readily sharpened through grinding and are able to
maintain an edge. Due to their small size, it is likely that most if not all were hafted in some
manner. Antler hafts are recorded, though it is probable that more often wood or other soft,
perishable material was used (MacDonald 1983:100,103). Depending upon need, teeth were left
whole or split lengthwise to reduce the width and provide a smaller, narrower bit width. While
typically the occlusal edge was ground, the long curved split edge could also be sharpened and
used. These would have been fine carving tools used in woodworking projects and possibly as
spokeshaves. Their use range would vary from the production of decorative elements as seen on
a variety of objects from ceremonial items, such as masks, to utilitarian things such as halibut
hooks and spoons (Stewart 1996:99). It is also highly likely they performed more practical tasks
in the general production of undecorated, everyday items as well.
In his description of northern Northwest Coast artifacts, Drucker (1943) does not mention
rodent incisors chisels or beveled tools of any kind. In fact, he does not mention the use of teeth
other than as ornamentals. In the Prince Rupert harbour, MacDonald (1983:100) notes that
worked beaver teeth are present from 3000 BC onward, while decorated bone handles for beaver
tooth chisels are evident from 1500 BC. Ground incisor chisels, regardless of species, are
considered present in all three periods for the harbour’s archaeological sites. As well, handles for
these chisels are noted as present in both Period II and Period I assemblages (MacDonald and
Inglis 1981:47). Often associated with the production of ornamentals, it is interesting to note that
decorated bone objects appear either at about this time or slightly later; bird head rings just after
1500 BC, decorated clubs at 500 BC, and carved wooden bowls at AD 0. Items of personal
adornment, decorated canine tooth pendants and bone pendants with inverted figures. By AD 0,
bracelets appear in the archaeological record and bone combs and pins appear at AD 500 and AD
1000, respectively (MacDonald 1983:100-103). As well, while most of these bevelled teeth were
hafted individually, there is also archaeological and ethnographic evidence that suggests that
multiple teeth were hafted together to create a wider chisel working edge (MacDonald
1983:103).
MacDonald (1983:103) indicates that over 1,000 modified beaver teeth were recovered
from Prince Rupert harbour sites. Ames (2005:130-131), on the other hand, records only 317
bevelled teeth recovered from harbour sites. Of these, 122 are beaver, 195 are general rodent
(most likely representing predominantly beaver and porcupine) and 16 bevelled canines. Most of
the identified beaver incisors were recovered from GbTo-31 Boardwalk. Due to natural occlusal
wear, all had to have evidence of grinding or modification to be classified as bevelled. Despite
Ames’ more conservative evaluation, he continues to note further reservation in regard to
whether some or many of these are even artifactual and suggests having an equivalently sized
non-artifactual reference sample for comparison. Bevelled teeth were recovered in all sites.
Multiple examples were recovered from GbTo-23 Garden Island from both AU’s. The reported
bevelled teeth at this site exemplify the difficulty Ames espouses with regard to this artifact type.
Originally citing 92 modified beaver incisors (Ames 1976:163) for GbTo-23, he significantly
reduces this number down to 25, with a final total of 31 beveled teeth recorded (Ames
2005:345). Only one was recovered from GbTo-30 Parizeau. At GbTo-31 Boardwalk a total of
61 bevelled teeth were recovered, with multiples from all AU’s except one, AC AU3, which had
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no such modified teeth; Area B AU3 produced 19, the most for any AU for the site. GbTo-33
Lachane had 87 bevelled teeth recovered. Here they also were recovered in almost every area
except one, Area G, while the most were recovered from Area B with 44. Almost the same
number, 88, were recovered from GbTo-34 Kitandach. At GbTo-36 Baldwin only ten were
recovered. GbTn-1 Grassy Bay had the least bevelled teeth, with a total of four, three of which
came from AU1. The most, however, were recovered from GcTo-1 K’nu where 90 bevelled
incisor teeth were recovered (Ames 2005:345-347). In addition to these, a further 90 worked
beaver, porcupine and general rodent incisors are recorded. These represent mostly fragments
and while they show some form of modification, it is possible that this includes butchery marks;
as the distinction between deliberate working and accidental marks resulting from processing is
often difficult, all were considered artifactual (Ames 2005:157). It is also unknown how many
were potentially bevelled tools, though it is likely that many would classify as such.
Elsewhere in the harbour, one beaver and one muskrat incisor are reported for Level I at
GbTo-10 Co-op. An additional muskrat beveled incisor was surface collected (Calvert
1968:57,77). Interestingly, no teeth were recovered by May (1979) at GbTn-19 Ridley Island.
Suggested to have been a residential site, this is curious considering their common and prolific
occurrence in other sites. A total of five beaver incisor tools were recovered at GcTo-6 McNichol
Creek (Coupland 1999:72). An ‘incisor tool’ was recovered from the back of GbTo-28 Phillip
Point, while eight ‘modified teeth’ are recorded from the front midden area at GbTo-31
Boardwalk (Coupland, et al. 2002:47, 49). It is noted that these are “mainly rodent incisors with
evidence of use”, though it is not specified how many there are exactly and if species
identification was possible (Coupland, et al. 2002:31). Two worked beaver teeth are also
recorded for the excavated house feature at GbTo-77. Though, there is some concern that the
bevelling may represent the natural occlusal wear; as they were recovered within the house floor,
classification is based also on this association and possible intended use as a tool (Coupland, et
al. 2006:42).
All teeth recovered at both Gbto-13 and 54 show clear evidence of grinding, and, as
indicated elsewhere in the harbour, these are primarily ground to a unifacial bevel. While there is
a slight preference for beaver, porcupine was also favoured in the production of these tools.
What is notable is the difference in preference for upper vs lower incisors. For beaver, while the
upper incisor was favoured, the lower incisors were also used. The preference for lower incisors
from porcupine, however, is very clear, with upper incisors being infrequently modified. This is
likely a product of size and configuration. porcupine incisors are notably smaller, and with
greater curvature seen in upper incisors, the lower, straighter incisors would be more conducive
for handling and especially hafting. However, beaver teeth could compensate for this curvature
by the increased size which allowed the upper incisors to be shortened, reducing the curvature.
However, as both uppers and lower would seem equally suited to the task, one would expect a
relatively equal number of upper and lower incisors. This is not the case. It is possible that upper
incisors provided a functional advantage, potentially such as greater robusticity.
There is also some notable variation in grinding and shaping, particularly seen in ground
split incisors, blunted incisors and incisors with finely ground pointed tips. This last type,
gravers, would have functioned as fine engraving tools for thin lines, such as seen on items of
personal adornment, particularly bracelets. While there is little mention of temporal progression
for the harbour, there are discrete temporal trends visible at GbTo-54. Bevelled worked teeth are
found in almost all Areas and AUs. The only exception is Area 2 and Area 4 AU2A which have
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no bevelled teeth. It is clear that, though there are greater numbers of bevelled teeth in all the
AU3 components, they increase over time in Areas 1, 4 and 5. The most dramatic example is in
Area 5 where the artifact number in AU3 is almost twice as great as that in AU4. However, the
number of bevelled tools is less than one third larger. Area 5 AU3 is further interesting because
of the house feature, which is also flanked by a northern and southern component. Though nine
bevelled tools were recovered within the house, more than twice were recovered from outside;
four in the south component and 18 from the northern. Of the nine recovered in the house, five
were the cached porcupine teeth, one of which was modified. As well, the marmot mandible was
recovered from the Area 5 AU3N. While two of the gravers were recovered from AU3 in Areas
1 and 4, the remaining one was recovered in Area 5 AU4. Area 5 AU4 was also where the
interproximally ground incisor was recovered. The two non-rodent incisor bevelled tools made
from sea mammal canines were likewise recovered from Area 1 AU3 and Area 4 AU3, the same
location of two of the three gravers. In Area 4, though the numbers of bevelled teeth remains
essentially constant, the assemblage size is almost triple to that in AU2 and AU4. The general
trend at GbTo-54 suggests that these tools were not only increasingly used, but that while there is
some relationship to the house, they were being used predominantly outside. Or, it is also
possible that the teeth recovered outside the house represent dumps of exhausted or broken tools.
It is possible that a more refined understanding of bevel angles and face configuration,
and even material, may shed light on more specific applications of use for these types of tools.
And it is conceivable that these, too, may have distinctive temporal or even spatial trends (if the
greater harbour assemblages are considered). The application of these tools, and their
relationship particularly to the production of potential status items such as bracelets and even
regalia related objects such as masks, makes a closer study of this tool type particularly relevant.
Ground Cusps and Roots
N = 27
GbTo-13
N = 07
GbTo-54
N = 20
A small number of teeth were ground at either root or cusp, with little clear purpose. At
total of 27 were recovered, with seven from GbTo-13 and 20 from GbTo-54. This is a diverse
group of teeth, and while many are made from Sea Otter canines, it includes Harbour Seal,
Northern Fur Seal, River Otter, bear, and Sea lion canines as well as one Mountain Goat incisor.
As well, while most are ground on the cusps, two (both of which are from GbTo-13) are ground
on the interproximal root surfaces, effectively thinning the root lengthwise to a shortened taper.
GbTo-13:113, a Harbour Seal canine (Figure 221, bottom row, leftmost tooth), is ground only on
one side while GbTo-13: 417, a possible bear canine (Figure 221, middle row, last tooth on
right), has the majority of the root ground into a somewhat ovid cone with a slightly raised
‘neck’.
The remainder of the 25 teeth are ground on the distal, cusp end. Of these, five were
recovered from GbTo-13, with all but one consisting of Sea Otter. The one exception is a ground
dog canine. All others were recovered at GbTo-54. In most cases cusp grinding consists of the
removal of the tip of the tooth to create a flat surface that is either somewhat angled between 20 ⁰
and 25 ⁰to the long axis or at right angles to it; most consist of the former rather than the latter.
GbTo-54:1992 is almost ground to the enamel root interface with a face angling over 60 ⁰
(Figure 221, middle row, third tooth from left). As well, in almost all cases, the surface is flat,
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though GbTo-54:3205, a small remnant, has a somewhat convex surface. Typically, only one
face is ground, but there are several examples, such as GbTo-54:1168 (Figure 221, bottom row,
sixth from left) and 3262 where there are two faces meeting at approximately a 45 ⁰ junction; on
both examples the lower face appears to consist of natural occlusal wear. While most of these are
small teeth, there are several notable exceptions such as GbTo-54:2715 and 3187 (Figure 221,
top row, rightmost two teeth), two Sea lion canines with flat ground tips. As well, there is also
one small Northern fur seal canine, with minimal cusp tip grinding, which is still attached to the
lower mandible (Figure 221, bottom row, second from right).
The final two teeth in this assemblage are strikingly different. GbTo-54:3110 is a
Mountain Goat incisor (Figure 221, bottom row, third from left) which has been ground along
the interproximal edge as well as on the occlusal and lingual surfaces, effectively thinning the
entire tooth and giving it a bevelled distal end. It is possible that this would have made the tooth
more uniform in width and facilitated hafting, allowing it serve as a type of chisel. The final
tooth is large fur seal canine, GbTo-54:3237 (Figure 221, bottom row, rightmost tooth), which
has been extensively ground along all surfaces with the possible intent to shape. There is no
indication to what end, though the most likely one is as a highly modified tooth pendant, possibly
for carving.

Figure 221. Ground Cusps and Roots.
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Discussion
There are 16 bevelled mammal canines recorded for harbour assemblages. Six were
recovered from GbTo-23 Garden Island, with one from AU1 and the remainder from AU2. A
further six were recovered from GbTo-33 Lachane, with three from Area B and one each from
Areas D, E and H. Two were recovered from GbTo-34 Kitandach and the one each from GbTo36 Baldwin and GcTo-1 K’nu. Ames does not provide any further description detail or discuss
their morphology. As they are classed with other bevelled tools, it may be assumed that they also
represent chisel-like tools. (Ames 2005:130,345-347). No further examples were noted by May
or Coupland and colleagues.
The grinding of cusps and roots is not atypical for some artifact types, and sometimes
seen on tooth ornamentals, particularly in conjunction with suspension girdling or
grinding/drilling. The thinning of roots, for example, is seen on many teeth that are then drilled
for suspension. If so, it is possible that both the examples with modified roots were intended for
suspension, however the evidence is not clear. GbTo-13:113 could be an incomplete pendant, but
the bevelling is also robust enough to have served as a tool. And, though GbTo-13:417 could
have been a pendant, it is uncertain as to how its design would have facilitated that; however, not
having a bevelled bit, it is clearly not a chisel. It is also possible that GbTo-54:3237, large fur
seal canine, was also suspended; cordage could have been wrapped around the root. However, it
is neither drilled nor girdled, which is typically associated with pendant suspension. It is also
possible that these teeth represent works in progress in the manufacture of tooth pendants and/or
beads, of which several examples were recovered at GbTo-54 (see Figure 222). Representing
highly modified teeth, the cusp morphology seen on these beads is somewhat similar to that seen
on GbTo-54:3205. However, the differentially sized cusp grinding has in many instances
exposed little of the hollow pulp which would have provided a means to thread a string. As well,
there is no evidence on any of these for reciprocal root grinding. If some of these teeth represent
bead preforms, then it would be expected that at least some would have evidence of this type of
grinding as well.
It appears that while rodent teeth were clearly the preferred organic material for small
chisels, other teeth may have served that function as well. Some of the canines have comparable
bevelled surfaces to that seen on rodent incisors and argue favourably to that end. Others are
much flatter and more problematic in their interpretation, and it is not readily apparent how they
could have served as effective chisels if that was what they are. When the ground surfaces of the
River and Sea Otters are quickly examined, grinding striae are typically across the cusp,
suggesting that they were used in a ‘back and forth’ motion as opposed to forward and backward.
This would argue against being used as chisels. Not all have clearly evident striae and instead
are more polished. Therefore, a more detailed examination of these teeth on a microscopic level
may reveal more about any potential usewear patterns and possible relevant applications.
However, initial indications suggest that at least some of these teeth are the product of shaping
rather than use.
What is notable is that at GbTo-54, these ground teeth were predominantly found, except
for four exceptions, in the most recent AUs, AU4 in Areas 4, 5 and 6. The exceptions were all
recovered from Area 5. One, GbTo-54:2138 the split bear canine with cusp grinding, was
recovered from AU1. From AU3, the Mt. Goat incisor was recovered from AU3H while GbTo54:1168, a ground River Otter canine, and GbTo-54:3199, a large canine with several ground
facets, were recovered from AU3N. This suggests that the bevelled canines are predominantly a
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late development at GbTo-54. This is mirrored by the trends seen at GbTo-23, where only one
was recovered from the early component and the remainder from the upper, more recent
component.

Figure 222. Two tooth pendants with ground cusp and bevelled and drilled roots; canine
beads.

Shell Artifacts
N = 43
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 02
N = 41

A total of 43 shell artifacts were recovered, with just two from GbTo-13 and 41 from
GbTo-54 (this is not including shell artifacts in the ‘Ornamental’ section, which includs beads
and a gorget, made variously of rock scallop, dentalium and unidentified shell). This adds
considerably to the 74 previously recorded shell tool artifacts recovered in the harbour. All
(excluding the Ornamentals) are manufactured from California mussel, Mytilus californianus,
which lends itself well to tool manufacture; grinding can produce a very sharp edge. A variety of
tools are represented, primarily small celt blade fragments as well as points and point or knife
fragments. In several cases, the fragments are too small to make a determination, though it is
likely that these also represent one of the three tool types mentioned above. The fragmentary
nature of these artifacts is due to mussel shell becomes particularly friable, resulting in
problematic preservation over time. As a consequence, most of these shell artifacts required
some form of stabilization or reattachment of multiple fragmented pieces. This was done by
using Acryloid B-72 as both a fixative coating as well as a ‘glue’ to adhere pieces together.
Ultimately, due to their general poor condition, this was applied to almost all California mussel
artifacts to ensure their continued preservation.
Ground Shell with Backing Facets
N = 10
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 09
A total of ten shell fragments (see Figure 223) with remnants of backing facets were
recovered. These vary in size, but generally are represented by some of the larger fragments
recovered overall. These are also robust fragments, measuring on average over 5 mm thick.
Several of these were refitted as they were recovered in multiple fragments. All show at least one
well ground margin or edge, while two, GbTo-54:313 and 1611 (see bottom row, far right and
far left, Figure 223), have two ground margins that form corners. The latter of the two, GbToArchaeological Investigations at
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54:1611, is a robust fragment and one of the largest pieces of worked shell recovered. It is likely
that it represents a sizable shell celt. As a group, these fragments almost certainly represent celts,
(and these almost all likely chisels rather than adzes) though it is possible that some may be knife
fragments. Determination is impossible due to the lack of a ‘working’ edge or blade on these
fragments.

Figure 223. Ground shell with backing facets.
Shell Celt (adze or chisel blades)
GbTo-54
N = 16
These are all considered small shell celts (chisel bits or possibly small adzes (see Figure
224). These consist of edge pieces which have been ground to create a unifacial bevel on the
ventral side of the shell surface, though several, such as GbTo-54:256 and 257, also are ground
on both faces. This working is concentrated on the ventral surface. This is the largest group of
ground shell recovered, though they are also represented by smaller but more uniform sized
pieces. These are also generally thick, measuring an average of almost 5 mm, which is just
slightly less than the worked shell with backing facets. However, as seen with the previous
group, many were recovered in multiple pieces that were then refitted in the lab. In most cases,
only one working or finished edge is visible. However, one exception is GbTo-54:259 (see lower
far left, Figure 224). It consists of two worked margins; one edge is beveled while the other
transitions into a squared off edge which was presumably hafted into a wooden or bone handle.
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Figure 224. Shell Celt (Adze or Chisel blade) Fragments.
Shell Knife
GbTo-54
N = 01
GbTo-54: 2606 (see Figure 225) is a partially intact California mussel shell, with intact
umbo and a considerable remnant of the hinged dorsal margin. There are lightly ground striae
visible on the ventral surface of the umbo. In addition, it has light bifacial grinding visible on the
hinged margin creating a narrow angled double beveled edge, which would be typical of a knife.

Figure 225. Shell Knife, dorsal and ventral views.
Shell Point
GbTo-54
N = 04
Four finely executed California mussel shell points were recovered at GbTo-54 (see
Figure 226). Two of these are represented by distal tip, while another two are represented by
medial sections with an intact lateral edge. All are in excellent states of preservation. GbTo54:1937 is particularly noteworthy as it represents an almost intact point, with bifacial bilaterally
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beveled edges and a hexagonal cross section. There is minimal breakage at the tip and along the
base. One face is ground flat, while the other has a central concavity. GbTo-54:255 is similar,
with an intact point and a missing base. It is wider than the previous point, suggesting it was
possibly longer and certainly larger overall. Nevertheless, it has a similar hexagonal
configuration, with a flat dorsal and concave ventral face and generous bifacial bilaterally
beveled edges. The remaining two fragments are also ground bifacially, however, only one edge
is preserved and intact. The extensive degree of bifacial grinding and overall presentation hinting
at a hexagonal cross section suggests that these also were originally points (although they may be
knife fragments), though their intact size and specific configuration is only hinted at; it would
appear that they were at least as large if not larger than GbTo-54:255.
Similar shell points recovered at FaTs -1 on Haida Gwaii and ElSx-1 Namu have been
interpreted as small triangular arming tips for composite toggling harpoons (Acheson and
Zacharias 1985:120; Carlson 1995:36). Very large mussel shell blades armed whaling harpoons
of the Nuu-chah-nulth, Ditidaht, and Makah (Hoover 1974; Huelsbeck 1994; Monks, et al.
2001). No toggling harpoon valves (of any size) were found at Kaien Siding, although it is
possible that they were made of hard woods that did not survive, similar to some small harpoons
in museum collections (Hoover 1974).

Figure 226. Shell Points.
Shell with V-beveled edges
GbTo-54
N = 08
A further eight shell fragments were recovered from GbTo-54 with narrow bifacially
ground V-beveled edges (see Figure 227). In all cases, these are narrow and steeply angled. Due
to the minimal surface grinding it is unlikely that these represent point fragments which show
more extensive grinding beyond the bit edges. It is also unlikely that they represent celts or
adzes, which typically have a unifacial bevel. Rather, it is more probable that these are knife
fragments, which typically have bifacially beveled cutting edges. As well, knives were usually
hafted so grinding on the remaining faces would not be required.
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Figure 227. Worked shell with v-bevelled edge.
Unifacially ground shell
N = 04
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 03
Four small pieces of shell show evidence of narrow unifacial grinding on the dorsal
surface (see Figure 228). Since these are relatively small or delaminating fragments, it is also
unclear how representative the edges are. It is quite doubtful that these are point fragments,
which usually have bifacially ground beveled edges. While it is not impossible to exlude the
prospect that they could also represent knives, it is more likely that these are small chisel
fragments.

Figure 228. Unifacially (dorsal) ground shell fragments.
Shell Artifacts Discussion
Shell tool artifacts are not mentioned by Drucker in his discussion of northern Northwest
coast artifacts. However, shell is mentioned by Boas in regard to the Kwakiutl (1909:450) as
suitable material for the manufacture of a wide variety of objects including tweezers, spoons,
scrapers, and knives, in addition to ceremonial and ornamental objects such as rattles, beads and
inlay material for masks and boxes. A variety of shell was used, including mussel, clam, cockle
and abalone (the last being an historic trade item from California) (Leechman 1942; Sloan 2003).
Mussel is specifically mentioned being used to manufacture tweezers as well as scrapers for soft
material such as hemlock, cedar and spruce roots, for sap collection and basketry. Large mussel
shell is also noted as suitable for scaling fish and as fish processing knives when hafted onto a
wooden handle (Boas 1909:450; Stewart 1996:129). In particular, California mussel is suitable
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for a variety of tools, including chisel and adze blades, due to its robust nature and an ability to
be worked much like slate. Grinding on an abrader allows for the production of a sharp, beveled
edge typically seen on adzes and chisels which could be resharpened multiple times over its life
use. Many of these were hafted into wooden handles or, in the case of complete shell scrapers,
spruce roots could be lashed around an intact shell to provide a more ergonomic ‘handle’
(Stewart 1996:128-129). As well, the ease with which this sturdy, thick shell was shaped on
abraders enabled the construction of large cutting blades or points similar to those typically
manufactured from stone or bone and used on harpoons, spears and arrows.
Shell artifacts first appear in southern assemblages in the Early Pacific Period, when they
are used for both ornamental items as well as tools. California mussel adze blades or celts are
recorded at both Glenrose and St. Mungo and are generally considered diagnostic of the Locarno
Beach phase (Ames and Maschner 1999:92; C. Borden 1970:99; Clark 2010:65; Matson and
Coupland 1995:106; Mitchell 1972:149; 1990:341) and part of a “modest woodworking
industry”(Mitchell 1990:341, 344). Triangular shell points, likely in conjunction with the
appearance and proliferation of composite toggling harpoons, are a characteristic artifact in the
Strait of Georgia culture type (A.D. 400-1800)(Ames and Maschner 1999:106; Mitchell
1972:215; 1990:354).
On the west coast of Vancouver Island shell celts and knives are characteristic of the
Nootkan West Coast culture type where they have been recovered from almost all excavated
sites (McMillan and St. Claire 2012:58; Mitchell 1990:356). Though not diagnostic, mussel adze
blades are recorded for the mid-coast at Namu where they date back to the Middle Period (Ames
and Maschner 1999:102). In Southeast Alaska, shell knives are also considered diagnostic for the
middle phase of The Developmental Northwest Coast Stage (Davis 1990:201).
In the Prince Rupert harbour, shell adzes, knives, and points are stated to be in
archaeological assemblages dating back to Prince Rupert Period III, where adzes and points are
recorded but considered rare (MacDonald and Inglis 1981:47), although Ames (2005:128, 157)
does not specify Analytical Units for any shell artifacts, and so the MacDonald and Inglis
tentative culture history sequence for these should be considered uncertain. Shell knives are
present in Period II when adzes also increase in quantity, but points continue to be rare. By
Period I, shell knives are part of a suite of tools including shell adzes or celts that “indicate the
full development of woodworking and carpentry” on the northern Northwest Coast; shell points,
though present, remain relatively rare in comparison (Fladmark, et al. 1990:235; MacDonald and
Inglis 1981:47).
Ames (2005:128) notes a total of nine shell beveled square tip tools, equated with shell
adze bits, for harbour sites, four of which are complete. Only eight are accounted for, with five
recovered from GbTo-33 Lachane, and one each from GbTn-1 Grassy Bay, GbTo-34 Kitandach
and GbTo-36 Baldwin (Ames 2005:128). Two point tips were recovered from GbTo-31
Boardwalk and one from GbTo-33 and are described as Drucker armed Type II composite
harpoon heads. 63 worked shell fragments are recorded, with 27 from GbTo-34 Kitandach, 18
from GbTo-31 Boardwalk, 17 GbTo-33 Lachane and one from GbTo-36 Baldwin (Ames
2005:128). Six have beveled edges and possibly represent adze bit fragments; no tool-type
determination is made with regard to the remaining 57 fragments (Ames 2005:157). No
identification of species is offered, only that they constitute marine mollusks, though it is highly
probable that most if not all of this material is manufactured from California mussel (Ames
2005:128).
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In other Harbour sites, a clam shell point and two small pieces of worked California
mussel is recorded for GcTo-6 McNichol Creek (though the latter two are quite likely from the
same shell artifact) with a further five pieces of worked California mussel recovered from GbTo31(Coupland, et al. 1991:62; Coupland, et al. 2002:49; Coupland, et al. 2006:23). Finally, a
further three ground shell fragments, presumably California mussel, were recovered from GbTo77. Two are associated with house D and one was recovered from floor layers in House A
(Coupland, et al. 2006:43,46). Though not specifically identified as such, the examples recovered
by Coupland et al. are suggested to constitute shell celt or adzes and not points. Coupland et
al.(1991:63) also suggest that California mussel shell may be a trade item as these artifacts were
recovered from sites within the protected confines of the harbour. It is very likely, however, that
groups with winter villages in the harbour had regular access to more exposed coastal areas such
as the Rachel and Lucy Islands or even Stephens and Prescott Islands or the Dundas Islands
group where this species grows plentifully. It is therefore doubtful that trade was required for
harbour groups to access California mussel for artifact manufacture.
Though it appears worked shell becomes more common between Period III and Period II,
there is no fine grained understanding of the temporal and spatial pattern for shell tools in the
Prince Rupert harbour. In his discussion of beveled tools, Ames (2005:131) appears to assume
they functioned similarly to other beveled tools made from bone, antler, or teeth, and all are
‘lumped’ together in a general discussion of beveled artifact material. Yet, it is unclear how shell
adzes and celts compare to similar tools manufactured from other material. Mytilus
californianus, a bivalve mollusk, is found in high concentrations in exposed intertidal areas of
the coast, with a range that extends from the Alaskan Aleutian Islands to Northern Mexico
(Schmidt 1999:5-6). Though stone is capable of being made into larger and more robust tools,
California mussel reaches maximum lengths of up to 200 mm and is comprised of an extremely
thick and tough shell which is easily ground to a sharp edge (Schmidt 1999:5, 9). As such, it
provides material that would allow for larger adzes and chisels that can be fashioned from teeth,
and are likely comparable in size to bone adzes, though it is unclear how the latter two compare
functionally as tool types. It seems likely that California mussel can hold a sharper edge than
bone. Unlike stone adzes, it would also be possible to manufacture shell adzes with less
preparation. Sectioning, sizing and grinding the beveled working edge of a stone tool requires a
great deal of effort (Brown 1997; Morin 2012). Teeth are clearly limited by their width, and
would be restricted to incising and fine carving.

Segmented Stones, Shaped Sedimentary Stones, and Concretions
GbTo-54

N = 08

There are a total of eight concretions, sedimentary and segmented stones all from GbTo54. These are remarkable objects, with wide variation in form, but as argued below, probably
ritualistic uses. In addition to the photographs below, several of these artifacts are available as
3D rotatable images that can be found in media accompanying this report.
Segmented Stones
GbTo-54
N = 03
Three segmented stones are of various configurations, all quite different but clearly
linked by stylistic elements and all made of the same fine-grained sandstone. GbTo-54:2881 is a
complete rectangular segmented stone (Figure 229, on left). It is a flattened ovoid in crossArchaeological Investigations at
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section and has ‘squared off’ lateral edges. On the dorsal and ventral sides are a series of ‘ribs’.
On one side these are eight double segments or ‘ribs’ with deep incised divisions evenly spaced
and located at right angles to the midline. On the other side there are five ‘ribs’ evenly spaced at
right angles to the midline. The two sets of ribs on either end are broad with wide, deeply incised
divisions. The center rib is divided into three narrow segments by two deeply incised lines.
GbTo-54:3094 is an end fragment from a stone which was once square or rectangular in
planar view (Figure 229, top right). The cross-section is a flattened oval. It has large, closely
spaced slanted notches on both lateral edges. Both dorsal and ventral surfaces have a lightly
incised line running longitudinally along the midline. On one side, a short line at right angles is a
lighter colour and is likely recent damage sustained during excavation.
The final segmented stone has a very different configuration than the first two. GbTo54:1576 is a domed object with a flat base and rounded top, a small part of which is missing
(Figure 229, bottom right). It has a series of four encirclng lines deeply incised at regular
intervals. As well, it has 12 deeply incised, regularly spaced lines running at right angles from
the top to the base. The lines are slightly irregular and have a left to right slant when viewed
from top to base. There is also variation in depth of incising, with some being very deeply
incised while other are less so.
Modified Concretions and Shaped Sandstone
GbTo-54
N = 05
Three modified concretions were found, artifacts GbTo-54:399, 602, and 1942, all made
from blue-grey siltstone (Figure 230). GbTo-54:399 is zoomorphic and appears to represent a
fish or whale (Figure 230, bottom left). It is a long cylinder with one end tapered into a cone
‘nose’. The other end is ground somewhat flat. The concretion has a deeply incised medial line
on both the dorsal and ventral sides, possibly representing the vertebral column. The dorsal side
has shallow obliquely incised ribs from the medial line. A long deeply incised mouth line runs
from one lateral side around the tip to the other side. The left side has a faint remnant of a single
oval eye. Both 399 and 602 appear to have been ground to a smooth finish, though no straie from
grinding remain on either artifact. The other siltstone concretion appears in overall appearance to
be a smaller, broken version of 399; however, there is no evidence of working under
magnification. The base appears broken, with either deliberate or post-depositional polishing.
GbTo-54:1942 (Figure 230, bottom middle) is a rectangular tabular piece of blue-grey
siltstone with possibly broken ends, though the broken edges are smoothed suggesting they were
modified after the break. Both lateral edges have double incised lines with a raised medial ridge
running longitudinally down the length. This raised medial ‘edge’ has two sets of lines/notches
incised at right angle on either end. They are symmetrically located on both lateral edges, though
one side is less definitive than the other, possibly due to use or post depositional processes.
Two more artifacts are clearly shaped sedimentary stone without retaining abrasive straie,
incising,or pecking. GbTo-54:3043 is a ‘block’ with squared off ends and slightly rounded
corners (Figure 230, bottom right). It may have been a preform for a segmented or rib stone or a
bead blank similar to one illustrated by Stewart(1996:75). It is uncertain if GbTo-54:2004 is
shaped as it has a tubular (somewhat oval in cross-section) shape, broken on both ends (Figure
230, top right). One end tapers similar to the two siltstone concretion artifacts and the break is
flat, suggestive of grinding. No other evidence of working is evident.
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Figure 229. Segmented stones, side (top) and top/edge (bottom) views.
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Figure 230. Zoomorphic carved and simple modified concretions.
Discussion
Ames mentions ‘segmented stones’ in his chapter on Material Culture (2005:168) and
‘concretions’ in the art section of his chapter on Grave Goods, Caches, Status Markers, Art and
Adornment (Ames 2005:250). Ames reports six segmented stones for the harbour sites (Ames
2005:168), although his table for these objects shows only three (he notes that some artifacts
were on display and not available to him, likely representing this difference); his summary Table
A.13 has just two artifacts, one from an “unknown” location and one from Boardwalk GbTo-31
B/AU2. The Boardwalk artifact came from BAU2 component dated 1500 BC to AD 1 (Ames
2005:287). (Ames 2005:168) notes that “these [segmented stones] sometimes are thought to be
stone bark beaters” but makes no other mention of the function of segmented stones. He lists
stone bark beaters and stone bark shredders as clearly separate artifact types.
Ames does not include concretions in Table A.13, but they are discussed and listed in
Table 8.13. Ames lists six incised concretions from five sites (Table 16). Concretions appear in
all major harbour sites except for Kitandach and Dodge Island, are not associated with burials,
and are typically the most common artifact type with zoomorphic motifs (Ames 2005:250).
Ames (2005:253) associates one concretion with Garden Island AU1 (PR2-age), Boardwalk
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DAU1 (PR3 age), and Baldwin (PR2 age). The others are from analytical units with too wide a
date range to be useful.
In his description of the artifacts from GbTo-23 (Garden Island), Ames (1976:159) notes
one “zoomorphic maul or club” which is decorated in a manner very similar to artifact GbTo54:399. An elongated object, broken at one end, it has two round ‘eyes’ incised on the dorsal
surface behind which is a midline incised longitudinal ‘spine’. A ‘mouth’ is incised down either
lateral edge below the eyes.
MacDonald (1983:111-114), in his discussion on the art of the Northern Northwest Coast,
distinguishes between incised concretions and segmented stones. Incised concretions are defined
as containing zoomorphic elements such as midline incising representing back bone, parallel
lines at one end representing a neck and indicating the head location, with further rib lines
incised off the spine, with circular or ovoid ‘eyes’ and mouth line segments. Elements
representing limbs, wings or fins are also included. They typically represent a range of animals,
though salmon, whales and sea monsters are most common. He lists one early example from
GbTo-31 (Boardwalk) which possibly dates back to 1500 BC. Another example representing a
salmon comes from GbTo-33 (Lachane) and dates from 500 BC. A final tabular incised
concretion is noted as coming from GbTo-36 (Baldwin) and is dated to the time of Christ
(MacDonald 1983:111-113). MacDonald and Ames are presumably referring to the same
artifacts, and so Ames’ date for the Boardwalk site is considerably earlier than MacDonald’s;
and whereas MacDonald gives specific dates for other specific artifacts, Ames (2005) was unable
to subdivide the very long sequences at Lachane and so as much as 5500 years are ‘lumped’ into
a single analytical unit by Ames. Because Ames’ is the most recent and most detailed
publication, we are left with uncertainty as to the end date of incised concretions, but an early
beginning for the artifact type is clear.
Segmented stones are tabular in form with a mid-line section and rib/vertebral line
elements. MacDonald dates segmented stones as far back as 500 BC but considers them more
diagnostic of the late Middle Pacific period, from AD 1 onward (MacDonald 1983; MacDonald
and Inglis 1981). Given Ames’ only having one segmented stone in a limited time-period
analystical unit, the accuracy of the dating overall must be questioned, but it does seem early.
Coupland (1988:406) found one segmented stone in the Paul Mason Phase at Kitselas dating to
about 3,000 radiocarbon years ago, although its small size (2 cm x 2 cm) suggests it may be
something different. As described above, Ames only lists two segmented stones and only one of
these has provenience and is from a dated component at 1500 BC to AD 1. MacDonald (1983)
links the origins of segmented stones to the much earlier development of incised concretions,
from which they develop into a purely stylized form without zoomorphic detail. He cites two
examples from GbTo-31 Boardwalk which are very similar to the two tabular examples from
GbTo-54 (MacDonald 1983:114). MacDonald suggests that the segmented stones are highly
stylized backbones and ribs, and a visual representation of the belief in powers of regeneration
from bones present in Tsimshian world views.
There are many additional segmented stones from Prince Rupert Harbour but
unfortunately none come from dated contexts. Calvert, in her report on the 1954 excavation of
the Co-op Site GbTo-10 by James Baldwin under the direction of Charles Borden (Calvert
1968:81), reports a yellow sandstone segmented stone recovered from GbTo-11, a midden area
just to the north. Unfortunately, this site, which has since been destroyed, has no associated
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dates. There are many segmented stones from beaches in private collections from Prince Rupert
and on display at Prince Rupert’s Museum of Northern BC (M. Eldridge, personal observation).
Table 16. Location of incised concretions (after Ames 2005:253-254).
Catalogue
GbTo-23:60 AU1 Garden Island
GbTo-31 D/AU1 Boardwalk
GbTo-33 B
Lachane
GbTo-33 D
Lachane
GbTo-36

Baldwin

Design
Carved Zoomorphic/Seal
Incised Zoomorphic/Fish?
Incised Geometric
Incised Zoomorphic/Salmon Pendant
Incised Zoomorphic/Monster

Date
1400 BC – AD 900
4000 BC – 2000 BC
2000 BC – AD 1650
3500 BC – AD 1650
1800 BC – AD 650

GcTo-1*
K’nu
Incised Concretion/Raven
?? – historic
*The site number given by Ames for 25 separate decorated artifacts is GbTo-1 (Ames 2005, p. 254). Since GbTo-1 is not one of the major sites
of the harbour it is assumed that these are typograpahic errors and the site intended here is GcTo-1. According to Ames neither GbTn-1 (Grassy
Bay) nor GbTp-1 (Lucy Islands) produced any concretions.

There are numerous examples of segmented stones from the inland Tsimshian site of
Gitaus at Kitselas Canyon (Allaire 1979), and these represent perhaps the best-dated examples
from the general region. In the Upper Zone III component, dated to ca. cal 785 BC – 235 BC
(calculated from Allaire 1979:Figure 3, Canadian Archaeological Radiocarbon Database
(CARD) date attributes from Githaus, using Calib 7.3 to obtain calendar calibration) are three
tablets with edge-notches or deep lines incised in from the edge, and incised encircling lines
parallel to the edge. From the overlying zones I and II and representing an undated period lasting
to possibly to AD 500 (Allaire 1979:48), are four incised stone tablets, at least one of which
exhibits unequal segmentation on each face similar to many Prince Rupert Harbour examples.
There is also one unusual example that resembles a unilateral harpoon. The oldest layers of
Githaus (about cal. 3000-1700 BC) contained a slate plaque with a carved fish effigy with
detailed fins and tail; possibly related to the zoomorphic carved concretions of the Harbour and
in particular very similar in material and carving style to a zoomorphic stone effigy recovered
from House J at GbTo-46 Tremayne Bay (Coupland, et al. 2006). Described as a “smooth,
polished black stone”, it has clearly visible facial features as well as limbs suggesting a juvenile
seal. The house date range is given as 1940-1760 BC (uncalibrated).
An incised stone tablet was recovered from FhUa 1 Honna River near Skidegate on Haida
Gwaii. Resembling the incised stone tablets dating to the Charles period from the South Coast, it
suggests an Early Graham Tradition component for the site (Brunsden 2009:18).
Segmented stones with deeply incised ‘ribs’ appear to be absent from the central or
southern coast. The earlier Gitaus examples, though, share a notched edge and encircling line
motif very similar to the incised Charles Period tablets (Borden 1975, 1983), although any direct
historical connection seems very unlikely due to the lack of similar examples in the Central
Coast.
Incised siltstone or mudstone concretions are noted in many assemblages to both the
north and south, especially on the Salish Sea. Thirty-one sandstone and siltstone pebbles with
geometric designs were found in a deposit very close to a petroglyph on Denman Island, dating
to cal BC 1945- 1690 (Eldridge 1987b) and in this report Eldridge describes a nearby Marpole
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assemblage containing over 100 incised pebbles with more elaborate designs, and summarizes
other incised pebbles from the Northwest Coast to that date. Five siltstone concretions with light
incising were recovered in 1980 from the Marpole site of DgRs-1 Beach Grove (Matson, et al.
1980:40). Another 13 examples were recovered from the Marpole and transition components at
DgRs-2 Tsawwassen. While most of these have geometric incised lines, two are zoomorphic.
One appears to represent a seal and the other has either a whale or fish motif (Brolly, et al.
1999:228-229). Incised concretions, sometimes with unusual natural shapes to which were added
incised eyes, wings, flippers, etc, have been recovered at a number of Victoria area sites from
later periods (M. Eldridge, personal observation). To the north, incised stones with geometric
designs and stick-figures were found at the southeastern Alaska site of Hidden Falls, dating to
the late Middle Pacific Period (Ames and Maschner 1999:232). In the Salish Sea Charles period
(about cal BC 3000-1500) and in the lower Fraser Canyon are small, stone and bone segmented
biconical ‘grub’ artifacts. Borden (1975) considered them likely to be associated with fisheries
rituals, representational of the small grubs that are dense in the discarded waste from fish drying.
Incised pebbles and concretions are found over a wide range of space and time. They
have repeatedly been associated with ritual and been thought to encode meaning. They have been
found in association with large amounts of ochre or near petroglyphs (Eldridge 1987b). Both
MacDonald and Borden associated them with fishing rituals. MacDonald (1983)hypothesized
incised naturalistic concretions evolved through time becoming segmented stones but this does
not appear to be supported by radiocarbon dates, which show segmented stones to be just as
early as incised concretions, and, at GbTo-54, both appear to be present simultaneously.

Ornamentals
Bracelets
N = 99
GbTo-13
N = 10
GbTo-54
N = 89
With nearly 100 antler bracelet fragments and a minimum number of individual bracelets
in the dozens, this assemblage is by far the largest ever found in a Northwest Coast
archaeological context. The assemblage includes a clasp system previously unrecognised in
Northwest Coast archaeology, which was present through most if not all the culture area until the
early historic period. Detailed discussion of these artifacts on a local and culture-area basis
follows a descriptive introduction. The two sites differed somewhat in the nature of the bracelets
found in each, and are described individually.
At GbTo-54, medial fragments, male clasps, female clasp, drilled terminal ends, and
preforms were found. There are both decorated and undecorated fragments. Many multiple
fragments were refit; others, although they do not refit, likely represent single bracelets because
they have similar decoration or other characteristics. Therefore, the number of original bracelets
is much less than 89. It seems likely that about 30 individual bracelets are present, but the exact
number cannot be established. While most fragments demonstrate both lateral and longitudinal
curvature, a few do not. GbTo-54:867, 1239 and 1620/3290 (refitted) all are notably flat. These
may represent bracelets that never completed the manufacturing process of bending (mostly like
through steaming); or they may not be bracelets at all, but pendants. There is no evidence for
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suspension on these flat pieces and based upon overall morphology, these items have more in
common with other bracelets than pendants so have been classified accordingly.
The bracelet artifacts from GbTo-13 are fewer but proportionately about the same as
those at GbTo-54 (see below). With 10 artifacts, they include seven medial fragments and three
female fragments. The medial fragments all have incised designs, most of which display a high
degree of motif complexity and level of execution. Unlike at GbTo-54, the medial fragments for
GbTo-13 each represent separate and discrete individual bracelets. The designs as well as overall
bracelet morphology are all very different from one another. None show evidence of use as
pendants and have the typical longitudinal and lateral curvature.
Bracelet Ends including Drilled and Male and Female Components of Clasps
There are 35 bracelet ends, 32 from GbTo-54 and three from GbTo-13. These represent
three distinct morphologies and two end-types: drilled ends, and female and male clasp ends that
together formed a snap clasp. Both types are found at each site.
Nine are drilled biconically or gouged, created a hole through which some type of
binding, cord, sinew, or leather thong could be used to secure the bracelet. This is the only
fastening type previously reported in the literature.

Figure 231. Bracelets with drilled (or gouged) terminal ends.
A second clasp type consists of two very different complex shapes that combine to form a
centre-release buckle type clasp. This has not been reported previously in archaeological
literature, and has limited or erroneous description in ethnography and art-history. Thirteen are
male ends, one section of an interlocking mechanism or clasp system. Fifteen are female ends, or
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the reciprocating section for the male ends of the interlocking mechanism or clasp system. One is
a tapered end, with three decorative ticks at the narrow end, but without any apparent method of
attachment. The overall morphology and the curvature (both longitudinal and lateral) suggest
that it is a bracelet. Not all of these bracelet ends are fragments; three are part of bracelet sections
and are considered in ‘sectionals’.
There are 26 examples of male/female clasps. Of the 12 female end clasps, six are
complete or mostly complete. Three of the remaining six are medial sections, with only the
ventral notch of the V visible, while another three are the proximal body remains with short strut
remnants.

Figure 232. Dorsal view of female (top) and male (bottom) bracelet clasps.
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Figure 233. Ventral side view of female (top) and male (bottom) bracelet clasps.

Figure 234. Bracelet clasp male ends, side view.
There are 13 male ends. All are relatively intact, with only one broken at the nose base
and another at the nose tip. While two males are broken directly at the nose step, all the others
are broken a little further along the bracelet and have some remnant of the medial bracelet
section. Two males (GbTo-54:1900 and 1319) have biconically drilled holes in the medial
bracelet section. Perhaps, like other broken bracelets, these could have been reused as pendants
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or (perhaps more likely) the hole could have functioned as an auxiliary method of securing the
bracelet by a secondary lashing attachment. Sizes of both males and females vary considerably,
suggesting that this clasp was used on both wide and narrow bracelets.
One female (GbTo-54:3203) and one male (GbTo-54:1273) appear to form a matched
complete clasp. The fit is extremely precise, allowing the parts to fit snugly. Other
morphological traits, primarily similarity of color and finish on the two components, support the
conclusion they are opposite ends of the same bracelet.

Figure 235. Male/female clasp system for antler bracelets.
Another female (GbTo-54:1693) and male (GbTo-54:3243) also appear to refit snuggly,
though the male does not lie flat in the female due to the nose pushing up and keeping the ventral
side of the medial section from lying flat. However, as with the previous example, morphological
traits support the contention that they are from the same bracelet.
The problem of the male nose pushing up and preventing a flat clasp join may have been
recognized by bracelet manufacturers as evidenced by GbTo-54:1089. This male has a reduced
nose tip height as well as a notch to further reduce material at the crucial nose tip V notch
interface. This could have allowed for a flatter and consequently more comfortable fitting clasp.
Another feature of male noses is that the sides are often angled outward from the dorsal to the
ventral side. This shaping is mirrored in the finishing of the V which appears to mirror this angle
allowing the male to have a more precise longitudinal fit and possibly helping to prevent
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unintended separation of the two. The ethnographically collected mountain-goat horn bracelets
provide information regarding the clasp mechanism, discussed below.
GbTo-13:283 is an intact female, broken past the bottom of the V across the medial
bracelet section. It has a series of lightly incised lines, parallel to the V notch on the dorsal side
which cross over along the midline.
Bracelet sectionals
GbTo-54
N=3
There are three examples of more complete bracelets, representing possibly 50% or more
of an individual bracelet. These have been refitted from fragments and include evidence of
female clasp terminals. GbTo-54:306 is an unadorned bracelet consisting of four refitted
fragments measuring 79.2 mm long, refitted. While this bracelet appears to include a portion of
one terminal end, as evidenced by the sudden narrowing and rounding, bone degradation
prevents determining whether there was perforation for lashing attachment or a more intricate
clasp mechanism.
Bracelet GbTo-54:516 consists of two refitted fragments, totalling 73.2 mm in length. It
has a relatively simple motif with double or triple parallel lines incised across the dorsal surface
in a somewhat erratic zig-zag pattern at 90 and 45 degrees to the lateral edges. It has
considerable curvature on one end, which also shows the remnant of a female clasp (proximal
end of a V strut).
The final and longest bracelet, GbTo-54:283/3287 refitted, is approximately 150 mm
long and consists of five refitted fragments. Like 516, this bracelet also retains much of its
original curvature, and the end with the most curvature having the fragmented end of a female
clasp (one portion of the V strut). The motif on this bracelet consists of three evenly spaced
parallel longitudinal lines.
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Figure 236. Substantially complete sectional bracelets.
Bracelet medial segments
The bracelets range in width from 4.4 to 16.2 mm (excluding ‘male terminal ends’ which
are by design much narrower than their associated bracelets), but there is a clear unimodal
pattern with the largest number between 8 mm and 1 cm wide (Figure 237). The distribution is
quite skewed, however, with 80% of the bracelets being at the mode or larger. If the various
subtypes of terminals and mid-section fragments are examined, it can be seen that drilled
terminals tend to be narrow, clasps are wide, and preforms are at the mode (Figure 238).
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Figure 237. Bracelet width.
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Figure 238. Bracelet width by subtype.
Interestingly, the width to thickness ratio varies. The narrow bracelets have a 1:3 width to
thickness ratio while the wider ones have 1:5. No doubt, this is related to the requirement of a
minimal thickness to reduce premature breakage.
The ventral sides vary from highly polished to ground but unpolished and some show
evidence of whittling or adzing marks that would probably be polished out later in the
manufacturing process. Lateral edges on wider fragments are generally tapered. All demonstrate
typical bracelet curvature. GbTo-54:695 has an intact drilled hole at the terminal end, typical for
lashing sinew. GbTo-54:396 is a long, narrow intact medial bracelet, which has the remnant of a
drilled hole at the slightly narrower end.
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Figure 239. Width to thickness ratios of bracelet subtypes.
There are 30 decorated fragments. These range in width, though only one would qualify
as narrow. GbTo-54:1034/1036 (refitted) is very similar to the other narrow bracelets (5.9 mm
wide) except that it has equidistant, repeating dots drilled along the midline.
Decorative elements are represented by a variety of geometric motifs, divided into simple
and complex. Simple motifs consist of longitudinal line(s) and dots. Of the 14 examples in this
category, only three (GbTo-54:706, 639 and 2418) demonstrate both lines and dots together; of
these, the first two present morphological similarities which suggest that they represent the same
bracelet, even though they do not refit. The bracelet fragments with simple motifs also are
narrower overall, ranging in width from 5.9 mm to 10.7 mm. Complex motifs are found on 15
bracelet fragments. Elements include dot and circle, wave or undulating lines, series of off-set
ticks and crescents, and laterally incised longitudinal lines with parallel or crossing oblique lines
incised in between. Four fragments demonstrate a circle-dot motif at the apex of a longitudinal V
with parallel lines incised at right angles inside the V. Within this group, it is likely that GbTo54:1851 represents one bracelet and GbTo-54:1683, 1799, and 2223 another based on other
morphological traits such as polish, color, width, and design execution. The latter is the only
example where one bracelet may be represented by multiple fragments as all other fragments
show unique motifs.
Decorated bracelet widths range from 8.5 mm (which is atypically narrow) to 16.2 mm.
Again, all fragments have typical bracelet curvature, both lateral and longitudinal. Most of the
dorsal surfaces have some polish on them, and any lack thereof may be more a result of post
depositional processes than lack of original finishing. Ventral surfaces, however, are varied.
Some have highly polished ventral surfaces, due to either finishing or wear. Others, such as
GbTo-54: 64 or 1382, have rough ventral surfaces. GbTo-54:64 is notable as the dorsal side
retains a high surface lustre.
Finally, there are two more fragments which are classified as bracelets but are not typical
in morphology. GbTo-54:3270 is curved fragment tapering considerably at one end. Both ends
are broken and do not show evidence of any kind of attachment mechanism. It has a centrally
incised line with lines incised on either side at an angle of 45 degree toward both lateral edges.
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This could be a somewhat atypical bracelet fragment or a pendant. The curvature is suggestive of
a bracelet and it has been classified as such. GbTo-54:1620/3290 is a very flat decorated piece
which may either be a bracelet which has not been quite finished and therefore has not yet been
curved. The rough, unfinished ventral side supports this hypothesis. The dorsal side has a set of
two deeply carved undulating parallel lines (reminiscent of waves) flanked along both lateral
edges by longitudinal lines. The dorsal side also demonstrates considerable lateral convex
curvature.
There are seven medial fragments recovered at GbTo-13, with the largest measuring
31.8 mm whilst the smallest measures approximately 15 mm long. Six fragments demonstrate
both lateral and longitudinal curvature, suggesting that these are more likely to be bracelets
rather than pendants.
Bracelet Preforms
GbTo-54
N=2
Finally, there are two possible bracelet preforms. GbTo-54:3294 appears to be a medial
section roughly shaped into a bracelet. The dorsal side is convex while the ventral side is flat.
The lateral edges have been cut flat and both ends are broken. An equally interesting possible
preform is GbTo-54:1411 which appears whittled into the rough overall shape of a male
terminal. It clearly has a nose with the nose base. However, what should become part of the
medial bracelet section is tapered along both edges and comes to almost a point, giving it a boatlike appearance planar view.
Decorative Motifs
Motifs are varied, but are exclusively geometric. In his discussion of bone bracelets,
George MacDonald (MacDonald 1983:107) identifies 12 form groups. The decorated bracelets
found at both GbTo-13 and GbTo-54 all used elements from these forms. For GbTo-54, only
MacDonald forms 2 (ribbed lines), 6 (concentric circles joined by a line) and 11 (continuous fret
motif) are not evident on any of the fragments. The motifs from GbTo-13 are representative of
geometric forms 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11. The discussion of bracelet ornamentation will follow
MacDonald’s understanding of geometric motifs and the common thematic elements they
contain.
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Figure 240. Bracelets with simple incised lines or grooves, or multiple lines and gouged
dots.
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Figure 241. Bracelets with medial lines with offset squared lines or tics or crescents.
Out the 30 decorated bracelet fragments, 14 have simple line or dot motifs (Figure 240).
Ten consist of simple longitudinal lines with five fragments having single lines incised, often
deeply, down the dorsal midline. The other five have two, three, or more longitudinal lines
lightly incised equidistant from each other. In several double lines, such as GbTo-54:2363, the
lines are offset toward one edge and round toward each other, conjoining. This is also seen on a
bracelet end fragment, GbTo-54:244/248 refitted. This is one of only two end fragments which
have any design still evident (Figure 236). A variation on the longitudinal line motif is the linear
dot motif, where equidistant dots are drilled down the bracelet’s dorsal midline (Figure 240).
GbTo-54:1034/1036 refitted is the only example of this. A slightly more complex version of the
simple line or dot motif is a combination where two parallel lines are incised longitudinally
along the edges and equidistant dots are drilled along the midline. Three fragments, artifacts
GbTo-54:639, 706, and 2418 are in this grouping. A single row of longitudinal drilled dots do
not appear in MacDonald’s forms, though they could be seen as a variation of form 7, parallel
rows of dots.
GbTo-13:311 and 412 have lateral longitudinal lines (form 1) incised along either edge
with X cross-hatching (form 4) incised between. Short longitudinal notches (form 1) are found
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within each triangular section. Based on these designs, as well as overall manufacture and
material coloration, it is possible to attribute the GbTo-13 fragments to a minimum of five
individual bracelets. There are no undecorated fragments and all have some surface polish
evident, though this is variable due to post depositional erosion and pitting. Three fragments are
made from antler, whereas the remaining fragments appear to be made from sea mammal.
The 29 remaining decorated bracelet fragments have more complex designs, often
incorporating a variety of basic elements; circles-and-dots, lines and ticks, crescents or halfmoons, and undulating lines. GbTo-54:2045 is a wide bracelet with form 5, (concentric circles or
circle-and-dots) arranged in a single, midline longitudinal row (Figure 241). Three artifacts,
GbTo-54:1216/1431 refitted, 2387, and 3219 have a combination mixed from several of
MacDonald’s forms including parallel longitudinal lines, cross hatching – between the lines, and
short incised lines inside cross hatching. GbTo-54:1750 has two longitudinal lines on either
edge, with a triple zig zag (form 10) with parallel lines incised between them at right angles
(form 11). Form 3 is evident on three fragments; GbTo-54:232, 1924/1977 refitted, and 3270.
They all have a centrally incised line with lines or ticks coming off this at right angles. These are
particularly reminiscent of stylized vertebral columns often associated with fish seen on incised
stone concretions (MacDonald 1989:107). Continuing with this theme are fragments GbTo-54:64
and 76, which may represent one bracelet even though they do not refit. There are three lightly
incised lines, two on both edges and one midline. Off these lines are equidistant crescents; with
the half-moons on the lateral edge lines facing up and the medial half-moons facing down.
A complex design on an antler bracelet fragment has two sets of undulating parallel lines
on either lateral edge, following form 8 (Figure 242). Distinctive to this motif is the incised lines
on either side of the undulating line giving the motif greater definition. This is a very wellcrafted item and shows a high level of fine detailed execution.
The last four decorated fragments are, in all likelihood, representative of one bracelet. All
have the same motif consisting of dot-and-circle motifs joined by converging line with tics on
the insides of the lines (Figure 243). This is MacDonald’s form 12 “continuous devouring
monster heads comprised of circular eyes and expanding mouths filled with lines” (1983:107).
There is also evidence of a longitudinal incised line on one lateral edge on all four pieces. As the
drilled circles do not perforate they are clearly decorative.
GbTo-54:1683 is not as clear (Figure 243, right). It has two small, lightly drilled dots,
one on either edge, as well as a portion of a concentric circle at the other broken end, placed
toward one edge unlike the other three which have their concentric circles centered. There is also
the possibility that another concentric circle was directly beside this one, but the break at this
point obscures this. This could be a variant of MacDonald’s forms 5 and 6.
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Figure 242. Bracelet with complex sinuous positive field design. This is the only bracelet
that approaches the complexity of the early historic Coast Salish designs.

Figure 243. Decorative motifs on bracelets, including ‘continuous devouring monster
heads’
Bracelets Discussion
While MacDonald (1983) defines bracelets as a notable component of Prince Rupert
Harbour artifacts, Ames does not recognize them as a discrete category in his analysis of the
Prince Rupert Harbour artifacts. Instead, he includes them with Decorated Pendants, most of
which are geometric in design and “refers to the form of the pendent as well as to carved or
incised (Ames 2005:119). Of the 35 artifacts Ames places within this category, it is impossible to
discern how many of these could qualify as bracelet fragments. He does indicate that decorated
pendants are not associated with burials and therefore cannot be considered to be grave goods
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(2005:257). May (1978) notes two ‘circlets’ with perforations and notches for GbTn-19 (Ridley
Island), but determines their function to be unknown.
Temporally, MacDonald (2003) limits bracelets in the Prince Rupert Harbour to after
AD 1; but given the changes to many dating interpretations that have resulted from marine
reservoir correction and calibration, and the preliminary nature of the initial analysis, little
weight can be given this date. They are part of a suite of personal adornment items that are seen
in later Middle Period (1500 BC to AD 500) and Late Period assemblages (AD 500- AD 1830),
that include stone and bone labrets, bone pendants, and beads of trade materials such as amber
and dentalia (MacDonald and Inglis 1981). However, since Ames was unable to link most
artifacts to specific components (except for Boardwalk), the association of most artifact types
from the Prince Rupert Harbour Project with specific dates must be viewed as preliminary.
Bone bracelets are known to exist in Tlingit ethnographic collections; however, on Haida
Gwaii they are absent, both archaeologically and ethnographically (MacDonald 1982:106).
On the south coast brow bands, which are also possible bracelets, are listed in collections
such as the St. Mungo Cannery (Ham, Yip and Kullar 1986) and the Glenrose Cannery sites
(Matson 1973). They are common artifacts of the Marpole phase and are typically manufactured
from antler. A complete child’s browband, for example, is recorded for the Marpole phase at the
St. Mungo site (Calvert 1970), although measurements taken from a photograph suggest it is
much more likely to be a bracelet (Gay Boehm personal communication 2014). While geometric
design are common motifs, there are examples of zoomorphic ones as illustrated by a browband
fragment from the Marpole site with a series of leaping spotted toads incised along the midline
(Borden 1983). This is contrary to patterns seen on the North Coast where assemblages have
only produced geometric designs. There are also multiple examples of browbands from sites in
the interior plateau, such as EeRb-10 in Kamloops (Richards and Rousseau 1982) and DgQo-2
near Grand Forks (Grant Keddie, personal communication, 2013) dating from circa 3000 BP for
the former to the proto-historic period for the latter. Motifs from these areas are all geometric,
and materials are varied, including mammal ribs and antler. Regardless of region, the finished
ends usually have one or two biconically drilled holes for lashing and this has been until recently
the only recognized method of securing either browband or bracelet (Borden 1983; MacDonald
1983; Richards and Rousseau 1982).
The recognition of the male-female clasps is unique to GbTo-13 and GbTo-54. However,
a preliminary search has identified several examples of female clasps from other British
Columbia regions. Though not well documented, two female clasps have been noted in at the
Royal British Columbia Provincial Museum. One is on display is an antler bracelet with an intact
female end (FcTe-4:429; 419). The other, DgQo-2:5, was found in storage. It is made from a
mammal rib and shows just the remnant of the ventral V notch at the end of the medial section
which allows for the positioning of the male nose. The female end of a bracelet clasp was found
at the Hoko River rockshelter (Dale Croes, personal communication 2013-2014) and another has
been found in the DfSi-5 Ma’acoah site in Barkley Sound (Alan McMillan, personal
communication 2014) (Figure 244). To date, no males have been identified in any archaeological
collection outside of Prince Rupert, though because they are small they would be easily
overlooked or misclassified.
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Figure 244. Bracelets from DfSi-5, Barkley Sound, Vancouver Island, (left) (courtesy of
Alan McMillan) and Hoko River rockshelter, Olympic Peninsula, Washington (right)
(courtesy of Dale Croes).
Antler bracelets are extraordinarily rare in ethnographic collections of the Northwest
Coast, but there is another type of bracelet which, although also extremely rare, has already been
well studied in the art history world (Brotherton 2008; Leece 1998).
Mountain goat horn bracelets were collected by early explorers and traders but are not
part of the large collections made in the mid and late 19th century by ethnographers, settlers, and
professional collectors. Leece’s (1998) excellent thesis documents the 22 bracelets in museum
collections that mostly now reside in Western Europe and the eastern United States. The first
ones appear to have been collected by James Cook in the 1780s. Others were collected during
Vancouver’s explorations. It appears that the last ones collected were likely a set obtained by
James Yale when he worked at Fort Langley in the late 1820s and married into the Kwantlen
tribe. Leece explores various possible explanations of why mountain goat horn bracelets would
have gone out of favour in aboriginal societies during the early contact period, and did not
become heirlooms, while mountain goat horn spoons continued to be objects of wealth
throughout the historic period to modern times.
Mountain goat horn bracelets have two types of clasp. One has a rectangular hole in the
wide end of the bracelet into which the narrow end slips in and is caught by a small notch
(Figure 245, Figure 246). The notch at the distal end allows the tucked-in male end to fit closer
to the wide female end. The other type is much more complex and involves a clasp which is
identical to the antler bracelet clasps described above (Figure 247, Figure 248).
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Figure 245. Clasp with simple rectangular female end and more complex notched male end
on a Coast Salish mountain goat horn bracelet, photo courtesy Mark Hall, Perth Museum,
Scotland.
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Figure 246. Perth Museum mountain goat horn bracelet with the clasp open, showing
detail of male end. Photo courtesy of Mark Hall.
Remarkably, a set of seven bracelets collected during the Vancouver expedition while in
Puget Sound have remained together (Figure 249). Six of these bracelets are made of mountain
goat horn; the last is antler. It seems likely that bracelets of “black” mountain goat horn would
have been worn alternating with a nearly white antler to offset each other. Leece documents how
bracelets were treated as extremely valuable objects by early Coast Salish people in encounters
with explorers.

Figure 247. Coast Salish mountain goat horn bracelet. Note details of clasp system
identical to antler ones from Ya asqalu'i. Photo courtesy of National Museum of Ireland.
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Figure 248. Mountain goat horn bracelet female end collected during the 1790s Vancouver
expedition. Photo courtesy Museum of Vancouver.

Figure 249. Four of the seven bracelets collected by Vancouver’s expedition in Puget
Sound. One of the bracelets is antler, which has a simple incised geometric design
emphasized by red ochre. Note the use of dentalium as an inset on the left bracelet. Photo
courtesy of the British Museum.
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Coast Tsimshian ethnographies make no mention of mountain goat horn or antler
bracelets. However, mountain goat horn and antler spoons are sometimes mentioned together
(e.g, Boas 1916:243, 244, 435) and it seems likely that technological details of working with the
two materials allowed for similar products to be made from both.
The unprecedented numbers of bracelets found at Ya asqalu'i is paired with an
unprecedented amount of mountain goat bone and mountain goat horn cores. The horn cores are
confined to the high status house and its adjacent to work area (see Temporal and Spatial
Distribution this report) while the bracelets are somewhat concentrated there. There is a very
strong argument for mountain goat horn spoons to have been made here, even though they do not
survive in the archaeological record.
There is a single example of a mountain goat horn bracelet in collections that is attributed
(with some doubt) to have come from Haida Gwaii (Leece 1998:63). Leece (1998:117) notes that
the geometric pattern carved in it is unlike many of the Coast Salish examples. The British
Museum catalogue (viewed on-line) suggests that the object is most likely to be Salish in origin,
although it could have been worn by a Coast Salish slave of the Haida. The data from
Ya asqalu’i suggest this is much more likely to be a Tsimshian mountain goat horn bracelet
traded to the Haida. The Gitwilgyots and Ginaxangik tribes had most of the formal trading
relationships and intermarriages with the Haida (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:38, 66, 72, 187)
while the Gispaxloats also had trading relationships, although this had may have been established
after the time of Legaix (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:231).

Figure 250. Mountain goat horn bracelet possibly collected in Haida Gwaii. Note similarity
of parallel lines and grouped gouged dots to some of the antler bracelet designs (see Figure
240). Figure courtesy of the British Museum.

Beads
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Two harbour seal canine beads, heavily ground on both root and cusp ends to produce
flattened ends, produced tubular beads. All four ends show significant amount of polishing. Both
have a central, oval hole following the center of the long axis along its curve; this hole
suggesting that it is the natural pulp cavity. Artifact 2539 has the larger aperture; 5 mm at the
root end and 3.2 mm at the cusp end. Artifact 2370 has the smaller aperture; 2.9 mm wide at the
root end and 2.9 mm wide at cusp end. The beads are very similar in overall size; the smaller is
23.5 mm long, 11.1 mm wide and weighs 9 gr, while the larger is 24.3 mm long, 11.4 mm wide
and weighs 8.6g. Most of the cusps have been ground down and the roots show possible usewear polish.
Beaver Tooth Bead
GbTo-54
N = 01
Beaver lower incisor ground flat on either end creating a somewhat triangular tubular
bead. Ames notes no beaver beads, however he does list three beaver girdled incisor pendants.
Using beaver incisors as decorative items appears, therefore, to have been known in the harbour;
though, their use for decorative purposes may not have been a wide or common practice. No
references to rodent tooth beads were found in any of the literature for the Central or South
Coasts.
Bone Beads
GbTo-54
N = 16
Bird Bone Tubular Bead
GbTo-54
N = 10
These are barrel or short tubular beads of various widths and lengths (Figure 251). Many
have scoring marks evident on one or both ends where the bone was snapped during sizing. Ends
are well ground to finish. Some show evidence of further grinding on the dorsal surface as well
as small notch or tick marks incised singularly or in groupings of twos. GbTo-54:2322 shows
evidence of lashing discoloration at the mid-section. Polish is also evident to varying degree.
This is one long barrel bead with two lines incised around the barrel at either end. Between these
lines are diagonal parallel lines that are incised from side to side.
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Figure 251. Shell tube worm beads (top row), bone beads (middle row left), dentalium
beads (middle row, right five), and bird bone (bottom row) beads.
Mammal Bone Tubular Bead
GbTo-54
N = 05
This group includes two very large barrel beads, one intact enough to provide a central
diameter of approximately 11 mm, which is similar to the bone rings (Figure 251). One end is
ground flat, while the other end appears to be unfinished. The dorsal surface also suggests it may
be a preform at some stage of manufacture. Another similar bead may not be a bead at all as one
longitudinal edge appears to be ground flat, but as it is broken it is unclear as to its intent. The
ends are also well ground. Both of these are made from sea mammal bone. The remaining beads
in this category are made from terrestrial mammal and antler. It is possible that the largest two
beads, which are roughly finished, are bone “dip net rings” or “slip net rings” similar to those
listed for DgRr-2 (the St. Mungo site) by Ham, et al (1986) and Calvert (1969).
Fish bone bead
GbTo-54
N = 01
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This is a dog fish vertebra which has minimal grinding evident on the edges. It is
assumed that the natural perforation through the center made it a natural bead that proved
expedient for decorative purposes.
Stone Beads
N = 03
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 02
Three stone beads were found. All are approximately the same size and show careful
finishing (Figure 252, second from right both rows). From GbTo-54 comes a black steatite disc
bead, GbTo-54:2528, symmetrically fashioned with a biconically drilled hole. The outer dorsal
surface is highly polished. It measures between 10.18 and 10.54 mm in overall diameter, with a
thickness of 3.95 mm and weighing 0.8 grams. The second bead is GbTo-54:1360, a fine-grain
basalt disc bead that measures between 10.71 and 11.06 mm in overall diameter, with a thickness
of 3.2 mm and weighing 0.7 grams.
The third stone bead, GbTo-13:92, measures about 10.03mm and is 5.6 mm thick. The
biconically drilled hole is circa 2.94 mm in diameter and is slightly off set from the center. It
weighs 1.1 grams, slightly more than the beads from GbTo-54.

Figure 252. Shell disk beads, stone beads (2nd from right both rows) and amber bead(top
right).
Shell Beads
N = 18
GbTo-13
N = 07
GbTo-54
N = 11
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Shell Disc Beads
GbTo-13
N = 07
GbTo-54
N = 06
There are an equal number of shell disc beads from GbTo-13 and GbTo-54. All beads
appear well formed and finely finished with biconically drilled holes (Figure 252).
The shell disc beads from GbTo-54 are relatively uniform in size, though two are on the
smaller size. GbTo-54:251 is 5.2 mm in diameter and 1.08 mm thick while GbTo-54:2010 is
slightly larger with a diameter of 6.15 mm and a thickness of 1.24 mm. Three shell disc beads
are very similar and measure between 9.5 and 10.5 mm in diameter, 2.5 to 3.8 mm in width and
weigh between 0.3 and 0.4 grams. The last bead is somewhat smaller than these, measuring
approximately 8.2 mm in diameter and 1.96 wide, weighing 0.2 grams.
There are seven shell disc beads from GbTo-13 of diverse sizes. The smallest has a
diameter of approximately 3.6 mm and is 0.83 mm thick. Found intact at the lab in a soil sample,
it is well finished and almost perfectly symmetrical both in width and thickness. It has
subsequently broken in half as a result of drying. The second smallest is a slightly burnt shell
disc bead with slight damage to one edge. It measures between 5.4mm to 5.5mm in diameter,
1.25 mm thick and weighs 0.001 grams. There are a further three similarly sized beads, ranging
from 8.3 to 8.9 mm in diameter, 1.5 to 1.6 mm in thickness and 0.1 to 0.2 grams in weight. The
holes for these are centered in the bead; they are biconically drilled and demonstrate a precise
right-angled perforation. Again, as with the two smaller examples, these are well formed and
show a high level of symmetrical finishing.
GbTo-13:137 is a large shell disc, measuring 32 mm to 30.7 mm in width. The thickness
varies from 4.5 mm to 6.8 mm. One edge, measuring circa 27.4 mm long is broken from the edge
of the biconically drilled hole to one edge. The hole varies in diameter from 7.6 mm to 8.4 mm.
Despite the variation in thickness, the bead is well formed by careful rounding of all edges and
surfaces. It is manufactured from a purple hinged rock scallop.
Artifact GbTo-13:410 is a misshapen blue-grey disc bead with a symmetrically drilled
hole that perforates the bead at an angle from one side to the other.
Shell tubular beads
GbTo-54
N = 05
Made of small dentalia, these are small, delicate tubular beads of varying lengths ground
at both ends (Figure 251, middle row, right five). All were recovered from GbTo-54.
Also found are unusual beads made out of marine tube worm shells, sectioned and endground (Figure 251, top row).
Amber bead
GbTo-54
N = 01
This is a small, irregularly rounded amber bead with a biconically drilled central hole
(Figure 253). It measure 5.38 to 5.85 mm in diameter and 3.72 mm thick. It weighs 0.1 grams.
(Also see amber pendant below).
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Figure 253. Amber bead. Microscope photograph.
Beads Discussion
There are three tooth beads recorded for the Prince Rupert Harbour, all made from
canines with a hole drilled through the long axis of the center(Ames 2005). Elsewhere on the
coast, one canine ground flat at either end, but classified as a pendant, is noted in the Belcarra
Park II component, a Gulf of Georgia pre-contact site equated with Coast Salish culture
(Charlton 1977). However, mammal canines are typically grooved or biconically drilled or
perforated in some way to allow for suspension as a pendant, and do not appear to have been
manufactured into beads. Beaver beads are not noted for any other local assemblages. Stewart
(1996) makes no reference to beads manufactured from teeth.
Ames (2005) notes 26 flat disc shell beads for the harbour, most of which come from
non-burial contexts at GbTo-34 (Kitandach). In fact, he notes that “virtually all shell items of
adornment [with the exception of 2 shell necklaces] were recovered at that site”(Ames
2005:123). The two necklaces are from GbTo-31 (Boardwalk). One has 254 dentalium disc
beads and the other had 233 beads. One is associated with a male burial. The other may also be
associated with a burial, but could also be from an intrusive pit. MacDonald (2003:106) notes
that these shell disc beads date from 500 B.C., and were found in association with “irregular
drilled fragments of amber and jet”. Coupland et al. (2006) record three shell beads and one
drilled shell fragment at Phillips Point as well as one disk bead from House F at Tremayne Bay.
Ames (2005) lists four “tubular stone beads” with a mean length (diameter) of 11mm and
thickness of 6 mm (2005:163). It is not clear what the material is and whether these represent
slate or something else. Coupland et al. (2006) record a further two slate beads for House D at
Phillips Point (GbTo-28) and another well finished biconically drilled stone bead from House J
at Tremayne Bay (GbTo-46). With the addition of the two slate beads from GbTo-54 and GbTo13 the total number of stone beads for the Prince Rupert Harbour is now nine; a tiny number
compared to the south coast, where burials with tens of thousands of stone beads have been
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recovered (Arcas Consulting Archeologists Ltd. 1991, 1999) and dozens of beads from a single
small excavation are common. Large-scale excavation at a house revealed over 3000 ground
stone beads (Grier 1999).
Bone beads, though still not numerous, appear to be slightly more common than stone
beads throughout all Prince Rupert Harbour periods, though Ames lists only 11 bird bone beads,
one decorated tubular bead, and five mammal tubular bead (Ames 2005). Ames (2005)
recognizes that some of the 179 artifacts in the tube classification may, in actuality, be beads.
The Kaien Siding sites used a less restrictive definition of beads compared to Ames and only
tubes notably longer than their diameter where classified as such.
As on the north coast, bone beads, whether made from bird or mammal bone, do not
appear to be common in southern sites, as exemplified by DgRs 2 and DgRr 1 which yielded tens
of thousands of slate beads but only a handful of beads made from bone (Brolly 1996; Matson, et
al. 1991).
A comparison of ethnographic and archaeological distribution indicates dentalium trade
did not change over time and their early widespread range (appearing on the plains by 4000 BP)
suggests an early long distance trade network (Barton 1994:3). In post-contact periods, they were
a common item of barter among First Nations groups as well as European traders until the end of
the 19th Century(Barton 1994:35). While the west coast of Vancouver Island appears to have had
over 15 source locations, and represented the most intensive ethnographic dentalium fishery,
records also indicate they were collected in Alaska (Copper River, Stikine River and Hydaberg),
and Hartley Bay on the Mainland Coast. The Queen Charlotte Islands (now known as Haida
Gwaii) provided the second most intensive area of dentalium procurement (Barton 1994:96;
129). The dentalia recovered from Ya asqalu’i are likely to have come from one of the more
northern sources.
At GbTo-31 (Boardwalk) five burials are associated with amber beads. Five amber beads
are recorded by Ames for the harbour sites and are associated with three burials. All except one
of these beads are all larger than the one recovered from GbTo-55. A further two sets of amber
bead necklaces were also recovered from burials. One necklace consists of 35 amber beads and
fragments which are either tubular (four) or disc shaped (31). Another necklace contains seven
tubular and 16 disc amber beads (Ames 2005:216-219). All are associated with either adolescent
or young adult males. A further amber bead was found by Patton at GbTo-77 toward the front of
House D and, unlike previous finds, is not associated with a burial. It is possible that the source
for this amber is located just north of Prince George (Coupland, et al. 2006; Patton 2011)
although there is a source on Haida Gwaii (Skidmore 2000) that would provide a much closer
source.
Gorget
N = 02
Shell Gorget
GbTo-54
N = 01
One well preserved shell gorget was recovered (Figure 254). One end is intact and has a
biconically drilled hole for suspension. The other end is broken and has no evidence of a paired
hole. Both the dorsal and ventral surfaces are heavily ground, as are the edges. The material is
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rock scallop (aka purple-hinge scallop). It measures 82 mm long 21.2 mm wide and 4.9 mm
thick. It weighs 16.6 grams.

Figure 254. Top, stone gorget or pendant. Bottom, rock scallop gorget.
Stone Gorget (Pendant?)
GbTo-13
N = 01
This curious piece is a flat semi-lunate slate disc with perforations at each end (Figure
254). It may have been previously a larger disc, which broke and then was reworked and
perforated as the long, snapped side has light grinding along the edges. It measures 53.7 mm
long, being 15.6 mm at its widest, 4.1 mm thick at the rim and 2.5 mm thick along the center of
the broken edge. The dorsal and ventral surfaces are well ground. The dorsal side is clearly
concave, with the circular edge or rim being the thickest.
Gorget Discussion
Ames (2005) is unclear as to whether there are one or two previous examples for the
Prince Rupert Harbour area. In Chapter 6: Material Culture, he notes that there is only one other
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shell gorget known from the Prince Rupert Harbour area. He described it as crescent shaped with
holes drilled at either end (2005:118). However, in Chapter 8: Grave Goods, Caches, Status
Markers, Art and Adornment, he lists two shell gorgets, both from GbTo-31 (Boardwalk site)
(2005:228). The first he describes as intact and girdled for suspension on both ends. The second,
broken into three pieces, has one drilled hole, though he suggests that it may have been girdled
for suspension. The complete gorget is 77 mm long, 12 mm wide and 5 mm thick, slightly
smaller and narrower than the gorget found at GbTo-54. Ames does indicate that both gorgets
were found within male burial contexts.
Elsewhere on the coast, gorgets are primarily shell, and typically manufactured from
purple rock scallop. We could anticipate that Californian abalone too was used on occasion,
although there is little evidence for this imported shell prior to the historic period (Leechman
1942; Sloan 2003). A copper gorget, covered in over 80 dentalia shells, was recovered from a
burial at DgRs-1, the Beach Grove site in Tsawwassen by Don Abbott in 1957. As well, a soap
stone gorget was recovered from DeRt-4 on Pender Island (Wilson 2006). Borden (1970) notes
gorgets as artifacts occasionally found in Marpole assemblages along with labrets and ornaments
of native copper, and Carlson (1983b:24) considers them representative of the Middle Period for
the entire coast. A possible pectin shell gorget was recovered as part of grave goods at DgRs 2,
however it has no known stratigraphic context (Brolly, et al. 1996).
Little is mentioned in the way of socio-political significance of gorgets, though, because of
their rarity and that they often appear as burial goods, it can be assumed that they indicate special
status for the wearer or owner. Both gorgets previously recorded for the harbour, for example,
are associated with male burials and in general few burials have any grave inclusions. One,
notably, is listed as a male child and the gorget is part of a rich assemblage that includes three
amber beads, copper beads and sheet, and possible ankle bracelet. The other is associated with a
young adult male and, though the other grave goods are not as remarkable, includes a bone
dagger (Ames 2005).
Labrets
N = 07
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 05
Bone/Antler labret
GbTo-54
N = 02
Two novice or training labrets were recovered from GbTo-54 (Figure 255). The first,
GbTo-54:2063, is a small, gracile novice Tee labret made from terrestrial mammal bone. The
distal tip has broken off. It measures 23.2 mm long, 10.8 mm wide and 2.96 wide. It weighs 0.2
grams.
The second, artifact 2782 is a small, robust novice Tee labret made from antler, with
slight evidence of charring on the top edge of the T. The post of this labret has split and is
missing one side. Notable to this labret is that the stem is stepped approximately midway down,
reducing the stem circumference at the distal end. It measures 22.98 mm long, 9.22 mm wide and
5.51 thick, weighing 0.6 grams. Possibly, this labret was a slightly larger version to start
stretching the lip (see ethnographic quote in “Spatial and Temporal Distribution, this report”).
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Stone labret
N = 05
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 02
N = 03

There were three stone labrets recovered from GbTo-54 (Figure 255). The first is a large,
robust Tee labret preform made from a white sedimentary stone, possibly a marble; it measures
30.9 mm long, 36.7 mm wide and 16.6 mm thick, and weighs 23 grams. The second labret is a
plug or barrel labret made of the same white sedimentary stone as the preform. It is 16.4 mm
long, between 8 and 8.4 mm in diameter and weighs 1.8 grams.
The final labret is a ground slate stone labret which has a small off-centered biconically
drilled hole at one end (Figure 256). The edges are eroded and show signs of delamination. The
hole may be part of the original design, or it may have been refashioned into a pendant. It
appears to have been modified as the edges are ground, tapering on all sides from the dorsal flat
surface to the ventral flat surface. Because of the grinding of the edges, it is impossible to say
whether this labret was initially disc, knob, or pulley shaped (La Salle 2008).
There are two stone labrets for GbTo-13. Artifact 2 is a pulley labret made out of steatite
which appears to be primarily intact with minor chips off the flanges (Figure 255). It measures
48 mm long, 39 mm wide and 11 mm thick, and weighs 23 grams. There are striations on the
labret body and fine parallel linear striations on the medial groove, as well as evidence of tooth
wear facets. Artifact 75 is a top hat or button labret missing the proximal portion, or possibly a
snapped plug labret. A surface find found eroding out of a creek bank inland of the railway
tracks, it measures 17 mm long, 11 mm wide and 11 mm thick, and weighs 3 grams.
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Figure 255. Bone 'T' labrets (bottom left two) and stone labrets (including preform bottom
right).
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Figure 256. Stone labret with suspension hole.
Labrets Discussion
A total of 29 labrets are recorded for the Prince Rupert Harbour; 11 bone, 17 stone and
one wood (Table 17). Ames (2005) notes seven Tee labrets made from mammal (terrestrial and
sea) bone with a mean length of 23 mm, mean thickness of 2 mm and mean width of 1 mm, and
a mean weight of 2 gram. Coupland et al. 2006 add a further three Tee labrets. The two Tee
labrets fall comfortably within Ames’s averages, except perhaps for the width of the antler Tee
labret which has a thicker stem. Ames also notes an additional Tee labret made from sea
mammal bone, though the quantitative information for it is unreliable. He also records 11 stone
labrets (Ames 1976:215). Of the ten stone labrets classified, seven are button or top hat and three
are ‘lip spools’, or pulley shaped. He also lists two stone labrets for GbTo-18 (Dodge Island)
which are not included in the original count, though it is unclear from his discussion as to why
they were omitted. A final labret recovered from GbTo-33 (Lachane) is made from wood and
was recovered from the site’s wet site component.
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Table 17. Recovered Labrets from Major Prince Rupert Harbour Sites
Site Name
Dodge Island
Garden Island
Boardwalk
Lachane
Kitandach
Baldwin
Grassy Bay
McNichol Creek
K’nu
TOTAL

Site No.
GbTo-18
GbTo-23
GbTo-31
GbTo-33
GbTo-34
GbTo-36
GbTn-1
GbTn-6
GbTn-10
GcTo-1

Bone
0
0
3
3
1
0
1
1
0
2
11

Stone
2
1
5
2
2
1
1
2
1
0
17

Wood
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

TOTAL
2
1
8
6
3
1
2
3
1
2
29

More recent work at GbTo-31 (Boardwalk) and GcTo-6 (McNichol Creek) have added a
further four stone labrets. At Boardwalk, a Tee shaped bone labret was recovered from the front
midden area (S10) to the east of Area D, and another from the back midden in area C. Two stone
labrets, one a pulley/spool labret and the other a button labret, were also recovered from Area B.
GbTn-6 (McNichol Creek) produced one bone Tee labret from House K and one stone
pulley/spool labret from House O. Another stone labret was recovered from the beach in front of
the site (Coupland 1999; Coupland, et al. 2002; Coupland, et al. 2006). An intact pulley/spool
stone labret was recovered by David Archer from the creek mouth flowing through GbTn-10.
This last find may be related to reported human remains that have eroded at various times into
the creek bed (Archer, personal communication).
Labrets are noted for all major harbour sites, except for GbTo-30 (Parizeau Point), GbTn19 (Ridley Island) and GbTp-1 (on the Lucy Islands). Six labrets are associated with burials in
five sites: Baldwin (GbTo-36), Boardwalk (GbTo-31), Dodge Island (GbTo-18), Garden Island
(GbTo-23) and Grassy Bay (GbTn-1). Lachane (GbTo-33) is the only site that has grave goods
associated with burials but no associated labrets. In all cases burial labrets are intact and typically
associated only with faunal artifacts.
Ames and Maschner contend that labret breakage was intentional, signifying “deliberate
attempt to remove them from circulation, (and) indicating permanent social rank” (Ames and
Maschner 1999; La Salle 2008:33). This is disputed by La Salle (2008:33), who also notes
“obviously reworked” examples of labrets (of which GbTo-54:3179 could be a case in point)
which have been rendered wearable again.
In addition to the artifacts themselves, labrets can be inferred from tooth wear (Cybulski
1974, 1991). Cybulski concludes that males wore labrets in early times, and that this switched to
females only wearing them by historical times. A quote from a storyteller regarding labrets, age,
and status appears in “Temporal and Spatial Distribution” elsewhere in this report. The finding
of two bone ‘starter’ Tee labrets implies that young children lived at Ya asqalu’i.
Labret use has varied, both over time and space (Ames and Maschner 1999; La Salle
2008; MacDonald 1983). The earliest record of labret wear (labial) is from Namu dating to 4000
BC (Early Pacific Period) and the earliest recovered labret is from the Kamchatka Peninsula
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dating to the same time period (Ames and Maschner 1999). This early period also has evidence
of labret wear from Pender Canal, including evidence of buccal (cheek) labret wear on
osteological remains from Blue Jacket Creek on Haida Gwaii (La Salle 2008). Labrets are part of
the ground stone artifacts recovered from Early Pacific Period at Hidden Falls(Ames and
Maschner 1999). All along the coast at this time, both men and women wore labrets and
archaeological evidence suggests it was a widely spread practice.
On the South Coast the use of labrets by men and women begins to disappear at about
650 BC during the Marpole phase when cranial deformation is seen in increasing numbers, and is
absent from the archaeological record after 2000 BP (Ames and Maschner 1999; Cybulski 2010;
La Salle 2008). In the Prince Rupert Harbour area, labrets first appear in the Middle Pacific
Period and are confined almost exclusively to the Middle and Late Pacific Period (Ames and
Maschner 1999; Cybulski 2010; MacDonald and Inglis 1981). Out of the identified labret
wearers from Harbour excavations, the ratio is 4:1 male to female, and though work at
Greenville suggested this trend had changed in favour of females exclusively in the Late Middle
Pacific Period, three males from Greenville have since been identified with dental modification
that is consistent with labret use (Ames & Maschner 1999; Cybulski 2010; La Salle 2008).
Labrets dating from the North Coast ethnographic period constitute the largest labrets seen
anywhere on the coast for any time period (La Salle 2008).
While many posit that labrets are synonymous with social ranking, the exact nature of
labret use and meaning over time is still unclear (Ames 2005; Ames and Maschner 1999;
Cybulski 2010; Cybulski, et al. 1992; La Salle 2008).
Pendants
N = 63
GbTo-13
N = 08
GbTo-54
N = 56
Tooth Pendants
N = 43
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 05
N =38

Canine pendants
N = 22
Girdled or Ground
GbTo-13
GbTo-54

N = 02
N = 07

This group includes a diverse range of species (Figure 257). There are two bear canines
from GbTo-54, both with girdled roots. One tooth has the cusp ground approximately half way
down. A dog incisor has an interproximal ground root with matching notches, one on the lingual
and another on the labial sides. Another canine is simply ground on the interproximal surfaces,
creating a ‘pinching’ of the root.
There are two girdled canines from GbTo-13, one which also has deeper notches on the
lingual/labial edges for suspension.
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Drilled
GbTo-54

N = 13

This group includes five Stellar sea lion canines, one dog, one harbour seal, and one river
otter canine. One canine is a preform, showing evidence of biconical drilling, but was not
completely perforated. In most cases, the interproximal roots have been ground to form a wedge
shape to reduce the material through which the hole is drilled, typical for tooth pendants. Some
of the teeth, for example the river otter, also show evidence of cusp grinding. Two are heavily
ground, removing all evidence of surface enamel. Another canine is broken lengthwise, with a
series of parallel lines incised diagonally on the remaining edge. Many are broken at the
proximal or drilled root end.
Incisor Pendants
N = 15
Interproximal grinding or notching
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 04
All teeth in this category are mountain goat (Figure 257, bottom row on right). The
interproximal portions of the roots have been heavily ground, including, on some, the enamel.
This may have been in anticipation of drilling for suspension. The interproximal grinding
extends up to include the enamel portion on one tooth from GbTo-13 and two GbTo-54 teeth,
essentially squaring off the cusp sides with the occlusal edge. There is no evidence of grinding of
the occlusal edge to create a small engraver, such as found on many rodent incisors. Another two
teeth from GbTo-54 and one from GbTo-13 have interproximal grinding only on the root and not
the enamel. These have notable ‘pinching’ of the root and could have allowed for suspension.
Artifact GbTo-13:152 has a ground interproximal root with two notable incised lines on either
side at the root-enamel interface, most likely for suspension. As with most of the drilled
mountain goat incisors, the distal end of the tooth occlusal edges and lingual enamel has been
ground into a somewhat ‘tear-drop’ shape. In many, use-wear polish has minimized evidence of
grinding.
Drilled
GbTo-54

N = 09

As with the girdled incisors, all of the drilled examples are mountain goat (Figure 257,
bottom row on right). They all show interproximal grinding in addition to biconical drilling. As
with the previous group, the interproximal grinding extends up the sides to include the enamel on
some of the samples. Unlike the previous group of mountain goat incisors, six teeth have the
distal (occlusal) and the lingual sides and edges of the enamel ground to round and shape the
distal end of the tooth giving it a somewhat ‘tear-drop’ shape. The three that have not been
shaped this way do not have any enamel grinding and only indicate natural occlusal wear.
Approximately half of these teeth are broken at the proximal (drilled hole) end. In many, usewear polish has minimized evidence of grinding.
Molar/Premolar Pendant
N = 03
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 02
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There are three molar/premolar pendants. Two are from GbTo-54, a molar and a
premolar. The molar is an otherwise unmodified dog carnaissal with girdling on both roots to
allow for suspension. There is also a sea lion premolar with a ground interproximal root. There is
a small notching on one interproximal side which could allowed for suspension, or it is also
possible it may have been a preform reduction of the root for future drilling. From GbTo-13
came a grizzly bear premolar which has the bottom of the root ground flat and a small notch cut
in on the labial side to allow for suspension.
Ground Sea Mammal Teeth Pendant
GbTo-54
N = 02
These are two heavily ground teeth where almost all evidence of root and enamel surface
has been removed. GbTo-54:1226 has a biconically drilled hole which is slight broken and the
pendant appears to have split along one side. The second, GbTo-54:1225 is the smaller of the
two and appears intact. There is some remnant of enamel on the dorsal surface, below the
biconically drilled hole. Both are highly ground and polished.
Tooth Pendants Discussion
Out of the 43 tooth pendants, 36 are from GbTo-54 and only four are from GbTo-13.
Overall, tooth pendants are the most common pendant type from GbTo-13 and 54. The number
of drilled to girdled canine pendants at GbTo-13 and 54 is almost 1:1 if molars/premolars are
included, which is contrary to Ames (2005), who notes that all canine pendants in the harbour are
girdled. He records 139 girdled canines (including three bear, one canid, and one sea lion), and
three beaver incisors with girdled proximal ends for either suspension or hafting. This is in
contrast to MacDonald (1983) who states that perforated or drilled canine teeth, mostly from sea
otter (but also from bear, seal and sea lion), is found in Harbour sites beginning from the PR3
period (3000 to 1500 BC). Coupland et al (2006) report two ground and drilled canid canines,
one form the back of House F at Phillips Point, and another from Area D at Boardwalk. In
Alaska, drilled mammal teeth were recovered from component III at Hidden Falls (1000 BC –
AD500) along with labrets and bird bone tubes (Ames and Maschner 1999). For the Northwest
Coast, Stewart (1996) includes a variety of drilled canine pendants, both through the root and the
cusp.
Tooth pendants from the south coast consist of dog canines and molars, deer incisors and
premolars and other small mammal canines, dating back to the Charles Culture at Glenrose, St.
Mungo and Crescent Beach (Pratt 1992). They are biconically drilled and grooved. These types
of pendants clearly have a long history of use. It is assumed that their function was for personal
adornment.
All incisor pendants, regardless of where they were recovered, have been identified as
mountain goat. There is no record of any other site in the Harbour or, indeed, on the North Coast
producing any type of incisor pendant. Richards and Rousseau (1982) note deer incisor pendants
for the Kamloops Horizon in the southern interior, and they are also found during the Locarno
Beach Phase at Crescent Beach DgRr-1(Matson, et al. 1991). Stewart (1996) illustrates both
girdled (grooved) and drilled wapiti (elk) incisors.
Only one unidentified drilled mammal molar was previously recorded for the harbour.
The girdled dog molar is therefore somewhat interesting as it does not appear to be a common
pendant type. Modified molar pendants are known on the South Coast, and assemblages from St
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Mungo and Crescent Beach, for example, both have girdled and ground pendant molars (Ham,
Yip, Kullar, et al. 1986; Matson, et al. 1991).

Figure 257. Tooth Pendants: Top row – dog (first three), harbour seal (fourth and fifth),
bear (sixth), stellar sea lion (last six); Middle row – sea otter; Bottom row – river otter (first
three), carnivore (fourth), mountain goat (remainder of row).
Bone Pendants
N = 20
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 18
Decorated bone pendants – anthropomorphic and harpoons
N = 13
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 12
The largest pendant has a carved anthropomorphic motif (Figure 258). The pendant is
broken midway down from the biconically drilled suspension hole, and is badly eroded. It
appears to be made of antler. It measures almost 53 mm long and 23.75 mm wide. This was the
only anthropomorphic artwork found at either site.
This category also includes eight harpoon-shaped pendants (seven from GbTo-54) which
vary in execution from long, narrow, such as GbTo-54:2699 (which measures 49.27 mm long
and 7.94 mm wide) to short, robust pendants, such as GbTo-54:1879 (which measures 31.47 mm
long and 16.73 mm wide) and are all girdled for suspension (Figure 260). GbTo-13 also has a
pendant suggestive of harpoons; however, it is highly fragmented and partly crumbled, though its
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overall shape is discernible. While it does not show evidence of suspension, it is identical to the
type illustrated by MacDonald (1976:104), who suggests these to be highly stylized humanoid
figures.
A further two bone pendants are long narrow with a decorative incised motif. GbTo54:2384 is a highly-polished complete flat pendant with incised hatching on both surfaces with
light notches on one lateral edge (Figure 259). It has a small biconically drilled hole. GbTo54:1991 is a long, narrow pendant remnant broken at both ends, though there is still a small part
of the hole evident. GbTo-54:1991 is a narrow, slightly flaring bone pendant with small,
regularly spaced drilled ‘dots’ run along the midline of the dorsal surface. Though slightly root
etched, surface polish on the dorsal surface and sides is still evident. GbTo-54:3170 is the
proximal end of either a pendant or blanket pin. Broken at the midshaft, it has a round crosssection. The proximal end flares and flattens out toward two ‘prongs’. Two biconically drilled
holes are at mid-center, one over the other just below the proximal edge. Two small partial
‘holes’ are notched on either side of the top hole on one side, giving it a ‘facial’ expression.
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Figure 258. Anthropomorphic antler pendant.
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Figure 259. Decorated bone pendants.
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Figure 260. Harpoon pendants.
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Figure 261. Stone (second from left top), amber (top left) and bone pendants.
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Figure 262. Two views of fragment of decorated bone fragment.
Undecorated Bone pendant
N = 07
GbTo-13
N = 01
GbTo-54
N = 06
GbTo-54 has seven undecorated bone and antler pendants (Figure 261). Two are small
proximal fragments, one with a symmetrically drilled hole and the other has an asymmetrical
gouged suspension hole. Several are ground to proximal wedge shapes to facilitate drilling.
GbTo-54:1571 is an intact antler pendant with a gouged oval hole measuring 49 mm long and
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14.32 mm at the distal (widest) part (Figure 261). Both ends of this pendant are squared off.
Artifact 1704 is a long (65.42 mm) well-polished flat and narrow (7.11 mm) intact mammal bone
pendant. There is no hole or obvious suspension notching, however, the narrow end has notable
bone degradation and staining suggesting lashing. Though it may have served as a tool, the fine
finishing and polish is more suggestive of an ornamental item.
One undecorated antler pendant came from GbTo-13. Artifact 136 is a small, elongated
triangular shape with three oblique notches or deeply incised lines at the proximal edge of the
dorsal surface. On the ventral surface, there are transverse lines cut across the proximal end, or
head. The top of the proximal end shows considerable polish while the proximal end of the
dorsal surface shows a moderate amount. It is assumed that the incised/notched lines were
attachment areas for suspension. Complete, it measures 27.3 mm long, 7.9 mm wide and 4.3 mm
thick.
Bone Pendants Discussion
Bone pendants are common for the previously recovered assemblages in the harbour; 84
bone pendants are recorded. Of these, 44 are terrestrial mammal bone and five sea mammal,
either drilled or girdled for suspension. An additional 35 pendants are decorated, mostly with
geometric designs (Ames 2005:119-120).
Stone Pendants
GbTo-54

N = 02

One small stone pendant is a tear-drop shape made of a white sedimentary stone – the
same material as the two sedimentary stone labrets; possibly marble (Figure 261 second from top
left). A second stone pendant is amber, with two drilled suspension holes (Figure 263).
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Figure 263. Amber pendant.
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Only one stone pendant is listed for the Harbour artifacts: a zoomorphic slate pendant,
representing a raven, found in a burial context of an elderly male at GbTo-31 (Boardwalk) dating
to 900 BC (Ames 2005:215). This is also the only zoomorphic item found in any Prince Rupert
burial. The two other pendants associated with burials are made from bone (one is a harpoon
pendant) and are from female interments at GbTo-33 (Lachane).
Stone Pendants Discussion
Ames (2005), notes that pendants (which may include bracelet sections) are the most
common item of adornment, totaling 249, and are found in every major Prince Rupert site. They
comprise over 50% of all adornment artifacts. Tubes, which total 196 and are the next common
artifact type, comprise 40% of all adornment artifacts. Unfortunately, he does not distinguish
between pendant types. Pendants are found in association with burials in only three instances and
therefore cannot be considered common grave goods (Ames 2005:257).
A closer examination of raw counts of ornaments per site (Ames 2005) indicates that
GbTo-34 (Kitandach) and GcTo-1 (K’nu) have notably more pendants than other sites, 68 and
62, respectively. GbTo-31 (Boardwalk) only produced 43, and they are absent completely from
three AU. GbTo-33 (Lachane), which produced over 5200 artifacts, produced only 41 pendants
(and 24 tubes). GbTo-18 (Garden Island), which produced 2400 artifacts, produced only nine
pendants and GbTo-18 (Dodge Island) with 2100 artifacts produced none. In fact, that site
appears to have produced no ornamentals at all, while GbTo-30 (Parizeau Point) produced three
pendants from only 400 artifacts, which is similar to GbTn-1 (Grassy Bay). It does not appear
that assemblage size is necessarily an indicator for number of pendants recovered from a harbour
site.
Blanket Pins
N = 09
GbTo-13
N = 02
GbTo-54
N = 07
Nine items have been classified as blanket pins, though they are all very fragmentary and
this classification varies in certitude (Figure 259). GbTo-54:330 has a rounded cross-section and
appears similar to pin finials as illustrated by Stewart(1996:114). Five further artifacts all have a
rectangular cross-section as well, and two of them have notable notching along the edges which
would seem to hinder their use as pins. GbTo-54:3159 is a well-polished narrow piece of bone
which comes to a point. It is broken on the proximal end but has a square cross-section. It is
possible that this could have been a needle.
Artifact GbTo-54:1684 is a finely finished item which could have been the proximal end
of a blanket pin. It is carved into the head of a bird with traditional ovoid eyes carved on either
side (Figure 265). It is broken behind one end of the eye and it is uncertain if this is the neck or
beak portion of the head.
GbTo-13 has two blanket pins. These are polished with dulled tips and flaring proximal
ends. Stewart (1996) notes that blanket pins were used to hold woolen/cedar blanket garments in
place, and mammal bones or antler was typically used in their construction. Her examples are all
longer than 8.9 cm (broken), making it is doubtful some of these pins would have been effective
in holding a blanket in place.
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Figure 264. Blanket pins.
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Figure 265. Bird-headed possible blanket pin.
Blanket Pins Discussion
For the Prince Rupert harbour in general, Ames (2005) records two decorated and 13
plain blanket pins. They are found in seven sites and are considered to be a rare artifact type.
They are not found in assemblages from GbTp 1 (Lucy Islands), GbTo-30 (Parizeau Point) or
GbTn 1 (Ridley Island) (Ames 2005; MacDonald 2003; MacDonald and Inglis 1981).
Unfortunately, no quantitative data, is provided, only that they “resemble ethnographic blanket
pins; (being) long and thin, tubular in cross-section” (Ames, 2005:121). Contrary to Ames,
MacDonald (2003) notes that harbour assemblages have three bone pins with carved heads, all
dating from AD 1000 to 1500 and therefore are confined to the Late Pacific Period (MacDonald
1983; MacDonald and Inglis 1981). Interestingly, MacDonald notes that the pin from GbTo-23 is
decorated with a bird’s head; though he does not provide an illustration (MacDonald 1983:109).
The other two portray a sea serpent on one side and a human face on another. No other blanket
pins have been recovered from more recently excavated North Coast sites.
Bone pins have been recorded for the Central Coast, which does not see a proliferation of
decorative and art artifacts until the Late Period (AD 500-AD 1800). There is a preponderance of
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic over geometric motifs(Carlson 1983a:123). A bone pin, with a
classic ovoid eye design, recorded from FaSu 2 and dated to AD 1200 is very similar to the bird
head pin GbTo-54:1684 though the execution of 1684 shows greater refinement and a more
northern style ovoid eye typical of the North Coast (Carlson 1983a:122, 126-127).
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On the South Coast, blanket pins are noted particularly in later assemblages. A blanket
pin is recorded for the south trench at DgRr 1 (Crescent Beach), which is associated with
Locarno Beach. Blanket pins, like labrets, are considered part of Gulf Island Complex and
therefore diagnostic of Locarno Beach, though may be occasionally found in the St. Mungo
phase (Matson, et al. 1991; Pratt 1992). Borden (1970,1984) considers blanket pins diagnostic of
the Late Period, particularly the Stselax Phase (AD 1250-1808). This is temporally similar to
MacDonald’s assessment for the North Coast. Borden also considers the South Coast
development a reflection of the growing importance of Coast Salish blanket weaving at this time.
Both geometric and zoomorphic pin heads are documented and they are typically made from
antler, though there are a few examples of bone blanket pins (Borden 1983:193; C. E. Borden
1970:112). It would seem, then, that blanket pins are not exclusive to the Later Pacific Period,
but existed well before the more recent development of spinning and Coast Salish blanket
weaving on the South Coast.
Bone Rings
GbTo-54
N = 09
All bone rings were recovered from GbTo-54. There are three intact bone rings and 6
broken ring fragments. Five of the broken rings are highly polished, both on ventral and dorsal
surfaces. They vary from 4mm to 8 mm wide, 16 mm to 22 mm in diameter and 3 mm to 5 mm
thick. Two rings have a decorative motif; artifact 512 has four ticks incised closely together on
one edge, while artifact 593 has several deeply longitudinal incised lines on the dorsal surface
(Figure 266, right). The intact rings have small central apertures, measuring between 11.1 and
11.7 mm across, and it is unclear if they were intended to be worn on fingers (only small
children’s would fit) or if they functioned as large beads, or for some other, non-ornamental
purpose (see Figure 266, left).

Figure 266. Left: Partial Bone Ring, GbTo-54:512. Note the four incised marks. Right:
Intact bone ring, GbTo-54:416.
Bone Rings Discussion
For the Prince Rupert Harbour, Ames (2005) lists two artifacts in this category, neither of
which is intact and both were too fragmentary to measure. One is made from bird bone and the
other from terrestrial mammal. Coupland (2006:91-92) found a bone ‘finger ring’ in the high
status House O at the McNichol Creek site. MacDonald (2003) notes that that these may
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represent a ‘cross-tie’ with the southern coastal groups. While Ames and MacDonald consider
rings an ornamental artifact, a bone ring found at the St. Mungo Cannery Site is listed with
fishing paraphernalia and listed as “bone net rings” or “bone slip rings” associated with dip-net
use (Ham, Yip, Kullar, et al. 1986). The authors note that such artifacts are associated with two
other Charles Culture sites; the Port Hammond and the Glenrose sites.
While the rings from GbTo-54 are mostly broken, they are markedly different from those
in southern BC in being well finished and most show a high degree of polish. They are also
relatively small and gracile, and therefore doubtful that they could be associated with this type of
fishing gear. This suggests that rings on the Northwest Coast may have been manufactured for
several and possibly very different purposes.
Ethnographically, nose rings were worn on the Northwest Coast, as illustrated in a 1904
photo of a potlatch at Sitka (Ames 2005). Another example of an ethnographic nose ring, seen in
a photo by Edward Curtis, is included by Stewart (1996) who also illustrates a variety of rings,
both plain and decorated. The rings in both ethnographic photos, however, are much larger than
those recorded for GbTo-54 and suggest that they are not comparable.
Bird Bone Tubes
N = 13
Bird bone Tubes
GbTo-54
N = 12
All these appear to be bird ulnar bones. Unlike the bird bone beads, they are significantly
longer than they are wide. Some have ends that show evidence of cutting and then polish, though
most are broken at one or both ends. There is mid-shaft grinding as well as light to heavy
incising diagonally across the shaft. One eagle ulna has a large, ‘half-moon’ notch cut at the
proximal end for possible suspension; the proximal shaft above the notch is broken while the
distal end retains the articular end, suggesting that this may be a preform. Two of the bone tubes
have clearly incised diagonal or oblique lines on multiple sides. Typically, the tubes show
grinding on the shaft and/or at the ends to round off the edges. Two are highly polished.
Bird bone Drinking Tube
GbTo-13
N = 01
This is a small diameter bird ulna, broken mid-shaft at the distal end. The proximal end
has a notch cut on one side just below the ground edge. There is no evidence of other
modification.
Bird Bone Tubes Discussion
Ames (2005) records 179 bird bone tubes for the harbour, and an additional 12 terrestrial
mammal bone tubes. He also records two decorated bone tubes, but does not specify species
(2005:121-122). He notes they are also “sometimes classed as whistles”(Ames 2005:119). One
bird bone tube is recorded for GbTn-19 (Ridley Island). It is identified as either drinking tube or
whistle and measures 6.9 cm in length (May 1978). Coupland, et al. (2006) note one bird bone
tube from GbTp-31 (Boardwalk). It is classified as a pendant, though they recognize that it could
also be a drinking tube. It measures 4 cm long.
On the North Coast, bird bone tubes are present in all three time periods, though bird
bone whistles are present in only Middle and Late Pacific Periods(MacDonald and Inglis
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1981:47). Next to pendants, tubes are the next most common adornment artifact type. They are
found in almost every major site, except GbTo-23 (Garden Island) and GbTp-1 (Lucy Islands),
though not in every AU, though there is some confusion on this (Ames 2005:122, 258). A
noticeably large number were found in two sites, GbTo-34 (Kitandach) and GcTo-1 (K’nu), 51
and 54 tubes respectively. These were also the sites which had the most pendants, 68 and 62.
GbTo-31 (Boardwalk) has a total of 36 tubes (with 43 pendants) and GbTo-33 (Lachane) 16
tubes (28 pendants).
Bird bone tubes, drinking tubes or whistles, often incised, are present in many South
Coast sites, including sites such as St. Mungo, Glenrose and Crescent Beach, and Belcarra Park
(Charlton 1977; Ham, Yip, Kullar, et al. 1986; Matson, et al. 1991; Wilson 2006). Thus, they
appear in early components to late sites, and are written up in ethnographic literature where they
are often equated with puberty taboos for young girls (Borden, 1970; Borden, 1983; Stewart,
1996).
Ornamentals Conclusion
Ames lists 610 adornment artifact and Coupland et al add a further 66. The total number
of artifacts of adornment recovered from GbTo-54 is 209 and 31 from Gbto-13 for a total of 240.
According to the criteria set up by Ames, the number for the harbour is now 886. The additional
items from GbTo-54 and 13 represent over a ¼ or 27% of all adornment artifacts currently
known for the Prince Rupert Harbour. Ames has pointed out that pendants out-number all other
adornment artifacts, comprising 50% of the total, with tubes comprising another 40%. When
bracelets are combined with pendants, as Ames does not distinguish between the two, they makeup over 67% of the artifact material recovered from both GbTo-54 and 13. Tubes also do not
follow harbour trends. Even when bird bone tubes are combined with bone tubular beads, they
comprise less than 12% of the adornment assemblage. When bracelets are considered as a
separate artifact group, they are almost 41% of the total for GbTo-54 and 13; when GbTo-54 and
GbTo-13 are considered separately this rises to over 42% for the former and 29% for the latter.
There is a marked difference between 54 and 13 adornment artifact assemblages, though this
may be due to assemblage size differences.
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Spatial and Temporal Patterning
The following chapter provides an overview of the spatial and temporal patterning
detected in the data. Only the surface has been scratched in terms of what can be revealed by the
data, and it is hoped that the spatial and contextual data will be explored further by researchers in
the future. The “compressed” data in its present state can be examined; but also, it may be
determined that there are different, or additional, breaks between temporal components that
change or clarify the results presented here, or detect entirely new patterns. The data here is
greatly simplified, from a point cloud containing 100,000 points of data, each with a great many
attributes, to a handful of ‘pie’ diagrams. The original data in the point cloud can be reexamined easily, if questions arise about the location of or relationship between specific artifacts,
dated samples, faunal remains, etc.
In some cases, just one graphic is presented for a set of data. In others, a group of
categories is presented in one graph, and then a subset of categories is presented that emphasises
patterns of distribution evident in the data while ignoring ubiquitous data that has no apparent
pattern.
The graphics are mainly maps with pie diagrams. There are normally four boxes in each
graphic; two for maps, one for a legend, and one where a temporal subdivision is made. The twodimensional maps of the numbered sub-areas of cultural materials are presented in two boxes on
the left side of the graphic. The intervening distance between GbTo-54 and GbTo-13 is collapsed
so that data from both sites can be presented at the same scale at once. Data from the beaches is
included where applicable; beaches were treated as a single entity with an arbitrary division midway between the ‘sites’ although the distribution of artifacts on the beach is essentially
continuous, though the density changes. A pie diagram over each area displays the proportional
results for that area. The size of the pie reflects the sample size for that group of data and the
scale is the same for GbTo-13 and 54 and for each of the subdivisions. A legend box shows the
number of objects for a given size of pie and a key for the different classes of data. The fourth
box is for analysis units where the two dimensional space has been subdivided stratigraphically
into temporal components. The radiocarbon age ranges for each component (or AU ‘layer’) are
listed at the top of column headings. “Layer” in the context of this discussion refers to these AU
subdivisions, and represents combined physical layers that date to roughly the same period, and
not to individual physical layers. GbTo-13 data and the northern group of data (areas 6-8) from
GbT0-54 do not appear in this temporal box, as there was insufficient space for redundant data
and these all date to “Layer 4”. is not reproduced in the Analysis Unit box, since the dating
suggests that all date to the “Layer 4” age of roughly AD 800 to AD 1700. As the scale is
identical, the pies can be compared between boxes.
We foresee new analytical tools will be developed that will allow patterning to be
examined in much more sophisticated ways from the point cloud data itself. The state-of-the-art
geostatistical tools such as kriging that currently operate within an essentially two-dimensional
space, will one day be able to incorporate the complexity of multiple surfaces and stratigraphic
laws that make archaeological data so complex.

General Patterns
We begin with examining patterning in some basic groupings of artifacts, in terms of
materials and basic manufacturing techniques, and groupings by inferred artifact function. Figure
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267 shows the basic artifact classification divisions across the two excavated sites. Much of the
patterning evident is taphonomic, or caused by environmental conditions operating through time.
The beaches have only stone tools; bone, tooth and shell almost never survive, or being relatively
light they may be moved and redeposited a long way from where they were first deposited. This
can include shoreline erosion from an original upland location. Shell artifacts are most common
in the most recent analytical units (Layer 4), become rarer in Layer 3, and are absent in Layers 1
and 2. Shell is particularly fragile and subject to microenvironmental differences; Layers 1, 2 and
3 had little shell either deposited (in the case of the house floors of AU5-3H) or preserved, and
this likely made the soil more acidic and less likely to preserve organics. Bone is not subject to
the same loss.
Basic Artifact Group
Within the upland portion of each site, the proportions of the different classes are
remarkably consistent between areas and (with the exception of shell) over time.
Other, larger patterns are also present. There is a noticeable difference in chipped stone
frequency between GbTo-13 and GbTo-54 generally. The higher proportion of chipped stone is
visible comparing both the two beach components, and in the upland components (Figure 267).
This continues a trend of an increase south-to-north over many hundreds of metres noted in the
beach assemblages from 2007 (Brunsden and Eldridge 2007; Eldridge, et al. 2008).
An modified and expanded version of this is shown in Figure 268, with additional
artifacts found in the intertidal during 2012-2013 included for all sites. In this figure,
hammerstones and bi-pointed stones have been singled out from the remainder of
‘pecked/ground stone’. This is because hammerstones are so numerous that they otherwise
overwhelm and obscure the other, often more significant artifacts found in the pecked/ground
stone group. Bi-pointed stones are an exotic artifact of particular interest. The progression of
decrease in chipped stone percentage to the south is remarkable and made even more so given
that chipped stone is more resistant to water rolling than the often softer materials pecked and
ground. Chipped stone would be expected to be recognisable for much longer at GbTo-13 and
GbTo-54 compared to the northern sites which are much more sheltered from waves generated
by SE storms.
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Figure 267. Basic artifact groups.
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Figure 268. Intertidal assemblage composition.
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The number of hammerstones found on the beach at GbTo-13 seemed prodigious.
However, the proportion is nearly identical to GbTo-54. GbTo-54 has a higher proportion of bipointed stones and other pecked and ground stone objects. Likely, there are many more artifacts
at GbTo-13 in the intertidal that have been covered by sediments of the Casey Creek delta.
Virtually all the artifacts found here are outside the delta, with the exception of several in the
creek channels, where fines tend to be swept away. At all sites, the beaches’ characteristics of
having no vegetation, clear space, and good lighting combined to make them favoured work
areas.
The virtual absence of artifacts in the intertidal areas where canoe runs are located at
GbTo-54 is curious, given the fact that there was a concerted effort to find artifacts in this area; a
shoulder-to-shoulder sweep was made. Perhaps the jagged boulders comprising much of the
beach surface here discouraged many people from using this part of the beach as a workshop.
The number of artifacts is much higher on the smoother southern parts of the beach.
The high proportion of chipped stone at GbTo-12 and GbTo-37 may be related to more
ancient occupation in this area. Although there is no time-related change in the proportion of
chipped stone at GbTo-54, the time scale is probably too brief to see change, with the oldest
deposits a mere 3,500 years old here. The earliest component at GbTo-37 was found to be also
about 3,500 years old, but there may have been earlier occupations that contributed to the
artifacts on the beach. Very early-appearing lanceolate points were recovered from both GbTo12 and GbTo-37 (Carlson 2008; Eldridge, et al. 2008; Eldridge and Parker 2007).
Figure 269 shows the artifacts assigned by assumed function (e.g., hammerstones and
cores are assigned to ‘manufacturing’, points to ‘hunting’, celts to ‘woodworking’, etc). Table
18 shows the assignment of the different object classes.
Table 18. Assignment of object types to functional groups.
Functional Group

Ceremonial
Ceremonial
Ceremonial
Ceremonial
Hunting
Hunting
Hunting
Hunting
Hunting
Hunting

Object Type
Biface
Cartridge
Manuport
Tobacco Pipe
Worked Shell
Bi-pointed stone
Bowl
Concretion
Drinking Tube
Bipoint
Club
Harpoon
Knife
Net weight
Point
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Functional Group
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Ornamental
Ornamental
Ornamental
Ornamental
Ornamental
Ornamental
Textiles
Textiles
Woodworking
Woodworking
Woodworking
Woodworking
Woodworking
Woodworking
Woodworking

Object Type
Abrader
Anvil
Core
Flake Debitage
Flake Tool
Graver
Grooved stone
Ground stone
Hammerstone
Saw
Scraper
Spall
Worked Antler
Worked Bone
Worked Tooth
Bead
Blanket Pin
Bracelet
Carving
Labret
Pendant
Awl
Bark Shredder
Celt
Chisel
Drill
Haft
Maul
Scraper plane
Wedge

The consistency of functional groups between the different analysis units is remarkable.
The ranking of hunting and manufacturing changes places between sites, with hunting showing
more dominance at GbTo-54 and manufacturing at GbTo-13 (Figure 269). The beach shows a
little more woodworking at GbTo-54, although the difference may be too small to be significant.
Areas 6 and 8 and AU1-4 show a little higher proportions of ornamental artifacts; as we shall
show below, this is largely the result of a large number of bracelet fragments found around the
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‘big rock’ and we believe this is a production location for these artifacts. However, generally all
areas appear to be used for generally the same purposes.
The distribution of fire-broken rock is given in Figure 270. This shows the density of firecracked rock over the entire site as a point cloud from above, without breaking it down by
component. Hearth locations are indicated by heavy black lines. Some of the box hearths were
inadvertently not weighed as they were being disassembled (weighing was normally done in the
screening sheds) so some box hearths do not show as high as they should. Generally, there was a
high volume and density of fire-cracked rock over the entire site.
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Figure 269. Functional groups at Kaien Siding sites.
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Figure 270. Fire-cracked rock distribution, GbTo-54.
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Artifact Types
Point Types
As discussed in the typology and artifact description pages, the huge number of points,
especially of bone, suggested that a ‘splitting’ approach might prove valuable for identifying
classes of artifacts with temporal or spatial patterning.
Figure 271 shows the distribution of stone points, both chipped and ground. Chipped
stone points are found in all time periods and in most AUs. None came from the beaches
(although two foliate points were found, in 2006/2007, on beaches at GbTo-12 and GbTo-37). If
anything, chipped stone points become more common with time, with the largest number in
Layer 4. As noted in the artifact description section of this report, chipped stone points appear to
be almost exclusively resharpened versions that had been found on beaches in precontact times,
slightly to heavily waterrolled.
Ground stone foliate with backed tips are found just in the early and middle AUs, and do
not occur in the late AU4 except for two examples from Area 14 at GbTo-13.
Ground stone notched points only occur in the middle and late AUs.
With these exceptions, ground stone points appear to be unchanging through time. They
are not very numerous at these sites, compared to sites much further south. Ground stone pencils
are the dominant ground stone projectile point type in the middle and late periods, although they
are found throughout this sequence. They would appear to have no diagnostic significance.
Figure 272 shows the distribution of selected bone point types. Almost 1,000 bone point
were found in total; most showed no obvious distribution patterning. This includes the wedgebased waisted points that are very distinctive, but apparently ubiquitous in time and space.
Bilaterally notched bone points were only found in the early and middle AU layers 2 and
3. Abrupt tip points are relatively common in AU Layers 3 and 4, but only at GbTo-54. They are
completely absent from GbTo-13. With further study, the bone unilaterally notched blade (near
the tip) such as GbTo-54:3051 may prove very diagnostic. A search for similar points only found
similar ones in Tlingit sites (see artifact description).
Foliate with backing facets bone points only occur in GbTo-13 (AU Layer 4) and only in
AU Layer 3 at GbTo-54.
Waisted hollow points (mostly from bird bone) occur overwhelmingly in GbTo-54 AU
Layer 3, with a single example in AU5-4 and another in AU15-4 at GbTo-13.
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Figure 271. Distribution of stone points.
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Figure 272. Distribution of selected bone point styles.
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Harpoons
ALL the drilled hole harpoons come from GbTo-54 (see the green parts of the pies).
Almost all the unilateral line guard notched harpoons (blue and orange) came from
GbTo-13. With about four times the number of artifacts at GbTo-54 compared to 13, we’d
expect about 28 of these artifacts to occur at GbTo-54, but only two were found there, and
perhaps of interest, in the southern end of the site in Areas 1 and 4. If the bilaterally line-guard
notched slate harpoons are added, there is one more from GbTo-13 and one from GbTo-54 AU13.
All the shouldered line guards are from AU5-3.
The one bilaterally barbed harpoon came from the oldest part of the site at GbTo-54
(purple), as we’d expect from the findings from other areas all over the coast. Bilaterally barbed
harpoons are almost all from moderately to very ancient contexts.
Why should the two sites have almost completely different harpoon types when it seems
that they were lived in at the same time? Part of the reason for this may be found in the adawx, or
traditional stories of the Tsimshian, as we have been able to access them through on-line versions
of ethnographic writing. These stories are full of details of people being able to identify arrows
as specific to an ethnic group, a village, or even a clan group within a village barb(e.g., Barbeau
and Beynon 1987:24, 72, 77). The details people were using were things like the painted patterns
on guiding feathers on the arrows. Unlike arrows, the whole harpoon doesn’t stay embedded in
what they hit, however. The shaft and foreshaft are made to detatch and float free, while just the
head stays embedded in the animal. The attached lines and floats (which would be easy to mark
and identify) may also break away. The head will stay in, however. Many groups on the
Northwest Coast had protocols for sharing the meat of an animal with anybody that had helped to
capture it. Having distinctive harpoons would likely help your family and community. The
details of harpoon line attachment may have been a key differentiation for different corporate
groups, not merely a stylistic whim that changed through time.
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Figure 273. Selected harpoon type distribution.
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Awls
Awls are dominated by splinter, and asymmetrical splinter types (Figure 274). They are
found in all areas and time periods.
The curious little ‘finger awls’ are confined to AU2-3, 5H-3, 5-4, and 8-4 at GbTo-54.
Ulna and metapodial awls, normally so common in Northwest Coast sites, are
surprisingly rare at these sites. Just a single example is from GbTo-13 and there are but a
handful, though from all time periods, and just from Areas 4,5, and 6 at GbTo-54. This seems
extraordinary considering the huge number of artifacts found overall.
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Figure 274. Distribution of awls.
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Ornamentals
Ornaments have an interesting distribution and some, like labrets, have highly significant
distributions.
Pendants
Figure 275 shows the distribution of all ornament types. Pendants are most common in
the three areas known or suspected to include houses: Areas 1, 4 and 5. They are most common
in the outside midden contemporaneous with the house in Area 5. Pendants seem to become less
common through time. Most pendants are teeth thinned and then either drilled, girdled, or
notched for suspension, although there are a number of other forms as well.
Bracelets and Mountain Goat Horn Cores
Bracelets become more common through time, and are dominant in all of the AUs in
Layer 4, but only in one AU in Layer 3, (AU4-3; see Figure 275). Bracelets nearly overwhelm
everything else in Area 6 (the Big Rock). They are nearly as dominant in AU 1-4, the uppermost
component at the southern end of the site. However, they are both dominant and numerically
high in Area 6. We have made a strong argument that bracelets were in all likelihood also made
from mountain goat horn at these sites, as well as those that we know made from antler. Antler
preserves, while horn does not. However, the bony core to mountain goat horns does preserve,
and GbTo-54 has 13 of these (see Crockford faunal reporting, this report). By comparison, all
the NCPP assemblages put together had nine (Ames 2005:350-351). Figure 276 shows how
Area 6 is dominant for both mountain goat bone and horn cores, even though this is a relatively
‘poor’ area otherwise, with a fraction of the numbers of artifacts of Areas 4 and 5 (compare, for
example, Figure 267), and virtually no fish bone at all. Horn cores are confined to Areas 5
(containing the high status house in Layer 3) and Area 6. It seems likely that Area 6 functioned
as a specialized work area producing bracelets for this high-status house. This is seen in
both the large number of antler bracelet fragments and inferred from the large number of horn
cores here. If we examine the distribution of mountain goat head bones vs all other bones, there
is no concentration of head bones in Areas 5 and 6, and the ratio of head to other elements are
remarkably consistent across all areas (Figure 277). So, while mountain goat head bones are
distributed essentially evenly across the sites, the horn cores are concentrated in the area of the
house with the high status floor and the area with all the labrets.
Mountain goat horn in the form of horn spoons (as well as goat wool and goat meat and
especially fat) is accepted as a high-value item by seemingly all researchers on the northern coast
(e.g., Halpin and Seguin 1990:281). Leece (1998) discusses the continuance of goat horn spoons
as an exotic good, whereas goat horn bracelets fell out of favour during the early historic period
of the Northwest Coast. A mountain goat horn core was one of the items in the extraordinary
“warrior cache” of weapons and valuables at the Boardwalk Site dating to AD 1000 (e.g., Ames
2005:249; Cybulski 2014).
Rings
Figure 278 shows the distribution of ornaments removing the large numbers of bracelets
and pendants in order to see patterning in the other classes more easily. Rings are enigmatic. Too
small to be finger rings, they have an unknown purpose. They occur just at GbTo-54, and are
concentrated in Layer 3. The house, AU5-3, and the contemporaneous layer AU4-3 had the most
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rings (Figure 275, Figure 278). Rings are ONLY found in Areas 1, 4, and 5, all thought to
contain house remains.
Blanket pins occur almost everywhere, but are absent in the early AU4-2 and 5-1. They
are also absent in the Area 5 house AU5-3H and in the large midden just to the north, AU5-3N.
Carved fragments are found almost everywhere, but seldom where clear shapes can be
discerned.
Labret distribution is highly significant. Labrets are shown in Figure 278 but these are so
significant they are shown by themselves in Figure 279. Only one occurs at GbTo-13, and this
was a beach find (another was found inland of the tracks in an area not further investigated). At
GbTo-54, all labrets came from Area 5. At contact, labrets were a marker of high status; and
the lack of them was a marker of slave status, or at least very low status. Boas (1916:299-300)
records a ‘raven transformer’ story about Tsauda and Halus that features a ‘jinx’ to make a
magical sling-stone go astray and through Halus’ mother’s labret hole, but the narrator interjects
a very full explanatory note to the reader about labrets:
(What I mean by lip-hole is this. The old women in our country had a
queer custom, that every woman should have a hole in her lip. When a girl
was able to walk and had no hole in her lip, they would call her a slave.
Therefore when a girl was able to walk, her parents made a little hole in
her lip. They would call all men and women of their exogamic group and
the mother of the girl would give all she had to the husbands relatives, the
aunts of the child; and when she grew up, they enlarged the lip-hole; and
when she was full-grown, the lip-hole was larger than her mouth. The
highest chieftainess had a lip-hole larger than that of any other woman.
This was a sign that she was of high rank. She was the wife of a great chief
or the relative of a great chief. )
Area 5 is the same area as the house with the high-status imported clay floor. Several
labrets were found in the house, directly on floor layers near the box hearths (Figure 275, Figure
278, Figure 279). It is surely no coincidence that the high-status floor, the high-status labrets,
and all the wealth-associated mountain goat horn cores were all found in Area 5. The presence
of labrets in Layers 1 and 4 around the house may be due to the continued presence of highstatus individuals here; but it is unlikely that this remained so for the 1,000 or more years of
occupation, and it is more likely that the labrets in the early later (and possibly in the later) were
introduced there by mixing or by our misinterpreting the correct layer break at which to divide
components, or from precontact inhabitants mixing deposits (from house post, floor, and pit
excavation, for instance) in ways were unable to identify in the field.
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Figure 275. Distribution of all ornament types.
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Figure 276. Mountain goat bone, mountain goat horn core, and bracelet distribution.
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Figure 277. Mountain goat head bones vs other element distribution.
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Figure 278. Ornamental distribution with pendants and bracelets removed.
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Figure 279. Distribution of labrets.
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Celts
Celts are of interest not so much for the temporal distribution in any one time period, but
for the distribution throughout this sequence. The existing cultural historical framework suggests
that grooved adzes (splitting adzes) and grooved celts are confined to the recent PR1 period. It is
been shown above that Ames’s data indicate splitting adzes were present from the early part of
PR2. Figure 280 corroborates this, with a splitting adze in AU 5-1 and several in Layer 2.
Interestingly, splitting adzes are confined to Areas 1, 5, and 15. Areas 1 and 5 are (or are
suspected to be) house locations. Also of interest is that celts are not present north of Area 5.
This is not evident in the distribution of woodworking tools (Figure 269) perhaps because beaver
teeth chisels are included and are so numerous that they may overwhelm the other woodworking
tools; the chisels, drills, and worked mussel shell blades all may have alternative functional uses,
in particular making ornamental bracelets and other fine objects.
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Figure 280. Distribution of stone celts.
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Faunal Remains
Crockford (Appendix 3) provides a complete report on the faunal remains from these
sites; the following discussion is concentrated on aspects of the spatial and temporal patterning.
Figure 281 shows land mammal remains with the three dominant animals shown
individually and the others grouped; the size of the ‘other’ is generally large, showing the
diversity of the land mammals. This pattern is consistent across space and time. Figure 282
shows the same data with ‘other’ removed, to see the differences between the major species more
clearly. Mountain goat is most rare in Area 4. Beaver is particularly common in the northern
three spatial areas of GbTo-54. As noted, we believe that Area 6 is a special activity area for
Area 5, where bracelet making was undertaken. Beaver incisor chisels and engravers were
probably important tools for bracelet making.
Figure 283 shows the distribution of sea mammals. Sea otters appeared to increase in
proportion through time. Harbour seal, in surprisingly small numbers, are evenly distributed
through time and space.
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Figure 281. Distribution of dominant land mammals.
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Figure 282. Dominant land mammals with 'other' removed.
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Figure 283. Distribution of dominant sea mammal.
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Figure 284 shows the distribution of dominant birds. Of these three, auklets are only
available on smaller islands (Lucy Islets is the only nesting area for these birds in modern times).
Auklets appeared to become much more prominent through time; they increase in each area
through time and are most dominant in the late period. These birds are rare with the exception of
GbTn-1 Grassy Bay (Ames 2005:263; Stewart and Stewart 2001:186); at Boardwalk the numbers
of auklets also increase through time. However, the swan/goose/duck family was by far the most
common bird group at Boardwalk (Steward and Stewart 2001:182-186).
Ravens and eagles both live on the site and hypothetically these could have entered the
archaeological record naturally; but this is not so, for Crockford (this volume) shows that the
body element distribution shows that these were hunted birds. Both are ‘totem species’
(associated with one of the four clans) as referred to by Crockford (this volume appendix:133)
The distribution of birds show some striking spatial differences. Virtually all the raven is in
AU5-3N and Area 6. These are the same areas which we believe were involved in the
specialized manufacture of bracelets. Eagles decrease in proportion through time although their
overall numbers increase.
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Figure 284. Distribution of dominant birds.
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The distribution of fish is perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of the faunal
remains at these sites. Fish are somewhat different to the birds and mammals because for many
of these species the bones are so small they were not recovered at the field screening stations.
This recovered virtually all the larger animal species however. The bulk sample screening used
mesh to 2 mm to find a very small bones in ½ L samples, and of course it was not practicable to
fine screen all material. Figure 285 presents the results as density (number of fish bones per litre)
as measured in the fine screened bulk samples while Figure 286 presents the results as the total
number per analytical unit (calculated from the number of fish bones per litre times the
approximate volume of the analytical unit). About 1.2 million fish bones are represented at the
excavated portion of these sites.
The most startling aspect to these graphs is the near complete absence of all fish species
other than salmon, herring, and eulachon. The yellow coloured portions are so small they can
only be detected in a few of the pies. Salmon, herring and eulachon were all likely caught and
processed elsewhere. Crockford (this volume appendix) notes that virtually all these species’
bones are vertebral and that likely the heads were mostly discarded when they were dried or
smoked. It is virtually certain that the people living at this site did almost no fishing while they
lived here although they consumed a great deal of preserved fish. And yet, the faunal remains
appear to show that they were spending a lot of time hunting sea mammals (compare Figure 285
to Figure 283).
A fourth species which in ethnographic times was extensively dried and stored for later
consumption is halibut. Halibut is also only represented by backbones suggesting it also entered
the site already processed, and yet there are very few of these bones. They are included in the
“other” piece of the pie. Possibly, halibut could be butchered in such a way that the meat was
preserved while the bones were not and they are therefore underrepresented.
Salmon clearly decreases through time in relative importance while herring is relatively
stable. Eulachon appears to gain at the expense of salmon. As Crockford (this volume) notes,
eulachon bones have never been found in this proportion or in these overall numbers previously
on the northern coast.
The amount of fish in AU 6 is very small compared to the distribution of land mammals
(Figure 281), especially mountain goat (Figure 276, Figure 277), or sea mammals (Figure 283).
This emphasizes the unusual nature of this analytical unit, which is already unusual because of
the presence of the giant boulder in its centre.
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Figure 285. Distribution of fish species, expressed as density.
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Figure 286. Distribution of fish expressed as calculated total numbers.
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Indicators of Wealth and Status
Labrets, bracelets, mountain goat horn cores and various ornamental items potentially
associated with status and wealth have been discussed above. It is useful, particularly in light of
the concentration of labrets in Area 5, to examine all potential objects of status and wealth
grouped and with select ones emphasised (Figure 287 through Figure 290). We have mainly
followed Coupland (2006) in the definition of artifacts and materials indicative of wealth and
status. We have chosen to not include harpoons as did Coupland: at McNicol Creek the single
harpoon was confined to the high status House O, while harpoons were ubiquitous at GbTo-54,
Ya asqalu’i. While ochre is not generally considered in Northwest Coast archaeology to be an
exotic wealth item, it was in traditional Tsimshian culture. In a story told by Henry Pierce
(Qawala) of the Gispaxloats to William Beynon (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:95-96) a “bidding
war” arose on the Nass River over the purchase of a Haida copper shield:
…but still the Haida were not satisfied. So then Xoop gave everything he
owned, as well as his wife’s possessions. One of the most value valued
possessions of this woman was red ochre, a very scarce commodity. It was
used in face decoration. Xoop’s wife had a beautiful box containing red
ochre. This precious article tempted the wife of the owner of the copper
shield. She wanted to have this box, which was in the hands of Xoop’s wife.
The Haida chief insisted that if the red ochre be added to that which Xoop
had already offered, then he would immediately deliver the copper shield.
Bone rings are described by (Coupland 2006:91-93) as “finger” rings (one fragmentary
one was found at McNicol Creek); from the larger sample at GbTo-54, it is clear that such rings
could not be worn by adults as they are much too small; yet although their function is uncertain,
the difficulty of manufacture and the high degree of polish on most of these items suggests that
they were objects indicating wealth or status; and have therefore been included. Labrets have
been discussed above. Gorgets, previously only recorded from the Boardwalk site as burial
inclusions (Ames 2005:227, 233) are another type of wealth item.
These ornamental items are all shown together in Figure 287. Virtually all these objects
come from GbTo-54, and the discrepancy is much too large to be the result of sample sizes. All
these objects are confined to the three areas where we believe houses to be located: Areas 1, 4,
and 5. In this figure the items are concentrated in Layer 3, which at least in Area 5 is the location
of the high status imported clay floor, and this contains the largest number of objects.
As exotic materials (Figure 288) we have included obsidian, imported from the Goat
Mountain quarry on Mt Edziza near Telegraph Creek and from Obsidian Cove on Sumez Island
in Alaska (Reimer appendix this volume); chalcedony and glassy chert (presumably from
somewhere in the BC interior), nephrite (unconfirmed, but likely from the mid-Fraser); amber,
possibly imported from Haida Gwaii; and, dentalia likely imported from Northern Vancouver
Island (Barton 1991; Mackie and Galois 1990).
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Figure 287. Distribution of objects of status – selected ornamentals.
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Figure 288. Distribution of exotic materials.
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The exotics are clustered in the three house areas: Areas 1, 4, and 5. If chert is in actuality
a local, easily obtainable resource, rather than being an exotic import, then almost all the exotic
materials would be concentrated in GbTo-54. The only exotics in Area 4 are two celts made from
nephrite. Again, Area 5 appears to be the location of the majority of wealth or high-status
objects.
We extracted certain types of tooth pendants as possible wealth or status objects. These
include teeth of grizzly bear, black bear, sea lion, sea otter, mountain goat, and wolf (Figure
289). Sea otter molars with ground-off roots almost certainly were insets on high status wooden
boxes, and these are included here. The tooth pendants show less patterning than the previous
group of objects. Mountain goat tooth pendants are by far the most frequent in the early and
middle time periods. They also form the largest proportion in Area 4, an area not associated with
mountain goat horn cores. It seems unlikely that tooth pendants are directly connected with
wealth or status, since they do not follow the pattern shown in the previous group.
Sea otter teeth with ground cusps may be specialized tools rather than ornaments. They
occur in highest proportion in Area 6, the area we believe to have functioned as a specialized
work area associated with the high status house in Area 5.
Sea otter teeth with ground off roots if they are insets on exotic boxes used to store ritual
paraphernalia or other wealth items might be expected to be concentrated in high status houses
and their associated middens. This does not appear to be the case, although none occur at GbTo13. Rather, they are distributed fairly evenly across GbTo-54.
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Figure 289. Status-linked tooth objects.
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Figure 290 presents in summary form each of the previous groups. The exotic materials,
status objects, and tooth pendants are all grouped, while ground sea otter teeth are presented
separately. Mountain goat horn cores, bracelets, and some other evidence of rank or wealth have
not been included, and the inclusion of these would further accentuate some of the differences
seen in this figure rather than change the overall character.
The three house areas, Areas 1, 4 and 5 are the only ones with “status objects” and
therefore the only locations with all four subcategories of status objects in Figure 290. Only in
Area 5 is there an increase in the number of status objects by the late period, Level 3. There is
perhaps surprisingly little of this material in AU1-4 and AU4-4, which both had deep shelly
deposits laying over the likely house floors of Layer 3.
In many ways though, even the “lower status” areas of the sites would be high status in
almost any other archaeological assemblage from the northern Northwest Coast. For
instance,(Coupland 2006:91) uses in ethnographic reference to support the statement “marine
mammals were considered prestige food by the Tsimshian ethnographically” and notes (2006:89)
that in the “handful of cases, remains of sea otter and harbour seal were identified. Although by
no means abundant, the presence of marine mammal remains in-House O distinguishes it from
other parts of the site. None of the nearly 7000 identified bones from House D and exterior
midden context are from sea mammals”. Contrast this with Figure 283 and with the findings of
Crockford (this volume) that sea mammals comprised 35% of the mammals at GbTo-54 and 60%
of the mammals at GbTo-13. Compared to the Boardwalk site, generally held to be the
archaeological site with the highest status on the northern Northwest Coast, there was seven
times the amount of sea lion at GbTo-54 and 13 times the amount at GbTo-13. Other sea
mammals are roughly comparable, although sea otter is less common relatively at GbTo-54 and
somewhat more so at GbTo-13 compared to Boardwalk.
Even without considering the clustered distribution of mountain goat horn cores at GbTo54, the amount of mountain goat generally across both sites is unprecedented on the Northwest
Coast and apparently in North America. Mountain goat horn bracelets and spoons have been
discussed elsewhere in this report; mountain goat horn was also a key component of
mountaineering equipment made by the Tsimshian, who used it to tip long staffs used in scaling
cliffs to cross very steep snow-covered slopes; and sets of mountain goat horns were used to
make crampons for snowshoes used in extremely steep conditions (Boas 1916:143, 245, 282,
401). Mountain goat fat and wool were not only precious commodities in their own rights for
people, but they were invaluable for sea mammal hunters, traders, and others who needed to
canoe passed dangerous places, as these materials were used to placate evil spirits who caused
whirlpools, deep foam, steep waves and other hazards (e.g., Beynon 1954:21, 92, 113-114).
Travellers and hunters always kept at hand a supply of these mountain goat products.
The great number of upriver faunal remains, including mule deer, caribou, lynx, and
hoary marmot and those likely to have at least partially come from upriver, such as beaver,
grizzly bear, and mountain goat, suggest access to upriver resources that others in the harbour
did not have access to. Whether these animals were directly acquired, or whether they were
obtained through through trade or tariffs on others trading cannot be known for certain. It is
certainly suggestive that the Gispaxloats who founded Ya asqalu’i (GbTo-54) had exclusive
trading privileges with the upper Skeena (e.g.,Barbeau and Beynon 1987:38), although this may
only have been the case after the Eagle clan joined the Gispaxloats and Legaix came to power;
this privilege was certainly hotly contested (e.g., Barbeau and Beynon 1987:78-83).
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Several artifact classes, such as gorgets and amber beads and pendants, had only
previously been recovered from burial contexts at Boardwalk. With almost 100 bracelet
fragments GbTo-13 and GbTo-54 are unparalleled anywhere on the Northwest Coast.
The prepared clay house floors at GbTo-54 AU5-3 are unmatched anywhere except at the
chief’s House O at McNichol Creek and likely the ethnographically recorded Gitlan tribe’s
“Tsemknemakem-wilp” (‘Red House’) at K’nemas (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:110). The size of
the AU5-3 house is much smaller than House O at McNichol Creek, being only about 4 m across
rather than 6 m. This does not change the overall interpretation of this being a high status house,
however.
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Figure 290. Distribution of items of wealth.
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Site Function
This section discusses some of the inferred site functions and similar topics of interest
regarding the functioning of the site in regional context.

Strategic Importance
One of the big questions about these sites, particularly GbTo-54, is why is the site there,
at that particular location, in the first place? It becomes clear when boat landing after boat
landing is interrupted by collisions with underwater boulders, even in the clearest part of the
beach, or while having to pick one’s way with the utmost care over, through, and around large
boulders, that this is not the obvious ideal setting for a village. Small children in particular must
have been continuously coming to grief. The initial occupations were living and building on top
of extremely uneven and rugged slide deposits of diamicton that would have been treacherous
underfoot. And yet, houses were indeed built here, people of all ages lived here year round, and
in the course of this occupation, some of the most extraordinary artifacts ever found on the
northern Northwest Coast were left here.
There are many other places in the harbour with easier beach landings, much better
protection from southeast storms, and easier ground on which to build. Of course many of these
areas could have been already occupied and may not have been available to new people moving
in or a community fissioning from an established one. But not all such places have obvious
evidence of occupation, and even many of the good locations we know were temporarily
abandoned from time to time. So why pick the location of GbTo-54? It does have access to many
resources that would be outside the harbour; but with canoe transportation, these would be
equally available to much more sheltered places, even on the same marine channel on Digby
Island such as GbTo-28.
The waters “south of Charles Point” (located on Digby Island directly across Fairview
Channel from GbTo-13) are legally defined by Schedule 1 of the Canada Shipping Act as being
outside “protected waters”. This is a pragmatic location long known to operators of small vessels
as the point where the tides, waves, and exposure to southeast storm winds all markedly increase
when exiting the harbour. GbTo-54 is not located within protected waters.
Casey Point at GbTo-13 had a number of military installations during the Second World
War: a gun battery (recorded as GbTo-100); field gun emplacements on the beach and shoreline;
and nets and booms to deter motor torpedo boats and submarines (Eldridge, Brunsden, et al.
2008; Linzey 2007). This is the narrowest point along the southern approach to Prince Rupert
Harbour, and also has a good view to the southern approaches. These qualities would also have
been strategically important to prehistoric peoples during times of conflict with outside
communities. The much easier canoe landings available on the sheltered, sandy beach just across
the channel at GbTo-28 (Phillips Point) had no view to the southeast or southwest. Other large
contemporary villages further into the harbour had the potential for good views from nearby
‘lookout’ areas; for example Parizeau Point in the case of Boardwalk. This can be seen in an
analysis undertaken using ArcMap 3D Analyst “Viewscape” with observer eye elevation set to 3
m (Figure 291). However, perhaps critically, GbTo-54 has a view that covers a slightly wider
angle than Parizeau Point, as well as a view to Venn Passage, which means it may be the only
location that has a view of both entrances to the inner harbour.
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Figure 291. GIS Viewscape comparison of Boardwalk/Parizeau Point (purple) and GbTo54 (grey, layered under purple, to show areas visible from GbTo-54 but not Parizeau
Point). The latter may be the best location in the harbour to have direct views of both
entrances.
Is there any additional archaeological evidence that can shed light on whether this could
have been a strategic village, perhaps manned as a lookout to give warning to the other villages
in the harbour? No artifacts are unequivocally associated with warfare. Indeed, even the stone
‘clubs’ are classed functionally as ‘hunting’ and there is no ‘warfare’ functional grouping, but
they are perhaps the most likely artifact class to be weapons. There are eight stone clubs,
including the ‘finger and thumb grooved club hammerstone’ (GbTo-54:2108), the polished stone
club with the thumb groove (GbTo-54:154), and the enigmatic stone with the large pecked rings
and pointed projection found on the beach (GbTo-54:1115); even if some of these are utilitarian
rather than weapons of war, the relative frequency seems very high compared to most sites in the
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harbour. Of the 18,000 artifacts from the nine large excavations in the harbour conducted by the
NCPP, there were only 13 clubs (Ames 2005:360). Only one stone club was found at Boardwalk;
and two at Kitandach. The latter site had more than twice the excavated volume of GbTo-13 and
54 combined. Of course, many of the other artifact types could also have been used as weaponry,
but this use cannot be distinguished from normal use. Traditional Tsimshian warrior’s equipment
was specialized; for instance, a warrior’s bow had sinew backing and was much stiffer to pull
than an ordinary hunters bow, so the arrows could penetrate armour or a grizzly bear’s skull
(Barbeau and Beynon 1987:27). This story refers to two artifact types that could be identified:
bone clubs (presumably whalebone club) and arrow tips made from the “shank of the bear, which
is very hard”. Neither was found at GbTo-13 or 54, although the bone points that were found
were mostly heavily modified and referred to as ‘land mammal bone’; further examination might
determine if any of these are bear bone.
The origin story for the village that became GbTo-54, described in the section
“Ethnohistorical Connections” earlier in this report, contains key points that confirm some of the
hypotheses regarding strategic value of the site that we had reached before finding the source,
and provide new insights. This story tells us that the village was established shortly after the
major landslide created the landform on which it is built. It also establishes that the village was
built after the Tlingit were defeated in battle but at a time when it was feared they might return.
The Gispaxloats chief of this village formed an alliance with his clan’s mate of the Gitwilgyots
tribe to defend the harbour. They desired to be “neighbours” which implies they wanted to be
relatively close together. As the Lachane site was already established near where the container
terminal is today, it would make sense that the supporting village had views that incorporated
both entrances to the harbour.
It seems clear that the strategic location must have outweighed the problems caused by its
exposure to wind and waves and the large angular boulders covering much of the surface and
beach.

Warfare and Wealth in relation to Faunal Remains
Bear remains, particularly from grizzly bears, can be argued to be evidence of the
presence of warriors. Many aboriginal groups in the northern hemisphere regarded bears as
having human properties, and bears were treated like enemy warriors both in combat and after
death (Hallowell 1926:34-35, 72, 77-79). Hallowell discusses the chiefly treatment grizzly bears
received on the Northwest Coast and has a brief note regarding Tsimshian treatment of a killed
bear, where a line of red ochre (a wealth item as noted above) was painted from head to tail
down the bear’s back (Hallowell 1926:76). The Tsimshian oral traditions collected by Barbeau
and Beynon (1987) have several references to warriors being grizzly hunters, such as the famous
Gitwilgyots warrior Aksk, defeater of the Tlingit in Prince Rupert Harbour. The tradition states,
in regard to the GbTo-33 Lachane site: “The family of Aksk had now grown to be brave warriors
and able to overcome the grizzly” (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:55). A warrior dressed in a grizzly
bear headdress and grizzly bear hide war armour was thought to be impervious to arrows and
spears (Barbeau and Beynon 1987:137, 169). GbTo-54 had an unusually high amount of grizzly
bear (see Crockford appendix this report). Boardwalk had just 6 grizzly bones in the NCPP
excavations (Stewart 1977 referenced in Ames 2005:371), and none from the more recent
excavations; yet GbTo-54 contained 34 grizzly bones and GbTo-13 had another three (Crockford
appendix Table 134). Of course, the grizzly bears could have been obtained by trade rather than
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by the much more dangerous mode of directly hunting. However, trade might have been equally
available to the wealthy people of Boardwalk, and the conclusion remains that the GbTo-54
settlement was extraordinary in many ways, and may well have had a large number of warriors
who may have hunted grizzlies as part of their spiritual and martial training and who lived in a
strategic location.
The faunal remains also indicate that the people of the Kaien Siding sites were hunting
very large sea mammals (Stellar sea lions and fur seals). We can predict from ethnographic
patterns of ownership common to the Northwest Coast that the rights to hunt these were likely
always the privilege of chiefs. Certainly, particular sea lion haul-out rocks were owned, with
mythical stories associated that were the basis of the claim to ownership (Beynon 1954:52-56).
Ownership would have been especially expected of the breeding rookeries (which seem to have
been extirpated before contact), from which animals of all ages of both species were taken at the
Kaien sites. The amount of sea lion bone compared to other sites was almost as disproportionate
as for grizzly bears: between seven and 13 times as much sea lion was found at the Kaien Siding
(Ya asqalu’i) sites as at Boardwalk, and none of these species was found at the extensive
excavations at McNichol Creek.

Trade, Ranking, and Wealth
Definitive trade items are rare at the Kaein Siding sites: obsidian was coming hundreds of
kilometers from the north; amber likely from Haida Gwaii from the west; animals not present in
the harbour or lower Skeena from the east. Dentalia shell may have been coming from the south,
although it may also have been harvested more locally. We did not find copper, which would be
likely to have come from Tlingit sources to the north, but this relatively close source would only
be expected after AD 1000 (Cooper 2007). Older copper, associated with burials at Boardwalk,
has been recalibrated to much more recently than the originally reported date, but even the new
dating is still much earlier than the oldest Alaskan sources: burial #325 at 490 BC to AD 10, or
burial #322, slightly too old at AD640 to 810 (McKechnie and Eldridge 2013). Perhaps these
earlier copper objects came via the Salish Sea, where copper of unknown origin, but possibly
from the Great Lakes/Mississippi, is dated to about AD 1 (Cooper 2007; Dady 2002; Franklin,
Badone, et al. 1981; Lepofsky, Blake, et al. 2000).
Goat remains were extraordinarily common at Ya asqalu’i and these almost certainly
represent wealth that could be traded. Boas (1916:57) notes “The Tsimshian sold to the Haida, in
exchange for canoes, particularly boxes of olachen [sic] oil, carved spoons of mountain goat and
bighorn sheep horns, boxes of eulachon grease, and [mountain goat] wool and woollen blankets.”
Antler bracelets were being manufactured at Ya asqalu’i and we infer mountain goat bracelets
(and perhaps spoons) were also made here. It seems likely that both were traded (and likely to
the Haida, who totally lacked both materials) along with other goat products and other goods
such as dried berries and moose hides from the interior.
Mountain goat meat and fat, grizzly bear fat, sea lion, seal, halibut and fresh salmon were
all considered “rich” (high status) food by the Tsimshian (Boas 1916:406). Again, we have
evidence of unusual amounts at Ya asqalu’i of most of these species.
The goat, beaver, caribou, lynx, fisher, mule deer, and other faunal remains all indicate
upriver sources. These could have been obtained directly from upriver on the Skeena (upriver
from Kitselas Canyon) by hunting parties and they could also have been traded for. The control
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of trade upriver was fiercely contested as we know from oral history. In the late precontact and
early contact time, Legaix of the Gispaxloats tribe and Eagle clan controlled (or attempted to
control) all the trade with upriver groups (of both the Skeena and Nass rivers). The finding of so
much upriver faunal material in the Ya asqalu’i village (and the general lack of such in other
Prince Rupert Harbour sites) suggests that there may have been some control of trade nearly two
millennia ago. Boardwalk did have various upriver animals, although generally in small
numbers: caribou, bighorn sheep, wolverine, mule deer, moose, and mountain goat all occur
there (Stewart 1977 in Ames 2005). These were completely lacking at GbTo-28, McNichol
Creek.
In the section “Spatial and Temporal Patterning/ Indicators of Wealth” above, we have
explored the unequal distribution of indicators of wealth (and associated ranking) between
different AUs. A major conclusion was that AU5-3 was a house with an imported clay floor; and
this area had all the labrets and other indicators of wealth and status. AUs 5 and 6 had all the
mountain goat horn cores, while mountain goat head and body parts were evenly distributed
amongst the rest of the AUs. While this gives a clear indication of a house of a high ranking
chief, we also discussed that using other measures of wealth, the entire village of Ya asqalu’i,
and GbTo-13, were wealthy compared to other sites in the harbour. The goat, bear, sea lion and
other animals that indicate wealth are discussed above. Eulachon were another wealth and trade
item. While the grease does not reveal itself directly in the archaeological record, the fish can
also be smoked for storage as well as eaten fresh, and as they were dried whole, their bones can
enter the archaeological record. As Crockford (Appendix 3) notes, eualachon has never before
been found in such quantities or proportions in other Northwest Coast archaeological
excavations, even when fine-screening was employed.
Some of the artifacts that characterized the early historic and late precontact cultures and
might be considered wealth items were absent at both sites. Finally fashioned plain or decorated
stone bowls were not found. No trace of copper was found and, while there were bone blanket
pins, there were no combs. Zoomorphic or anthropomorphic decoration of bark shredders
splitting adzes and mauls was absent and we found none of the highly polished shaped slate
“mirrors” that appear to all have come from undated (?) contexts at the Kitandach site (Ames
2005:Table A13).

A Revised Culture-History for Prince Rupert Harbour
MacDonald and Inglis first presented their ‘provisional’ culture-historical system not
long after the NCPP began (MacDonald 1969), and made minor changes but expanded the
associated discussion through their 1981 publication. As discussed in the introduction of this
report, the 1981 publication continued to state that it was a provisional list. One of Ames’ initial
goals of his research was to develop a detailed culture-history on behalf of the NCPP project.
Ames’ 2005 monograph on the artifacts of Prince Rupert explores a large range of research
questions. However, Ames (2005:103) determined that he could not improve on the MacDonald
and Inglis scheme with the data in hand, although he moved the dates of the beginning and ends
of the periods on the basis of calibrated radiocarbon dates. He was unable to temporally divide
many of the assemblages from the deepest sites with the largest numbers of artifacts; yet many of
these artifacts form the basis of the earlier MacDonald and Inglis scheme.
Little of the other archaeological work in the harbour has undertaken the type of work
that produces much new data useful for this purpose, and it has not been a high-priority research
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goal of researchers in the area. However, a sound culture-history sequence is fundamental to
answering almost every research question. The present project has not only added a great many
artifacts with good provenience and dating, but has allowed a review of the data from previous
projects.
The earth moving that occurred in precontact time from the excavation of pits, post holes
and house floors and the disturbances during the historic period together with natural turbation
from animals and tree throws mixed artifacts of different ages, as has been noted by MacDonald,
Ames, Archer and others. This means that artifacts originally exclusive of one period will not be
found exclusively in layers dating to that period. The heavy concentration of an artifact type
found in particular AU layers likely means that the artifact actually is diagnostic.
From the point of view of culture history the analytical units at Ya asqalu’i (GbTo-54)
likely represent rather more narrow temporal bands than are indicated on the various figures that
show spatial and temporal distribution of data. AU Levels 1 and 2 have small assemblages, and
date from about 800 BC to perhaps as late as AD 200, but perhaps as early as 500 BC. AU Level
3 dates primarily from about AD 200-800; while AU Level 4 mostly dates from AD 1100-AD
1300. However, the lack of evidence of abandonment (culturally sterile forest soils separating
components) may mean that we simply don’t have sufficient radiocarbon dates to fill in the gaps.
However, the period from AD 1300 until contact shows little evidence of use at either GbTo-13
or GbTo-54, despite the single pair of dates that show late precontact use must have occurred at
least sporadically. During this late period some of the artifact types which were absent at these
sites but which do occur in the harbour are present.
Like previous researchers, we find that chipped stone artifacts have little temporally
diagnostic value in this area. Flaking simple expedient tools from beach cobbles seems to
continue uninterrupted from the earliest times until the historic period. Formed bifacially flaked
implements are virtually absent: when they do occur they appear to have been collected from
other locations and simply resharpened.
Little can be contributed regarding the earliest PR3 period which ends about 1800 BC.
No deposits this ancient were found at Kaien Siding, and no new insights or revisions regarding
this period were noted when reviewing the material presented by Ames (2005) and others. The
assemblages are very small. Initial statements by MacDonald that harpoons with notched line
guards were present and line holes were dominant in this phase were retracted in the 1981 article.
Further work on the Lucy and Dundas Islands by researchers including Archer, Martindale,
McLaren and others has revealed very early shell middens; larger scale excavations eventually
will produce artifact assemblages of use for this subject.
We showed above in Ground Stone using Ames’ 2005 data that the heavy woodworking
tools (grooved mauls and grooved adzes) are not confined to the Late Pacific PR1 phase as
MacDonald and Inglis, Ames, and many others have suggested. Rather, they are just as common
in the PR2 period. As the adzes were the only artifact type that MacDonald and Inglis did not
class as “rare” that was confined to PR1, and the artifact types relate to heavy-duty woodworking
(and therefore to the presence of large seagoing trading canoes, monumental architecture
including houses and large carved poles), this is a very significant change. This leaves no
substantive changes between PR1 and PR2 from the point of view of artifact type presence and
absence, with the exception of the relatively rare artifact types. And, from the absence of most of
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these rare artifact types, we can deduce that cultural changes which may be associated with them
may have happened after the principal period of occupation of the Kaien sites, or after AD 1300.
We know from a variety of sources that several very significant changes occurred in the
last two millennia and a division between the beginning of PR2 and the historic period is
appropriate. Archer (2001) determines on the basis of dating villages in the harbour that
correspond to either egalitarian or ranked characteristics, that ranking appears to have arisen
about A.D. 100. Archer’s egalitarian houses have widths of 3 to 4 m (GbTo-70), the same size as
the elite house at Ya asqalu’i. The larger houses in Archer’s ranked villages have widths about 5
to 6 m (GbTo-89).
From the evidence of interpersonal trauma on human remains, Cybulski (1996a); (1992)
has determined that warfare has been present on the Northwest Coast since at least 1,000 BC.
However, some pivotal evidence, including the decapitated skeletons at Lachane and Garden
Island, and the Warrior Cache from the Boardwalk site which were originally dated as old as 500
BC, have recently been redated to about AD 1000 (Cybulski 2014). Maschner (1991) has linked
the emergence of complexity over much of the Northwest Coast and adjacent areas to an increase
of warfare spurred by the introduction of the bow and arrow about AD 500. Moss and Erlandson
(1992) show that some Tlingit forts and refuges were first occupied about AD 500, and that most
were being used (at least intermittently) after about AD 1000. They believe this “signals an
intensification of competition and warfare among the Tlingit and possibly their neighbours”.
So there were several increases in competition during the first millennium A.D. Ranked
villages appear; then warfare begins to intensify about AD 500 and further intensifies starting
about A.D. 1000.
In contrast to the modest houses, even the large ones, of the first millennium A.D. the
houses at contact were much larger – often over 10 m wide (Martindale 2006). Art styles, even
on long-lasting materials that do often preserve archaeologically, were highly complex and
ubiquitous. The many artifact types which we did not see at Ya asqalu’i are present in the
harbour including stone tobacco (?) bowls, copper ornaments, bone combs, slate mirrors,
zoomorphic adzes and mauls, and valved toggling harpoons.
Table 19 displays an updated version of MacDonald and Inglis (1981) “Figure 11”, with
non-diagnostic types left out (except for where the artifact changed from diagnostic to nondiagnostic, such as splitting adzes). With more cross-checking than has been possible here, and
an examination of the large assemblages from Lachane and Kitandach which Ames was not able
to temporally divide, great increases in the age range and detail of this table would be possible.
The columns have not been titled with the original provisional PR1, PR2, etc, since these have
been subdivided and likely further divisions or shifts will need to be made as additional
information is added. Some of the data, such as the attribution of finely shaped stone bowls to
post-AD1300 is based on their absence at excavated sites, and the very small sample of
excavated volume for the post AD1300 period.
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Table 19. Provisional update of culture-historical attributes, Prince Rupert Harbour
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Summary and Conclusions
The excavations for Kaien Siding at GbTo-13 and GbTo-54 have revealed an
unprecedented amount of data for North Coast archaeological sites. All data has ties to some
140,000 spatial points that have millimetre precision, and 10 cm or better accuracy in real world
coordinates. Almost all data is in a combination of Access database and ArcMap GIS files that
should allow unprecedented ease of data use in the future for new research. Some 4,500 artifacts
(formed tools, ornaments, and weapons and fragments) were catalogued, classified, and
analysed. Dozens of features were recorded, with georeferenced 3-D models made of the most
significant features. All bone recovered from ¼ inch screen was examined for rare species and
human remains and the majority of this bone was identified to the lowest taxa possible. A large
sample of the over 1,000,000 fish bones from the sites was analysed from fine-screen samples.
Almost 90,000 bones were analysed in total. Shellfish were analysed for seasonality. Dozens of
radiocarbon dates provide temporal control. This data will provide data for further research for
decades to come.
Ethnohistorical records revealed that the Tsimshian name for GbTo-54 was Ya asqalu’i,
meaning “Place of Alder Slide”. The first occupation of this landform occurred shortly after the
defeat of the Tlingit in the region. The location had been occupied for several hundred years
prior to the main occupation, but this was likely a series of temporary camps that left ephemeral
traces. The main occupation began about A.D. 200 on what were fresh slide deposits at some
places and on slightly older deposits in others. The oral history states that the chief of this village
at this time was Spilaxe, a Gispaxloats and Gispwudwada (Killerwhale/Grizzly) clan member
who formed an alliance with the Gitwilgyots chief, Gilax’aks for defence of the harbour. It
appears that one of the main reasons for choosing this location, despite a number of problems,
was strategic in that it uniquely had a view of both entrances to the inner harbour.
Our understanding of the number and size of houses is incomplete due to the effect of
railroad construction through the centre and rear of where ancient buildings once stood at this
location. We have one definite house and two likely ones within the excavated area. We also
have a special activity area where we think bracelets were made (in addition to other activities)
that surrounded a giant boulder left over from the landslide. The houses were much smaller than
the ones occupied at the time of contact and into the historic period. This is consistent with other
archaeological investigations in the region. The one definite house was characterized by a whole
series of rectangular slab box hearths associated with clay floors that had been imported and
refreshed from time to time. The house was rebuilt at least once in a slightly different orientation
but probably close to the same footprint. This house, despite being slightly narrower than highstatus houses in ranked villages, was occupied by the highest status people in the village.
Labrets, a lip ornament associated with high status at the contact period, were all confined to this
house and its associated refuse dumps. While mountain goat head bones and body bones were
evenly distributed across the site, all the horn cores were found here. Since valuable bracelets
and spoons as well as specialized Alpine equipment were manufactured from mountain goat
horn, we believe this is another instance of high status and wealth associated with this house.
A slab box hearth was found in the second suspected house, and another was found in the
third suspected house. Various artifact classes were confined to the areas of houses and not to
some of the peripheral areas which may have been special work areas. Overall though, the
composition of assemblages in all areas remained remarkably consistent through time and space.
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Some artifact types are restricted to certain time periods, or are much more common in
some than others. This will be explored further in the section below. Harpoon types made at the
same time at the two village locations (Casey Creek and Ya asqalu’i) were made with quite
different line retrieval systems, possibly to be able to allow identification of harpoons and
distribute meat accordingly between the two communities.
An unprecedented number of antler bracelet fragments (nearly 100) came from both sites.
We identified a new clasp mechanism that had never before been identified archaeologically,
although it was known in the art history world from mountain goat horn bracelets collected in the
very early historic period. From this, and the great abundance of mountain goat bones including
horn cores and the archaeological site, we infer that mountain goat horn bracelets were also made
here.
The faunal assemblages from both sites compared to other locations in the harbour and
elsewhere on the North Coast are as unusual as the artifacts and features, if not more so. The
amount of mountain goat bone was extraordinary; so was that of bears, especially grizzly bears,
and sea lions. Many of the animals appear to have an up river and possibly far up river origin.
The far up river animals include fisher, lynx, caribou, and mule deer. The fish are dominated by
three stored species, salmon, herring, and eulachon. Locally caught fresh fish comprise a tiny
amount of the bone. While large numbers of salmon and herring (where appropriate methods
have been used) have previously been found, what is unusual is the large amount of eulachon
recovered. The birds are dominated by rhinoceros auklets, a small seabird that nests on some
outer islands. These have only been found in such large numbers at another Kaien Island site,
Grassy Bay.
While some of the artifact and faunal remains show that there was ranking within this
village, even the areas of “low status” have more wealth items then at almost any other
archaeological sites in the harbour. It seems likely that the villages themselves were ranked at
this time in addition to individuals and families,. This village would have had a high rank
perhaps similar to that previously attributed to the Boardwalk site.
The art styles do not approach the complex art known from historic times. Only one
anthropomorphic representation of a face was found, and one zoomorphic carving of a bird (?)
on the head of a blanket pin. These do have fully-developed Northwest Coast ovoids and other
formlines. Perhaps most representational art was on wood items which have perished. Three
dimensional representations in stone are limited to mauls and clubs, several of which appear to
be phallic. Incised concretions use naturally shaped claystone and add incised skeletal elements.
Geometric patterning is common on the bracelets but also on a wide variety of other objects. A
wide variety of ornaments were made from various types of shell, especially rock scallop and
dentalia. Other ornaments were simple bead and pendant forms carved and drilled from rock and
amber and from bone and antler. Deeply incised (yet still essentially geometric) complex carved
stones are produced that date to the early occupation at Ya asqalu’i and up the Skeena River,
where the complex ones appear to date to the late period.
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